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Abstract
This study has been motivated by the startling variation routinely observed in the performance of local
governments within conflict-afflicted states. While institutional, social capital, modernization, and
political party theories account for some of this variation, they ultimately fall short of fully explaining
it. In response to the absence of a comprehensive explanatory framework for the varying levels of
success states exhibit with local state-building in the aftermath of internal wars, this study advances a
political economy approach, which views political performance as a product of state-business
interaction. The proposed explanatory framework combines elements of economic structure and
human agency to trace the emergence of alternative types of business political action and patterns of
state-business relations, and to assess their impact on the performance of political institutions.
Confirmatory analysis is based on extensive primary and secondary data collected through
field research conducted in Bosnia and Herzegovina over the 2013-2015 period. Using this data, the
study longitudinally assesses and compares the post-conflict performance of eight local governments,
organized in pairs of counterfactuals. Congruence-testing employed to account for the uncovered
variation between units of analysis grants limited support to the explanatory power of ‘usual suspect’
variables, including ethnic diversity, socio-economic development, wartime violence, and civic
activism. Instead, process-tracing analysis supports the proposed theoretical framework, highlighting
economic structure and business agency as causal factors of state-business relations and subsequently,
government performance.
The study finds that local government performance in post-conflict Bosnia was largely shaped
by the capacity of businesses to cooperate first with one another, and then with the local state to tackle
development and governance concerns. It also shows that the propensity of businesses to
associationalism and their ability to overcome collective action problems was determined by and
conditioned upon municipal structures of production. Finally, the study demonstrates that factors
internal to business associations – specifically, their degree of ‘democraticness’ and professionalization shaped both their capacity to exert influence on political actors and determined the nature and
direction of this influence on local government institutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

The dissertation in brief

Local governments in post-conflict contexts face serious hurdles delivering services and improving
their responsiveness to citizens. However, government performance is routinely found to vary
considerably among localities within war-afflicted states. Emerging from brutal civil wars, local
governments that are similar in their endowments might show dramatic divergence in performance.
Why? In my study, I endeavor to shed light on this question. To do so, I leverage variation in the
performance of local governments in Bosnia-Herzegovina, a multi-ethnic state that emerged in the
mid-1990s from the violent dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY).
Local governments influence the daily lives of citizens in myriad ways. They oversee the
delivery of critical services, such as sanitation, transportation, and utility provision. Moreover, they
design and implement policies aimed to address urgent community issues: lack of economic
opportunities, urban decline, health disparities, educational inequalities, and minority underrepresentation - to name but a few. The performance of local governments is thus a universally
relevant topic, and one that assumes even greater importance in states emerging from violent internal
conflicts. Civil wars leave in their wake social disintegration in its most extreme form. Neighbors have
killed neighbors; families have been torn apart; the economy has been shattered; infrastructure has
been ruined. The moment the guns fall silent, however, structures of authority and legitimacy must be
rebuilt to prevent reversion into violence (Collier et al. 2003).
Local governments have a central role in mitigating conflict and reversing the adverse
consequences of violence (Jackson and Scott 2007; Manor 2006). Civil wars are typically fought outside
of capital cities (Kalyvas 2006). Accordingly, it is in provincial localities rather than in large urban
centers that most wartime violence occurs. It is here, too, that citizens interact with government after
war’s end, through local institutions. Compared to state-level structures, local governments have better
access to information on local conditions and needs, and they are better situated for interacting with
different identity groups and traditional authorities (Romeo 2002). Finally, and perhaps most
1

importantly, evidence from multiple post-conflict zones suggests that local governments are less
resistant to democratization and economic reforms than national governing systems (Brinkerhoff
2005). The forces of nationalism often prove exceptionally strong in the latter, discouraging the
representation, participation, and recognition of minorities. As such, the reconciliation process can be
further encumbered (Bigdon and Hettige 2003).
Recently, International Development Organizations (IDOs) have recognized the crucial role
played by processes of decentralization in the development of peace and stability. Thus, rather than
replicating the traditional top-down paradigm of post-conflict state-building, where programmatic
assistance is offered to the central state, the International Community (IC) has increasingly targeted
directly subnational states (World Bank 2009). This practice represents a shift away from the view that
a strong central authority will be able to foster state-building at the provincial level, toward the hope
that “lessons learned at the local level [will] provide important answers to the question as to how to
restructure the [national] political system so that it is suitable to accommodate all identity groups”
(Bigdon and Hettige 2003: 16). Yet, despite massive donor assistance and the promise held out by the
theory of decentralization, namely that good government and deeper democracy can be achieved at
the local level, empirical evidence from post-conflict contexts suggests that the performance of local
governments varies dramatically (Nixon 2008; Klick 2013; Martinez 2014, Sacks and Larizza 2012). In
Bosnia-Herzegovina, the site of my research, both previous scholarship and my own studies confirm
this startling divergence (Bieber 2005; Moore 2013; Toal and Dahlman 2011; USAID 2011).
In Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje (GVU), a small multi-ethnic municipality in central Bosnia, it took
thirteen years for local Croats and Bosniaks to fully abolish parallel institutionalism and to reunite
structures of local government that became separated (across ethnic lines) during the war. Half an
hour drive away, in the almost identical locality of Vitez, Croats and Bosniaks had already established
fully functional, joint institutions of government within the first six months following the signing of
the Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA). In GVU, extreme and prolonged political instability (that also
triggered an aid embargo) resulted in insufficient service provision, minimal economic recovery, and
low rates of IDP1 and refugee return. The fast-track political and territorial reunification in Vitez, by
contrast, encouraged economic growth and sustainable minority return soon after war’s end.
Further north, the local government of Lukavac did not manage to produce a single
development strategy in the entire post-conflict period, despite its severe and pressing economic

1
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challenges. In the neighboring locality of Tešanj, the local government emerged as a national champion
in development planning and pro-active socio-economic policy design and implementation. It has
introduced remarkable institutional and policy innovations aimed at depoliticizing development and
modernizing the administration. So successful were some of these initiatives that donors and IDO2
field officers across Bosnia regularly cite Tešanj as a model for efficient and responsive governance.3
In fact, programmatic assistance currently offered to municipalities across Bosnia attempts to replicate
Tešanj’s positive experience with subnational state-building.
How can we account for such different experiences? In the upcoming chapters, I use data
from eight Bosnian municipalities (including the abovementioned ones) to measure local
governments’ performance and seek to answer this urgent question.
The extensive literature on post-conflict state-building has highlighted alternative factors as
relevant to understanding variation in the performance of government units. Of this research, the
design of political institutions has received the most scholarly attention. Few debates have vexed
comparative political scientists for as long, and as intensely, as the question concerning the type of
political institutions that is more likely to encourage stable and democratic governments in divided
contexts. Democratic consociationalism as a form of political power sharing has been the subject of
controversy for decades. Proponents argue that conscociationalism diffuses grievances, prevents zerosum politics, encourages moderate behavior among contending groups, and thus, produces durable
peace settlements and political stability (Lijphart 1969, 1975, 1977, 2002, 2004; Roeder and Rothchild
2005; Daalder 1974; Armingeon 2002). Opponents, for their part, counter that consociationalism
heightens latent ethnic identities, deepens societal cleavages, and significantly increases the likelihood
of conflict (Horowitz 1985, 1993, 2008; Brancati 2009; Barry 1975). The issue remains an open
question among scholars. Over the past twenty years however, diplomats and constitutional engineers,
convinced by the consociational argument, have experimented with it in contexts as diverse as the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Afghanistan. Its limited success, however, has sparked
another round of debate, this time on the particular aspects of consociationalism that might improve
government performance in alternative socio-political contexts (McGarry and O’Leary 2004).
Apart from being inconclusive, the tired institutional design debate falls short of accounting
for subnational variations in government performance within post-conflict polities – the subject of
this thesis. Nevertheless, a growing body of empirical research on democratization and institutional
2
3
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performance has brought to our attention a wide array of alternative explanations. In subsequent
chapters, I draw on this literature to develop a series of hypotheses that might explain the striking
differences in the post-war performance of Bosnia’s local government institutions.
My inquiry spans spatially across eight municipalities and temporally across the two first decades
of Bosnia’s post-conflict transition (1995-2015). To permit the analytical exploration of alternative
hypotheses, I select municipalities that differ across multiple dimensions, including population size
and ethnic make-up; level of socio-economic development; exposure to war-time violence; political
complexion; and inflow of foreign assistance. In assessing the performance of their local governments,
I follow the agenda of institutional performance measurement first introduced by Eckstein (1971) and
Gurr and McClelland (1975) but was popularized much later by Robert Putnam (1993) in his seminal
study on the performance of Italy’s regional governments. Within this framework, Local Government
Performance (LGP) is understood as internally constituted by three dimensions: (1) the capacity of
governments to manage their internal affairs and to engage in decision-making with efficacy and
without dissension; (2) the capacity of governments to identify social needs and to design and
implement appropriate policy responses to key economic and social concerns; and (3) the degree of
responsiveness governments exhibit to their constituency.
I measure LGP at five different points in time, starting from the direct aftermath of the
Bosnian war (1996) and continuing to 2015 when my final fieldwork round came to an end. Each data
point corresponds to a four-year period that roughly overlaps with each of Bosnia’s five, post-conflict,
local electoral cycles. By taking snapshots of LGP throughout Bosnia’s entire post-war period, I
identify localized initial conditions, track progress across time and space, and explore alternative
trajectories and outcomes of local government performance. A longitudinal investigation enables me
to identify key steps in the process of post-war institution-building and state-capacity strengthening,
detect tipping points in institutional performance, and analyze the root causes of change and sequence
by means of matching trends in municipal performance to parallel developments in explanatory
variables.
Methodologically I employ congruence testing and process tracing as both theory-testing and
theory-building tools. The empirical testing of hypotheses that center on the explanatory potential of
demographic (size and ethnic diversity) and political factors (political parties, party alignment across levels
of government) yields little evidence in support of the underlying theories linking these variables to
LGP. Similarly, the role of donors and Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) in explaining cross case variation
in LGP is found to be marginal. Instead, following 15 months of in-depth field research that included

4

the conducting of 139 semi-structured interviews with local and international functionaries, extensive
archival research, and systematic non-participant observation, in this study I offer an alternative
explanation for Bosnia’s varying experiences with subnational state-building.
1.2.

Argument
What is the story that emerged from this study? Briefly, I argue that it was the type of

interaction between economic and political elites that determined the performance trajectory of
Bosnia’s local governments. My research suggests that local government performance in post-conflict
Bosnia is a function of (1) the level of organization and collective action capacity of businesses, and
(2) the pattern of state-business relations that emerged in each locality. While (1) varied according to
the characteristics of the business community (size and number of local enterprises), (2) varied
according to the characteristics of the resultant business organizations (representational coverage and
membership density, decision-making structure, and professional staff). My study finds that in
municipalities where economic concentration after war’s end was low (i.e. economic activity was
dispersed among economic sectors and between many small and medium enterprises within each
sector), firms were more likely to organize and establish all-encompassing business associations
(BAs).4 However, only when these BAs were democratically governed and well-staffed did they engage
in socially beneficial lobbying vis-à-vis the local state that resulted in the joint production of private
and public goods, including the improvement of local government performance.
Distilled to its simplest form, my argument is that economic structure encourages specific
forms of interest group organization, and that it is the organization of interest group activities that
determines government performance. In the following chapters, I demonstrate that institutions of
local government in post-war Bosnia performed so differently not because the ethno-political context
in which government structures were introduced differed at war’s end, but because the economic (and
social) context varied among localities. LGP was influenced by the structure of economic growth the
municipalities had inherited from the pre-war, socialist period and by the capacity of local businesses
to encourage a symbiotic and mutually beneficial relationship with the subnational state in the years
following the end of the war.

Than in municipalities where economic concentration at war’s end was high, i.e. concentrated in a single economic sector
or among a few particularly large enterprises
4
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By suggesting that the mechanism underpinning high government performance is the
development and stabilization of close, transparent, and mutually beneficial exchange arrangements
between businesses and governments, my research confirms important findings from the extensive
literature on corporatism and the developmental state. Studies situated in these research streams have
consistently argued that cooperative inter-sectoral exchanges are key determinants of economic
growth, structural transformation, good governance, and democratization (Lange and Rueschemeyer
2005; Lucas 1997; Heilman and Lucas 1997, Moore and Schmitz 2008; Moore and Hamalai 1993;
Schmitter and Streeck 1985; Regini 1984). Such relations are based on close consultation and
coordination between the state and the business sector, the exchange of valuable and accurate
information, and reciprocity. Together, these factors improve the quality of decision-making and the
effectiveness of governments (Maxfield and Schneider 1997; Evans 1995; Doner and Schneider 2000;
Sen 2013).
Existing explanatory frameworks however, tend to highlight the importance of state capacity
and political will5 in triggering the development of symbiotic state-business relations. A capable and
autonomous bureaucracy; the ability to make credible commitments; a stable policy environment;
strong checks and balances on government policies; and a political leadership with a developmental
vision, are typically treated as prerequisites for a positive ‘synergy’ between state and business to
emerge (Fritz and Menocal 2007; Vu 2007). Clearly, these conditions are absent from the post-civil
war polity. There, the setting is radically different. Nascent post-war democracies are characterized by
the lack of a stable political settlement in which relations between political and economic elites can be
based on trust and reciprocity; a high degree of corruption and unpredictability; poor business and
governance environments; the prevalence of significant fragility and conflict; the lack of regulatory
frameworks that stress ‘arms-length’ relationships between state and business; and the prevalence of
informal ‘hand in hand’ relationships.
Yet, my work uncovers empirical evidence of symbiotic intersectoral coalitions emerging,
despite the uniformity of adverse initial conditions that civil wars introduce in local communities.
What is more, my findings point to the existence of a reverse causal process underpinning the
development of effective state-business relations. In municipalities where an intersectoral coalition
was indeed formed in the direct aftermath of the war, it was not local political leaders who fostered
cooperation with the private sector, as the theory of corporatism suggests (i.e. by encouraging business
State capacity refers to a capable and autonomous bureaucracy, the ability to make credible commitments, a stable policy
environment, and strong checks and balances on government policies
5
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organization and incorporating collective business interests in the political consultation and decisionmaking processes). Instead, it was the local business community that managed to identify a collective
interest in overcoming post-war adversity and to organize with the specific purpose of improving
government performance - both directly, through the transfer of resources and expert knowledge, and
indirectly, via lobbying for good government or by providing legitimacy to international donors to do
so.
To construct an explanatory framework for this unexpected finding, I first explored the factors
that made business organization possible in the fluid context of Bosnia’s transition. I then moved on
to identify the conditions that encouraged business organizations (where they emerged) to use their
capacity to influence the decision-making process in a way that served, rather than undermined, the
public interest. I thus sought to understand why business associations, once sustainable and with
considerable collective action capacity, in certain cases only used their strength vis-à-vis the weak postconflict state not to extract short-term excludable rents but to introduce positive changes in the
governance process that spilled over to the wider communities.
What I found was that not all economic interests in Bosnia had the same concerns at war’s
end. Neither did they employ the same strategies to deal with the adversity and uncertainty emanating
from the post-civil war environment. Although Bosnian firms faced similar challenges, both their
understanding of these challenges and their responses to them differed markedly, as they were shaped
by the firms’ particular features. On the one hand, state weakness and widespread corruption allowed
large enterprises to use their structural power to engage in unproductive collusion and capture modes
of exchange with state- and entity-level institutions and to entirely bypass local governments. Small
businesses, on the other hand, that were incapable of advancing their interests individually, were more
incentivized to cope with post-civil war adversity by working collectively and by targeting governments
at the local level. Where they emerged, subnational business associations initially served as a defense
mechanism against the local government’s ‘grabbing hand’ (Shleifer and Vishny 1998). However,
provided that they had broad representational coverage, dense memberships, and were staffed with
professional personnel, they often engaged in positive advocacy and lobbing that slowly, yet
consistently, transformed the governments’ ‘grabbing hand’ into a ‘helping hand’.
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1.3.

Contributions

This dissertation is a testament to the diversity of post-war governance in Bosnia. It is a journey across
Bosnia’s local communities and provides a rare glance at the lives of people who have undergone
tremendous trauma and change as well as into the institutions that govern them. The study ventures
inside town halls, investigating the diverse activities municipal councilors and officers undertake as
they seek to overcome the dire legacies of a devastating war. It wanders around busy assembly lines,
and peeks into family businesses and small-town business associations, exploring the pursuits of
entrepreneurs in non-traditional business settings. It examines how, why, and when high local
government performance emerges - or doesn’t - and the role of economic and political elite
interactions in the coming about of these outcomes.
The dissertation should be of interest to scholars and practitioners alike. The examination of
local government performance in Bosnia makes seven important theoretical contributions. First, it
emphasizes the role of economic structure and agency in the performance of political institutions after
conflicts. By drawing attention to these factors, my study challenges traditional approaches to postconflict democratization and good governance, which tend to disproportionally stress the importance
of institutional design, foreign assistance, and civil society activism. These aspects of state-building
can be, and often are, important. However, economic aspects and their interaction with alternative
explanatory factors are equally critical for understanding political outcomes.
Secondly, by bringing together economic structure and agency in a coherent explanatory
framework, my work draws from but also moves beyond the sectoral political economy tradition –
expressed by Michael Shafer (1994) and other writers (Karl 1997; Frieden 1991). While this strand of
literature has in recent years been rendered obsolete by institutionalist theories, I build on its many
important insights by focusing on the structural characteristics of the business sector. At the same
time, however, by carefully analyzing the role of business associations and state-business relations, I
highlight agency, and in so doing, overcome the structuralist bias embedded in this political economy
tradition.
Thirdly and relatedly, my work also speaks and contributes to the more recent and influential
varieties of capitalism (VoC) literature. This firm-centered political economy tradition regards
companies as the crucial actors in a capitalist economy. Despite the theoretical emphasis they place
on firms, their interests and activities, however, few studies within the VoC literature ground their
arguments in fine-grained empirical analysis of firms and their agency. Unlike this study, that is, VoC
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approaches rarely move beyond establishing plausible links between business characteristics, agency
and institutional outcomes.
Fourth, and in response to the fast-developing literature that looks exclusively at the role of
transnational corporations (TNCs) and ‘big business’ in the conflict and governance nexus as well as
the public choice literature more broadly, my research places into question the prevailing view of
business influence as uniformly negative for government performance. Instead, I argue that if we are
to better understand how and when businesses impact on peace, governance, and development, we
need to acknowledge that business is not monolithic and that the private sector does not have a
uniform agenda (Makgetla and Shapiro 2016). Hence, we are called upon to analytically distinguish
between different ‘types’ of businesses and determine how each business type perceives its interests,
accordingly shapes its interest representation strategies, and ultimately, influences the performance of
government institutions within the fluid context of the post-conflict transition. This study does
precisely that. It examines how, depending on their individual characteristics, economic actors
perceive threats emanating from post-war adversity. Moreover, it probes how alternative businessheld threat perceptions shape alternative business survival strategies and how each business survival
strategy impacts on government performance. In doing so, it identifies those business actors that offer
the greatest chance of delivering positive transformational change and provides a demand-side,
bottom-up theorization of political performance after civil wars.
Fifth, this dissertation highlights the significant potential of cooperative relations between
economic and political elites to positively transform societies – especially at times of change and
upheaval. This echoes key arguments set forth in the corporatist and developmental state literatures.
At the same time, however, it demonstrates that post-conflict state weakness precludes political actors
from initiating a symbiotic relation with key business interests in the way described by Schmitter and
Streeck (1985; 1999) or Peter Evans (1995). In the direct aftermath of the war, local governments in
Bosnia lacked the capacity to encourage business organization and nurture strong business
associations to appease their political and policy concerns. Instead, it was business associations that
(in certain localities) managed to identify a collective interest in good governance and to develop
sufficient organizational capacity to, first, trigger capacity-building in town halls, and then, enlist the
subnational states’ cooperation for development purposes. Research on Bosnia thus suggests a causal
reversal in the formation of positive state-business interaction under (initial) conditions of widespread
and extreme state weakness. It demonstrates that not only strong states can develop and use strong
business associations to improve policy making, but that business associations can equally have a stake
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in and the capacity to nurture high-performing states – either directly (by lobbying state structures),
or indirectly (by cooperating with international donors and tapping into their superior technical
expertise, resources, and bargaining power). Hence, I argue that understanding the conditions under
which self-interested business actors might collectively identify an interest in high-performing political
institutions and recognizing the kind of associative business action that might make bad governments
work better has important implications for designing effective programmatic assistance for warshattered states.
Sixth, this study finds that the kind of interaction (both among business, and between state
and business elites) that leads to improved government performance requires interest heterogeneity
but also equal distribution of power and common vulnerability. These findings resonate with
democratization theories that stress why it is good for the emergence and consolidation of democracy
when none of the involved actors can impose their will on others and have to learn that considering
other actors’ preferences is still a better strategy to advance their own interests. Democracy in this
respect constitutes what Przeworski (1991) calls a maximin solution, a state of play that is reached when
equality of power among major political forces creates uncertainty over which interests will prevail.
Uncertainty enhances the likelihood of compromise and facilitates interest alignment around a
‘minimum common denominator’ agenda – one that extends small benefits to all rather than large
benefits to a few. Along these lines, in this study I argue that, like democratization, high-government
performance involves a stalemate, “a protracted and indecisive struggle” among largely equally
endowed actors (Rustow 1970: 352 in McFaul 2002: 219). For it is only when all sides “realize that
they cannot prevail unilaterally that they settle for solutions that provide partial victory (and partial
defeat) for all” (McFaul 2002: 219).
Finally, by placing emphasis on the subnational level of analysis, this study shows that there is
more to institutional success than getting the design right. Scholars and policy makers have suggested
various ways of predetermining the incentive structure of local actors in post-conflict zones. In Bosnia,
this effort is reflected in the political power-sharing logic that underpins institutional design as a means
of addressing grievances and preventing minority under-representation. Yet, as my investigation
proves, identically designed institutions can perform very differently in different settings. Context thus
seems to matter.
In the upcoming chapters, I argue that democratic institutions of local government were not
introduced in a vacuum in post-socialist, post-conflict Bosnia. The new institutions had to take root
and become operational in a variety of settings - each uniquely marked by both socialism and war.
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These forces jointly molded the contexts in which democratic institutions of local government were
introduced in the post-1995 era. While the hybrid Yugoslav economic system had largely determined
local economic structures, the war had shaped new social and political realities. To determine how
pre-war and wartime processes conditioned post-war institutional performance, I study both change
(the war-induced socio-political transformation) and continuity (the socialist economic heritage).
Interestingly, I find that post-war institutional performance in Bosnia is better understood through
the lens of continuity rather through that of change. While there is little doubt that the war severely
and abruptly altered the social make-up of afflicted communities, it was the pre-existing structure of
communal economic growth that ultimately determined the municipalities’ fate (in terms of
institutional outcomes).
1.4.

Chapter organization

Τhe dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a political economy explanation of why
some local governments in Bosnia achieved high levels of performance after the country’s civil war,
while others did not. Here, I argue that Bosnia’s local government institutions perform differently in
localities with different economic structures. Economic concentration (inherited from the pre-war
period) determined the emergence of alternative economic and political elite interactions (in the postwar period). Qualitative differences in the type and content of local state-business relations, in turn,
underpinned divergent levels of local government performance. More specifically, in this chapter I
argue that within Bosnia’s uniform local institutional framework, yet varying economic growth
structure, inter-municipal variation in institutional performance is best accounted for by differences
in the capacity of local businesses to first, cooperate among themselves, and then, encourage a
mutually-beneficial cooperative relation with the subnational state.
Chapter 3 provides basic background information about the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and discusses Bosnia’s experience with decentralization. The rationale underpinning the selection of
the research municipalities is also explicated. Selected localities are representative of ‘types’ of Bosnian
municipalities. They are all of small-to-medium size yet vary geographically, economically, politically,
ethnically, and historically to permit the exploration of alternative theories. To facilitate a structured,
focused comparison of cases (George 1979), I match municipalities into pairs of counterfactuals.
Municipalities in each pair are almost identical with respect to several (alternative) explanatory
variables but differ with respect to the key (theorized) independent variable - economic concentration.
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Finally, as part of this chapter I present and discuss the empirical data I use in this study and the
methodological tools I employed to collect and analyze them.
Chapter 4 discusses in detail the dependent variable - ‘Local Government Performance’ (LGP)
- by breaking the concept down into its internal dimensions. It also presents the LGP index I
constructed and employed to assess the magnitude of cross-case variation. Municipal performance
was measured at multiple points in time during the first two decades of Bosnia’s post-conflict
transition. Longitudinal measurement permitted the categorization of municipalities into three distinct
types with respect not only to their end LGP score but also the trajectory of their performance: the
‘Champions’, the ‘Let-Downs’ and the ‘Laggards’. The municipalities of Tešanj and Žepče that started out
with low levels of LGP immediately after the war but managed to reach almost perfect scores twenty
years later, are the two top-performing municipalities and represent the absolute ‘Champions’ of the
decentralization process in post-war Bosnia. The local governments of Vitez and Gračanica comprise
the ‘Let-down’ category. Both exhibited unexpectedly high levels of performance shortly after the war
yet failed to further improve their performance during the second transitional decade. Finally, Kakanj,
Lukavac, Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje (GVU) and Srebrenica, emerged as the ‘Laggards’ of the process,
consistently ranking at the bottom of the LGP scale. By demonstrating that clear differences of both
degree and kind exist in the performance of subnational governments in post-war Bosnia, Chapter 4
illuminates the empirical puzzle addressed in the study and provides the framework for comparative
analysis.
Chapter 5 attempts to address the puzzle of municipal performance variation by exploring a
series of alternative hypotheses. All hypotheses center on variables highlighted in the comparative
politics literature as of potentially high explanatory power: civil society activism; foreign assistance aimed at
building the capacity of local governments; exposure to wartime violence; level of modernization (both before
and after the war); political parties and party systems. Hypotheses are formulated on the basis of a critical
engagement with the literature and are tested on research municipalities. In essence, in this chapter, I
conduct congruence tests to assess whether empirical outcomes are congruent with each independent
variable and the theoretical expectations linking the two. As will be shown, this process failed to
uncover consistent explanatory patterns that could convincingly account for performance variation.
Chapter 6 empirically tests the theoretical framework proposed in Chapter 2. It demonstrates
that in municipalities where a critical mass of relatively equally-endowed small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) emerged after the Bosnian war (as in Tešanj, Žepče, Gračanica, and Vitez), businesses
managed to organize and form encompassing business associations. However, positive and effective
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relations between organized business interests and political actors were established only in the cases
of Tešanj and Žepče. There, local business associations were well organized and staffed. Their
institutional strength depended on high membership density, valuable selective benefits, and effective
internal mediation and representation of members’ interests. Because they provided good-quality
information, advice, and collective opinion on how to promote good governance and support wealth
creation locally, these business associations consolidated themselves as credible partners to their
respective local governments, which struggled to meet their own development goals. To tap into the
BAs’ enhanced know-how, capitalize on their authority, and mobilize their resources, local
governments incorporated them in the policy-making process through the establishment of
permanent platforms of inter-sectoral deliberation (called ‘economic fora’). This type of institutionbuilding is in line with Schmitter and Streeck’s claim that the state rewards organizations “that increase
the probability of achieving its own goals” (1981: 26). The transparent nature of these institutions’
internal operation resulted in the incorporation of a larger set of local stakeholders (educational
institutions, NGOs, utility companies, voluntary organizations, etc.), opening up policy-making to
broader societal interests and forging broader developmental coalitions. The end result of these
processes was the gradual yet consistent enhancement of LGP in a socially beneficial manner by way
of giving rise to a series of active policies in the development, education, and employment domains as
well as administrative modernization.
Chapter 7 concludes by highlighting the dissertation’s key findings. It also explores emerging
policy implications for Bosnia and beyond, and considers ways to further advance the research agenda
of the ‘business of state-building’.
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Chapter 2
The Business of Post-Conflict State-Building6
In this chapter, I situate my study in the post-conflict state-building research. I confront the exclusion
of market actors from this body of work and formulate a political economy approach to government
performance after civil wars. I argue that organized business interests have a key role to play in the
performance of state institutions. To form my theory, I build on the literatures on interest groups,
collective action, and state-business relations (SBRs). In subsequent sections, I first explore the
conditions under which businesses decide to cooperate with one another in the post-civil war context.
I then examine the factors that incentivize organized business groups to nurture collaborative statebusiness relations that enhance government performance. The set of hypotheses formulated in this
chapter is tested in chapter 6.
Scholars and practitioners have offered two main types of responses to the governance woes faced by
post-conflict polities: institutional design solutions and civil society strengthening. The former is based
on the assumption that political consociationalism pre-empts grievances that motivate conflict (Collier
et al. 2009; Lijphart 1977; Hartzell et al. 2001; 2003). The latter is based on the premise that both
conflict resolution and good governance can be instigated from the bottom-up (Barnes 2005;
Paffenholz and Spurk 2006; Large 1998; Ropers 2002; Zartman and Rasmussen 1997). Accordingly,
in the past twenty years the number of ethno-religiously heterogeneous states governed in line with
the principles of democratic conscociationalism and sustained through international military oversight
has been on the rise (Norris 2008). Aid for civil society strengthening in democratizing states around
the globe has also increased considerably (OECD 2015). Nevertheless, these policy directives have so
In this dissertation state-building refers to “the actions national and international actors undertake to establish, reform
and strengthen state institutions where these have seriously been eroded or are missing” (Caplan 2005: 94). The central
objectives of state-building are maintaining security, consolidating the rule of law, ensuring the delivery of goods and
services through functional formal state institutions; and generating political legitimacy for the new institutions being
established (Brinkerhoff 2006). In its simplest formulation, state-building is concerned with “making (state) institutions
work better” (Fritz and Menocal 2007: 13)
6
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far failed to deliver sustainable results (Simonsen 2005; Lustick 1997; Bogaards 2000; Richmond 2005;
Reinmann 2005). This indicates a considerable lack of understanding of the factors that facilitate
robust institutional performance after wars. Recently, growing evidence of divergent state experiences
with post-conflict government performance has substantiated this knowledge gap.7 While some
countries manage to reconstitute their governing capacities once guns fall silent, others become
trapped in a ‘failed state’ status.
In this chapter, I undertake to address this puzzle by exploring the factors that underpin
government performance variation in post-conflict settings. However, instead of political and
‘traditional’ civil society actors, I focus on the pivotal yet overlooked role of market actors. Challenging
the traditional view of the private sector as part of the problem of post-conflict state weakness rather
than the solution, I explore its capacity to promote government performance. I argue that market
actors may be strongly incentivized to mobilize and actively participate in building the capacity of the
post-conflict state, as they may be particularly vulnerable to state weakness. Corruption, public
administration weakness, and a tumultuous business environment may directly threaten their survival.
At the same time, market actors are among the most suitable local stakeholders to enter into a direct
dialogue with government institutions and lobby for good government, as they provide the very
material basis of the state. This often motivates governments to lend them a sympathetic ear.
Therefore, it is surprising that there is still no comprehensive investigation of the conditions under
which businesses might leverage their structural power to improve state capacity rather than investing
in alternative survival strategies that either perpetuate or accentuate state weakness (such as entering
the informal economy or capturing the state). In this chapter, I take up this analytical challenge.
As I seek to identify the actions businesses undertake to influence government performance,
I focus primarily on the level of analysis where such actions are observable, i.e. at the level of business
organization. Specifically, I study the role of business associations (BAs) as meso-level social
formations, defined as “trade bodies that represent the collective interest of their business members,
whether individual entrepreneurs, companies, or organizations” (CIPE 2011: Preface i). In the
Bosnian context, this involves the examination of encompassing, multi-sectoral associations.

The divergent performance of post-conflict states across four critical policy areas (economic, political, security, and social
welfare) is amply demonstrated in the Index of State Weakness in the Developing World, published by the Brookings Institute.
The Failed States Index produced by the Fund for Peace, confirms a startling variation in the social, economic, political, and
military performance of post-conflict states
7
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In the upcoming sections, I will argue that the performance of local governments in postconflict Bosnia is a function of (1) the capacity of local businesses to organize and (2) the pattern of
state-business relations that has emerged in each locality since war’s end. While (1) varies according to
the characteristics of the business community (size and number of local enterprises), (2) varies
according to the characteristics of the resultant business associations (degree of ‘democraticness’ and
professionalization). In other words, I will contend that in the fluid context of Bosnia’s post-conflict
transition, municipal economic structures shaped the organizational capacities of local businesses’ and
that these, in turn, influenced the performance of local governments by means of encouraging varying
patterns of local state-business relations.
To establish causality, I address a series of inter-related issues. First, I solve the paradox of
business collective action within the post-conflict setting - an unlikely environment for business
organization. I therefore first explain why BAs emerge at all in deeply divided societies by investigating
organizational incentives at the individual firm level. I then pin down the factors that account for the
emergence of two distinct types of BAs – the rent-seeking and the state-building ones.8 Finally, I detail the
mechanisms and processes through which the emergence (or non-emergence) of each type of BA
impacts on the performance of government institutions.
In this chapter, I thus theorize the feasibility and problematize the limits of business-driven
state-building in situations where a normative force to fuel and sustain the complex endeavor of state
creation is absent, i.e., a commonly shared ascription to a single ethnicity and popular affiliation with
a single national project. By detecting the most salient means and processes through which economic
structure and agency combine to launch and sustain different types of state-business relations in
ethnically polarized settings, this chapter provides a detailed ‘political economy guide’ to government
performance in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

2.1

The elephant in the room: organized business interests in post-conflict

state-building research
The contributions of civil society actors to peace and post-conflict state-building are garnering
increasing academic attention. Among the most popular questions addressed in this body of work are

Following Sabel’s (1994) and Doner and Schneider’s (2000) distinction between ‘rent-seeking’ and ‘developmental’
business associations
8
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as follows: How do civil society actors affect conflict to peace transitions? (Paffenholz 2010) What
kind of activities do CSOs undertake to influence politics in a way that encourages sustainable peace
and improved governance? (Jarstad and Sisk 2008; van Leeuwen 2009) Which factors limit the
contributions of civil society actors? (Paffenholz and Spurk 2006; Orjuela 2003) What challenges and
dilemmas do donors face in the nurturing of CSOs in post-conflict settings? (Belloni 2001)
Despite the importance it has assigned to the role and activities of civil society actors, this
literature has thus far excluded organized business interests. Business associations are societally-based
organizations with voluntary membership that fall into the definition of civil society as the “arena of
uncoerced collective actions around shared interests, purposes, and values” (CCS 2006: 1; Carothers
1999). For some scholars (e.g., Doner and Schneider 2000) the tendency of post-conflict state-building
research to systematically exclude business interests reflects a deeply rooted negative predisposition
toward market actors that stems from their standard theoretical treatment in the political economy
literature as self-interested and rent-seeking (Stigler 1971; Peltzman 1976).
Research on corruption for instance, views businesses as powerful, malicious actors that tend
to satisfy their particularistic interests at the expense of collective goals by exerting undue influence in
shaping public policy, and in extreme cases, by capturing state institutions (Hellman et al. 2000;
Kaufman et al. 2000; Webster 2002; Chingaipe and Leftwich 2007; Innes 2014). According to this
view, governments should strive to control the structural power of business. Organized business
interests, “should always be suspect, as they tend to take advantage of disorganized consumers and
short-sighted politicians” (Duvanova 2013: 3). This argument goes back as far as Adam Smith, who
in 1776 exhibited a remarkable lack of trust of organized business groups, saying, “people of the same
trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a
conspiracy against the public” (Smith 1776 in Hamilton et al. 2006: 5). Mancur Olson’s exceptionally
influential “Logic of Collective Action” (1965) echoes this view and maintains that business
associations always pursue distributive objectives. Through the diversion of valuable state resources
from socially productive uses to themselves Olson argues, business associations risk hurting the public
interest.
Under this theoretical lens, it would be inconceivable to argue that activities undertaken by
businesses could produce any outcome with a positive net social value – much less improve the
performance of government institutions. Making such a claim would seem even bolder in the context
of the conflict-prone polity. There, a large body of scholarship argues that “big business” perpetuates
the vicious cycle of ineffectual governance and conflict. In such contexts, bribery by transnational
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corporations (TNCs) significantly affects public policy and more generally, undermines public
governance (Kaufman 2005). Closely associated with the ‘resource curse’ thesis (Sachs and Warner
1995; Terry Lynne Karl 1997; Bannon and Collier 2003), this literature has put forward the idea that
a highly-concentrated economy - especially on mineral resource extraction - makes bad governments
worse. As royalty money reduces the necessity for taxation, government accountability is also reduced.
This encourages corruption and rent-seeking and heightens inequality and poverty (Ulfelder 2007;
Nathan and Leonard 2004; Ross 2015; Norman 2009). Given the well-established relationship
between bad governance, underdevelopment, and conflict - the so called ‘poverty trap’ - it is not
surprising that resource-abundant states exhibit a high propensity for violence (Collier and Hoeffler
2000; Collier et al. 2003). Large mineral resource reserves also sustain conflicts by providing means
for their continuation (Le Billon 2005) and even trigger fighting in the first place, due to the prospects
of enrichment they offer (Humphreys et al. 2007; Dreher and Kreibaum 2016).
Despite the popularity of these arguments, evidence in support of an alternative scenario,
where economic actors are depicted not as ‘villains’ but as ‘victims’ and sometimes as ‘heroes’, also
exists. Kaufmann (2005) warns against the tendency to focus exclusively on the corrosive influence of
powerful private interests on public policy and institutions. In his view, the key shaper of government
performance is not the private sector but the state itself, which is far from a passive recipient of
businesses’ undue influence. Indeed, it is possible that states not only fail to deliver good governance
and public goods, but also, that they initiate corruption and illicit activities. In her powerful book
Thieves of State, Sarah Chayes argues, along similar lines, that governments in failed states “could best
be understood not as governments at all but as vertically integrated criminal organizations…whose
core activity is not exercising the functions of a state but rather extracting resources for personal gain”
(2015: 159). This idea fits in neatly with what Shleifer and Vishny (1998) have called the “grabbing
hand of the state” in a successful effort to describe predatory state policies that hinder economic
growth and deter entrepreneurship.
Overbearing government intervention can introduce serious impediments to economic
activity, such as high and unjustified taxes that retard investment and excessive red tape that
encourages corruption among bureaucrats (Tanzi 2000: 108). Consequently, under this theoretical
treatment, businesses are the defenseless victims of big government and overgrown state regulation.
Accordingly, the business association acts as a buffer against the state’s grabbing hand. In her study
on the formation and development of business interest groups in post-communist states, Duvanova
finds that “business associations arise as a defense mechanism from the regulatory pressures
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particularly exacerbated by corrupt enforcement practice” (2010: 2). Without organizing themselves
and acting collectively to resist the predatory practices of the post-communist state, businesses would
have been at its mercy – forced to either exit the market or cooperate, thus perpetuating anemic growth
and corruption. Instead, post-communist business associations “consistently pushed for the kind of
regulatory regimes that guarantee less bureaucratic discretion, better enforcement, and fewer
opportunities for misinterpretation and bureaucratic abuse” (Duvanova 2013: 203). Apart from
spearheading ‘growth-despite-the-state’ by reducing transaction costs, improving access to
information, and allowing the coordination of production and trade (Recenatini and Ryterman 2001),
organized business groups also exerted a positive influence on government performance by “limiting
the opportunities of rent-seeking on the part of state bureaucracy” (Duvanova 2013: 203). Business
associations emerged as the heroes of post-socialist transition who promoted the development of a
market economy and helped consolidate the democratic alternative.
Other studies, mostly in developing settings, provide empirical support for Duvanova’s
findings and challenge the standard public choice argument that business political action and business
associations always involve social waste (Buchanan, Tollison and Tullock 1980). While these studies
do not question the natural inclination of business associations to seek rents, they do emphasize that
under certain conditions they can and do make positive contributions to society. Doner and
Schneider’s comprehensive review of this literature concludes that associations undertake important
activities that promote economic development “such as facilitating vertical and horizontal
coordination, upgrading worker training, and reducing information costs” (Doner and Schneider 2000:
261). They also find that business associations can lobby for and promote the provision of basic public
goods, including “a clean and effective government administration” (p. 264). As the authors explain,
“distributional objectives may coexist or even alternate with more productive goals. In some cases the
very pursuit of distributional rents may…also result in the ‘joint production’ of private and public
goods” (p. 262). Bruszt and Campo (forthcoming) also find some support for business-centered
explanations for state-building. Their analysis which spans 17 Central and Eastern European (CEE)
countries indicates that a changing composition of business – achieved through the eradication of
monopolies and the entry of new players in the post-communist era - facilitated the emergence of
alliances for institutional reforms and had a positive impact on bureaucratic capacities. However, that
effect worked only in states where the (national level) judiciary had previously achieved a high level of
autonomy and capacity.
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In post-conflict states, where corruption, state weakness and poor governance are in their
most extreme manifestations, the few studies on this topic confirm that organized business groups
can have a positive impact (Killick et al. 2005; Sweetman 2009; Makgetla and Shapiro 2016). Drawing
evidence from over 20 conflict-afflicted states, Gunduz and Killick (2006) find that businesses can
make indirect contributions to society by playing a key role in addressing socioeconomic issues as well
as direct contributions by supporting formal peace processes; building bridges between communities
and identity groups; and improving the performance of the post-conflict state (Gunduz and Killick
2006).
The indirect contribution of businesses in preserving peace and political stability after civil
wars has indeed been recognized by scholars and amply analyzed under the ‘peace dividend’ banner
(Hoeffler et al. 2010; Hoeffler 2012). This research stream argues that the business sector can create
a dividend for communities affected by conflict in the form of increased employment. This reduces
the chance of a relapse into violence as it tackles extreme poverty and economic grievances and
supports the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) of former combatants - all key
drivers of conflict. The UNDP, ILO and other international development organizations have also
recognized the link between employment and peace. Their programming in post-conflict contents
typically prioritize “income generation stabilization…sustainable employment, and labor marker
reintegration” (UN 2009: 5).
The direct contribution businesses can make, however, by collectively lobbying political actors
and advocating for peace and good governance, has attracted relatively little scholarly or popular
interest. Despite lacking systematic comparative examination and theoretical problematizing, these
aspects of the private sector’s peace- and state-building potential are vividly demonstrated through a
series of descriptive case studies and IO country reports. The case these accounts build is anecdotal
but powerful.
A recent ILO report that focuses on the role of organized business interests during Sri Lanka’s threedecade-long ethnic war stresses the means by which the country’s most influential Employer and
Business Member Organizations (EBMOs) promoted peace both during the conflict and in its
aftermath: “[The business organizations] help[ed] member firms cope with complex challenges
and…proactively promot[ed] a peaceful climate for investment…Considering the war unwinnable,
[they] made significant efforts to launch very public peace advocacy campaigns and promote a
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negotiated and non-military end”.9 When, in 2009, the war finally came to an end, they “supported
peace-building, provided leadership to promote investment and the rebuilding of infrastructure, and
developed the capacities of members to adhere to peacebuilding principles” (ILO 2016: 5). Essentially,
the report concludes, the EBMOs in Sri Lanka, “affected the government’s ability to perform its core
functions” (ILO 2016: 6).
In Northern Ireland, companies also became strategically engaged in the peace process. In
1994, members of the Northern Ireland branch of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI)
produced a series of publications that quantified the cost of conflict to citizens and politicians and
stressed the urgency for peace-making (Killick et al. 2005; Nelson 2000). At the time, “this gave new
momentum to the peace process” (Portland Trust 2013: 23). When however, negotiations broke down
soon afterwards, business activism took a new form. In 1996, the CBI joined forces with six other
trade and business organizations to establish the Group of 7 (GoS) - a policy think tank and lobbying
group “which helped the country work towards peace” (Killick et al. 2005: 12). Regarded as “the
collective voice of Northern Irish economic interests” the GoS “gained considerable authority”
(Portland Trust 2013: 24). From October 1996 and until the signing of the Good Friday Agreement
in April 1998, the GoS organized a series of collective meetings with representatives from every
political party involved in the peace negotiations and released press statements to inform the public
and build up pressure for a successful resolution (Mullan 2001). As Sir George Quigley, the GoS
Chairman noted, the efforts of the group “made it less easy for the parties to simply walk away”
(Gunduz and Killick 2006: 442). In the post-1998 era, the GoS continued advocating for political
stability, economic development and reconciliation. It publicly condemned a series of violent
incidents, drafted guides on how best to deal with sectarian intimidation in the workplace and stressed
the role of business in community development and social inclusion (Portland Trust 2013).
In South Africa, the Consultative Business Movement (CBM) - a group of 40 domestic
businesses - joined forces with church and labor leaders in the early 1990s to facilitate contacts with
political organizations and directly press for a resolution to the country’s political stalemate (Ralph
2015). The CBM was instrumental in bringing the conflict parties together, building momentum for
This refers to the Business for Peace Alliance (http://www.bpa-srilanka.com/) established in 2002 to voice the views of
the members of Sri Lanka’s regional chambers of commerce (mostly SMEs) on issues related to peace and good
governance. That same year, the BPA initiated the “Sri Lanka First – It’s Now or Never” initiative that aimed at rallying
public support for conflict resolution. Increased pressure by the business-driven demonstrations that ensued, resulted in
a seize fire agreement in 2002 (Killick 2005). Since then, the BPA has undertaken numerous programs and initiatives,
aimed at “rebuilding a stable and prosperous SME sector to bring about long-term regional sustainable socio-economic
development and a durable peace” (Suresh 2012: 2)
9
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peace talks, and preparing the ground for the signing of the National Peace Accord in September 1991
(Charney 1999). In implementing the accord, “business played a role in the regional and local peace
committees, not only providing financial assistance, but also making available human resources and
leadership” (Killick 2005: 14). In the post-apartheid era, businesses continued to actively support
socio-economic development and the performance of public institutions. Since 1995, over 100 South
African companies, members of the National Business Initiative (NBI), provided funds for the
development and implementation of dozens of nation-wide programs aimed at job creation, education
quality, and local government capacity-building (Nelson 2000). In 1999, the NBI created a $156.7
million trust “a five-year project designed to focus on the creation of jobs and capacity building”
(Fourie and Eloff 2006: 511). Comprised by business leaders and government officials, the trust’s
Board constituted a platform for effective public-private cooperation, the channeling of corporate
resources, and the lending out of private sector skills and talent to the addressing of urgent public
needs. For Nelson, the business trust “supported the capacity building and professionalization of
public institutions” (Nelson 2000: 113).
The list of countries in which organized business groups have actively sought political stability
and the betterment of government performance after violent conflicts, albeit with mixed results, goes
on and on. Examples are scattered across the globe and span multiple levels of analysis (national,
regional, and local); from Afghanistan where businesspeople have attempted to tackle corruption in
the local administration (Giustozzi 2006), to Guatemala where the national association of sugar
producers assists local governments with development planning (Valdez et al. 2006), and the
Philippines, where the Business for Social Progress group (PBSP) promotes public-private
cooperation in poverty alleviation and governance (Tan and Bolante 1997; Geronimo et al. 2006).
Existing empirical accounts seem to alternate between painting organized business interests as villains
and heroes in their relationship with the state - both in situations of normalcy and in humanitarian
contexts. However, while data in support of a positive impact of businesses do exist, scholars have
been more preoccupied with building a case against organized business groups - treating them “as an
ally of undemocratic regimes or omitting them altogether from consideration” (Charney 1999: 183).
This tendency, I argue, represents a missed opportunity. If businesses have peace- and statebuilding potential, then we ought to learn how to best encourage and harness it. To do so, we need to
understand, first, why businesses decide to take up collective action that might produce positive
impacts in societies emerging from civil wars, and second, why states might listen and respond to
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business demands for better government. For as previous examples demonstrated, even in cases where
there was positive business involvement to restore stability and improve government only a fraction
of businesses actually took up action, despite their equal exposure to the adverse effects of violence
and bad governance. What is more, not all businesses that cooperated among themselves managed to
elicit the cooperation of the state and secure positive outcomes.
If anything, the polarized character of the debate and the conflicting nature of the empirical
evidence suggest that the investigation lacks nuance. Framing organized business groups as uniformly
good or bad for government performance risks discounting the immense diversity of the private
sector. Makgetla and Shapiro remind us that “business is never monolithic and…business elites view
the situation and choices before them differently” (2016: 3). Since the private sector does not have a
uniform agenda, we need to explore what role businesses of various sizes and types, divergent interests
and motivations, and with different competencies and resources, play in addressing conflict and its
aftermath. Only by looking at the micro level and the strategic choices economic actors make to
respond to the challenges they face (both shaped by their particular features) can we begin to grasp
how organized business groups might exacerbate or appease conflict and bad governance through
their interactions with the state, and identify ways they can positively contribute to post-conflict statebuilding (Locke 1994).

2.2.

First things first: unpacking state-business cooperation

By now, it should be clear that this dissertation associates variations in the performance of government
institutions after wars with the development of alternative patterns of state-business relations. A key
objective of the dissertation is to find out when businesses might make positive rather than negative
contributions to the institutions that govern divided societies. With this in mind, in this section I
review the broad literature on SBRs - that examines “the interactions between the state and organized
private interests” (Sen 2015: 4) - focusing especially on what Maxfield and Schneider (1997) call
‘collaborative’ or ‘effective’ SBRs.10 Moving beyond anecdotes, I briefly review existing empirical
evidence of the positive influence state-business collaboration can exert on government performance.
I also identify the key mechanisms through which this influence is exerted. Finally, I seek to determine
Collaborative SBRs are also called ‘positive’, ‘synergistic’, and ‘virtuous’ in existing literature. The terms ‘public-private
partnerships’, ‘growth coalitions’, or ‘growth alliances’ are also used to refer to them. In this study, all terms are used
interchangeably
10
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when collaborative SBRs might emerge in the post-civil war context. In short, in this section I explore
the conditions under which, following a devastating war, state and market actors might decide to move
away from negative and unproductive forms of SBRs - including collusion, predatory behavior (by the
state on business) and capture (of the state by powerful private interests) – and toward the
collaborative type (Leftwich 2009).
Negative forms of SBRs are characterized by either collusion or hostility and, as previously
mentioned, have been repeatedly found to serve particularistic interests rather than furthering
collective goals that allow entire communities to benefit. Contrariwise, collaborative SBRs have been
associated with improved policy making and effective implementation in both developed and
developing settings. Early corporatist research has stressed that the formation of coalitions between
economic and political elites promoted the performance of Western governments in the 1970s and
1980s (Schmitter 1974, 1981; Katzenstein 1984, 1985). More recently, the international political
economy literature has argued, along similar lines, that collaborative government-business relations
are important determinants of economic growth and structural transformation in developing states
(Moore 1997; Bräutigam 2002; Rojid and Seetanah 2013; Abdel-Latif and Schmitz 2010). Exploring
the factors that underpin the development of late industrializing states, Evans noted that “both
industrial elites and the state are interested in transformation, neither can implement the project on
their own, and each brings something to the task” (Evans 1995: 37). In this light, transformation is a
“joint project” that requires “a concrete set of connections that link the state intimately and
aggressively to particular social groups” (Evans 1995: 56).
Amsden (1992), who analyzed the South Korean capitalist model and Wade (1990), who
examined the cases of Taiwan and Mauritius, also highlight the importance of institutional ties, policy
networks, and deliberative councils (that link growing industrial interest groups and the state) in
materializing developmental goals. In India, Cali and Sen (2012) showed that during the 1990s,
improved state-business relations substantially increased economic growth at the subnational level.
Similarly, Sen and Te Velde (2009) argued that positive government-business interaction led to higher
economic growth in 19 Sub-Saharan countries during the 1970-2004 period. Finally, in a study of
impressive scope and analytical depth, Bohle and Greskovits (2007; 2012) showed that among the
post-communist states situated in the European periphery, it was Slovenia that had the most success
in balancing between macroeconomic stability and social inclusion. According to the authors, this was
due to a group of external and internal factors that encouraged the emergence of neocorporatist
institutions in the country, which in turn established political exchange between the government and
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organized economic interests as “the key mode of interest concertation, giving social legitimacy to
market reforms” (2007: 15).
Research has also suggested that collaborative state-business relations increase firm
productivity (Hampwaye and Jeppesen 2014), lead to higher rates of investment (Sen 2013), and
increase investment productivity (Te Velde 2013). Other studies have proposed that collaborative
SBRs promote inclusive governance and democratization (Bohle and Greskovits 2007, 2012; Hart
2001, Lucas 1997; Frieden 1991); strengthen civil society (Moore and Hamalai 1997); enhance
participation and accountability (Leftwich 2009); increase the provision and quality of public goods
(Evans 1996; Lucas 1997; Joshi and Moore 2004); and improve the performance of public
administrations (Te Velde 2009; Lucas 1997).
But if collaborative state-business relations bring about these positive outcomes, how do they
do so? Building on the corporatist and developmental state literatures, Maxfield and Schneider
comprehensively address this question and highlight several mechanisms (1997: 6-15).
Collaborative SBRs involve close and extensive consultation between the state and organized
business groups as well as the regular exchange of accurate and reliable information. This improves the quality
of policy making and helps overcome coordination failures (Evans 1995). Beyond mere consultation,
inter-sectoral collaboration often involves the systematic inclusion of private interests in the decision-making
process through formal institutionalized platforms (Schmitter 1981). The political intermediation of
private interests encourages negotiated and consensual policies, which has a “positive impact on
regime governability and performance” (Stoner-Weiss 1997: 30). It also contributes to the
“pluralization of the institutional environment” (Lucas 1997: 72) within which decisions are made,
consequently playing an important role in democratization. Effective SBRs are also characterized by
reciprocity. States provide subsidies to firms in return for increased performance (Doner and Schneider
2000). They also devolve decision-making and implementation power to economic interests, in return
to private sector resources that increase the states’ legitimacy and the effectiveness of their actions
(Regini 1984; Stonojevic 2002). The credibility that both the state and organized business groups exhibit
within synergistic forms of collaboration, in the form of commitment to a set of predictable policies,
deals and arrangements, is another mechanism that raises the rate of investment in particular and
economic performance in general (Rodrik 1991; Hariss 2006). Finally, trust, the outcome of repeated
interactions between public and private actors (Sen 2015) can also “reduce transaction and monitoring
costs, diminish uncertainty, lengthen time horizons and increase investment (and policy fulfilment
more generally)” (Maxfield and Schneider 1997: 13)
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Thus far, the discussion has addressed why inter-sectoral cooperation is important for enhanced
government performance as well as how a collaborative relation between state and economic elites
might help bring about improvements in the performance of both states and markets. Yet, a
fundamental question remains unanswered: Why do collaborative SBRs emerge in the first place? Or,
as Leftwich puts it, why do “growth coalitions, rather than distributional, collusive or predatory
coalitions” emerge in certain contexts only? (2009: 5).
A clarification is in order here. As growth coalitions are established both within the private
sector and between and private sector and the state, entwined with the question of public-private
coalition development lie also the questions of business organization and interest group formation.
This dissertation thus understands the development of collaborative SBRs as the overcoming of a
series of nested collective action problems. Such complex coalitions are hard to form upon demand
and emerge organically through a process of political negotiation between public and private sector
actors. Unfortunately, existing literature is more descriptive than causal. It details how coalitions (once
formed) operate and with what results but looks at their drivers and formative moments less
systematically. What is more, while studies recognize the importance of both state and market actors
in making inter-sectoral coalitions work, few have extensively examined the role of the private sector
in their creation. Most disproportionality stress the role of the state as the initiator of such agreements.
The literature on corporatism spotlights the heavy involvement of the state in the formation
of collaborative SBRs. For Schmitter (1974; 1985), it was the struggles of late capitalism that motivated
Western states to interfere more in the organization of labor and business and to enlist their
cooperation in overcoming developmental challenges. Miyamoto detects a similar reasoning in the
Japanese state’s decision to actively promote the formation of business associations (Miyamoto 1988).
In Latin America, especially in Brazil and Mexico (Schneider 2004) but also in Chile (Silva 1996; Boylan
1996), existing research suggests that is was political leaders who forced businesses into elaborate
corporatist structures, as a means of ensuring either their hold on power or a smooth transition to
democracy. Research in East Asia and Africa confirms a state initiative in the establishment of
cooperative business-government relations. In South Korea and Taiwan, geo-political insecurity after
the Second World War and the threat of communism fueled states’ efforts for rapid economic
development. The creation of business associations in these settings was state-driven, as was the
establishment of ad hoc platforms of government-business deliberation (Fields 1997; Doner et al.
2005). In Ghana, Tanzania, and Indonesia, the immediate post-independence hostility to foreign
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entrepreneurs (Tangri 1992; Heilman and Lucas 1997; MacIntyre 1994) also generated state-led intersectoral cooperative strategies, underpinned by economic nationalism.
Consequently, it seems that “the more urgent the crisis [economic or political] policy makers
face…the more desperate they are to change business behavior…[and] the more attractive the option
of collaboration with business associations becomes” (Schneider 2004: 30). Fast-changing political
and economic circumstances enhance state-held perceptions of risk and vulnerability. These in turn,
increase states’ “inclination to intervene and create a ‘favorable’ set of organizational properties for
business associations” (Schmitter and Streeck 1999 in Schneider 2004: 25) that facilitates states’ access
to valuable business resources (political backup, access to information, and active assistance with
policy implementation). To put it differently, the interdependence of the public and the private sectors
incentivizes states to turn to business for help in times of crisis. Because cooperation with capital is
so crucial for the success of the states’ transformative tasks and for allaying their political and policy
concerns, states deliberately nurture business associations where they are weak and facilitate their
creation where they have yet to emerge (Edigheji 1997; Schneider 1998).
The state-driven model of the formation of collaborative SBRs makes two implicit
assumptions: (1) that the state has substantial capacity (i.e. a meritocratic, autonomous, and
professional Weberian bureaucracy) as well as the ideological drive (i.e. a political commitment to the
promotion of the private sector) to conceive and execute this strategy, and (2) that the business
community faces insurmountable collective action problems that can only be overcome with the
state’s help. As such, one needs to ask: What is the situation in settings where the state has no capacity
and/or lacks a coherent developmental ideology, as is often the case after violent internal wars? Are
business organization and the emergence of virtuous SBRs impossible therein?
I respond to this question negatively. I argue that the absence of high-state capacity does not
necessarily condemn government and business actors to perpetuate capture- or extortion-based
relational patterns. While a reasonable degree of capacity is necessary for an inter-sectoral growth
coalition to become sustainable and produce its many positive effects, neither a Weberian bureaucracy
nor a clear developmental vision are prerequisites, on the side of the state, for its emergence. In fact,
it might well be the case that a deficit in state capacity is a key driver of synergistic SBRs and that
enhanced state performance is their outcome.
But for this to occur, I also argue, a different causal sequence is required. It is the private sector
(and not the state) that has to overcome its collective action problems and initiate cooperation with
the state in order to achieve its profit maximizing goals, which require at the bare minimum a high-
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performing government (that is not predatory or inefficient). This argument also rests on the
interdependence and mutual vulnerability between states and businesses, especially in times of crisis.
Yet, it highlights the feasibility of a reverse causal process. It claims that improvement of governmental
performance requires a well-organized private sector and high-capacity business associations that lend
their developmental vision and resources to the state, which improves its own performance as a result.
In this respect, the explanatory framework advanced in this chapter resonates with civil society
theories contending that CSOs shape the state just as profoundly as the state shapes CSOs.
In the following section, I return to my country case study. I draw insights from the extensive
literatures on collective action and interest group formation to theorize the emergence of subnational
business associations in Bosnia and Herzegovina under conditions of extreme adversity introduced by
the country’s civil war. I then move on to explore the establishment of collaborative SBRs in Bosnia’s
war-torn communities, which I view as the outcome of business activism. In doing so, I address a key
gap in government-business relations research: the fact that its “focus has been mostly on how the
state can foster effective state-business relations and [has produced] limited knowledge of how the
private sector can contribute to such relations, especially in low income country contexts” (Sen 2015:
5).

2.3. The origins of business organization under adversity
I build on Duvanova (2007; 2013) to explain the spontaneous and endogenous11 emergence of
subnational business associations in Bosnia from a perceived-threat perspective on the side of
business. Using business survey data from 25 post-communist states and qualitative information on
business organization in Russia, Duvanova finds that increased levels of corruption are associated with
higher levels of BA membership. Her main argument is that bureaucratic corruption defined as
“arbitrary actions on the part of regulating agencies and other state authorities to extort resources
from businesses” (2007: 441) raises the cost of doing business and incentivizes businesses to cooperate
in order to withstand state-imposed adversity.
In this vein, I theorize business cooperation as a coping strategy firms might collectively
advance to respond to threats emanating from state weakness (political instability, low state capacity,

I am interested in independent rather than state-driven business organization. This distinction is similar to that between
societal’ and ‘state’ corporatism, first made by Schmitter (1974)
11
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and corruption) in the post-conflict context. To identify the likelihood of business cooperation at the
level of the municipality, I take a step back on the causal chain and examine how incentives for
cooperation are shaped at the individual firm level. I argue that firms perceive threats imposed by state
weakness differently, depending on their size, and devise alternative survival strategies accordingly.
Cooperation is one among several strategic responses available to firms. For large and politically
connected firms, state weakness might present an opportunity to use their structural power and collude
with state actors or penetrate public institutions to get what they want. Large firm size may thus render
collective action “irrelevant” (Lindblom 1977: 197; Offe 1985: 213). Furthermore, as Tanzi and
Davoodi (1998) suggest, corruption reduces costs for large enterprises as it allows them to enjoy
monopoly rents and economies of scale. However, for smaller firms an underperforming state is a
burden, as it reduces their competitiveness and increases their costs (Tanzi and Davoodi 1998). State
weakness could thus instigate SME organization as a defense mechanism. Accordingly, I expect the
propensity of businesses to self-organization to be a negative function of economic concentration: the
more concentrated a municipal economy (in a few, particularly large enterprises), the less likely I
consider the establishment of a local business association. Conversely, I regard a local business
ecosystem comprised by many, small enterprises, a more likely setting for the development of business
organization structures aimed at overcoming state-induced adversity.
2.3.1. Business organization in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Generalized and long-lasting civil wars produce large-scale destruction. Warfare in Bosnia and
Herzegovina resulted in an 80% reduction in industrial production, caused unemployment to soar to
levels as high as 80%, and decimated almost 60% of the country’s physical and economic infrastructure
(Jokay 2001; Pugh 2002). World Bank estimates (1999) capture the overwhelming level of devastation:
with a gross domestic product of 11 billion USD and a per capita gross domestic product of 2,400
USD in 1990, by 1995 the Bosnian economy had shrunk to 2 billion USD, with the per capita figure
at 500 USD.
Apart from destroying the country’s economy, the war triggered the collapse of the rule of
law, the dismantling of state institutions, and brought the provision of public services to a halt. After
the signing of the Dayton peace agreement, the bloated pre-war socialist state that had been struggling
with economic reforms since the 1970s gave way to a decentralized, further-augmented government
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structure12 that significantly hampered economic policy coordination and post-conflict transition.
While some economic reconstruction did take place in the first post-conflict decade, it was largely
demand-driven and almost exclusively financed by foreign aid. In the long run, excessive bureaucracy
and a segmented market discouraged foreign investments, while ethnic cronyism undermined the
development of a robust indigenous entrepreneurial class.
More than two decades after the end of fighting, the business environment in Bosnia remains
notoriously poor. The country systematically flunks international assessments and scores low on
economic health and good governance indices.13 In the latest available enterprise survey report, 31.4%
of business owners in Bosnia cite political instability as the most significant impediment to growth
(World Bank 2013). Bureaucratic corruption - understood as corruption operating at the lower level
of administrative hierarchy that involves speed money and bribes to reduce bureaucratic red tape - is
cited as an impediment by 26.4% of respondents. Additionally, 10% of business owners consider poor
public service provision, especially in the electricity, water and transportation sectors, a major
constraint.
Yet, despite widespread, enduring adversity, as soon as the guns fell silent in Bosnia, tens of
thousands of new businesses grew out of the ashes of war. Even more surprisingly, less than five years
into the country’s triple transition, dozens of local business associations were reported as fully
functioning across the country.14 In an environment of widespread state weakness and (often) open
hostility towards private entrepreneurship, the formation of organized business groups is a paradox –
especially if we take the corporatist and developmental state literatures into serious consideration.
Shortly after the war, government institutions in Bosnia had neither the capacity nor the ideological
drive to facilitate the organization of business interests. The formation of business associations in the
Bosnian setting is equally paradoxical from the perspective of the ‘state capture’ thesis. As Duvanova
argues, bad governance “allows individual firms to solve their problems by bribing public officials,
thereby reducing the need for collective action”. State weakness, in other words, allows collusion and
state capture to emerge as “substitute[s] for other means of problem solving (such as lobbying or selfregulation) that require firms to organize” (2007: 443).

Post-Dayton Bosnia has a complicated, four level system of governance. The country’s political/administrative
architecture is explained in more detail in Chapter 3
13 Such as the World Bank’s ‘Ease of Doing Business’ index and the ‘Corruption Perceptions’ index published by
Transparency International
14 CHF International, Municipal and Economic Development initiative (MEDI) Project, Final Report (2001-2004)
12
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Under these conditions, what could possibly explain the proliferation of organized business
groups in an environment as unlikely as post-conflict Bosnia? And why did BAs emerge in some but
not all of Bosnia’s municipalities? In what follows, I argue that although Bosnian firms throughout
the country faced similar challenges at war’s end,15 they responded in a variety of ways. Both their
understanding of the challenges and the way they chose to tackle them were shaped by their individual
attributes – primarily, by their size. Firm size determined the firms’ interests and structural power visà-vis local governments. Moreover, it conditioned both their responses to post-conflict state weakness
and to the emergence of BAs (as one possible strategic response to adversity).
Two types of economic actors could be found on the ground at the onset of Bosnia’s transition: (1)
large industrial complexes, remnants of the Yugoslav self-management system (that were typically
characterized by high capital intensity and economies of scale, and low capital mobility and production
flexibility),16 and (2) small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that emerged spontaneously and often
informally after war’s end at the initiative of proto-entrepreneurs.
To survive the country’s multifaceted transition, large enterprises required fast-track
privatization, rigorous regulatory oversight, and, if they had remained state-owned, massive financial
bailouts. The sophisticated and economy-wide nature of their interests largely surpassed the technical
and jurisdictional competencies of local governments (Traxler 2007). Instead, they rendered state- and
entity-level ministries and regulatory agencies their prime interlocutors and the key recipients of their
political action. Additionally, the excludable nature of the benefits large enterprises could acquire by
influencing the state precluded broad-based collective action as an interest representation strategy and
illuminated two alternative strategies as more appealing: direct, individual-firm lobbying and/or
sector-specific, oligopolistic collective action that was carried out through “club-like” business
associations (Hanson and Teague 2005; Hellman et al. 2000; Hellman 1998; Traxler 2007; Schmitter
and Streeck 1999).
Some sectoral business associations were indeed established at the entity- and state-level; few
however were active or considered valuable by their members.17 In transitional Bosnia, large business-

I assume uniformly adverse initial conditions across municipalities. Much like at the national level, extreme political
instability, widespread corruption, and poor institutional performance were staples of local governance across post-conflict
Bosnia. Institutional weakness was even more pronounced locally, as donors (especially during the first post-conflict
decade), concentrated their capacity-building efforts primarily on state- and entity-level institutions
16 Bosnia being rich in natural resources and the heart of the former Yugoslavia’s metal industry
17 Interviews No. 118; 121
15
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government interaction took a highly personal form. This however, was not merely because
“capitalists…prefer informal coordination in order to avoid public scrutiny” (Streeck 1991 in Maxfield
et. al 1997: 50) and are often able to directly and individually influence state action, but also because
“political and economic power was closely-interwoven” (Pugh 2002: 472).
Investigating Bosnia’s post-conflict economic transition, Belloni writes:
“Economic power in…Bosnia remains concentrated in the hands of the three ethically
divided and geographically separated cartels, which group the nationalist political parties,
organized criminal elements and remnants of the socialist-era nomenklatura. These cartels
retain tights control of state-owned enterprises,18 running them largely as party fiefs (2005:
10)”…“[T]his status quo has enabled the ruling nationalist parties to enjoy the substantial
benefits of economic and political power, but each of these dimensions of power
reinforces the other. For the ruling nationalist parties, control over key economic and
industrial assets provide them with the economic resources necessary to retain their
political dominance, while political power ensures access to economic resources for both
political and economic purposes. In this way, contemporary Bosnia retains many of the
characteristics of a socialist-era one party state, where power in all its dimensions was
concentrated in the hands of the Communist Party” (2005: 12)”
Through systematic ethnic appropriation and economic cleansing, from the late-1980s to the mid1990s, nationalist parties in Bosnia dismantled socialist enterprises and divided the country’s wealth
into three ethnically controlled spheres (Pugh 2002; Divjak and Pugh 2008). Party influence over large
businesses carried over into the post-war political settlement to such an extent that Bosnia’s nascent
capitalist class was not only deeply entrenched in the post-war political establishment but largely
overlapped with it. Naturally, collusion and state capture constituted the de facto modes of (large)
business-government interaction in the post-conflict era (Donais 2005; Belloni and Strazzari 2014).
Smaller companies were not as well equipped to “engage in the ‘capture’ and ‘elite exchange’
models of business-state ties that characterized interactions at higher levels of the politico-economic
hierarchy” (Aitchison 2014: 3). SMEs emerged under conditions of extreme uncertainty. Within a fluid
and chaotic environment, they had to develop and effectively execute “organizational, productive, and
transactional strategies or risk their own obsolescence” (Recanatini and Ryterman 2011: 2). As most
SMEs were focused on local markets, local governments could offer multiple forms of assistance to
them. They could approve tax and utility cost cuts; provide labor training, incubation periods and
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And of many privatized companies, according to Pugh (2002)
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loans; offer assistance in accessing marketing local produce; and encourage business-to business
networking beyond the municipalities’ boundaries. In the early stages of Bosnia’s transition, however,
the subnational state lacked the capacity to lend a helping hand to struggling micro-entrepreneurs. On
the contrary, political instability, bureaucratic inefficiency, an overcomplicated regulatory system as
well as outright extortion by state officials put small-business owners under a lot of pressure. At the
start of the transition, bad government threatened the very survival of Bosnia’s nascent microentrepreneurial class. This was especially true because SME owners could not yield enough leverage
to individually influence the state. Lacking the resources and the political weight to tip corruption to
their favor and ride the turbulent waves of transition, small-business owners were left with two
strategic choices, labelled here in Hirschman’s (1978) terms as exit and voice.
In the political economy literature, exit typically entails businesses leaving a national market or
withholding investment. However, the weakness of Bosnia’s small capital meant that escapism had to
take another form: informality (Malesky and Taussig 2009). Indeed, the practice of operating without
a license in an attempt to remain below the state’s radar and grabbing hand proved a remarkably
popular survival strategy in the first years of the transition. While this practice seemed to pay off,
allowing individuals to rebuild their livelihoods, it proved unsustainable. As soon as “the state started
working again”19 and inspection mechanisms were up and running, joining the grey economy became
increasingly less appealing, though it remains common to this day.20
Alternatively, small-business owners could organize and pool together resources and
knowledge to collectively withstand post-war adversity. Individually, SMEs commanded few resources
and offered a negligible number of job opportunities. In terms of influence they were insignificant or
as many of my respondents put it, “invisible to the state”.21 Due to their miniscule individual
bargaining power and high vulnerability, none of the SMEs could assume that their interests would
be automatically served or that they would survive the turbulence of the transition. As no single firm
was carrying the immense cost of bad government but they were all equally badly affected, and at the
same time, equally incapacitated to influence the state in their favor, engaging in collective action
emerged as a rational strategy. By organizing in business associations and pooling their resources,
individual firms could increase their chances of survival. Organization could facilitate coordination
Interview No. 5
According to the 2013 enterprise survey report for Bosnia (World Bank 2013), 44% of respondents cited competition
from unregistered companies as a problem. In the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina alone, 17% of companies
inspected in 2016 were found to be operating without a license (Tax Office of the FBiH)
21 Interview No. 54
19
20
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and stimulate the transfer of information about effective strategies for fighting regulatory overgrowth
and improving performance (Duvanova 2013; Recenatini and Ryterman 2011). It could also prompt
the provision of public goods that state institutions were failing to provide and increase the capacity
of individual firms to fight extortion and bureaucratic intervention, either by employing legal
protection or by making government misdeeds more obvious (Doner and Schneider 2000). Finally,
and most importantly for this study, by organizing, small firms could obtain visibility, participate in
dialogue with government, gain access to decision-making processes, and take up political action
(Goldsmith 2002; Cammett 2007). They could have a voice.
Based on the preceding, size-based analysis of individual business needs and coping strategies under
adversity, I now return to the question posed at the beginning of this section: What explains subnational
variation in the emergence of business associations in post-conflict Bosnia? Given that different
coping strategies resonate with businesses of different size, local economic concentration stands out as a key
potential explanatory factor. Accordingly, I argue that the more concentrated (by sector, output and
employment) a municipal economy was during the first years of the transition, the less likely was the
formation of a local business association. Conversely, the more dispersed local production was among
several small- and medium-sized enterprises and between different economic sectors, the more likely
was business organization locally.
Under Olson’s theory of collective action (1965) this suggestion is counterintuitive. For Olson,
the emergence of collective action, which often remains latent due to free-riding,22 rests upon group
size. The smaller the group, the better. Applying this logic to the Bosnian municipal context, higher
economic concentration (i.e. the division of economic activity between a few large enterprises) should
make local collective action more, not less likely. However, Olson’s theory is based on the assumption
that business cooperation aims at the production of non-excludable/public goods, when in fact, in
transitional Bosnia, former socialist enterprises required tailor-made solutions to stay afloat. The
excludability of potential lobbying benefits combined with the structural power of large enterprises
(that rendered individual lobbying possible) is one of the key reasons business collective action in
economically concentrated municipalities was unlikely. The fact that large industries already had the
full attention of local governments is another. The municipalities’ post-conflict fate (including their

The primary goal of interest organizations like business associations is the provision of non-excludable/public goods.
Non-excludability means that any company can beneﬁt from them, regardless of whether it is a member of the association
or not. This creates incentives for free riding and makes collective action uncertain
22
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tax base and employment) revolved around the success or failure of major local employers.
Consequently, local governments were inclined to consider the latter’s interests even in the absence
of formal lobbying. To summarize, while large enterprises in post-conflict Bosnia had the capacity to
engage in collective action and lobby state institutions, they lacked the motivation to do so.
The second part of my argument - that business collective action was more probable in less
(economically) concentrated municipalities - is also problematic under Olson’s theory. It directly
contradicts the expectation that individual incentives to cooperate will decrease as group size increases.
According to Olson, large group size should undermine collective action because each group member
would “find that his or her personal gain from having the collective good was less than the total cost
of providing some amount of the good” (Olson 1965 in Stoner-Weiss 1997: 46). However, as Traxler
and Huemer point out, “this argument holds only when the cost of providing the collective good rises
proportionately with group size.” (2007: 16). This cost function hardly meets the situation of
encompassing, local business associations. For example, the cost of lobbying the local government for
the improvement of the business environment and the modernization of the local administration is
rather insensitive to the number of actors who stand to beneﬁt from these improvements. In general,
this study argues that the lobbying costs of local business associations are either fixed or tend to
decrease as group size increases. Accordingly, it expects “large group size...[to] support not impede
collective action, since large groups have more resources and probably a larger number of highly
interested actors” (Traxler and Huemer 2007: 16).
What is more, Olson himself has proposed a solution to the group-size problem. If a small
size is not given, he argued, selective incentives offered by BAs could still encourage collective action.
Selective benefits are designed to promote BA membership. They entail service provision that is
reserved only for BA members and results in excludable/non-public goods. Selective benefits range
from the provision of marketing, legal and accounting services, to privileged members’ access to
public-policy-making. According to the corporatist and developmental state literatures reviewed
earlier, selective benefits are typically delegated to BAs by the state, as a means of facilitating business
organization. In fact, studies on the origins of BAs rarely view business collective action as
spontaneous. Even associations with a high propensity (due to political and economic vulnerability)
to an internal solution to the problems of collective action are seen as requiring external assistance
(Taylor 1990).
The argument I make in this chapter is quite different. In the absence of state-delegated
selective benefits, I maintain that large groups of businesses can still organize. In the following
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chapters, I use the case of Bosnia to demonstrate that under conditions of extreme state weakness and
low economic concentration, it is not positive state action that incentivized business organization but
rather state inaction and/or negative state action. I show that bad government motivated vulnerable
SMEs to organize because organization offered them protection from the state’s incapacity to manage
the post-conflict transition and from its tendency to add to their burden through bureaucratic
corruption and extortion. Under these circumstances, defense against state-imposed threats provided
an obvious common agenda, and protection from these threats functioned as a powerful selective benefit
that was immune to collective action problems. This view echoes Schneider’s finding that “states
provide unintended incentives for business collective action, mostly through threats to business and
by excluding them from policy making” (2008: 8). It is also aligned with Duvanova’s (2007; 2013)
argument that business associations can function as defense mechanisms, protecting firms from
predatory state behavior, and Larrain and Prüfer’s point that “associations can be a valuable private
ordering institution when governments are ineffective” (2015: 467).
In a nutshell, I maintain that in post-conflict Bosnia the incentives for, and the benefits of,
establishing a business association were a decreasing function of the local governments’ capability to
provide the necessary conditions for economic development, such as political stability, a healthy
business environment, and an efficient bureaucracy. I argue that bad governance not only impeded
economic growth but also mitigated its negative impacts on market actors by motivating the
establishment of business associations from the bottom up. For this to have occurred however, a
diversified structure of production comprised of a critical mass of SMEs that were roughly similar in
size and resources and equally susceptible to post-war adversity and bad government was necessary.
Only when these conditions held did bad government stimulate business organization. That is, only
when no single sector, firm, or group of business could dominate the others or advance its interests
on its own was organization a rational strategy for business.
Consequently, I expect the following hypothesis to hold true in the case of Bosnia’s municipalities:
H1: The more diverse, equally endowed and exposed to post-conflict adversity firms in a given

community were, the more incentivized they were to cooperate, and the more probable the
formation of an encompassing business association was in that community
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2.4.

Beyond business organization

Understanding the varying impact of business associations on government performance
The discussion has so far focused on establishing the need for collective business action in post-war
Bosnia. Threats stemming from the post-civil war context and the state’s weakness to tackle them
incentivized small-to-medium-size businesses to organize in order to collectively withstand the
turbulence of the transition. Within this explanatory framework, economic structure inherited from
the pre-war era underpins post-war business organization through the causal mechanism of threat
perception. However, the formation of a business association neither ensures the sustainability of
business organization nor predicts the influence that associative business action exerts on government
performance. Business associations are notoriously fragile institutions. In addition, their influence on
economic and government performance can vary considerably (Olson 1965; Goldsmith 2002;
Duvanova 2013).
This section focuses on identifying the conditions that translate the need for business collective
action into capacity for sustained business cooperation and effective collective business influence on
government performance. It seeks to uncover the conditions under which BAs not only survive
organizationally but also develop enough institutional capacity to ‘take on the state’. And, more
importantly, it seeks to understand why, once BAs develop sufficient organizational capacity, they
choose to collaborate with rather than capture state institutions.
I build on Doner and Schneider (2000) to argue that factors internal to business associations
underpin both outcomes of interest. While external pressures (in the Bosnian case, state weakness and
transitional turbulence) pushed SMEs to organize, whether the resulting associative structures became
sustainable and enhanced state performance depended on the associations’ internal attributes specifically, on two aspects of their organization: 1) the existence of effective internal procedures for mediating
members’ interests (democraticness), and 2) the availability of professional staff (professionalization).
2.4.1. Democraticness
Schmitter and Streeck (1999) analytically divide BA activities into two “logics” – the “logic of
membership” and the “logic of influence”. The former obliges associations to “structure themselves
and act so as to offer significant incentives to their members to extract from them adequate resources
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to ensure their survival, if not growth” (1999: 19). As previously mentioned, this involves the provision
(to members) of excludable goods such as training programs as well as legal and marketing services.
The latter entails efforts to sway public policies through lobbying and is often viewed as a by-product
of service provision (Olson 1965; Schneider 2008). It requires associations to “be organized in such a
way as to offer significant incentives to enable them to gain access to and exercise adequate influence
over public authorities” (Schmitter and Streeck 1999: 19).
Encompassing associations, such as those formed in Bosnia’s municipalities after the war, face
significant challenges in performing these functions. They include a diverse membership whose
interests can vary in degree as well as in substance. These associations often find that the formulation
of common goals (i.e. the identification of the associations’ goals) is not always a straightforward task
but requires complex processes, including the reconciliation, aggregation, and unification of individual
members’ interests (Schmitter and Streeck 1999; Greenwood 2002). Furthermore, goal formation is a
continuous process. Business demands change in response to changing circumstances. The
associations’ goals have to be revised and re-formulated accordingly (Traxler 2007: 17).
A heterogeneous membership structure, then, can threaten the sustainability of business
associations. It might, for example, prevent associations from delivering a coherent set of services and
articulating a consistent lobbying agenda (Silvia and Schroeder 2007). Alternatively, it might encourage
the associations’ most powerful members to disproportionately influence the process and outcomes
of goal formation (Traxler 2007). At the start of the transition, small-town businesses in Bosnia were
relatively similar in terms of size and resources.23 Subsequently, however, they followed uneven
development trajectories. Some became more powerful than others. It can thus not be ruled out that
at some point during the transition, larger enterprises were tempted to capture the associations they
had helped establish and to use them to legitimize and further their narrow interests.
Failure to form a consistent set of organizational goals that reflects the needs of all constituent
members results in gradual membership decline and eventually increases the likelihood that business
associations are dissolved (Schroeder and Ruppert 1996). To ensure their viability, encompassing
business associations need an organizational design that helps them manage interest diversity. They
need a set of “internal provisions and policies designed to reconcile the individual interests of the
members with the collective interest as pursued by the association” (Schmitter and Streeck 1981: 27).
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Empirically, interest aggregation rules differ so widely among associations that it is difficult to
isolate and pinpoint optimal structures and processes of goal formation. Examples of effective
practices range from equal voting rights (on a one firm-one vote basis) to internal sub-divisions and
policy committees (according to members’ sectors/size), representational board memberships, and
rotational presidencies (CIPE 2011). Especially relevant in this respect are the availability of
opportunities for extensive deliberation among members and increased transparency in internal
decision-making and external political action. The “frequency of interaction among members seems
key in promoting a deliberative mode of consensus building and preference change…[D]eliberation
is a dynamic process that can promote the emergence of more homogeneous preferences among a
diverse membership” (Doner and Schneider 2000: 274-275). Accordingly, frequent and lengthy
meetings are important for reaching a binding consensus among members and for equitably shaping
the associations’ public policy positions. Transparency in leadership selection, decision-making, and
lobbying also increases the likelihood that the association gives voice to different groups and that
particularistic behavior is detected and prevented.
The democratic governance principles and practices that render an association internally
effective are succinctly summarized by Child et al. in their framework for the analysis of trade unions.
What business interest groups need, the authors argue, are “a flexibility of operations to suit the needs
of different membership groups […], a duplication of functions in order to build checks and balances
[…], a multiplicity of communications in order to allow the maximum possible interchange and
collation of opinion, and a holding back of decision-making until every view point has been
expressed”. And all these, can only be attained through “widespread membership involvement” as
“the prime source of authority lies at the grassroots of the institutional hierarchy” (1973: 77-78).
Apart from increasing their sustainability prospects, democraticness also determines the style and
content of the associations’ political action, and hence, the magnitude and direction of their influence
on the state. Associations that are transparent and accountable to their members tend to pursuit open
and regular consultations with state actors rather than engaging in private and ad hoc meetings.
Furthermore, encompassing associations with effective and equitable interest-mediation rules tend to
produce lobbying agendas of the ‘lowest common denominator’ type. Such agendas typically orbit
around demands for political stability, business-environment improvement, public administration
modernization, human capital development, the betterment of infrastructure, and in general, issues
that cross gaps among members (Coleman 2002). When companies of varying sectors and sizes
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systematically engage in deliberation, negotiation, and consensus-building processes, they eventually
filter out inconsistent, unrealistic and narrow demands. As a result, they shape an agenda of action
that focuses on interests they all share (Cheng-Tian Kuo 1995).
Research on highly competitive industries in advanced states has criticized agreements built
upon horizontal business interests as promoting stagnation and conservatism (Mark 1991) and has
argued that they often result in unsatisfactory compromises that threaten the viability of business
cooperation (Greenwood 2016). However, research on developing states has consistently reported
that democratic encompassing associations support market development and government
performance, as “they represent a sizeable portion of the productive economy…rather than a few
large firms” (Schneider 1998) and “take a more multi-sectoral or ’state-like’ view of the economy”
(Coleman 1988). In his original work, Olson mentions that “strong encompassing associations inhibit
the pursuit by firms or sectoral associations of particularistic benefits…and are more likely to press
for policies that promote growth throughout the economy rather than favor particular sectors at the
expense of others” (Olson 1982 in Maxfield and Schneider 2004: 21). Relatedly, Doner and Schneider
(2000) build on Sabel (1994) to differentiate between two types of business associations – the
‘developmental’ and the ‘rent-seeking’ ones. Only the former, they argue, which have a high degree of
“encompassingness” and capacity for effective and equitable internal interest mediation, can made
major contributions to economic and government performance by lobbying the state to enhance its
own performance. They cite case studies from across the globe which suggest that encompassing
associations can and do pressure public officials to improve the provision of basic public goods;
reduce government predation; install an “effective and clean government administration” (264); and
provide various types of infrastructure.
Similarly, I argue that in the local Bosnian context it was business associations that employed
transparent means to advocate horizontal change and to promote policies designed to affect the
macro-economy (and were not targeted specifically to individual sectors) that influenced government
performance positively and substantially. In the following chapters, I detail how such associations
incentivized local governments to adopt policies that protected their smallest and weakest members,
while creating conditions for broad-based and balanced development. Instead of focusing on
extractive rent-seeking that would produce short-term benefits for one or a few large actors, these
associations pushed for political stability, motivated the state to invest in building community
infrastructure and modernizing its administration, and incentivized municipal actors to think
innovatively about social development – especially in the fields of education and employment.
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Consequently, political activism born within, and carried out through, business associations
spurred the enhancement of government performance and brought about significant benefits that
were not confined to the members of the association, but spilled over to wider communities. In other
words, the pursuit of private interest gave rise to the production of valuable public goods; it allowed
citizens to enjoy more and better services and to reap the benefits of a competent and responsive
bureaucracy. Despite stemming from private action, the enhancement of governmental performance
should not be perceived as an unintended consequence or a positive externality of the actions selfinterested actors undertook. At the start of the transition, small-business owners in Bosnia wanted
local governments to reconstitute their capacity and consciously sought to advance this objective. At
the same time, however, the socially beneficial lobbying agenda that ‘developmental’ business
associations pursued also reflected something else: a practical compromise among self-interested
actors who were blocked from directly representing the full spectrum of their interests to the state and
were incapable of achieving their narrow objectives via means other than collective action.
This study thus understands business cooperation as a second-best strategy that is born out of
necessity and individual-firm weakness. Relatedly, it views LGP-enhancing association agendas as the
end result of an internal negotiation process that involves a protracted struggle among self-interested
yet (largely) equally endowed members. Moreover, it maintains that it is democraticness in the internal
operation of business associations that forces members to “realize that they [cannot] prevail
unilaterally” and to “settle for solutions” that provide not total victory for a few, but “partial victory
for all” (McFaul and Stoner-Weiss 2004: 219).
2.4.2. Professionalization
Even democratically governed associations cannot perform their functions effectively and become
viable and influential unless they are well staffed. Companies, especially SMEs, lack the expertise and
staff time required to become involved in service provision, legal analysis, and political action
(Goldsmith 2002). Thus, they must delegate these activities to professional personnel with specific
technical competences (Goldsmith 2002; Coleman 1988). Executive-driven management structure has
been found more likely than member-driven structure to increase the associations’ market penetration
and joining rates (Boléat 1996). This is because “understaffed associations are rarely capable of
redressing state and market failures” (Doner and Schneider 2000: 262).
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The professional resources and technical capacity of business associations directly influence
their ability to make effective representations to the state on policy issues and to engage in ‘proactive
lobbying’ (Bethke 2000). A proactive lobbyist sets the policy agenda and “offers the legislator an
authorized, technical opinion and credible proposals”. By contrast, ‘reactive’ and ‘negative lobbying’
simply monitors government action or opposes it, either directly or by making unattainable counterproposals (Greenwood 2002).
For Schmitter and Streeck, states reward (by officially incorporating them in the decisionmaking process) only those associations that “acquire organizational properties that increase the
probability of it achieving its own goals” (1981: 86). This is because, “a good lobbyist provides valuable
assistance to the legislator” while “a bad lobbyist is a nuisance” (Greenwood 2002: 51).
Professionalization thus helps BAs to be viewed by the state as credible counterparts and lays the
foundation for effective government-business relations that involve organized business groups
working with governments in a spirit of partnership and constructively.
2.4.3. A delicate balancing act: democraticness v. professionalization
In principle, professional staff is required to provide management to associations and not governance,
which is the board’s functional territory (CIPE 2011; Greenwood and Westgeest 2002). Yet, scholars
of organized interest groups have noted that as associations become increasingly bureaucratized, paid
staff not only manages the members’ articulated wishes but also exercises leadership by practicing
“executive legislation” (Barber in Rodekamp 2014: 47). This involves professional staff engaging in
day-to-day decision-making without prior member consultation - usually in unforeseen, urgent, and
complex situations.
Executive legislation is not without risks, as it can undermine democraticness (McLaverty
2002; Cohen and Rogers 1992). Rodekamp (2014) describes the democracy-effectiveness trade-off
faced by voluntary associations as follows: “on the one hand, strong leadership…that is provided in
terms of education and knowledge is indispensable for a strong organization and, thus, its
effectiveness. On the other hand, when under some disguise or legal fiction organizations install
mechanisms that systematically reduce the need for membership approval, this adds up to policy for
the organization that is out of touch with the membership’s wishes” (46).
For some scholars, democraticness is wholly incompatible with the strategic promptness and
effectiveness of voluntary organizations (Alter 1998; Truman 1951). “Efficiency-related
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considerations force [BAs] to abandon, or at least curtail, democratic decision-making procedures”
(Mitchels 1962 in Rodekamp 2014: 49). This negates their representative function and undermines
authentic collective action. Others, however, maintain that the trade-off between them is not
inevitable, and that their conflict, while “a serious one,” is “not boundless” (Stone 1987: 243; Nyden
1985). Members often renounce their participation rights voluntarily (CIPE 2011). What is more,
members are not always sure of what their interests are and require the assistance of professional staff
to formulate them (Greenwood 2002). This is typically the case when “new topics arise on the agenda,
which the staff is aware of” and sees as relevant much earlier than members do, due to their capacity
to think more strategically and to act with a longer time horizon in mind (Rodekamp 2014: 49).
Clearly, voluntary organizations cannot have an internal structure that is equally democratic
and effective, but they can strike a balance between the two. Schmitter and Streeck argue that BAs can
and should combine “goal formation from above by expert consultation and oligarchic domination”
with “goal formation from below by member deliberation”. In their view, associational goals should
be based “not just on immediately perceived subjective interests, but also upon longer term
calculations and projections for objective interests” (1999: 20). Sabel (1994) also emphasizes the
importance of the associations’ capacity to alter their members’ preferences: “a central role of the
developmental associations … is to help create the interests and identity of its members” (p. 149). To
achieve this, the executive needs to exercise “leadership with members by shaping their perceptions
of what their interests are, while at the same time being seen as representing their members articulated
wishes without walking too far ahead of them” (Greenwood 2002: 7). Such a delicate balance limits
internal conflict and increases the associations’ capacity to act strategically, i.e. “to be sufficiently
resourceful and autonomous to define and sustain a course of action over the long run” (Schmitter
1992: 438–439). This in turn, enhances the associations’ effectiveness in service provision (to their
members) and utility in public policy.
Based on the preceding discussion, I expect the following hypothesis to hold true in the case of Bosnia:

H2: Only business associations that combined a democratic internal structure with
professional staff managed to ensure their sustainability in the long run and to positively
influence the performance of local governments
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2.5

Revisiting the role of the state

This chapter began with a review of the benefits of collaborative state-business relations for
government performance and the mechanisms involved in bringing them about. It has argued that
state capacities can be enhanced when governments and organized business groups engage in the
exchange of quality information and the pulling together of resources that can improve policy design
and reduce policy implementation gaps. Hence, the cooperative approach to state-building requires
participants to appreciate the necessity of, and to share the desire to, invest in positive change.
Preceding sections outlined factors that incentivize businesses to commit to cooperative agreements,
both among themselves and with the state. Businesses need to be directly threatened by bad
governance, share a sense of vulnerability, and be equally incapable of achieving their interests through
means other than collective action. Relatedly, resultant business associations need to be democratically
organized and well-staffed in order to generate an agenda for political action that can improve
government performance and to effectively advance this agenda to the state. Yet, the incentives state
actors have to engage in a collaborative relation with organized business interest groups and invest in
improving its performance have yet to be analyzed.
That governments will always strive to function efficiently, effectively, and in their citizens’
best interest is not a given. The IR literature has coined the term ‘failed state’ to describe countries in
which rulers work exclusively for themselves and where the state has lost its fundamental legitimacy.
In the immediate aftermath of its civil war, Bosnia was such a case. Conflict-induced state weakness
was instrumentally sustained after Dayton by a war-forged ruling elite class that sought to entrench
itself in the new political reality through the perpetuation of war-time divisions. Parallel
institutionalism, obstructionism, and non-cooperation were commonplace political strategies at both
the state and local level. The people’s perception of political community was weak and citizens felt
disenfranchised and marginalized. The social contract that bound citizens and state structures had
been breached (Mansbach and Rhodes 2009).
Under these circumstances, what could have possibly incentivized state actors to change the
status quo of institutional paralysis and invest in performance improvements? This question is not
merely about addressing the well-recognized, general problem of motivating politicians to propose
policies and public administrators to implement them (Margolis 1974; Cowen et al. 2004). It goes
beyond devising ways to overcome the legislators’ lack of expert knowledge, time and energy as means
of motivating greater engagement in quality policy design. And it requires more than providing
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extrinsic rewards to bureaucrats (e.g. tying their salary to their effectiveness) in order to improve policy
implementation. Rather, it involves reminding state actors of their duty to serve their citizens’ needs
and persuading them to do so.
In well-functioning democracies, the problem of motivation is solved by the electoral process
(Grindle 2007; Grzymala-Busse 2007; Lewis-Beck and Paldam 2000). High-performing governments
are politically popular. Incumbent politicians are thus motivated to step up the performance of public
institutions to increase their chances of staying in power. Governments in competitive electoral
environments, especially when they fear a close election, have a strong internal impetus to perform,
or at least appear to be performing well. In Bosnia however, the electoral process has largely failed to
instill the element of competition that could incentivize parties in power to increase institutional
performance. Political competition takes place along ethnic rather than programmatic lines and
elections resemble an ethnic census (Horowitz 1985) more than anything else.24 With electoral
competition not functioning the way it is supposed to, governments face no clear costs for failing to
improve their performance. Especially in the first years after the war, when peace was perceived as
unstable, politicians lacked the internal motivation to restore the normal functioning of municipal
councils, invest in delivering more and better services to citizens, and improve the design and
implementation of their policies. This motivation had to come externally. In the Bosnian context,
there were three actors that could provide it: international donors, civil society organizations, and
businesses. In Chapter 5, I explore the capacity of the first two to introduce and advance the agenda
for good government in the municipalities examined in this dissertation (Sections 5.1. and 5.2.). Here,
I focus on the latter.
I argue that for local governments to engage in a collaborative relationship with organized
business and to actively invest in improving their performance, two things are required: (1) collective
and effective business pressure, and (2) the absence of alternative short-term extrinsic benefits. As
explained previously, collective business pressure applied by democratic and well-staffed business
associations held the potential to expand the range of issues up for public consideration and debate,
and to place ‘good government’ on the local governments’ agenda. However, whether governments
acted upon it, depended on the presence of alternative, short-term benefits. By short-term benefits I
refer to opportunities for self-enrichment, clientalistic voting as quid for quo for discretional job

The possibility for some electoral competition was higher in ethnically homogeneous municipalities where political
parties competed for the votes of the same ethnic group. However, a close examination of whether this produced a positive
impact on government performance failed to provide supportive evidence. See more in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5)
24
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allocation, and other extrinsic rewards government officials could receive in the form of a bribe (from
materially endowed companies), or through extortion (of small business people). Such rewards are
present and tangible, unlike benefits accrued from improved institutional performance, which are long
term and electorally not valuable in non-competitive environments. Consequently, in municipalities
where powerful enterprises used their financial and political clout to influence public officials and
where small businesses had not taken up protective collective action against the state’s grabbing hand,
local governments lacked motivation to change established modes of state-business interaction. In
these localities, state capture or extortion persisted after the war along with bad government.
When, however, powerful industries were not operating locally and small local enterprises were
organized in associations with high institutional capacity, the situation was radically different. These
conditions (collective business action and absence of large firm influence) jointly allowed the
normative basis for good government (i.e. that it is the responsibility of governments to secure it) to
emerge more clearly. They put in motion powerful internal motivation mechanisms that facilitated a
political calculus associated with increased government performance, despite the absence of electoral
competition. ‘Credit claiming’ (i.e. claiming responsibility for positive community changes) and ‘blame
avoidance’ (i.e. avoiding the blame of standing by and doing nothing while the community suffers) are
important tools for politicians (Mayhew 1974). They result in public recognition that serves re-election
purposes but can also operate as a powerful motivation. This is especially relevant at the local level,
where politicians maintain a close proximity to citizens (Wolman and Spitzley 1996: 130-131).
However, such motivations are more likely to incentivize political effort in the absence of short-term,
narrow benefits that might distract politicians from the longer-term benefits of increased performance.
When both conditions were present, local governments in Bosnia were more likely to come
to understand the necessity of enhanced institutional performance and internalize this objective.
However, given the widespread weakness (in terms of capacity) and lack of resources local
governments faced, ownership of the ‘good government’ goal was not enough to guarantee its
achievement. It was, however, likely to motivate engagement in a collaborative relationship with
organized business that could help governments meet this goal. Decisions involved in improving
aspects of governmental performance, such as socio-economic development and administrative
competence are usually specific, technical, and complex. Well-staffed BAs could provide expertise,
information and legal assistance to governments (Coleman 1988: 12) not only on the design of policies
but also on their implementation. Consequently, for those local governments that decided to engage
in a collaborative relation with business associations, the incentives and the benefits of doing so,
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stemmed from the collaboration itself: governments got to share the costs of the transformation with
the business community (e.g. investment in skills, employment, infrastructure, etc.).
To reiterate, I expect that;

H3: For local governments in Bosnia to have engaged in a collaborative relationship with
organized business, two things were required: 1) collective and effective business pressure
and 2) the absence of alternative short-term benefits
2.6

Summary of theoretical expectations

This section reviews the key arguments made in this chapter and recapitulates the hypotheses that will
guide the empirical research in subsequent parts of the dissertation. Figure 2.1 briefly summarizes the
business-driven theory of institutional change this dissertation advances. It illustrates each step of the
causal chain and highlights the mechanisms involved in the ‘business of state-building’.
In this chapter, I moved beyond traditional explanations of post-conflict institutional
performance, including institutional design, civil society activism, socio-economic development and
political parties and focused on an actor whose role has received considerably less attention: the
business community. Relatedly, I developed a theory of institutional performance that centers on the
interaction between businesses, business associations, and governments. In addition, I formulated a
set of testable hypotheses on the factors that encourage business organization in high-adversity
environments; influence the impact of organized business on the performance of state institutions,
and finally; lead governments in ethnically divided and electorally uncompetitive environments to
invest in improving their performance by cooperating with organized business groups.
My theory introduces two conceptual innovations. First, it bridges the divide between
structure and agency, two elements that institutional performance theories tend to treat in isolation
from each another. Instead of privileging a purely structural or agency-based explanation, the theory
advanced in this dissertation examines how structure and agency combine to shape the performance
of government institutions after wars. Second, unlike most studies that perceive wars as utterly
disruptive developments and assume that pre-war conditions cannot influence post-war outcomes,
my theory follows a more longitudinal and coherent approach. To understand the processes and
outcomes of post-conflict government performance, I bring together developments from all stages of
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the conflict cycle. Specifically, I examine how economic structures inherited from the pre-war era
shaped the modes of interaction among businesses and between state and organized business groups
and determined institutional performance in the post-war era. This approach is in line with Douglas
North’s argument that “even discontinuous changes (such as revolution and conquest) are never
completely discontinuous [as] a result of the embeddedness of informal constraints in societies” (1990:
6).
The explanatory model I propose starts with the assumption that after civil wars state
capacities are weak and state actors are incapable and often reluctant to ensure political stability and
other complementary conditions required for business development. To deal with post-war adversity,
businesses, depending on their size and structural power, devise alternative interest representation
strategies that are likely (if successful) to induce different modes of state-business interaction that
result in different levels of government performance. While larger companies either bypass the local
state entirely or penetrate it through direct lobbying, smaller and individually weak businesses have
only one opportunity to engage with the state: to cooperate within organizational structures (i.e. to
establish business associations) and to advance their interests collectively. Consequently, my theory
argues that the structure of local economic production (i.e., the degree of local economic concertation)
is key for the emergence of organized business groups.
H1: The more diverse, equally endowed and exposed to post-conflict adversity firms in a given

community are, the more incentivized they are to cooperate and the more probable the
formation of an encompassing business association is in that community
In municipalities with highly concentrated economic structures, the absence of collective business
lobbying sustains modes of state-business relations that are characterized by either capture or
extortion. Government performance suffers accordingly. However, where economic concentration is
low and local businesses manage to organize, an alternative mode of interaction that could be
beneficial for state performance might emerge: synergistic and effective state-business relations. This
pattern of SBRs is characterized by mutual reciprocity, trust, and extensive inter-sectoral cooperation
in the design and implementation of socio-economic policies. Yet, to become consolidated, BAs have
to be democratically organized and well staffed.
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H2: Only business associations that combine a democratic internal structure with
professional staff manage to ensure their sustainability in the long run and to positively
influence the performance of local governments
Turning to the role of the post-civil war state and given its lack of capacity and (often) incentive to
enhance its performance, the establishment of synergistic SBRs requires both external pressure in the
form of collective business action as well as the absence of alternative short-term, extrinsic benefits in
the form of bribe and extortion money or other quid pro quo tactics (such as jobs for regulatory and
tax relaxation). For it is when opportunities for either self-enrichment or electoral clientalism are
absent, that politicians and bureaucrats are more likely to consider longer-term and more subtle
benefits, such as those produced by high institutional performance (e.g. recognition, a sense of
achievement, etc.).

H3: For local governments to engage in a collaborative relationship with organized business,
two things are required: 1) collective and effective business pressure and 2) the absence of
alternative short-term benefits
In a nutshell, in this chapter I developed a theory of institutional performance by looking specifically
at the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which however, I expect to have general applicability to the
entire universe of democracies emerging from ethnic civil wars. I argued that economic structures
inherited by socio-economic organization in the pre-war period encouraged the formation of
alternative state-business relations after the war, which ultimately determined the performance of local
governments. In particular, I argued that in the uncertain and fluid environment the civil war
introduced in the communities examined, it was the capacity of local businesses to cooperate with one
another and solicit the cooperation of the subnational state that most decisively improved government
performance.
I test these hypotheses in chapter 6. Before that, I present the design of the dissertation (chapter 3),
conceptualize and operationalize my dependent variable (chapter 4) and test how the proposed theory
fares compared to alternative ones (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
Research Design
This dissertation adopts a within-case comparative research design to analyze the role of economic
structure and business organization in shaping government performance after civil wars. I select a
post-conflict state that exhibits a great deal of internal variation in patterns of economic concentration
and business collective action, and examine how these variations condition local government
performance across the various stages of post-conflict state-building and the geographical span of the
case. The aim is to draw implications from the case study to a broader population of civil-war cases.
In this chapter, I discuss the scope conditions, case selection, methodology, and data collection
strategies employed in the study.

3.1

Scope conditions

This dissertation examines the performance of local governments after civil wars. I follow Kalyvas
(2006: 5) in characterizing civil war as “armed combat within the boundaries of a recognized sovereign
entity between parties subject to a common authority at the outset of the hostilities”. I am primarily
interested in ethnic wars, a sub-set of civil wars defined on the basis of their recruitment patterns and
actor’s goals (Kalyvas 2008.) In ethnic wars, “opposing communities…hold irreconcilable visions of
the identity, borders, and citizenship of the state. They do not seek to control a state whose identity
all sides accept, but rather to redefine or divide the state itself” (Kaufman 1996: 138). Following the
signing of a peace treaty, this type of behavior typically persists resulting in high levels of political
polarization, ethnic outbidding, and zero-sum politicking. In these situations, state-building,
understood in this study as “the actions national and international actors undertake to establish, reform
and strengthen state institutions where these have seriously been eroded or are missing” (Caplan 2005),
has been characterized as “mission impossible”. A prospect of high-performing political institutions,
especially at the micro-level where much of civil war-induced violence takes place, is improbable. For
these reasons, studying local government performance in the harsh conditions following ethnic civil
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wars makes for a difficult test of institutional performance theories and provides an opening to
discover the causal mechanisms leading to good government.

3.2

Case selection

3.2.1

Post-conflict Bosnia and Herzegovina

The Bosnian War25 (April 1992 - December 1995) was part of a series of conflicts that resulted in the
violent dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). It resulted in the death of
approximately 100,000 individuals (Sarajevo Research and Documentation Center 2013)26 and created
more than two million refugees and internally displaced persons (UNHCR 1996).27 Following the
signing of the Dayton Peace Accords (DPA) on December 14, 1995,28 the former Yugoslav Socialist
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina gave way to the modern state of Bosnia and Herzegovina - a
loose confederation between two largely autonomous and ethnically homogeneous territorial units
(see Figure 3.1): the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH), which is currently home to most
of the Bosniak29 and Croat population and Republika Srpska (RS), where principally Bosnian-Serbs
reside.30 The Brčko District, a multi-ethnic self-governing administrative unit, is formally part of both
entities yet subordinate only to the state level (Bieber 2002b; 2005).
At the heart of Bosnia’s post-war political organization lies a series of stringent rules and veto
rights designed to ensure balanced ethnic group representation and avoid a relapse into violence (Ullas
2011).31 While political power-sharing has indeed enabled an enduring conflict resolution, it has been

For an in depth historical account of the Bosnian war, see Sabrina P. Ramet, 2006, The Three Yugoslavias: State-Building
and Legitimation, 1918-2005, Washington, DC, and Bloomington: Woodrow Wilson Center Press and Indiana University
Press; Allan Little, Laura Silber, 1996, The death of Yugoslavia, Penguin; and Charles R. Shrader, The Muslim-Croat Civil
War in Central Bosnia, A Military History 1992-1994, Texas A&M University Press
26 Bosnian Book of the Dead, 2013, Research and Documentation Centre, Sarajevo
27 This is almost half of the country’s pre-war population (UNHCR 1996)
28 The Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA) is the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (also
known as the Dayton Accords, Paris Protocol or Dayton-Paris Agreement). The peace agreement was reached at the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio, United States, in November 1995, and was formally signed in Paris
on 14 December 1995 (Source: http://www.osce.org/bih/126173)
29 Bosniaks were constitutionally termed ‘Muslims’ during the Yugoslav era. In this study, I use the term ‘Bosniak’ for the
post-conflict period yet interchange it with ‘Muslim’ in wartime narratives
30 According to the most recent measurement, the population of Bosnia-Herzegovina is currently 3.8 million people: 48%
Bosniak, 37.1% Serb, 14.3% Croat, and 0.6% “others” (2013 BiH census)
31 For a thorough review of Bosnia’s constitutional engineering and a comprehensive assessment of its impact on the
country’s state-building and EU accession trajectories, see Eralp, D. U. (2012) and Bieber, F. (2002b); (2004); (2006) and
(2011)
25
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Figure 3.1: Administrative map of Bosnia and Herzegovina

SOURCE: Census of Population, Households, and Dwellings in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2013
Final Results, Agency for Statistics of BiH, Sarajevo 2016
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largely unsuccessful in setting the foundations for an efficient, effective, and accountable state (Cox
2001). Annex 4 of the DPA (the Constitution of Bosnia-Herzegovina), bequeathed four levels of
government: the state; the entity; the cantonal (for the FBiH only)32; and the municipal (see Figure
3.2).33 Cities are an additional urban governance structure.34 The complexity of Bosnia’s constitutional
arrangements (and institutional set-up) has resulted in confusion over who is responsible for what and
has seriously undermined capacity-building, service provision, and democratic responsiveness (Bieber
2006). More worryingly, the extreme ethnicization of political and administrative representation it
introduced has solidified ethnic divisions and encouraged minority marginalization and structural
violence (Jesse and Williams 2011).
In line with the principles of political power-sharing and ethno-territorialism, the
internationally brokered Bosnian constitution has kept state institutions weak (Bieber 2002b) and
granted extended authorities to the autonomous entities35 (and within the FBiH, to the largely
autonomous cantons). Having extensive legislative powers, authority to impose taxes, and otherwise
govern, these decentralized structures have created an asymmetric governance framework within
which competing ethnic groups seek to materialize their mutually exclusive visions for the country.
Republika Srpska pushes for greater autonomy; the Croat nationalist parties urge the establishment of
a third (all Croat) entity; and the Bosniak side advocates for more centralized governance, siding with
Bosnia’s international overseers. Spearheaded by the High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina
(HR),36 the International Community (IC) has throughout the post-conflict period pushed for greater
centralization and the transfer of more competencies from the entities to the central state. However,
vested interests in preserving central state weakness have succeeded to a great extent in delaying these
reforms.

The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) is comprised of ten cantons. The cantons were designed to ensure
that Bosnian-Croats and Bosniaks would have equal governing authority in the ethnically-mixed FBiH. Accordingly, they
have fully fledged legislative and executive structures
33 Annex 4 of the Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA)
34 Municipalities with more than 30,000 inhabitants can establish a city to better coordinate policies including borders and
35 The state has few exclusive responsibilities outside of foreign policy, customs and trade, monetary policy, international
immigration, refugees, air traffic control, management of international debts and payments, and transport and
communications. All other powers are the perquisite of the entities which can nevertheless, voluntarily delegate authority
upwards (Jokay 2001: 96)
36 The institutions of the High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Office of the High Representative
(OHR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina were created in 1995 following the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement (DPA).
The purpose of the High Representative (and of the OHR) is to oversee the implementation of the DPA’s civilian
component
32
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Bosnian political/administrative system
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The case of Bosnia satisfies the two case selection criteria posed by the scope conditions of
my research. First, it is a case of ethnic civil war. Second, it faces a series of conflict-related challenges,
including centrifugal politics; decision-making paralysis; poor service provision; lack of government
responsiveness; and low administrative capacity. Accordingly, I consider Bosnia a typical post-civil war
democracy (Gerring 2007) and expect my resultant findings to apply to other such cases. At the same
time, Bosnia exhibits remarkable internal variation in the performance of its municipal governments
(USAID/SIDA 2013). In a state that is notorious for its low capacity and poor reform record, evidence
suggests that local governments do not perform uniformly badly, as one might expect. This is
consistent with findings in other post-conflict nations (Sachs and Larizza 2012; Williams 2016; USAID
2008; USAID 2010). Bosnian municipalities exhibit variation not only in their performance, the
dependent variable in this study, but also with respect to independent variables of interest. Already
during the Yugoslav era, municipalities in Bosnia differed markedly in terms of their economic
structure. After the war, they also experienced the unequal proliferation of business associations and
organized business interest groups. Bosnia is thus a suitable context to test my theory and examine
how alternative patterns of cooperation among businesses and between government and organized
business groups shape government performance in the adverse conditions introduced by civil wars.
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3.2.2

Subnational case selection

My study is designed as a structured, focused comparison of subnational cases (municipalities) drawn
from a single country case study – Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the following two sections, I first
present the ‘subnational case’ or the geographic ‘unit of analysis’ in this dissertation – the Bosnian
municipality/opstina. I then detail the rationale and process involved in selecting municipalities for
theory-testing and theory-building purposes. A subnational approach to the study of state-building
allows me to control for potentially important explanatory variables, most notably, culture and
institutional design.
3.2.2.1. The unit of analysis: from the Yugoslav commune to the Bosnian municipality
Local self-governance (lokalna samouprava) has a long and uninterrupted tradition in Bosnia dating back
to the country’s Ottoman rule (Pinson 1996; Fisher 1964). During Yugoslavia’s socialist era (19461990), decentralization was underpinned by the logic of social self-management (drustveno
samoupravljanje)37 and the idea that organizations of “self-managing citizens” would at some point
“assume complete governmental control and the state would disappear entirely” (Curtis 1992: 191).
Within this system, the commune (komuna/opstina) constituted the basic political and territorial unit at
the local level. Officially defined as “a self-managing socio-political community based on the power
of and self-management by the working class and the working people”,38 the commune embodied the
spirit of the Yugoslav variant of socialism. It was the basis of Yugoslavia’s assertion that, “unlike the
centralized Soviet system, Yugoslav socialism truly gave power to the workers” (Curtis 1992: 190)
The communes exercised all political authority not explicitly delegated to the federal or
republic-level of governments. They dealt with matters of education, culture, health, economic
planning, utility management and the supervision of economic enterprises (Djordjevic 1953).
However, while they were also the lowermost level in the complicated delegate system that elected the
Federal Assembly’s members, voters at the commune level could only choose from a closed list of
The system of Socialist Self-Management was first introduced in the 1950s. It followed the dogma, ‘the factories to the
workers’. The organization of enterprises operating under socialist self-management was further elaborated in the 1974
Constitution and the Law on Associated Labour of 1976. For more information on the workers’ self-management see
Grozdanic, S. and Radosavljevic, M. (eds.), 1970, Workers’ Management in Yugoslavia: 1950-1970, Medjunarodna Politika,
Belgrade
38 The Law on the People's Committees 1952 / Sluzbeni List Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije [Official Gazette
of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia], No. 22 of I952; The Law on the Organization of Communes and Districts
1955, Sluzbeni List Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije [Official Gazette of the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia], No. 26 of I955
37
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delegate candidates (Curtis 1992). Liberalization of the electoral system was often discussed, but an
open nomination process was introduced as late as 1990 Real grass-roots political power remained
low, especially within the field of economic policy. There, the exercise of power was blocked by an
intermediate layer of enterprise directors (Curtis 1992) whose selection was decided by the communist
party and who rarely accounted to workers for their policies (Lydall 1989). Consequently, despite their
extended mandate, legislated self-sufficiency and autonomy, local governments in pre-war Bosnia
remained highly dependent on upper levels of government both politically and fiscally (Djordjevic and
Pasic 1961).
After the war, the political structure introduced by the DPA (discussed previously – see Figure
3.1), included 143 municipalities/opstine (79 in the FBiH39 and 64 in the RS)40, i.e. 41 municipalities
more than in the pre-war period. The newly formed municipalities reflected war-induced demographic
alterations and were established to allay concerns over the impact that the creation of the entities and
the cantons could have on ethnic minorities, especially on minority representation and service
provision (Bojicici-Dzelilovic 2011; World Bank 2009). Despite the substantial increase in their
number, local governments were significantly weakened and became directly dependent on upper
levels of government (functionally, fiscally, and politically). In the FBiH, the responsibility for defining
their functions and providing material resources fell on the cantons. Within the RS’s more centralized
structure, it was the Ministry of Administration and Local Self-Governance that dealt with such
matters.
Especially during Bosnia’s first transitional decade, local governments were ill-equipped to
handle the many challenges they faced. Poorly defined general functions – largely similar across
entities41 - left room for different interpretations, resulting in confusion over operational
Law on Federation Units (Official Gazette of the FBH no. 9/96)
Law on Territorial Organization of the RS, Official Gazette of the RS no. 69/09, 70/12
41 According to the FBiH Law on the Fundamentals of Local Self-Government (1995) and the local self-government laws
passed by cantonal parliaments, local self-governments in the FBiH had the following general functions: to protect human
rights and fundamental freedoms; “satisfy the local needs of citizens” concerning child care, education, employment, social
care, culture, sports, et cetera; conduct housing and urban policy; manage municipal property; provide communal services;
support local television and radio; attract tourism; manage unimproved property; ensure public order; other issues
determined by the Constitution”. According to Article 102 of the RS Constitution and the Law on Territorial Organization
and Local Self-Government (1994; 1999), municipalities in the RS had the following functions: to adopt and implement a
municipal development program; pass a municipal budget and municipal annual financial statement; regulate and ensure
the performance of public utilities; adopt a town construction land arrangement program; build, maintain and supervise
the use of local roads, streets and other public facilities; satisfy citizens’ needs in terms of culture, education, sports, health
and social care, information, handicrafts, tourism and catering; enforce laws, regulations and general acts of the republic,
district or town that have been entrusted to the municipality; ensure the enforcement of municipal rules and general acts;
establish and regulate bodies, organizations and services needed by the municipality; perform other activities as established
by the Constitution, laws and the municipal statutes (Jokay 2006)
39
40
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responsibilities. Local government financing was another issue of concern. While municipalities could
raise their own revenue (in the form of fees, penalties, minor taxes, and borrowing), the conditions
underpinning this capacity were not explicitly specified (Jokay 2001). Fiscal transfers were equally
problematic; they were non-transparent and ad hoc (Bojicici-Dzelilovic 2011). In both entities, this
was made worse by the fact that until 2004 mayors were elected not by citizens, but indirectly, by local
councils (in the Federation) and assemblies (in the RS). With the legislative organ exerting ultimate
power, mayoral accountability and legitimacy was low and the municipalities’ relationship with higher
levels of government was highly unequal.
Local governance in Bosnia was put on a qualitatively new footing with the adoption of the
entity Laws on Local Self-Governance (2004, 2006)42 and the introduction of the intergovernmental
finance system (2006).43 These new laws clarified and expanded the municipalities’ functions and
revenue sources (see Table 3.1).44 Further beneficial developments were the new electoral system that
provided for the direct election of mayors (2004)45 and the Indirect Taxation Agency (ITA) reform
(2006). While the former altered political power balance locally and increased stakes in increased local
government performance, the latter significantly stabilized and boosted local-level revenues by means
of a formula-based allocation of the centrally collected Value-Added Tax (VAT) to local governments.
As hierarchical intergovernmental relationships began to shift and local governments grew in
competencies, available resources, and political autonomy, they gained much relevance as policymakers and service-providers. Table 3.1 summarizes municipal responsibilities, as described in the
entity laws on local self-governance.

Law on Local Self-Government of the RS (Official Gazette of the RS no. 101/04, 42/05, 118/05, 98/13)
Law on Principles of Local Self-Government in the FBH (Official Gazette of the FBH no. 49/06, 51/09)
43 The laws on local self-government were accompanied by a new Law on Public Revenue Allocation in the FBiH and the
amendments to the RS budget system law, which provided for the adjustment in the financial framework for funding local
governments (Bojicic-Dzelilovic 2011)
44 Expanded competencies included the explicit right to set local taxes and fees, organize referenda, and incur debt
45 The only exceptions are Mostar and Sarajevo where the mayor is still elected from the city council
42
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Table 3.1: Municipal functions per entity46

Local
Utility/Infrastructure

Education

Health

Administrative
Services

Social Welfare

Economic
Development

Other (unfunded
mandate)

FBiH
Water and sewage
Solid waste
Local roads & public transportation
(canton and regional roads)
Heating

RS
Water and sewage
Solid waste
Local
roads
and
public
transportation (regional and trunk
roads)
Heating
Pre-school
Pre-school
Primary (municipalities in three Secondary (capital improvement
cantons took over this responsibility only)
for maintenance and capital School buses
investments; all cantons are
responsible for teachers)
Secondary schools
School buses
Ambulance services
Healthcare supplies
Birth and death certificates
Birth and death certificates
Building permits/cadastre services Building permits
Business licensing (jointly with Business licensing
cantons)
Culture/sport/leisure
Culture/sport/leisure
Communal inspections
Communal inspections
Parks/street lighting
Parks/street lighting
Housing
Housing
Social assistance (joint responsibility Social assistance (municipalities
with cantons, as per cantonal and finance some programs)
BH laws)
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Business environment
Business environment
Strategic planning (urban/spatial & Strategic planning (urban/spatial &
economic)
economic)
Programs for economic growth and Programs for economic growth and
job creation
job creation
Services demanded by citizens and Services demanded by citizens and
not provided by other levels of not provided by other levels of
government
government

Based on The World Bank. (2009). From Stability to Performance, Local Government and Service Delivery in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Sustainable Development Department Europe and Central Asia Region (ECSSD). Washington, DC: World Bank.
46
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3.2.2.2.

Selecting municipalities: Process and rationale

My subnational case selection strategy followed a confirmatory logic (Gerring 2007). I sought to test
the theoretical proposition that pre-war economic structures largely determined the post-war
performance of Bosnia’s local governments. Accordingly, in choosing my cases I tried to ensure two
things: (1) that selected municipalities differed with respect to the variable of theoretical interest,
namely economic concentration and (2) that they were roughly similar with respect to as many confounding
variables as were observable at the time of case selection (Gerring 2002). The underlying expectation
was that if variation in local government performance was indeed uncovered, it would be rational to
attribute it to variation in the degree of local economic concentration (i.e. establish a causal relationship
between X and Y) and then to look deeper into the causal mechanisms underpinning X-Y correlation.
While I relied on existing theoretical knowledge to formulate the expectation of a general
association between economic concentration and local government performance, there were
important reasons to expect that the magnitude of this association would vary across contexts. The
literature on good government outlines several channels through which the municipalities’ individual
characteristics, such as ethnic diversity (Alesina and La Ferrara 2005; Alesina et al. 1999; Easterly and
Lavine 1997; Mauro 1995; Habyarimana et al. 2007), socio-economic development (Lipset 1959, 1960;
Rustow 1970; Helliwell 1992), and war-time violence (De Juan and Pierskalla 2014; Cassar et al. 2013),
could have influenced the impact of economic concentration on the outcome of interest. As George
and Bennet put it, “whether the causal powers inherent in a variable are activated in a particular case
depends on the presence of contingent conditions. [S]uch contingent conditions and counteracting
forces can enable, conceal or override the causal powers of a variable” (George and Bennet 1997: 23).
To explore this possibility and check the robustness of the proposed explanation, I adopted
an “approximate matching” strategy to subnational case selection (Gerring 2002: 135). The aim was
to organize municipalities into pairs of counterfactuals,47 by matching each “space” to its “contrast
space” (Garfinkel 1981) and allowing confounding variables to vary in a controlled manner between
pairs while keeping them constant within pairs. Accordingly, subnational case selection was conducted
Bennett in his article, Case Study Methods: Design, Use, and Comparative Advantages describes counterfactual analysis, saying:
“[it] inverts the standard mode of inference for empirical testing of assertions such as ‘x in a specified case was necessary
for y’. This assertion poses a logically equivalent counterfactual namely, ‘if not-x had occurred in the case, then not-y would
have occurred’. Analogously, a claim that a variable x is sufficient for an outcome y, whether made for all y or only for
specific contexts, can be assessed by looking at the equivalent counterfactual ‘not-y could occur only if not-x’.
47
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on the independent variables following a two-stage process (see Figure 3.3). First, I scored all (preDayton)48 Bosnian municipalities according to their degree of economic concentration at the onset of
the war – the key explanatory variable of interest. Although economic concentration is a continuous
variable, I coded cases dichotomously by creating two groups – the ‘high’ (+) and ‘low’ (-) economic
concentration municipalities.49 Then, I identified the set of confounding factors in which cases were
to be matched – except for this key independent variable. For each case in the ‘high economic
concentration’ group, I identified as many cases as possible from the ‘low economic concentration’
group with similar, dichotomously coded scores on three variables: pre-war level of urbanization,50 prewar degree of ethnic diversity,51 and exposure to wartime violence.52 I then matched municipalities in
“mirror” categories, depicted in Figure 3.3. as diametrically opposed (e.g. municipalities in category 5
were matched with those in category 13 and municipalities in category 4 were paired with
municipalities in category 12). By generating pairs of cases that were similar in all but one independent
variable, I tried to create the “functional equivalent of a controlled experiment” (George and Bennett
2005: 29).
The list of controls could have been extended to include additional variables highlighted in the
literature as potentially influential for government performance, for example, the amount of foreign
aid delivered in each municipality after the war (White 1999; Sachs 1994; Rodrik 1996; Knack 2001;
Easterly 2006) and the extent of post-war local civic activism (Putnam 1993; Wright and Abers 2003;
Gaventa 2004). Such factors, however, were excluded from the case selection process as they were
unobservable prior to field research due to the lack of comprehensive and remotely accessible
databases. Relatedly, I relied on pre-war and wartime data for case selection, as I was interested in
finding out how pre-war and wartime developments shaped initial post-war conditions in each locality

Municipalities that were created with or after the Dayton Peace Agreement were excluded from case selection on the
grounds of having no prior experience with decentralization. Institutions of local government were established from
scratch in these areas rather than being restructured. For this reason, experts on the Bosnian case often argue that ‘new’
municipalities had a governing disadvantage compared to ‘old’ municipalities at the onset of the transition that undermined
their subsequent performance (World Bank 2009)
49 Municipalities where the three largest enterprises accounted for 60% or more of local employment were considered to
have a high economic concentration. The data was drawn from Yugoslavia’s Statistical Bulletin No. 1788 (1989)
50 I followed the UN population size-based definition of urbanization. Municipalities with a population of less than 40,000
inhabitants fell under the ‘low urbanization category’. Data was drawn from the 1991 Yugoslav census
51 I consider a municipality to have a high degree of ethnic diversity when the local ethnic majority constitutes 70% of the
municipality’s population or less. Data were drawn for the 1991 Yugoslav census
52 To measure war-time violence I used as an indicator the percentage of the municipalities’ pre-war population declared
as killed or missing as a result of the war. Data was drawn from the Bosnian Book of the Dead, published by the Research
and Documentation Centre, Sarajevo. Municipalities with war time casualties exceeding 4% of their pre-war municipal
population were categorized as having had a high exposure to violence
48
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and to trace the influence of these legacies on LGP longitudinally [starting from war’s end (T0=1995)
and moving all the way through Bosnia’s first two transitional decades]. Both the level of foreign aid
each municipality received and their degree of civic activism were assumed to have been uniformly
(across the entire Bosnian territory) low at T0. These variables were rather treated as
intervening/intermediary factors – hypothesized to be located in the middle, rather than at the
beginning of the causal chain – and were examined for contribution in the shaping of LGP via their
interaction effects with the key independent variable - the level of local economic concentration (see
Chapter 5).
Figure 3.3: Case selection process
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Through this purposeful selection process, 40 municipalities - organized into 20 pairs of
counterfactuals - were identified as fitting for empirical testing. However, out of these, only pairs
comprised of small-to-medium sized municipalities were considered. Large cities (Sarajevo, Mostar,
Tuzla, and Brčko, and to a lesser extent, Doboj, Bihac, and Prijedor) have already served as case studies
in the empirical literature on the Bosnian conflict and its aftermath (Bieber 2005; Moore 2013; Donais
2005; Armakolas 2011; Belloni 2005; Andreas 2011; Christia 2008). Nevertheless, with a few notable
exceptions (Pickering and Jusic 2014; Armakolas 2007), this literature has ignored smaller localities.
As the average Bosnian lives, works, and interacts with government officials in just these settings, in
this study I focus on them. Very small municipalities (15,000 or less) were also excluded, because I
expected resource scarcity to effectively prevent high local government performance. Finally, the pool
of cases I could draw from was further decreased simply because pairwise matching was not always
possible; some categories were empty.
In the end, four pairs of counterfactuals (eight municipalities in total) were selected (see Figure
3.4). Four municipalities (Tešanj, Kakanj, Gračanica, and Lukavac) are representative of the average
Bosnian locality in terms of potentially important independent variables (other than economic
concentration) – especially, ethnic diversity and war-time violence. Both before and after the war these
municipalities had a clear ethnic majority and, during the war, experienced levels of violence close to
the national average. The four remaining localities, however, (Vitez, Žepče, Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje
(GVU)53, and Srebrenica) are far more atypical. Not only were these places almost perfectly multiethnic before the war, but they also managed to reconstitute their multi-ethnic demography once the
fighting was over – a rather uncommon development in Bosnia, where the aggregate reversal of wartime ethnic cleansing has been limited. Largely due to their demographic specificities, these localities
also experienced levels of violence much higher than the national average, with the most extreme case
being Srebrenica.
By including both typical and extreme cases in my sample, I aimed to test the strength of the
expected correlation between economic concentration and local government performance and the
hypothesized causal processes linking the two. If evidence in support of the relationships theorized in
Chapter 2 was indeed uncovered - especially in the extreme cases where conditions for cooperation
(my hypothesized mechanism) were expected to be sub-optimal - I reckoned that the validity and
reliability of my findings would be significantly increased. Salient characteristics of the eight
Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje was a new name given in 2001 to the municipality known before the war simply as ‘Gornji
Vakuf’. In this study, the municipality is always referred to as Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje (GVU)
53
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municipalities are summarized in Table 3.2, which provides the basis for preliminary socio-political
comparisons. In chapter 6, a more detailed description of the communities is provided.

Figure 3.4: Selected municipalities

Gračanica
Tešanj
Lukavac
Žepče
Vitez Kakanj

Srebrenica

GVU
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Table 3.2: Selected municipalities organized in pairs of counterfactuals
Pair I
Pair II
Vitez
Srebrenica Žepče GVU
Population
1991
War casualties
(% of pre-war
population
dead
or
missing)

Pair III
Tešanj
Kakanj

Pair IV
Gračanica Lukavac

27,859

36,666

22,966

25,181

48,390

55,950

59,050

57,070

978
(4%)

7,243
(19%)

334
(1.5%)

581
(2.3%)

751
(1.6%)

477
(0.85%)

496
(0.84%)

602
(1.05%)

25,836

13,409

30,219

20,933

43,063

30,994

45,220

44,520

Ethnic
structure 1991

Croats
45% Bosniaks
41%

Bosniaks
75% - Serbs
23%

Bosniaks
47% Croats
39%

Bosniaks
55% Croats
42%

Bosniaks
72% Croats
20%

Bosniaks
55% Croats
30%

Bosniaks
72% - Serbs
23%

Bosniak
67% Serbs
21.5%

Ethnic
structure 201355

Croats
55% Bosniaks
45%

Serbs 46% Bosniaks
54%

Croats
59% Bosniaks
40%

Bosniaks
58% Croats
41%

Bosniaks
90%

Bosniaks
85%

Bosniaks
95%

Bosniaks
93%

119,226

162,863

74,942

95,072

180,431

302,628

214,424

383,954

Ethnic
parties
in
coalition
(HDZSDA)

Ethnic
parties in
coalition
(SDS-SDA)

Ethnic
parties
in
coalition
(HDZSDA)

Ethnic
parties
in
coalition
HDZSDA

FBiH –
Central
Bosnia
Canton

Alternation
of
nationalist
and nonnationalist
parties in
power
(SDASDP)
FBiH –
Central
Bosnia
Canton

Alternation
of nationalist
and nonnationalist
parties in
power
(SDA-SDP)

FBiH –
ZenicaDoboj
Canton

Alternation
of
nationalist
and nonnationalist
parties in
power
(SDASDP)
FBiH –
Central
Bosnia
Canton

Alternation
of
nationalist
and nonnationalist
parties in
power
(SDASDP)
FBiH –
Tuzla
Canton

Population
201354

Economic
development
1991
(total
income
in
Yugoslav
dinars)56

Political
parties

Entity-Canton

FBiHCentral
Bosnia
Canton

Republika
Srpska (RS)

FBiH –
Tuzla
Canton

Census of population, households and dwellings in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2013, Final Result, Agency for Statistics of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo, June 2016
55 Ibid.
56 Extracted from material available online for the course ‘The analysis of conflict and peace’, Department of Government,
University
of
Essex.
Data
collected
by
Kristian
Skrede
Gleditsch.
Available
online
at:
http://courses.essex.ac.uk/gv/gv508/tablebosnia.txt. Last accessed in May 2013
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3.2.2.3. Addressing potential limitations of subnational case selection
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, selected municipalities are clustered in central Bosnia, where most local
governments fall under the jurisdiction of the FBiH and where a predominantly Bosniak and Croat
population resides. This means that Republika Srpska (one of Bosnia’s two constituent entities) and
the Serbs (a key constituent people) are under-represented in the sample.57 There are two principle
reasons for this. Municipalities in the RS are typically small, highly geographically distributed, and of
low urban density. They were thus assumed to be more likely to fail to achieve the economies of scale
required for accomplishing their tasks (Jokay 2001). Furthermore, RS has considerably lower rates of
(post-war) multi-ethnicity than the FBiH. As a result, few RS municipalities met the two selection
criteria for atypical units of analysis: having a population of over 15,000 and an ethnic majority of 70%
of total population or less (both before and after the war). Practical decision-making also influenced
the finalization of the sample – especially concerns over transportation, lodging, and the identity of
the researcher.58
A second point of concern is the inclusion of Srebrenica in the qualitative sample. Arguably,
Srebrenica is a unique case in terms of the extremity of violence it experienced during the war and the
level of attention it has received from national and international actors in the war’s aftermath. While
Srebrenica is indeed exceptional in the aforementioned respects, at the same time, it is very similar to
other multi-ethnic municipalities in Bosnia – some of which are included in my sample – that have
perfectly ethnic party systems, high dependence on national level politics and largely segregated civic
spaces. Consequently, rather that perceiving Srebrenica as an outlier par excellence – that perhaps
cannot and should not be compared to other municipalities – I consider Srebrenica as the most extreme
of my atypical cases. In other words, I view differences in the way local politics function and social
relations are structured in Srebrenica - compared to other multi-ethnic localities in Bosnia – as
differences in degree, not in kind.
A third issue of concern is the fact that each entity and canton (within the Federation) has its
own constitution and local governance law, meaning that minor differences in the internal operation
of local governments and their relation with upper levels of government do exist. To deal with this
Only the municipality of Srebrenica belongs administratively to the RS and has a substantial Serb constituency
As a Greek and a (perceived) Orthodox Christian I consciously avoided Serb-populated municipalities due to the
tendency of respondents to presume – based on these identity markers - that I was positively biased in favor of the Serb
constituency. While this would not have been a problem in homogeneous localities (where only Serbs reside), in multiethnic places convincing non-Serb respondents of my neutrality was particularly challenging (as was the case in Srebrenica).
57
58
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potential caveat, indicators and metrics employed to measure local government performance (see
Chapter 4) were selected in a way that renders comparisons meaningful. Most important, I made sure
that performance measurement was restricted to competencies all municipalities share.

3.3

Methodology

Government performance is a complex outcome involving a variety of actors, structures, and
processes. It entails non-linear cause and effects patterns, multiple independent and intervening
variables, various forms of multi-causality, and path-dependent processes (George and Bennet 2005;
Héritier 2008: 75). For this reason, I follow a two-stage empirical investigation strategy. First, I rely
on congruence testing to assess the explanatory power of potential independent variables highlighted
in alternative government performance theories (Chapter 5). I then employ process-tracing to test the
political economy approach to local government performance outlined in Chapter 2 and to move from
simple correlational accounts of cause to mechanism-based causation (Chapter 6).
I conduct congruence tests to assess existing theories of government performance and to find
out “whether the outcome of a case in its various dimensions [is] congruent with the various
dimensions of the independent variable[s] and the expectations of the underlying theory linking the
two” (Bennett and George 1997: 11). Through congruence testing I can “control for all but one
independent variable at a time by using theories to create expectations about the dependent variable
that [can] be compared to its actual value” (George and Bennet 1997: 1). This introduces an
‘elimination-based’ approach to theory building. Its underlying logic is quite simple: if empirical
investigation uncovers no proof backing up the assumption that a given factor generates the outcome
observed, then outcome variation can safely be attributed to an alternative variable or variable
configuration. In Chapter 5, I test and reject hypotheses built around the theorized influence of several
explanatory variables on local government performance, including civil society activism, wartime violence,
socio-economic development, and political parties. Moreover, I showcase how certain variables (such as foreign
aid) become relevant for explaining LGP variation when introduced in and combined with the
principal explanatory narrative offered in this study, i.e. the business-based approach to state-building.
In Chapter 6, I move from testing alternative explanations of government performance to
assessing the political economy approach outlined in Chapter 2. My interest lies not in simply
establishing correlation between economic concentration and government performance. Rather, I
seek to provide a process-based explanation and verify the existence of a theorized causal chain that
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runs from economic structure to government performance through the intervening processes of
business and state-business collective action. As I wish to generate a fine-grained explanation of
government performance by examining both causal variables and causal processes, I employ process
tracing (George 1979; George and Bennet 2005). When tracing processes, researchers “theorize more
than just X and Y; [they] also theorize the mechanism between them” (Beach and Pedersen, 2013: 49).
Process tracing allows researchers to “predict the outcomes, contours, and sequencing of political
processes, while probing for the motivations and likely behaviors of key actors involved in the
process[es] under study” (Hall 2003: 393-4). Process tracing, moreover, “helps the researcher to be
sensitive to temporal boundaries, or period effects, with respect to the specific causal claims being
forwarded” (Steinmo 2008: 135). Although it differs from a historical narrative, the method is sensitive
to historical context and “allows the researcher to reconstruct a chronology of the sequence of events
that constitute the process of interest” (Falleti and Lynch 2009: 150).
My process-tracing approach includes both deductive and inductive aspects, corresponding to
what Bennet and George call “process verification” and “process induction” (1997: 5). Importantly, I
did not rely on induction to build the causal processes that I propose. Instead, I relied on existing
theoretical knowledge to construct a preliminary causal chain (Chapter 2) and used empirical evidence
drawn from the case of Bosnia to verify it (Chapter 6). At the same time, during each fieldwork round
I inductively observed unanticipated causal processes, which I also used to form testable hypotheses.
This iterative movement between theory and evidence enlarged and strengthened the arguments made
in this dissertation.
Furthermore, I fully utilize the method’s in-build sensitivity to temporality and historical
context to support causal inference making. Rather than producing a historical narrative, however,
and providing a detailed description of a sequence of events in the selected municipalities that would
simply imply a causal sequence, I specifically concentrate on the steps (links) in the causal chain and
explicitly attribute each to an appropriate ‘law’, defined as “a statement of regularity between a set of
events” (Hempel in Bennet and George 1997: 7). In general, I study how economic structure and
agency combined to shape political outcomes in the selected municipalities. In particular, I look at
how economic concentration conditions business organization, how the internal organization of
business associations influences the relational patterns established between economic and political
elites, and how state-business relations determine the performance of local government institutions.
Such a focused, sequential narrative “converts a purely historical account into an analytical explanation
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couched in theoretical variables that have been identified in the research design” (Bennet and George
1997: 6).
To trace these sequences of local government performance, I study the longue durée of
subnational state-building in Bosnia. The temporal boundaries of my inquiry extend from the
immediate aftermath of the Bosnian war (1996) to 2015, when my field research came to an end. I
measure local government performance at five different points in time within the period examined.
Each point corresponds to a four-year period that roughly overlaps with each of Bosnia’s five, postconflict (local) electoral cycles (T1 = 1997-2000; T2 = 2001-2004; T3 = 2005-2008; T4 = 2009-2012;
and T5 = 2013-2015). By taking snapshots of local governments’ performance throughout Bosnia’s
entire post-war period, I aim to identify key steps in the process of local institution building and to
analyze change and sequence (Collier 2011: 823).A longitudinal investigation enables me to determine
localized initial conditions, track progress and detect tipping points in institutional performance across
time and space as well as analyze their root causes by matching trends in municipal performance to
parallel developments in explanatory variables and processes. In Chapter 6, I demonstrate how looking
at year-to-year developments in my dependent and independent variables both within and across cases
helped me gain a deeper understanding of the institution-building process and its drivers, while
accounting for its broader structural, social, and political context.

3.4

Data collection

The process-tracing method presented above and utilized in this study requires a vast amount of data
and, correspondingly, time (Checkel 2008). Accordingly, I carried out long-term, in-depth fieldwork
in the region of study between 2013 and 2015. I focused primarily on collecting data in research
municipalities to capture the realities and perceptions on local government performance, governmentbusiness relations, and business organization and agency. In order to check for biases among local
actors, I also carried out fieldwork in Sarajevo to gain the perspective of state ministries, bilateral
donors and international development organizations - three key actors involved in the Bosnian statebuilding.
In total, I employed three principal methods of data generation: semi-structured interviewing,
archival research, and non-participant observation. Every method is “a different line of sight dictated
toward the same point, observing social reality”. In combining them, I sought to “obtain a better,
more substantive picture of reality” (Berg 2001: 4). Retrieved data served two key purposes: variable
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measurement and causal inference making. Measuring the dependent variable, ‘Local Government
Performance’ (LGP), required an especially diverse and extensive body of data due the longitudinal
approach employed and the concepts’ multidimensional make-up.59 Accordingly, evidence used to
operationalize LGP was drawn from six different sources. Data employed in the measurement of ‘right
hand-side’ variables were also collected from varied sources that were later compared and combined
to ensure data reliability.
3.4.1

Interviews
In the course of my field research in Bosnia, I carried out 139 semi-structured, in-depth

interviews (see Appendix B for the full list). Figure 3.5 details their geographic distribution. In each of
the eight selected municipalities, I sought three general types of respondent categories: 1) state-actors:
municipal officers (administrative personnel, social workers, etc.) and local politicians (current and
former mayors and municipal councilors) who were either active in local politics and governance at
the time of my visit or who had played important roles in previous periods, especially during the
conflict and in its direct aftermath; 2) business actors: business owners (ranging from microentrepreneurs to the general managers of multinational enterprises) and administrative personnel and
members of local business associations (existent and dissolved), especially founding members and
members of the associations’ board of directors; and 3) civil society actors: representatives of local NGOs,
youth councils, and religious leaders.
On average, 15 interviews were carried out in each locale. 30% of respondents were business
actors, 45% were state actors, and 15% were civil society actors. In addition, 15 interviews were
conducted in Sarajevo with representatives of international development organizations, officers of
bilateral donor agencies, and researchers. In deciding when to stop interviewing, I followed Checkel’s
advice (2008) and stopped approaching new respondents when they repeated information that I had
received before and added no further evidence. This is akin to a strategy in the field of hermeneutics:
when all the new information confirms already-attained accounts, the hermeneutical circle closes and
data collection can end (Reiter 2006).
Interviews were carried out with the help of research assistants - all of whom had experience
in social science research. I relied on research assistants, not only for translation but also for
interpretation purposes. My standard approach to interviewing involved a 5-minute debrief after every
59

See Chapter 4 for more the detailed conceptualization and measurement of Local Government Performance
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interview, during which my assistant and I reflected on the interview process, content, body language
of the interviewee, subtle meanings, and reproduced information sometimes lost due to fast-paced
translation. The duration of the interviews varied from thirty minutes to four hours. Multiple
interviews were conducted with the same respondent when our initial meeting was disrupted and failed
to resume soon afterwards or when the respondent was particularly knowledgeable and eager to
disclose further information. Follow-up interviews focused on clarifications, interpretations, finergrained explanations, and the collection of supplementary data. Interviews were conducted with two
goals in mind: to evaluate the performance of local governments (and its evolution over time) and
explore patterns of local business collective action and state-business cooperation dynamics.
Questions posed to each respondent category were attuned to the respondents’ role, and they varied
accordingly. At the same time, however, a set of questions was uniformly posed to all interviewees.
This allowed me to draw diverse perspectives on the questions of government performance and statebusiness relations, shaped by the respondents’ distinct characteristics (ethnic background, gender, age,
etc.) and corresponding experiences. It also helped me close gaps in interviews and served as a check
to issues of memory, lies, and withholding of information.
Figure 3.5: Geographic distribution of interviews

INTERVIEWS
Srebrenica
(20)

Lukavac (10)
Gracanica
(16)

GVU (9)

Tesanj (17)
Vitez (21)
Kakanj (12)
Zepce (19)
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3.4.2

Archival research

To further triangulate and supplement interview data I gained access to and surveyed several archives
in Bosnia and beyond, critical to my research.
OHR archives: At an early stage of my investigation I gained full access to the OHR archive in Bratunac
and controlled access to the OHR archive in Sarajevo. Between June 2013 and July 2014, I spent four
weeks reviewing documentation produced by the OHR over the 1997-2014 period. Materials I was
allowed to examine and collect included OHR decisions, press releases, human rights and political
situation reports, economic development briefs as well copies of the OHR postal and electronic
correspondence with a constellation of domestic and international stakeholders. I used retrieved data
to build political and economic event datasets for the selected municipalities recording landmark moments
in post-conflict reconstruction. I paid special attention to the locales’ post-war economic and political
history and three event types: instances of economic restructuring (e.g. enterprise privatization, foreign
direct investments, etc.) and political conflict and institutional malfunctioning (e.g. failed party
negotiations on the re-establishment of joint institutions of governance60, electoral contestation,
municipal council boycotting, lack of quorum in council meetings, and mayoral removals). Event
datasets served as a broad outline for dependent variable measurement and as a basis of narrative
development in upcoming empirical chapters.
Bosnian Newspaper Archives: INFOBIRO61, Bosnia’s largest digital archive of print media, managed by
the non-governmental MediaCentar, was also reviewed. Articles from fifteen Bosnian print media,
including the largest in circulation newspapers,62 were retrieved via keyword search. The Bosnian press
was especially vibrant prior to, during, and after the conflict. Thus, retrieved articles span the entire
1992-2015 period. All articles cited in this study were last accessed online between April and June
2015.
International News Archives: Gaining access to international perspectives on Bosnian developments was
important in order to check for bias of local accounts (written and oral). Therefore, I reviewed Reuters
This was usually the case in multi-ethnic localities where the establishment of local government institutions proved
particularly difficult in the first post-conflict years
61 www.infobiro.ba
62 Oslobođenje, Dnevni List, Nezavisne Novine, Start, Slobodna Bosna, Ljiljan, Novi Reporter, Dnevni Avaz, Poslovne
Novine, ZIPS, Banke, Business info, Sarajevske Sveske, Naši Dani, Sineast te Poslovni, ONASA – Nezavisna Novinska
Agencija
60
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and Lexis Nexis, two international news archives that pooled articles from more than 60 newspapers.
Both archives proved to be remarkably useful, as they provided frequent and detailed reports on war
and post-war developments in even the smallest of locales. I also accessed the Reuters Video Archive,
available online on ITN Source, and examined footage on the selected municipalities dating back to the
Bosnian war and its immediate aftermath.63 Through these visual cues I was able to draw a mental
connection between the present and the past of the municipalities examined and to meaningfully link
initial conditions on the ground to contemporary outcomes.
The Archives of the International Mediator for Bosnia-Herzegovina: Another valuable source of local-level data
on institution building, especially during the first transitional decade, was the trip reports published by
the International Mediator for Bosnia-Herzegovina (1995-2004).64 Tasked specifically with assisting
the establishment of local institutions (cantonal and municipal), the mediator’s mandate foresaw
mediation and arbitration to resolve local disputes and increase local ownership in state-building.
Thickly written and rich in detail, the mediator’s reports effectively convey the hurdles involved in
reluctant subnational state-building, illuminating micro power struggles and exposing the ‘nitty gritty’
aspects of the process. The reports also confirm the startling variations in the timing, processes, and
outcomes of local state-building in Bosnia, the puzzle that incentivized this study in the first place.
The Open Society Archives (OSA): Further information was collected through extensive primary research
at the OSA archives in Budapest, a repository of collections related to the history of the Cold War and
to international human rights violations. Micro-data on military events of the Bosnian war and local
socio-political developments during the 1992-1999 period was drawn from multiple collections,
including the records of the International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights (IHF) for BosniaHerzegovina65, the David Rohde collection on Srebrenica66, the records of Press Reports on the War

www.itnsource.com/en
Dr. Christian Schwarz-Schilling served as mediator and Mr. Roberts Owen as arbitrator. The Mediator concentrated on
unresolved political issues and the Arbitrator on resolving legal questions
65 HU OSA 318-0-5, Title: Records of the International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights: Country Files, Archival
boxes #23 / No. 2, Date(s): 1996-1996
66 HU OSA 377, Title: David Rohde Collection on Srebrenica, Date(s): 1991-1999. Material includes newspaper clippings
and media monitoring material, news agency releases, reports, memos, trial transcripts, correspondence, manuscripts,
artefacts and audio-visual recordings (all related to the fall of Srebrenica in July 1995)
63
64
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in Bosnia67, the Records of the Physicians for Human Rights in Bosnia, and a Bosnian TV news
collection.68
The International War Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia Archives (ICTY): The ICTY online database69
proved an exceptionally rich source of micro-level conflict data, especially for municipalities where
secondary accounts on local warfare were absent, scarce, or biased. Information on actors, dates,
military events, demographics, as well as accompanying trial material such as geospatial data (maps
and geocoded info) were used to carefully reconstruct local war histories and to produce detailed
localized narratives of a complex war that took many different forms depending on when and where
it was fought. Archival research was keyword-based, according to the locality of interest and the
alleged/convicted perpetrator(s).
Municipal Archives: Research in primary field sites involved the thorough review of municipal archives.
In most municipalities, I successfully retrieved key municipal documentation published in the 20002014 period. This included but was not limited to: budget and budget implementation reports, annual
planning and implementation reports on the work of the mayor and the administration, annual
planning and implementation reports on the work of the municipal council, municipal development
strategies, action plans and implementation reports. Municipal documents were a key source of
information on the local governments’ policy design and implementation record and were thus
particularly useful in assessing institutional performance.
Business Associations’ Archives: Perhaps the most interesting primary data employed in this study are
those extracted from the archives of the small-town business associations I examined. Indeed, much
of the evidence I used to test my central hypothesis would have remained concealed had business
associations’ board members and executive managers not overcome their natural suspicion towards
external inquirers and made their internal documentation available. Naturally, not all associations
responded positively to my request, nor did they provide access to all documents requested.
Characteristically, associations were uniformly reluctant to share their financial records. Most,

HU OSA 304-0-12, Title: Press Reports on War in Bosnia, Date(s): 1992-1995, Creator: International Human Rights
Law Institute. The collection contains day-by-day press reports on the war in Bosnia and the peace negotiations, principally
taken from the US press
68 HU OSA 309, Title: Monitoring of Television of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Date(s): 1996-1999. Off-air recordings of
evening news and other political programs broadcasted by Sarajevo’s state-controlled television stations: TV B&H, TV
Srpska and NTV X
69 http://icr.icty.org/
67
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however, disclosed extensive and information-rich material, including annual action plans,
implementation reports, minutes of board meetings, statutes and lists of members. In the case of
dissolved associations, this material was generously made available by former members or
administrative personnel who drew them from their personal records.
3.4.3

Non-participant observation

Fieldwork in Bosnia exposed me to challenges common in field research in war zones and postconflict settings, including the ethics of research, emotional hurdles, and access and quality of data
(Wood 2003, 2006; Fujii 2010; Armakolas 2001). To deal with problems related to the latter, in
addition to interviews and archival research I relied on ethnographic methods – especially community
immersion and participant/non-participant observation.
To overcome the respondents’ lack of trust toward me, the external researcher, I maintained
a prolonged physical presence in research sites, where I was gradually able to establish myself as a
non-threatening, neutral party. Living side by side with my research subjects allowed me to interact
with them in a variety of social contexts and to employ the snowball sampling method cautiously but
productively (Cohen and Arieli 2011). Especially in multi-ethnic communities, I consciously tried to
signal my objectivity through visible actions. This usually involved hiring an interpreter identified with
one ethnic group but staying with host families identified with another ethnic group and spending
equal amount of time in public spaces frequented by alternative ethnic constituencies (restaurants,
kafanas,70 etc.). This approach incentivized respondents to share with me ‘their side of the story’
instead of penalizing me for keeping close contacts with the ‘other’.
Community immersion also allowed me to recognize and manage types of conduct that could
undermine data collection and interpretation, such as lip-service and staged behavior. In Bosnia, both
practices are common and emanate from the long-term contact of the local political and bureaucratic
elites with the international community. Two decades of exposure to the parlance of aid agencies had
trained most of my respondents to ‘talk the talk’. I often found that they used buzzwords such as
‘reconciliation’, ‘multi-culturalism’, ‘accountability’, and ‘transparency’ during the interview, only to
switch rhetoric as soon as the interview was over. However, my regular interaction with many of them
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– both inside and outside their work place - facilitated trust-building and encouraged unfiltered
behavior and ‘off the record’ information-sharing.
Without question, the most rewarding and analytically useful element of my field research was
my daily interaction with the municipalities’ ordinary residents. I spent much of my time in the field
in open markets, kafanas, parks, and town squares, engaging in informal discussion with people going
about their daily business. Conversations that took place in town halls and observations of citizen
interaction with municipal officers were particularly enlightening. People usually know or at least
suspect how well institutions that were set up to serve them actually function. More importantly, they
can tell when things are improving, deteriorating, or remaining static. What is more, they can engage
not only in temporal comparisons (provided they have been residing in a municipality long enough)
but in spatial ones as well. Municipalities in Bosnia are usually small, and it is often the case that people
work and live in different administrative units or originate from different parts of the country where
they still have family and property (this is largely due to the extensiveness of ethnic cleansing during
the war). They thus have experience with different administrations, which they often invoked to
inform their subjective assessments and justify them to me.
I used the many opportunities I had to socialize with residents to test my theories and ideas
on them, as they emerged still ‘raw’ and unstructured from my daily discussions with elites and
opinion-makers. I sought to capitalize on their awareness of key actors’ interests and actions in order
to test the plausibility of my preliminary explanatory frames. In general, they were happy to discuss
their thoughts, and they did so in a straightforward, intelligent, and eloquent manner. For most part,
the analysis presented in this dissertation has either directly survived their criticism or has been written
with their comments in mind. Moreover, the very conception of the basic argument this work puts
forward is also directly attributed to them. It was during an informal discussion with two former
combatants in a smoke-filled kafana in Vitez when I first grasped the importance of state-business
relations for government performance, following months of inconclusive field research in Gornji
Vakuf Uskoplje and Srebrenica. This discussion dramatically influenced the nature of my inquiry,
sending me off in a direction entirely different than the one I had planned to go in.
Overall, the multi-faceted field research provided me with primary and secondary data on the pre-war,
civil war, and post-war realities in the case of Bosnia, essential for a deep understanding of the
processes and outcomes of post-conflict local government performance in particular, and postconflict state-building more generally. It formed the basis for a nuanced and informed view of the
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intersection of pre-war economic structure and post-war business organization in the broader context
of post-conflict reconstruction. Furthermore, it provided the necessary data to understand the
development of alternative government-business modes of interaction and to grasp how political and
economic actors jointly shaped the performance of local institutions after the war.
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Chapter 4
Who Governs Bosnia Well?
Conceptualizing and measuring local government performance
In this chapter, I explain how I conceptualize and operationalize my dependent variable, namely Local
Government Performance (LGP). I start by critically reviewing existing attempts in the political
science literature to conceptualize ‘government performance’. I then present the logic underpinning
concept formation in this study. Subsequent sections focus on the indicators I employed to “relate
concepts to facts”. The coding and scoring rules that guide the operationalization process are
summarized in the CODEBOOK (see Appendix A). In the final part of the chapter, I assign scores
to research municipalities and classify them into three distinct performance categories (the
‘Champions’, the ‘Let-Downs’ and the ‘Laggards’). This process highlights the magnitude of intermunicipal performance variation in Bosnia and Herzegovina and illustrates the empirical puzzle
addressed in this dissertation.

4.1

A critical review of alternative traditions

Conceptualizing government performance is far from a straightforward task. A key limitation of
empirical government performance research is the lack of scholarly agreement on the concept’s
internal components (Tavits 2006; Högström 2011). Indeed, a review of the political science literature
reveals several alternative traditions in the conceptualization and operationalization of government
performance. These are briefly discussed below.
4.1.1. Government performance as liberal democracy
Influenced by the emergence and extraordinary growth of normative democratic theory at the onset
of the third wave of democratization (Huntington 1991), a large number of studies have
conceptualized government performance as liberal democratic performance. These studies define
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performance as the delivery of democratic values and broadly examine “the degree to which a system
(of government) meets such democratic norms as representativeness, accountability, equality and
participation” (Lijphart 1993: 149). The groundwork was set with Dahl’s (1971) seminal study of
political democracy (or Polyarchy, as he called it), where emphasis was placed on two attributes: public
contestation and participation. Moving down the ladder of abstraction (Sartori 1970), Dahl offered a
list of what he termed the “procedurally minimal” conditions that must be present for democracy.
According to Dahl, democracy is primarily concerned with “the continuing responsiveness of the
government to the preferences of its citizens” (Dahl 1971: 1–2). It thus requires freedom of association
and expression, universal suffrage, access to alternative sources of information, free and fair elections,
political opposition, and institutions for making government policies depend on votes and other
expressions of preference.
Dahl’s arguments have significantly influenced subsequent research on liberal democratic
performance. Myriad studies followed ‘Polyarchy’, employing or expanding the scope of Dahl’s
conceptualization to include other conditions, such as civil society, property and minority rights, voter
turnout and elements of constitutional design (Linz 1994; Bollen 1993; Roller 2005; Coppedge and
Reinicke 1985; Hadenius 1992; Pougerami 1988, Powell 1982; Lijphart 1999). The operationalization
of liberal democratic performance has also reached high levels of sophistication. Currently, an
impressive range of democratic indicators and democracy indices is available to researchers (Munck
and Verkuilen 2002; Foweraker and Krznaric 2000). These performance measures, however, are often
criticized as suffering from limited reliability and validity (Coppedge et al. 2011).
Engaging in a critical review of the conceptualization and operationalization of democratic
performance (democraticness) is beyond the scope of this study, where interest in the issue is limited
to the extent it relates to the construct of government performance. With this in mind, a note of
caution is in order: whenever studies claiming to measure government performance use indices of
democracy to operationalize it – whether as a dependent or an independent variable - in reality, what
these studies effectively measure is the level of democratization of different political systems, rather
than the level of performance of different governments (Tavits 2004). Reducing the concept of
government performance to democracy implies not only that democracy is a necessary condition for
enhanced government performance, but also that democratic governments are always highperforming governments, i.e. that democracy is a sufficient condition for government performance.
Such a claim is presumptuous at best. In fact, whether democracy is correlated with increased
government performance is an important research question that has yet to be answered (Charron and
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Lapuente 2010) – no less because government performance is defined differently in different studies.
The relevant research reports mixed findings, yet most seem to converge around the idea of
temporality being especially important. While democratization per se – defined as the instance of
transitioning from regime A (non-democratic) to regime B (democratic) and the initial period
following this transition - is associated with increased levels of corruption, favoritism patronage, and
abuse of power (McMillan and Zoido 2004; Diamond 2007), some democratization (the taking of
roots of the institutions and norms of democracy in a society) is indeed positively correlated with
enhanced government performance and lower corruption, although the directionality of this
relationship is a matter of contention (Sung 2004; Montinola and Jackman 2002).
What is more, irrespective of how and at which stage of a country’s democratization
continuum democracy is defined and measured, axiomatically presuming that democracy contributes
to improved government performance and defining former with respect to the latter constitutes what
Sartori (1970) has dubbed a classic conceptualization ‘sin’: defining a concept with respect to its root
causes. Doing so prevents us from empirically demonstrating a link between the two variables and
impedes the nuanced theorization of their relationship. An alternative conceptualization and
measurement of government performance that transcends regime type and allows the comparison of
democratic to non-democratic states is thus required (Fukuyama 2013). Beyond state-level analysis,
equating government performance with the procedural aspects of democracy like free and fair
elections is also problematic, especially when cross-case comparison takes place within a single
democratic state and across subnational units, as is the case in the present analysis.
4.1.2. Government performance as quality-of-life outcomes
Another set of studies has conceptualized government performance quite differently. Based on the
assumption that the process of government aims at the realization of predetermined societal goals that
are perceived by alternative regimes as equally desirable (e.g. low infant mortality rates, air quality,
business profits, health, employment, economic growth, etc.), government performance is defined in
terms of such outcomes and is measured according to the extent they are achieved (Bok 1996; Alesina
and Wacziarg 2000; Hansen 1994; Anderson 2001; Lieske 1990; Katzenstein 2000; McAllister 1999;
Rice and Arnett 2001; Kronberg and Clarke 1992). Appealing as outcome-based approaches might be,
however, there are crucial drawbacks associated with their employment. To begin with, it is not always
easy to measure ‘big outcomes’ (Tavits 2004). While a generally accepted measure is available for certain
social outcomes, such as GDP per capita for economic growth and the number of infant deaths per
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1,000 births for infant mortality, other outcomes are notoriously difficult to measure. For instance,
the number of tertiary-education graduates, a common indicator used to evaluate educational
outcomes, tells us little about the quality of educational services offered by state universities. Similarly,
typical rule of law measures, like time-to-trial and rate of case clearance reveal very little about the
quality of justice delivered by a legal system (Fukuyama 1993). To correct for loss of qualitative
information, many studies have employed perception-based measurements, such as public surveys and
expert opinions. Yet, these approaches are not free of limitations themselves, as they are based on
subjective, ad hoc judgments rather than on a clearly articulated benchmark against which outcomes
are being assessed (Bok 1997; Brown and Cutler 1983). This is why Putnam (1993) suggested that
perception-based measurement be used only as a verification mechanism for measures that are based
on objective indicators.
Moreover, equating societal outcomes with government performance is a questionable
practice because societal outcomes are not simply (or merely) the consequence of public action. State
institutions interact with the broader environment and the society within which they function to
produce any given outcome. This makes government performance distinct from the ends government
is meant to fulfil (Fukuyama 2013). Therefore, estimating how much of an empirically observed
societal outcome can be attributed to concerted actions taken up by state actors and how much to
structural factors or non-state actors is nearly impossible. In this respect, educational outcomes
depend as much upon the friends and families of students as they do on inputs dedicated by the state
to education (Coleman 1996). Similarly, air quality is determined by economic activity, demography
and environmental consciousness, just as levels of economic development are decided by
entrepreneurial skills and geography - not just the states’ legislative and implementation capacities.
Indeed, Putnam was among the first to emphatically warn against giving governments more or less
credit than they actually deserve: “to include social outcomes in an assessment of government
performance is to commit the ‘Massachusetts Miracle Fallacy’: only a modest part of the praise for the
affluence of New England in the 1980s (and a similarly modest portion of the blame for the
subsequent recession) was realistically attributable to state government, despite 1988 presidential
campaign rhetoric to the contrary” (Putnam 1993: 66).
Finally, linked to the contamination of outcome measures by exogenous factors is another
important conceptual fallacy: defining a concept with respect to its potential effects (Sartori 1970,
Adcock and Collier 2001). An outcome-based definition borders on tautology and makes it
exceptionally hard to formulate a general theory of government performance. For example, defining
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government performance as the government’s impact on citizens’ quality of life would generate an
infinite line of questions and answers: what is required for high quality of life outcomes? High
government performance. And what counts as high government performance? That which promotes
high quality of life outcomes. (Rothstein and Teorell 2008). Thus, conceptually, government
performance ought to remain distinct from the ends government is meant to fulfil.
4.1.3

Government performance as policy choice

Other studies have equated government performance with policy choices, following the logic that
desired societal outcomes emanate from specific policy prescriptions. In this sense, the policy choice
approach is closely linked to the outcome-based conceptualization and measurement of government
performance. Instead of focusing on outcomes themselves, however, this approach makes strong
assumptions about the type of policies that lead to desired societal outcomes.
For example, a group of scholars who view governments that “actively pursue welfarist
policies and social integration as kinder and gentler” (Tavits 2004: 38), defines government
performance as the capacity of governments to allocate resources for public goods and services (Jacob
1971, Swindell and Kelly 2000). Accordingly, measures employed to capture government performance
in these studies are directly extracted from government budgets, where policy choices are reflected on
allocations between and among policy areas. Government expenditure on community development
and housing, for example, are often used to capture redistributive policies, while expenditure on police
and fire protection are employed to measure allocational policies (Avits, 2006; Serra 1998).
Other studies argue, from a different point of view, that liberal policies are superior to all
alternatives. A case in point is the study of Rice and Sumberg (1977), who conceptualize government
performance as “policy liberalism”. To measure policy liberalism, they rely on eight policy metrics that
“reflect the usual ideological divisions between liberals and conservatives” (Rice and Sumberg, 1977:
109). Along a similar line, indices of government performance constructed by major international
development organizations embed clear policy preferences - usually for less, rather than more, state
regulation.
Equating government performance with policy choices is conceptually problematic as the
relationship between these two variables constitutes a causal hypothesis that needs to be tested
empirically. In other words, if scholars believe that government performance is (at least partly) shaped
by policy choices, then the two should be kept distinct in order to permit the development of a causal
theory of government performance. Pre-deciding which policies are ‘sound’ and which are not and
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equating the former with government performance is falling into the subjective cognitive trap of
ideological superiority. This, in turn, implies that political parties, ideological debates, elections and
representativeness itself (for democracies), and in general (beyond democratic systems) that all the
actors and processes at the heart of political systems are pointless. What is more, such an approach
cancels not just democracy as a set of governing norms but more broadly and more alarmingly, the
norm of ‘reasonableness’ that needs to guide policy choices (Lundström 2004 in Rothstein and
Teorrel, 2008: 171). Operationally, too, this approach has limitations, as policy preferences measured
by indicators such as government expenditure on specific sectors or as the choice between more or
less state regulation carry a very light information load on actual government outputs.
I thus favor an ideologically and normatively neutral conceptualization and measurement of
government performance. Instead of focusing on policy content, I support emphasis on the
procedural aspects of policy making and the employment of ideologically neutral values for the
assessment of government performance in this area (e.g. how efficiently/effectively governments
adopt policies, to what degree they implement them, etc.). Additionally, I favor output-based measures
(e.g. how much of a certain service is actually provided) over budget-based data. I discuss these issues
in more detail later on, when I present the components of government performance, as the latter is
understood and employed in this study.
4.1.4.

Government performance as administrative capacity

Studies within the public administration research tradition equate government performance with the
capacity of public administrations to meet their goals. Closely associated with the notions of effectiveness
and efficiency, administrative capacity is captured by public administration theorists through contextspecific criteria that are pertinent to alternative public management areas – e.g. IT management, capital
management, and human resource management (Rainey and Steinbauer 1999; Ammar et al. 2001;
Selden et al. 2001; Ingraham and Kneedler 2000; Government Performance Project71). While some
scholars focus only on certain public management areas, others follow a more comprehensive
approach to performance measurement by assessing administrative capacity across multiple
bureaucratic functions. These comprehensive approaches are based on the assumption that
“organizations meeting most of the pre-determined criteria have the capacity to be effective and high
performing” (Tavits 2004: 28).
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Along these lines, when examining the capacity of U.S. state governments, Bowman and
Kearney argue that “factors such as staffing and spending, accountability and information
management, and executive centralization (all) seem to capture the heart of capability” (1988:359).
Similarly, Barrilleaux et al. (1992) measure the performance of US state administrations through seven
quality standards: efficiency, information processing, innovativeness, representativeness, neutrality,
integrity, and professional expertise. Such approaches closely resemble traditional efforts to define
government performance in terms of what Weber famously called “modern bureaucracy” (Weber
1978: 220). In other words, they assume that “poorly developed structures and processes inhibit the
ability of governments to act effectively, efficiently, and responsively” (Tavits 2004: 29).
While the notions of effectiveness and efficiency capture the concept of performance more
accurately than the normative categories discussed previously (democracy, ideology), relating
government performance strictly to public administration performance is both restrictive and
incomplete. It would be rather strange to argue that a government whose administration is inefficient
and ineffective could be performing well (Rothstein and Teorell, 2008). At the same time, however,
equating government performance solely with administrative capacity ignores alternative institutions
of government - most notably, the legislative. Consequently, while the notions of capacity (understood
as efficiency and effectiveness) are at the heart of the effort to conceptualize government performance
such effort ought to be expanded to include all government institutions.
Apart from being conceptually flawed, the traditional public administration approach is also
problematic in its operationalization, as most of the indicators it traditionally employs capture
administrative procedures rather than actual administrative results (outputs).72 This strategy assumes,
rather than proves, an association between administrative processes and results, an assumption that
has been challenged (Halachmi and Bouckaert 1996). Considering this issue, Fukuyama remarks: “we
assume that a Weberian bureaucracy will produce better services than one that is highly discretionary
and patrimonial, yet there are circumstances where the latter’s lack of rules result in faster and better
tailored responses. Enforcement power is not part of Weber’s definition; it is possible to have an
impersonal merit-based bureaucracy that nonetheless is extremely poor at getting things done. To say
that a bureaucrat is selected on the basis of ‘merit’ does not define merit, nor does it explain whether
the official’s skills will be renewed in light of changing conditions or technology” (Fukuyama 2013:
351). Consequently, any assessment of administrative capacity must include not just procedural but
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also outcome-based measures. In this way, not only the capacity of administrations for performance
will be captured but their actual performance too.

4.1.5. Government performance as good governance
Approaches to government performance measurement presented thus far treat the concept as singledimensional. While parsimony is certainly required for a concept to be analytically useful, many of the
above-described strategies - even when in line with the principles of concept formation - are
incomplete, as they ignore important aspects of performance and fail to capture the concept’s
complexity. To overcome this important flaw, scholars have recently introduced insights drawn from
the good governance literature to the measurement of government performance. The good governance
agenda emerged parallel to the expansion of comparative democratization and public administration
research. It has itself grown extraordinary popular by merging into a single conceptual construct
democratic performance and state capacity. As Bevir and Rhodes puts it, “good governance tries to
marry (the principles of efficiency and effectiveness emphasized in the) new public management to
the advocacy of liberal democracy” (2003: 47).
According to a popular definition of good governance developed by the World Bank,
governance is “the traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised” and is
comprised by three internal dimensions: (1) “the process by which governments are selected,
monitored and replaced, (2) the capacity of the government to effectively formulate and implement
policies, and (3) the respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and
social interactions among them” (Kaufmann et al 2004: 256). Further down the ladder of abstraction,
six components of the three, above-listed constitutive elements of governance capture the essence of
the prefix “good” in the term, and are used to construct the WB’s World Governance Index: (1) voice
and accountability, (2) political stability and absence of violence, (3) government effectiveness, (4)
regulatory quality, (5) rule of law and (6) control of corruption (Kaufmann et al 2004: 259-260).
Although highly influential, this definition and measurement of good governance has
important limitations. For starters, it is surprisingly comprehensive - so much so that it borders on the
definition of ‘politics’. As governance, “has become a rather fuzzy term that can be applied to almost
everything” (Jessop 2002), scholars have argued that it might be analytically useless. “If governance is
everything, then maybe it is nothing”, note Rothstein and Teorell (2012: 8). Grindle too, argues
convincingly that “the (maximalist) good governance agenda is overwhelming”, especially from a
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developing states’ perspective (Grindle, 2004: 527). As a response to this deluge of criticism, several
counterproposals have been put forward on the basis that some parts of “politics” must matter more
than others (Rothstein and Teorell 2012). Still, the careful examination of the most frequentlyemployed good governance indices73 reveals that the selection of the concept’s constitutive dimensions
lacks theoretical justification. Instead, it seems as if different notions (ranging from democracy to
public trust) are recklessly lumped together, by simply drawing out of an empirically agreed-upon
‘laundry list’ - the key selection criterion being first and foremost data availability.
Another limitation of existing good governance indices stems from the fact that they weakly
distinguish between the background concept of governance and neighboring ones, especially that of
government (Longo 2008). Governance literature emerged in the 1980s alongside a governing system
characterized by the shrinking functioning role of governments under the pressures of globalization,
and the social, economic, and political changes the latter unleashed. At that particular moment, the
concept of governance captured the empirically observed move away from government – understood
as a set of formal public institutions designed to facilitate collective action and maintain public order
through the monopoly of decision-making and enforcement – and toward alternative methods by
which society can be governed (Rhodes 1996). Governance has thus been associated with the
“increased involvement of the private and voluntary sectors in strategic decision-making” (Jenson and
Saint-Martin, 2003: 7) and with “the blurring of boundaries and responsibilities for tackling social and
economic issues” (Stoker 1998: 18).
Notwithstanding the emphasis placed by students of governance on the fact that unilateral
domination (by the state) of the governing process is becoming exceptionally hard (due to increased
interdependencies among state and non-state actors), ‘governance’ in the good governance literature
has come to refer only to state institutions. As such, the term has remained ontologically inseparable
from the term ‘government’. This de facto equating of governance with government may have been
what prompted scholars to equate government performance with good governance. Yet, the
conceptual muddle introduced by the blurring of the two concepts is counterproductive and results
in scholars talking past each other.
Good governance indices too, can be defective, as the indicators they employ often fail to
‘capture the object’. Most indicators measure, at best, de jure forms of governance, i.e. the existence of
formal rules found in government documents, laws and regulations, completely ignoring de facto forms
For a comprehensive review of available good governance indices please see: UNDP, 2009, A User’s Guide to Measuring
Local Governance, UNDP Oslo Governance Centre
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of governance that reflect what actually happens in practice. Researchers who resort to obviously
unsatisfactory or inherently weak measures justify their selection on the grounds that indicators need
to be easily observed by the investigators, given the limited time the latter spent at research sites. The
inability to accurately relate the internal dimensions of the concept to actual facts is especially
pronounced in large-N quantitative analyses that involve little or no qualitative field research.

4.2

Unpacking local government performance in Bosnia

Researchers have defined government performance using a variety of analytical lenses associated with
alternative research traditions. This has multiplied the conceptualizations of performance; associated
the concept with different meanings; imbued it with positive normative values; conflated it with other
concepts; and bypassed its multi-dimensionality. The many alternative definitions compete for use and
have introduced considerable conceptual muddle in the study of government performance. As an
alternative, I propose a conceptualization and measurement scheme that is comprehensive and
captures the concept’s complexity across contexts; examines processes as well as outputs; avoids
tautology; is both consistent and coherent; and derives from a deep understanding of what
government is and does.
Perhaps no other approach to the conceptualization and measurement of government
performance meets these criteria better than that of Robert Putnam in his seminal study on the
performance of Italy’s regional governments (1993). Putnam’s widely celebrated work was itself largely
influenced by Harry Eckstein’s painstaking effort to conceptualize the performance of political
institutions in a theoretically informed manner, summarized in his insightful article “The Evaluation of
Political Performance”. A piece by Gurr and McClelland (1971) that attempted to operationalize
Eckstein’s theoretical propositions also underpinned many of Putnam’s choices of measurement
indicators. My study draws heavily on this pioneering work as well as on that of Kathryn Stoner-Weiss
(1997), who replicated Putnam’s study in Post-Soviet Russia and introduced important conceptual
refinement and measurement novelties.
This measurement agenda places emphasis on the efficacy and responsiveness of governments.
Putnam defends this choice, saying: “the institution we want to evaluate is a representative
government. Therefore, we need to evaluate both its responsiveness to its constituents and its
efficiency in conducting the public’s business…A good democratic government not only considers
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the demands of its citizenry (that is, is responsive), but also acts efficaciously upon these demands
(that is, it is effective)” (Putnam 1993: 63). The current study closely follows Putnam’s format and
assesses three dimensions of government performance:
1) Internal operation efficacy – “Whatever else this institution is doing, is it conducting its crucial
internal operations smoothly and with dispatch?” (Putnam 1993: 65)
2) Policy output and implementation capacity – “Are the governments prompt to identify social
needs and propose innovative solutions? Does legislation enacted by the governments reflect a
capacity to react comprehensively, coherently, and creatively to the issues at hand? Have they (the
governments) succeeded in implementing their avowed policy objectives?”74
3) Responsiveness – “Do they (the governments) respond to the demands of their
constituents?”75
Table 4.1 summarizes the fifteen indicators I used to assess the performance of Bosnia’s local
governments. While I borrowed most performance indicators and metrics directly from
aforementioned studies, I made several adjustments informed by the specificities of my case (i.e., the
structure and functions of local governments in Bosnia). Upcoming sections discuss the LGP Index
in detail and analyses the indicators and measures it encompasses.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Table 4.1:
Local Government Performance (LGP) Index
INTERNAL OPERATION EFFICACY
Decisional Efficacy
1.
Political Stability
2.
Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
3.
Regular Decision-Making Efficacy
Administrative Efficacy
4.
General Municipal Capacity
5.
Quality Management in Municipal Administration
6.
Special Administrative Structures
POLICY OUTPUT AND IMPLEMENTATION CAPACITY
Local Economic Development
7.
Strategic Planning and Implementation Capacity
8.
Infrastructure
9.
Investment Attraction
10.
Business Services
Social Development
11.
Strategic Planning and Implementation Capacity
12.
Education Services
13.
Employment Services
RESPONSIVENESS
14.
15.

4.2.1.

Data Management Capacity
Participatory Decision-Making Mechanisms

INTERNAL OPERATIONAL EFFICACY

Governments come in many shapes and sizes and serve numerous important functions: they adopt
laws, spend money, and deliver services. Moreover, governments have goals that encompass multiple
policy areas - health, education, employment, agriculture, infrastructure, social services, investment
attraction, and so on. Irrespective of their attributes and the nature of their functions, however,
governments need to manage their internal operations efficaciously “if (they) are to achieve any goal
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or effectively perform any function” (Eckstein 1971: 19). In the words of Putnam, “An institution’s
effectiveness depends, first of all, on how well it manages its essential internal affairs” (Putnam 1993:
65). To assess the internal operation efficacy of Bosnia’ local governments and evaluate how efficiently
local governments in Bosnia do the things they do, I employed process and output measures that
capture decisional and administrative efficacy. I discuss each of these below.

Decisional efficacy
Decisional efficacy refers to the extent to which municipal councils execute their legislative functions
without major obstruction and dissension. I employed three indicators of decisional efficacy 1)
political stability, 2) extraordinary decision-making efficacy and 3) regular decision-making efficacy.
To measure decisional efficacy, I used measures of political conflict. The underlying assumption is
that the more division- and obstruction-prone the work of a municipal council is, the less likely it is
that this local government “can process efficaciously even routine procedures” (Eckstein, 1971: 77).
To the contrary, a municipal council where a calm and consensual deliberative process is the usual
modus operandi is bound to be associated with higher levels of decisional efficacy.
•

Political stability

Eckstein, Gurr and McClelland, and Putnam, use cabinet stability as a metric of internal operations
efficacy (Stoner Weiss 1997), under the assumption that polities that have highly stable cabinets (and
retain a strong majority in the legislature) “are able, in principle, to pursue a coherent line of policy”
(Putnam, 1993: 67). I use mayoral stability. In the municipalities examined, mayoral change – especially
when it took place within a single electoral cycle – was usually the result of mayoral ousting. It was
thus associated with extreme levels of political turbulence and dissension in municipal councils and
signified the incapacity of municipal councillors to reach consensus over fundamental policies. High
mayoral turnover between electoral cycles was potentially equally problematic as it often resulted in
policy discontinuity and undermined policy implementation. Instances of mayoral death or resignation
and substitution due to illness were excluded from measurement, but mayoral removal initiated and
enforced by the Office of the High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina (OHR), was taken
into consideration.76
The OHR retains the right to remove elected officials from power when their actions work against the
implementation of the Dayton Peace Accord
76
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•

Extraordinary decision-making

This study considers as extraordinary decisions those that are related to landmark moments of, and
crucial procedures for, local governments – predominantly, the conduct of local elections and the
subsequent processes that determine the internal allocation of authority (Stoner Weiss 1997). I used
three metrics to capture the degree of conflict involved in extraordinary municipal decision-making:
i) electoral boycotting, ii) pre-electoral contestation and iii) post-electoral contestation. Electoral boycotting was
frequently observed in multi-ethnic localities, especially during the first, turbulent, post-conflict
electoral cycles. It occurred when at least one ethnic group strategically abstained from the electoral
process, knowing that local demographics favoured a competing group. Electoral boycotting often
resulted in delays in the establishment of joint institutions and decisively undermined decisional
efficacy. Post-electoral contestation resulted in the same outcomes: the continuation of parallel
institutionalism and high levels of decision-making inefficiency. It occurred when all ethnic
communities participated in the electoral process, but at least one refused to recognize and implement
the election results.
•

Regular decision-making

Regular decision-making refers to those decisions that fall within the jurisdiction of local governments
and are associated with the everyday function of municipal councils. I employed three metrics of
dissension to assess regular decision-making efficacy: i) frequency and duration of municipal council
boycotting, ii) frequency of municipal council walkouts, and iii) the number of decisions adopted by municipal
councils per electoral cycle.
Municipal council boycotting is the practice wherein one or more political parties (represented in
the council) deliberately abstains from attending council meetings. It results in lack of quorum, the
non-realization of meetings, and essentially, to the paralysis of the local decision-making process.
Council boycotting is an obstruction strategy frequently employed by political parties in Bosnia –
typically, in multi-ethnic legislatures – as a means of building up pressure around vital (ethnic)
community interests. In the municipalities examined in this study, council boycotting sometimes lasted
for several months, negatively affecting all aspects of community life. For example, in Gornji Vakuf
Uskoplje, during the 2004-2008 electoral cycle, protracted institutional paralysis got to the point that
a municipal budget had not been approved for almost a year and the municipality went for months
without the most basic services, including water and electricity. Municipal council walkouts is a similar
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pressure build-up tool that occurs when members of the council remove themselves from council
meetings as a sign of protest (usually following a divisive and chaotic council session), sabotaging the
deliberation process and the voting of certain decisions. The number of decisions adopted annually, is
another metric of dissension involved in regular decision-making. While the number of decisions
councils adopt carries a light information load with respect to decision-making quality, it does speak
of the ease with which municipal councillors go through the agenda scheduled for each council
session.

Administrative efficacy
Administrative efficacy refers to the capacity of local bureaucracies to execute their functions promptly
and effectively. Its measurement rests on the assumption that poorly developed administrative
processes and structures directly impede all government outcomes (O’ Toole 2000). In line with the
discussion in Section 4.1.4., I employed both procedural and output-based metrics to evaluate
administrative efficacy in the selected municipalities.
•

Municipal capacity

The Governance Accountability Project (GAP) is the largest municipal capacity-building project ever
implemented in Bosnia. Designed and financed by USAID in partnership with the Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and the Dutch Embassy in Bosnia, the
program directly targeted municipal administrations through intensive training and technical
assistance. GAP was implemented in 72 Bosnian municipalities (including all municipalities examined
in the present study) in two phases (2004-2007 and 2008-2011).
To monitor the municipalities’ progress across the program’s declared goals, the implementers
developed a performance index, called the Municipal Capacity Index (MCI). During the first phase of
the program the MCI assessed performance in five areas of local government activity: 1) citizenoriented services; 2) management and information systems; 3) policy and accountability procedures;
4) transparency and citizen participation in decision-making; and 5) revenue generation and financial
management (DAI 2007; Chemonics International 2009).77 During the second phase of the program,
Development Alternatives Inc. (2007). Bosnia and Herzegovina Governance Accountability Project (GAP) Completion Report.;
Chemonics International. (2009). P-BMP and MCI Regular Survey Report, Governance Accountability Project, Phase II.
77
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municipal performance was assessed in four areas: 1) service delivery; 2) budgeting and financial
management; 3) policy and accountability; and 4) capacity of municipalities to administer capital
improvement projects (Chemonics International 2009: 27-28). In total, twenty indicators were used.
Each indicator was graded on a five-point scale. MCI was thus measured on a 100-point scale. Scoring
was based on qualitative interviews with municipal officers and on the careful examination of
municipal documentation.
Since the MCI constitutes a unique compilation of data and provides snapshots of the local
governments’ capacity in specific points in time (before and after the GAP intervention), I incorporate
MCI scores in my own municipal performance index. MCI scores were readily available in and
extracted from GAP monitoring and implementation reports.
•

Quality management in municipal administration

ISO standardization is another indicator of administrative efficacy employed in this study. Associated
with the notion of quality in the production and manufacturing industries, ISO is a well-known
acronym of the International Organization for Standardization, a non-profit organization that develops and
publishes a wide range of standards. “A standard is a document that provides requirements,
specifications, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials,
products, processes and services are fit for their purpose and meet the needs of customers and other
stakeholders. ISO International Standards ensure that products and services are safe, reliable and of
good quality”.78
In the municipal sector, standards are based on quality-management principles, such as factbased decision-making, leadership, management motivation, and customer focus. In Bosnia,
municipalities increasingly choose to voluntarily implement the standard either in the administration
as a whole or in specific municipal units and/or utility companies. Theoretically, ISO certification
showcases a commitment to serve the community, enhance performance by streamlining internal
processes, and ensure that citizens receive customer service that is in line with international standards.
To become certified, municipalities have to prove their capacity to systematically provide products
and services “that meet customer and applicable statutory and regulatory requirements”.79 Certification
is provided after an independent body verifies that a municipality follows the system and implements
78
79

http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards.htm
Ibid.
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the requirement’s in its daily operations. To ensure its continuous conformity with the standard, the
municipality must perform internal audits and request regular re-assessments from independent
consultants.
Case scoring was conducted in a binary manner: municipalities that had an ISO system in place
for the administration as a whole that was managed and internally audited by explicitly assigned
officials received one point, while uncertified municipalities received none.
•

Special administrative structures

The existence of specialized and innovative organizational structures is another indicator of enhanced
administrative efficacy. Just like the introduction of quality processes in the work of municipal
departments, the decision taken by certain administrations “to place some, or most, of their activities
under the operational control of appropriately regulated and supervised structures (companies,
agencies, or corporations), rather than to manage them from within a municipal platform (a council
department or service directorate)” (OECD 2009: 2), is also expected to increase bureaucratic efficacy
by improving the quality and value of core operations. In Bosnia, such organisational arrangements
are becoming increasingly popular, especially in the area of local economic development promotion.
Some local governments have established Local Economic Development Agencies (LED agencies) as
a means of better dealing with place-based challenges caused by war or industrial decline. LED
agencies are tasked with identifying new development opportunities; defining and implementing local
strategies; performing activities of local marketing; and managing projects. Scoring in this case too was
binary. Municipalities that had established a LED agency received one point, while those that haven’t
received no points.

4.2.2 POLICY OUTPUT AND IMPLEMENTATION
This dimension of government performance moves beyond assessing how governments do things
toward evaluating what governments do (Stoner-Weiss 1997: 103). Consequently, the issue of internal
operation efficacy that has preoccupied much of the discussion has been set aside and analytical
emphasis has been placed on government policies and programs. The aim is to address questions such as:
how successful have local governments been in identifying their constituencies’ needs? How successful
were governments as problem solvers? What policy initiatives did they undertake and what programs
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did they design and implement to address issues at hand? In other words, studying the performance
of governments entails studying public policy not only through the lens of decisional efficacy but also
in terms of content, implementation capacity (understood as the set of mechanisms, resources and
relationships that link policy pronouncements to programmatic action), and actual outputs. This is
because, as Putnam put it, “appraisal must move beyond words to deeds” (Putnam, 1993: 65).
Three criteria guide performance assessment across this dimension: the degree of
comprehensiveness80, coherence81, and creativeness82 of the policies local governments enacted and the
implementation tools they employed. As mentioned previously, evaluation does not expand to include
actual outcomes, since this would - as Putnam and Eckstein have convincingly contended - either
grant credit to or cast blame on governments for things that are beyond their control (see Section
4.1.2.).
While it is a relatively straightforward task to identify assessment criteria by means of common
sense, it is a much thorniest task to decide the set of policies upon which performance evaluation
should be focused. Governments deal with a host of diverse issues. These are customarily grouped
under categories that correspond to broad societal goals, such as ‘health’, ‘education’, ‘investment
promotion’, ‘employment’, ‘sustainable environment’. In the absence of a commonly accepted, valuebased hierarchy of each sector’s importance and given the many constraints researchers face in the
field (financial, time, etc.), how can the long list of policy sectors be narrowed down?
Few would argue with the idea that policy performance evaluations should be as encompassing
as possible in order to allow the identification of systematic performance patterns within and between
cases (Putnam 1993). High-performing governments should do consistently well across many and
different policy sectors. That being said, it makes little sense to focus on sectors that do not constitute
self-declared priorities of governments. Eckstein was probably the first to remark that, “it is ludicrous
to expect polities to attain goals they do not want to attain, but surely reasonable to expect them
efficaciously to pursue those that are in fact strong preferences” (Eckstein 1971 in Putnam 1993: 66).
Still, self-selection would be problematic for comparative analysis if different communities identified
Comprehensiveness refers “the degree to which the corpus of regional law produced…addressed a broad or narrow
range of social needs” (Putnam, 1993: 68), i.e. it examines how far reaching the scope of policy-making was in each
municipality
81 Coherence refers to “the degree to which the various legislative initiatives were coordinated and internally consistent”
(Putnam, 1993: 68), i.e. it assesses how mutually reinforcing (rather than contradicting) policies were – both within and
between policy sectors
82 Creativeness refers to “the degree to which [strategies and legislative initiatives] identified new needs, experimented with
new services, or created incentives for new forms of private initiative” (Putnam, 1993: 68), i.e. it examines how often local
governments introduced policy and programmatic innovations that were later copied by other municipalities
80
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different policy sectors as of absolute and urgent importance. Fortunately, the Bosnian context proved
remarkably homogeneous in this regard. Mayors in all research municipalities provided very similar
responses when asked to enumerate their policy priorities. Broadly speaking, economic and social
development topped the list. Within the first, emphasis was placed on investment attraction and business
development while employment and education were the themes typically stressed in the social development
domain.
Economic and social development is crucial for every polity. This is even more so in postconflict settings. War, characterized by Collier as “development in reverse” (Collier 2004: 2),
dramatically alters the very content of development: rather than focusing on improving (already
moderately high) well-being standards, the development process in post-conflict situations aims at
meeting the most basic of human needs, including security, food, and shelter. As such activities are
better captured by the concepts of ‘humanitarian assistance’, ‘reconstruction’, and ‘rehabilitation’,
when evaluating the development promotion activities municipalities in Bosnia undertook, I focus
primarily on the country’s second post-conflict decade. For this is when local governments moved
beyond efforts to reverse war damages and toward meeting substantial development goals. With this
in mind, I ask: what did governments do to reboot economic activity, assist the opening of local
markets to global economic forces, support structural change, and provide their constituencies with
employment and educational opportunities? Which governments were the most proactive in
introducing policy pronouncements and implementation mechanisms that dealt with problematic
issues comprehensively, coherently and creatively? Which of the socio-economic development
promotion tools available to local policy makers did municipalities use?

Local economic development
This part of the evaluation is designed to take stock of what local governments in Bosnia did to
promote Local Economic Development (LED). Four dimensions of LED promotion are examined:
1) strategic planning and implementation; 2) investment attraction; 3) LED infrastructure; and 4) business service
provision. Performance evaluation was conducted in two stages. First, the local governments’ policy
pronouncements and planned implementation mechanisms were detected through the detailed
analysis of existing municipal LED strategies. These were later compared to the actual legislative
output of local governments. Annual monitoring and implementation reports (of municipal strategies)
were the key source of information for the analysis’ second stage. In municipalities where strategic
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documents had not been adopted and/or monitoring and implementation reports produced, policy
enactments and implementation mechanisms were identified through reports on the work of the mayor and
the municipal administration, and reports on the work of the municipal council - two documents that all Bosnian
municipalities are obliged to produce annually. Resulting evidence was triangulated by means of face
to-face interviews with municipal officers, councilors, members of the business community, and CSO
representatives as well as on-site visits that assisted the assessment of capital project implementation
– especially ‘LED infrastructure’.83 As mentioned previously, the LED strategies the municipalities
adopted, the implementation mechanisms they employed (programs, projects and development
promotion tools), and the actual policies they enacted were assessed according to their degree of
comprehensiveness (scope), coherence and creativeness.
Analysis revealed significant variations in the level of efficacy local governments exhibited in
dealing with the LED-related challenges they faced. Some local governments, such as Tešanj and
Žepče, were highly creative when it came to strategic planning for LED, moved smoothly from
planning to implementation, employed a record number of economic policy promotion tools, and
exhibited almost perfect overlap between their policy pronouncements and enactments. Other local
governments, such as Vitez and Gračanica, displayed only moderate levels of policy activism, and
average program design and implementation capacities. Yet others failed to produce local
development strategies altogether (e.g. Lukavac) or were highly unsuccessful in implementing even
the most basic of their policy pronouncements (GVU, Srebrenica).

Social development
In Bosnia, the powers and functions of local governments in the area of social development and
protection are rather limited. However, there are certain things local governments can do to forward
these goals, especially in the fields of education and employment. Performance evaluation in this policy
area was also conducted in two steps and involved the identification of the degree of overlap between
the social policies and programs announced by local governments and those that were actually enacted.
Similar data sources were used as in the case of LED promotion: municipal strategies for social
development, strategy implementation and monitoring reports as well as reports on the work of the
mayor and the administration and reports on the work of the municipal council. The evaluation criteria

This refers to infrastructure that is aimed to support economic development, such as business incubators, business
zones, etc.
83
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also remained unchanged. Case coding and scoring was conducted according to the comprehensiveness,
coherence, and creativeness of the social strategies and policies the municipalities adopted as well as of the
implementation mechanisms they employed and their actual policy outputs. Significant performance
variation across cases was uncovered in this domain, much like in the area of LED promotion.

4.2.3 RESPONSIVENESS
Being representative institutions, local governments “have a particular obligation to adhere to societal
demands” (Stoner-Weiss 1997: 115). To capture this dimension of government performance, I used
two indicators: 1) the capacity of local governments to collect and manage statistical information and
2) the availability of participatory mechanisms in local decision-making. Both indicators are presented
and analysed below.
•

Data management capacity

This indicator was directly borrowed from Putnam who argued that “governments with better
information about their constituents and their problems can respond more effectively” (Putnam 1993:
67). 84 What this means is that unless governments know the specific needs of their constituencies, they
will be unable to design appropriate policies to meet them. They will, in other words, remain out of
touch with the grassroots and unresponsive to their demands. In Bosnia, while local governments are
not directly responsible for the collection of statistical data, some municipalities have invested heavily
in the systematic recording of statistical information, signaling their commitment to evidence-based
decision-making and policy monitoring. The majority of local governments, however, still exhibit low
levels of capacity in this area.
I used four criteria to evaluate the data-management capacity of local governments. First, I
assessed the breadth and depth the statistical information local administrations had at their disposal.
Measurement was conducted by means of a simple test: during my on-site visits I asked municipal
officers to share with me the socio-economic data that was readily available to them. This included
general statistics such as local GDP per capita, unemployment rate, demographic/ethnic structure
(and rates of change) but also specialized data, such as the number of social benefit recipients per
While Putnam used statistics and information services quality to measure the decisional efficacy of governments, I follow
Stoner-Weiss and employ it as a metric of governmental responsiveness
84
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category of vulnerability, the number and size of businesses per economic sector, the percentage of
repaired houses, refugee return rates, etc. The source of available data was also inquired into, since it
helps demonstrate whether municipalities have developed the capacity to engage in original data
collection and processing and do not rely solely on statistics compiled by cantonal, entity, and statelevel statistical agencies and ministries. Capacity to conduct statistical surveys in-house and produce
own publications constituted the third assessment criterion. Finally, I examined the structure of data
collection and processing within each local administration This involved distinguishing between
municipalities where data was collected and processed by individual municipal departments and used
within each department only, and municipalities where a single, specialized unit was in charge of data
collection and processing and where data where compiled in a unified database that was available
across departments. The assumption here was that municipalities of the latter type would exhibit better
flow of information between their departments and a greater capacity to engage in integrated policy
making.
•

Mechanisms for participatory decision-making

The availability of participatory mechanisms that offer non-state actors the opportunity to inform and
directly influence policy making is the second indicator of government responsiveness. Its selection
was based on the assumption that when local governments invest in the creation of such mechanisms,
they receive more and better information about local challenges, to which they can then respond more
promptly. In Bosnia, institutionalized platforms for public-private dialogue, consultation, and
coordination are rare, especially at the local level. However, where they do exist, they allow a diverse
set of local stakeholders, including members of the business community, representatives of NGOs,
voluntary organizations, and educational institutions to engage in direct dialogue with local political
leadership and municipal officers. Interaction within such platforms has the potential to improve
policy making as well as encourage the joint mobilization of resources and the development of publicprivate partnerships aimed at tackling development, education, and employment concerns.

4.3

Measurement

The temporal boundaries of my inquiry extend from the immediate aftermath of the Bosnian war
(January 1996) to December 2014, when my field research came to an end. Consequently, I measure
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local government performance longitudinally, at five specific points in time. Each point corresponds
to a four-year period that roughly overlaps with, and can be matched to, each of Bosnia’s post-conflict
(local) electoral cycles.85 Rather than serving a causal purpose, electoral cycles are used merely as
signifiers that help me, the investigator, as well as the readers, to understand temporality and track
changes in the dependent variable. By taking snapshots of local government performance throughout
the post-war period, I sought to identify the local governments’ starting levels of performance, track
their progress, both relative and absolute, and uncover alternative pathways to, and outcomes of,
performance. In other words, I expected that a longitudinal investigation would enable me to identify
key steps in the process of post-war institution (re)building and capacity- strengthening, detect tipping
points in institutional performance, and analyse the roots causes of change and sequence by matching
trends in municipal performance to parallel developments in independent variables.
Performance indicators were coded on a three- (0 to 2) or four-point scale (0 to 3) unless they
were dichotomous, in which case they were coded on a two-point scale (0 or 1). Coding rules, i.e. a
detailed explanation of how scores were assigned to each indicator are presented in the CODEBOOK
(see Appendix A). The CODEBOOK introduces the reader to the logic underpinning coding
decisions and aims to attest that the coding process was neither arbitrary nor inconsistent but followed
robust evaluative criteria (Stoner Weiss 1997). Finally, in developing an overall LGP score for each
municipality, I equally weighted the concept’s three internal dimensions and their corresponding
indicators. This choice reflects “considerable uncertainty about the ease or difﬁculty of actions needed
to carry out each activity” (Grindle 2007: 59).

Post-conflict local electoral cycles: 1997-2000; 2000-2004; 2004-2008; 2008-2012; 2012-2016. The last cycle I did not
explore fully, as my fieldwork ended in February 2015
85
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4.4

Who governs Bosnia well?

The results of the coding exercise are summarized in Table 4.2. Figure 4.1, illustrates the temporal
evolution of LGP in each locality.
TABLE 4.2: Post-conflict performance of research municipalities

Local Electoral Cycles

Municipal
Ranking

October
1997
October
2000
17

November
2000
October
2004
20

November
2004
October
2008
17

November
2008
October
2012
19

November
2012
December
2014
20

4

Srebrenica

1

4

6

9

10

8

Žepče

2

4

16

29

32

2

Gornji Vakuf
Uskoplje
(GVU)
Tešanj

0

1

4

10

12

7

5

12

21

31

34

1

Kakanj

3

5

10

13

18

5

Gračanica

11

16

20

21

21

3

Lukavac

5

7

10

12

16

6

Municipality

Vitez
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Figure 4.1: Temporal evolution of local government performance
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4.4.1 Case classification
Three distinct performance trajectories can be discerned from charting the data. Below, I classify
municipalities according to their LGP trajectory and final score.
The Champions
Only two municipalities fall under this category – Tešanj and Žepče (see Figure 4.2). Both started out
exhibiting very low levels of performance, translated into extreme political instability, almost complete
lack of policy making and implementation capacity, and minimal responsiveness to citizens. By all
means an anticipated level of institutional performance in the aftermath of a violent conflict that had
decimated institutions as badly as it had depleted social capital, these two units of analysis are
remarkable not in their initial conditions but in their bouncing back (and beyond) capacity. Tešanj
jumped on the reconstruction wagon somewhat faster than Žepče,86 accomplishing two incredible
performance leaps from one electoral cycle to the next throughout the first post-conflict decade.
Having demonstrated steep performance increases in the critical, early post-conflict period, both
municipalities locked themselves onto a pathway to ‘good government’ in the mid-2000s and achieved
almost perfect scores a decade later.
Today Žepče and Tešanj are repeatedly cited as success stories by international organizations
and donor agencies that provide technical support to local governments in Bosnia.87 They are
acknowledged as leaders in socio-economic policy innovation and administrative creativeness and rank
high on a variety of indices that capture business environment quality, good local governance,
administrative capacity, and so on.88 Žepče, in particular, is looked upon as a positive example of
peaceful inter-ethnic co-existence and proof that post-conflict government performance needs not
suffer from diversity.89

Likely due to its ethnically homogeneous population and higher pre-war level of development
Interviews No.130; 134
88 For example, the Locality Selection Matrix that was developed in 2014 to support the implementation of the GrowthOriented Local Development (GOLD) project - a project that is funded jointly by United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA). The matrix ranks all
Bosnian municipalities according to ten performance criteria that range from the commitment of local leadership to good
governance to the availability of progressive institutions aimed at economic development promotion. Also, the Local
Business Environment Barometer (2012), developed by SIDA
89 Interview No. 53
86
87
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Figure 4.2: The Champions
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The Let-Downs
This category, consisting of Vitez and Gračanica, could be termed more descriptively as the
‘frontrunners that stumbled’. Theirs is a very interesting trajectory (see Figure 4.3). Immediately after
war’s end, both Vitez and Gračanica exhibited noteworthy levels of performance, which they managed
to consolidate during the first two electoral cycles. Driven primarily by surprisingly high levels of
political stability and economic policy making and implementation capacity, their relatively high early
performance did not escape the attention of the media or that of foreign donors. A keyword search
in INFOBIRO, Bosnia’s largest digital depository of newspaper articles, returns dozens of results
focused on both localities, which are referred to as ‘Bosnian miracles’, ‘leading the way’, or giving
‘hope to the country’. While Gračanica’s extensive pre-war experimentation with forms of private
ownership and its renowned entrepreneurial spirit provided plausible explanations for the
municipality’s unlikely post-conflict performance, Vitez’s almost multi-ethnic demography and
disturbingly violent war history presented a more counterintuitive puzzle.
However, despite their promising start and high early performance, both frontrunners hit a
plateau at the end of the first transitional decade, making only incremental progress thereafter. Vitez
even experienced a minor backsliding in performance. Today, their performance is at above-average
levels yet still exhibits clear signs of inefficacy.
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Figure 4.3: The Let-Downs
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The Laggards
All remaining municipalities followed a third performance trajectory (see Figure 4.4.). Starting out with
low (Kakanj & Lukavac) or exceptionally low levels of institutional capacity (GVU & Srebrenica),
these local governments slowly and agonisingly improved their performance from one electoral cycle
to the next. Without making steep leaps of progress, the Laggards exhibited a gradual but consistent
upward trend in governmental performance, though they have yet to acquire a substantial level of
capacity.
This category is readily subdivided into two distinct ones according to the municipalities’ start
and end performance scores. In particular, Kakanj and Lukavac have systematically outperformed
GVU and Srebrenica throughout the post-conflict period. However, this is hardly surprising, given
the multi-ethnic character, haunting war history and smaller size/resources of the latter subgroup, and
the high pre-war levels of development, mono-ethnic character, and (relatively) limited exposure to
wartime violence of the former.
Figure 4.4: The Laggards
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Refining the puzzle through pairwise comparison

Interestingly, municipalities that were paired off as counterfactuals in Chapter 3 never found
themselves in the same category of performance (Champions, Let-Downs or Laggards). Instead,
despite their similarities, paired municipalities followed markedly different performance trajectories
and achieved very different performance scores (see Figure 4.5, directly below). It thus seems that
while control variables such as ethnic diversity, wartime violence, population size, and socio-economic
development can explain variations within category of performance (i.e. differences in degree) – for
example, why Tešanj outperformed Žepče – they fail to satisfactorily account for variations between
categories of performance (i.e. differences in kind) – for instance, why Žepče outperformed Kakanj.90
Žepče being more ethnically diverse, smaller, less developed than Kakanj, and having experienced a higher level of war
violence
90
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Figure 4.5: Pairwise performance comparison
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In this respect, the identification of alternative LGP trajectories and the corresponding categorization
of municipalities, combined with pairwise case matching, allows the research puzzle explored in this
thesis to emerge. Under the overarching question of why local governments that are largely similar in
their endowments exhibit a spectacularly diverging performance, several fascinating sub-questions
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unfold, informed from case-study specificities and the breaking down of local government
performance into its constituent dimensions. Some of these questions, addressed in upcoming
chapters, are presented below.

Research questions unfolded
Why did markedly similar municipalities exhibit such strikingly different performance
trajectories and outcomes?
•

What enabled Žepče to outperform GVU so spectacularly during the third and fourth electoral
cycle, despite sharing similarly unfavourable initial conditions (such as a high degree of multiethnicity and relative pre-war underdevelopment) and very low starting levels of performance
(from 1997 to 2004)?

•

Why is it that despite their remarkable similarities and comparable starting points, Tešanj today
boasts much higher levels of performance, translated into a broad set of sophisticated services
and policies (including several business start-up competitions and an online application
system), while Kakanj can offer its citizens only a limited portfolio of services that lacks
innovation?

•

How did multi-ethnic and severely divided post-war Vitez manage to reunite its local
government structures promptly and uneventfully and to achieve a notable level of political
stability much faster than Srebrenica, despite the absence of heavy international involvement
from the former and in the aftermath of extreme levels of war violence?

•

What explains the steep and fast performance improvement Gračanica accomplished relative
to Lukavac during the first three electoral cycles and why has the gap between the two
municipalities been closing since 2008?
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How can the distinct performance trajectories of municipalities be explained?
•

Which factors can account for the remarkable leaps of progress achieved by Žepče and Tešanj
that shoot both municipalities up the performance scale? Do these factors also account for
the sustainability of their high performance?

•

What prompted local governments in Gračanica and Vitez to make so much progress during
the first post-conflict decade? And why is it that both localities eventually run out of
momentum?

•

Why did Lukavac and Kakanj improve their performance so slowly, despite favourable initial
conditions such as ethnic homogeneity, high levels of pre-war development, and limited
exposure to war violence?

In the forthcoming chapters, I substantiate the key claims I made in Chapter 2. Specifically, I provide
empirical evidence in support of the idea that it is differences in the degree of local economic
concentration and the capacity of businesses in each community to act collectively – first with one
another and then with local governments – that helps explain the variation in the municipalities’
performance trajectories and outcomes. I start by testing (and wholly or partially rejecting) a set of
alternative hypotheses in Chapter 5. I then proceed to empirically testing the theoretical expectations
laid out in Chapter 6 and testing the limits of ‘business-based state-building’.
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Chapter 5
Five Alternative Explanations
The political economy approach to government performance presented in Chapter 2 stands in contrast
to, but also implicitly draws on, other theoretical arguments on institutional performance offered in
the comparative politics literature on democratization and state-building. This chapter briefly presents
alternative theories of government performance and discusses five potential explanatory variables.
Hypotheses formulated on the basis of these discussions are tested on the eight research
municipalities. As will be shown shortly, none of the alternative explanations was found to be robust
and able to individually explain dependent variable variation in a systematic manner.

5.1

Civic activism91

One way to explain variation in the performance of local governments is to examine the degree of
local civil society activism, that is, the “extent to which local citizens are mobilized” (Grindle 2007:
67). A strong and active civil society positively influences government performance by directly placing
pressure on office holders or by training citizens to do so, in order to stimulate the provision of more
and better public services; enhance the transparency of public operations; and increase government
accountability (de Tocqueville 2000; Putnam 2000). Civic associations might also push for
participatory decision-making and increased overall government responsiveness (Fung et al. 2003;
Gaventa 2004). Advocacy and lobbying, however, are only two among several mechanisms civic actors
can employ to enhance the performance of governments. Improvements in the provision of public
services as well as the design and implementation of public policies are also made possible when civil
society organizations directly provide information, technical expertise, and specialized human capital
to governments (Grindle 2007; Evans-Kent and Bleiker 2003; Putnam 1993). Consistent with this
analysis is the testing of the following hypothesis:

While business associations are voluntary organizations and by definition part of the ‘civic community’, this section
reviews the civil society literature that traditionally excludes organized business groups
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H1: Governments in municipalities with high levels of civic activism will outperform governments in
municipalities with less active civic communities
To test this hypothesis, I first collected municipal-level data on voter turn-out and on the absolute
and per capita number of NGOs.92 The former indicator was used as a proxy for political participation
and general level of citizen activism.93 The latter set of indicators was borrowed from Putnam, whose
work suggests that a dense local network of civic organizations will both reflect and encourage a
community with the kind of values and traditions that make good government possible (Putnam 1993).
Table 5.1 presents the data.
Table 5.1 Local civil society activism indicators
Municipality
Voter
Municipal
Number
Municipal Average
LGP
Turnout
Ranking
of registered
Ranking
civil
ranking
(average of
CSOs/Number
society
all postof CSOs per
activism
conflict
1,000
rank
local
inhabitants
score 94
elections)
Vitez
60.42%
4
112 / 4.3
3
3.5
4
Srebrenica
68.67%
1
81 / 6
1
1
8
Žepče
54.80%
6
133 / 4.4
2
4
2
Gornji Vakuf
65.24%
2
70 / 3.3
4
3
7
Uskoplje
(GVU)
Tešanj
48.78%
8
98 / 2.2
5
6.5
1
Kakanj
58.11%
5
56 / 1.8
6
5.5
5
Gračanica
62.61%
3
69 / 1.5
7
5
3
Lukavac
53.88%
7
62 / 1.4
8
7.5
6
Municipal rankings reveal a counterintuitive find: all measures of civic activism are consistently
higher in multi-ethnic municipalities. However, rather than indicating increased voters’ interest for the
electoral process and stimulated citizen participation in non-governmental organizations (factors that
could place pressure on incumbents to perform well), it is more likely that these numbers denote

The number of NGOs registered in each municipality was initially drawn from the International Council of Voluntary
Agencies (ICVA) - an association that works on the promotion of the non-governmental sector in Bosnia. Data was later
confirmed by municipal officers during on-site visits. CSOs include sports clubs, NGOs, cultural societies, etc.
93 Electoral data was drawn from the Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina (http://www.izbori.ba)
94 This score represents the average of the two individual ranking scores. The lower the score, the higher the level of civic
activism should be, according to theory
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heightened levels of socio-political polarization95 and institutional segregation in both the public and
private sector. This is indeed the norm in multi-ethnic municipalities in Bosnia, where party and CSO
membership is (largely) ethnically-based and hardly a condition one would expect to be positively
associated with increased government performance (Knack and Keefer 1997; Fennema and Tillie
2008).
To confirm insights derived from this rudimentary quantitative analysis, I interviewed
representatives of civil society organizations, including local and international NGOs, neighborhood
councils, youth councils, and sports clubs. On several occasions, I talked to religious leaders. To check
the validity and reliability of data collected via these interviews, I posed many of the same questions
to municipal officers, local councilors, and employees of bilateral donors and international
organizations. When appropriate, I also examined the organizations’ websites and reviewed their
project implementation record.
Below, I present my findings structured according to three distinct channels of citizen
participation in public affairs: individual participation, participation in neighborhood councils and
participation in civil society organizations.
5.1.1. Individual participation
Without exception, individual participation in local policy-making was evaluated as extremely low in
all localities. “In this community”, the mayor of Kakanj complained, “a participatory culture has not
been developed. Citizens seem to lack the motivation to cooperate with local authorities to improve
their lives”.96 The head of the department of social services in the municipality of Vitez shared this
view: “people expect that the government will see to every single problem, without realizing that if
they, too, participated in finding solutions, everything would be better”.97 In GVU, the municipal
officer in charge of the NGO sector offered a more balanced view, arguing that “the apathy of citizens
is partly caused by the local government’s incapacity to design and communicate a framework for
citizen participation”.98

95 In deeply divided societies the positive association between increased

political competition and government performance
that is often stressed in the quality of government literature is not always straightforward, as ethnic cleavages create barriers
to voters’ choices and favour clientalistic over programmatic competition. See more on this in Section 4.5
96 Interview No. 82
97 Interview No. 13
98 Interview No. 103
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Indeed, while several ‘voice mechanisms’ are foreseen in the BiH Local Self Governance Laws,
including budget and other public hearings, consultation processes, referendums, citizen assemblies,
and citizen initiatives,99 in the municipalities examined they were side-lined and rarely used or, when
mandatory, poorly attended. Respondents argued that poor turnout was due to the inadequate
promotion of these events, which is “usually informal and sporadic”.100 Referring to citizen assemblies
in particular, a neighbourhood council (MZ) leader in Lukavac argued that citizens seem to have
abandoned this form of engagement due to its profound lack of accountability and legitimacy: “a small
number of individuals use participatory mechanisms to promote their own private interests in the
name of entire communities. They never report back to the communities on what they have done or
plan to do”.101
The absence of a systematic cross-case variation in citizen participation in communal affairs is
in line with previous findings. Based on a household survey and expert interviews conducted in 20
Bosnian municipalities, a Word Bank report notes that “even though a large number of citizens are
not satisfied with their representation in municipal activities, only 20% are willing to participate in
such (citizen involvement) activities. Their participation is limited largely because citizens do not
believe they can influence local decision-making […] Two thirds of respondents state that local
governments’ decisions are driven by political party interests” (WB 2009: 4). Indeed, lack of trust in
public institutions seems to be widespread in Bosnia. According to Analitika, a Sarajevo-based think
tank, more than 50% of Bosnians declare that they have no trust in their state and regional
governments (Analitika 2014). A vicious cycle thus seems to be in operation: bad-performing
governments inspire no trust in their citizens, who, by underutilizing participation mechanisms,
perpetuate bad government.
5.1.2

Neighborhood councils

Neighborhood councils (Mjesne Zajednice or MZs) are elected-citizen associations. During Bosnia’s
socialist period, the MZs constituted part of the workers’ self-management system and were
responsible for the construction of local infrastructure (e.g. parks, roads, water and sewerage systems),
the provision of public services, and the organization of public volunteer work, such as clean-ups and

Citizens can petition municipal authorities who are obliged to provide an answer within 60 days
Interviews No.78; 128
101 Interview No. 88
99

100
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flood control (World Bank 2009). During the Bosnian war, the MZs focused on civilian protection
and aid distribution (World Bank 2002). Today, they constitute a hybrid (semi-public/semi-civic)
institution that is embedded in the country’s administrative architecture but managed by citizens.
Because of their unique nature and their enduring presence, it would be reasonable to expect that MZs
influence the performance of local governments.
Interviews with MZ leaders and municipal officers, however, revealed that these organizations
are singularly ill-equipped to enhance the performance of local governments. Confirming Husley’s
claims, I found that “with few exceptions, neighborhood councils are made up of older, male citizens
who are holdovers from the pre-war system” (Husley 2011: 33). Citizens seem to believe that MZs are
directly controlled by political parties and that their capacity to solve problems depends solely on their
leaders’ personal connections and political affiliations.102 To make matters worse, MZs suffer from
systematic resource scarcity. After the war, they lost their right to own buildings, initiate infrastructural
projects and subsidize them through compulsory financial contributions.103 Instead, the few funds they
do command come directly from local governments. It is thus not surprising that “fewer respondents
than in the past consider MZs a trustworthy and relevant local institution” (World Bank 2009: 33).
Lacking political and financial autonomy from state institutions, the MZs are unable to freely
criticize government structures. Much like the majority of CSOs in Bosnia, the MZs’ relation with
state institutions is restricted to, and primarily defined by, rent seeking.104 Even more worryingly, as
their key remaining function is to forward infrastructure requests to local governments, MZs
sometimes undermine community cohesion. As the municipal officer in charge of capital investments
in Srebrenica noted, “the extremely localized nature of their demands, combined with the
municipality’s limited budgetary capability, means that MZ competition often aggravates urban-rural
as well as inter-ethnic divides”. 105
5.1.3. Civil society organizations
Participation in civil society organizations was found to be equally anaemic. This echoes previous
country-level evidence according to which less than one in five Bosnians is a member (active or
inactive) of any kind of civic association (UNDP 2009). Empirical research uncovered a notable
Interviews No. 126; 132
Interview No.133
104 Interestingly, in many cases MZ leaders were also NGOs founders. As one of them explained, this avenue of rent
seeking is more effective due to the possibility of gaining access to donors’ funds (Interview No. 47)
105 Interview No. 111
102
103
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mismatch between the number of registered and active CSOs in all municipalities. Most organizations
existed only on paper; many had stopped functioning years ago while others were at a state of
hibernation. On average, no more than ten fully operational civic groups existed in any given locality
and less than half of these had a well-maintained and regularly updated website and social media
profiles.
Interviews with representatives of the few functioning organizations further highlighted their
limitations. When asked to assess their capacity to improve LGP by participating in local decisionmaking; introducing legislative change; stimulating administrative modernization; and increasing levels
of governmental responsiveness, respondents failed to substantiate claims of having had a significant
impact. Characteristically, only three out of the thirty-two CSOs examined was directly or indirectly
involved in advocacy work vis-à-vis local government institutions or was regularly invited to town hall
to offer consultation and expert advice. What is more, in none of the municipalities were CSOs
engaged in public service provision through outsourcing. Instead, CSO-local government interaction,
whenever initiated by the former, was typically focused on individualistic rent seeking - most notably,
on lobbying to be included in the municipal budget. Finally, there was little evidence that CSOs were
oriented towards holding public ofﬁcials accountable for their performance or that they were calling
for increased government responsiveness.
NGOs were largely perceived in research municipalities (both by municipal officers and by
the wider citizenry) as presenting a career opportunity for a few well-connected individuals rather than
an institutionalized expression of grassroots interests. Accordingly, NGO workers were often viewed
as a flourishing professional class that aimed primarily at its personal enrichment instead of the
advancement of societal goals. Testimonies of NGOs that operated only sporadically and solely
through the provision of preferential funding from local elites, proliferated in most localities. An SDA
municipal councillor in Vitez claimed that, “whenever they (the parties) can’t get someone hired at the
municipal administration or at a local utility company, he or she ends up setting up an NGO. That
way, he too, can live off the government’s tit”.106 Commenting on the level of corruption involved in
public tenders, a municipal officer in Kakanj referred to local NGO leaders as “the NGO mafia”.107
In Gračanica, the founder of a youth organization expressed his disappointment over the NGOs’
financial dependency, not only on local governments but also on international donors: “even though
some organizations have sophisticated knowledge, they don’t use it wisely. They focus too much on
106
107
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receiving foreign money to provide services instead of encouraging civic engagement as a means of
bringing about sustainable change”.108 An unemployed young woman in GVU concurred: “the people,
who remain unengaged from the work of these organizations, justifiably view them as unaccountable,
or rather, as accountable only to their political patrons and financial donors…Most of the so-called
non-governmental organisations are definitely not non-governmental”.109
The generalized lack of trust towards Bosnian NGOs has been attributed by analysts to the
exceptional circumstances surrounding the emergence of the non-governmental sector in the country.
For the most part, NGOs in Bosnia are not home-grown in the sense implied by Putnam and other
social capital theorists. Their establishment was encouraged externally by international development
organizations, under the assumption that given enough training and funding NGOs could spearhead
societal reconciliation, facilitate the emergence of non-nationalist political alternatives, and enable the
consolidation of democracy (Bieber 2002a; Belloni 2007; Quaker Council for European Affairs 2009).
While the generous flow of foreign funds during the first years after Dayton resulted in the overgrowth
of the non-governmental sector, not being firmly anchored in society, many Bosnian NGOs found
long-term financial sustainability challenging. As the country entered its second transitional decade
and donors’ attention shifted to alternative crisis regions, inter-organization competition for foreign
money intensified. To survive, local NGOs were forced to go after any available financial opportunity
or to function as contractors for aid organizations. As a result, few remained issue-based and monothematic, even when they were founded as such.
Indeed, the longitudinal analysis of their activities revealed that NGOs in all municipalities
have implemented widely different projects ranging from victim advocacy to job creation, and from
agricultural drainage to child protection. While in most cases, project sequence broadly corresponded
to the ‘relief-development continuum’ logic that underpins post-conflict aid delivery, many programs
failed to reflect (and respond to) the specific needs of local communities. In Žepče, the founder of a
local NGO explained that “it is impossible for an NGO to be active, unless it has a wide spectrum of
interests…In the past eight years we have struggled to keep our focus on promoting youth and
democracy…As requests from different ministries and donors kept changing, we worked on other
areas too, like gender equality and the re-integration of the displaced. Currently, we are working on
removing the consequences of the floods110. It has come to the point of fixing bridges and reversing
Interview No. 35
Interview No. 101
110 In the spring of 2014, parts of Bosnia and Serbia were hit with record floods that triggered dozens of landslides, swept
houses, and cut-off entire communities. Žepče was severely affected
108
109
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landslides… If these activities are part of our interests, this is debatable”.111 Another NGO worker in
Kakanj commented on how economic dependence on the state undermines popular trust towards
CSOs: “the moment we start receiving money we become politically dependent. In our society, politics
is everywhere...Many people working in state ministries and local governments use NGO-funding to
solve their own, usually political, concerns”.112
Despite their livelihood approach to activism and their frequent lack of specialization, NGOs
in Bosnia are neither uniformly ineffective nor unvaryingly corrupt. In fact, in several of the research
municipalities, NGOs (both local and international) performed important tasks for the communities
with which they identified, offering specialized services and filling gaps left by state institutions113.
Even in such cases, however, the relations between NGOs and local governments are often strained,
with the former accusing the latter of “punishing the innocent along with the guilty”.114 Indeed, during
my field work I discovered a strong tendency of public officers to consistently treat NGOs as shady
and problematic. In most cases, however, local governments were themselves part of the problem and
were often accused by NGO representatives as incompetent, corrupt, and unwilling to cooperate.
In Srebrenica, two NGOs working on child protection - Leptir115 and EMMAUS116 - shared
remarkably similar views on the local government’s negative attitude towards NGOs. Interestingly
enough, Leptir is a small, locally founded organization with Serb management, while EMMAUS is
large, part of an international network, and Bosniak-run. According to Leptir’s director, since its
establishment in 2001, the organization has received “limited and unsystematic assistance from the
local government”.117 To the contrary, through a series of actions – ranging from the withdrawal of
verbal promises and written agreements, to aid abuse and mismanagement – the local government in
Srebrenica has directly endangered the organization’s service provision or has seriously undermined
its quality. Three such instances are presented below, in the words of Leptir’s director:
“A few years back one of our partners from Italy decided to donate a minibus to the
municipality in order to improve the children’s transportation. The minibus was for us to
Interview No. 47
Interview No. 78
113 This finding agrees with the Quaker Council for European Affairs 2009 report, according to which, 29% of Bosnians
receive services provided by NGOs. In fact, in 40% of the municipalities, NGOs provide services that would have
otherwise been unavailable
114 Interview No. 65
115 Association of Parents of Handicapped Children and Youth, ‘Leptir’
116 http://mfs-emmaus.ba/
117 Interview No. 117
111
112
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share with the school in Potočari; we would use it after school hours, on weekends and
during school holidays. Months went by without us ever seeing the car. We didn’t even
know what color it was…When the new mayor came in, he decided to sell the car. He
told us that it was too expensive to maintain…It goes without saying that we never
received another donation from the Italians”.
“On its own initiative, the Sarajevo biker association gathered toys and clothes for the
children of Srebrenica. The donations were offered to the municipality. It was not until
three months later that we received a fraction of what had arrived…This entire time, the
donations were kept at the basement of Dom Kulture118, and many were covered in mold.
Someone has either forgotten about them, or simply, didn’t care enough to deliver them
on time…Next time, the bikers bypassed the municipality and came directly to us”.
“Two years ago we received medicine from World Vision. We decided that it would be
best for the municipal Centre for Social Work to deliver them, since we had no money to
go door by door. What many people later told us was that some of the packages had been
opened. Those that were delivered were presented as a donation from the local
government”.
The director of EMMAUS119 explained why the organization decided to invest 500,000KM in building
a prototype center for the care and education of under-privileged children in the municipality of
Srebrenica. “We wanted to signal our commitment and to send the message - to the government and
the people alike - that not all NGOs in Bosnia are about money laundering”. When asked if this
strategy paid off, she responded: “Politics is very difficult here. There is talk in the town that this is an
exclusively Bosniak center. I am veiled120 you see… [Because of that] Serb parents do not allow their
children to spend the night here – they only use our day care facilities…But Bosniaks too, often attack
me for having hired Serbs”. Part of the problem lies with the local political elite, she argued.
“Politicians, including many Serb council members, come here to eat, drink and have their picture
taken. It’s not a problem. It’s a problem only when it comes to persuading people to use our services

The municipality’s cultural center
Interview No. 119
120 The respondent refers to her hijab (headscarf)
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or to actively help us out...Last month Ćamil was here121. He told me that he would support us
institutionally. When I asked whether this meant that we would receive financial support, he said no,
without ever specifying what it meant”.
Similar testimonies were offered in most municipalities, where local government-NGO
cooperation seemed to be weak and cautious.122 Characteristically, while an NGO forum (a platform
for open inter-sectoral coordination, dialogue, and consultation) was legislated in all localities, such
meetings rarely took place. As a rule, only when NGO participation was required – either as donorimposed conditionality or by law - were civic actors invited to the town hall. The foremost such
instance was the drafting of the municipal development strategies. Still, few NGOs remarked
positively on their experience with inclusive development planning. The representative of an
environmental NGO in Lukavac recalled: “when we shared our ideas with the mayor, we were
informed that none of them would be carried out due to lack of resources…Participants in the
committees quickly became disappointed as they saw that the mayor already had his plan…Often,
when such committees are established, a commemorative photograph is taken and then they never
meet again”.123 An NGO worker from Gračanica who served as member of the social development
committee, described the process of consultation along similarly disheartening lines: “I felt that it was
all part of a show. Whenever we said something they listened simply because they had to. No notes
were taken, no one picked up on our comments, our recommendations were never discussed…They
only hastily followed the process, going around the table until everyone had said something. When it
was over, we never heard from them again”.124
The general pattern of local government-civil society interaction in the selected municipalities
was one in which the state was dominant and civil society groups were either ignored or dealt with in
a clientalistic or predatory manner. However, some cross-case variation was recorded. Specifically, in
the champion municipalities of Žepče and Tešanj, empirical evidence pointed towards a more
systematic mode of inter-sectoral cooperation. Interviews with local stakeholders revealed that in these
localities a series of steps were taken to depoliticize NGO-funding, increase participatory decisionmaking, and streamline public-private resources.
In Žepče, the director of a local NGO detailed the kind of assistance he received from the
local government: “There is always support from the municipality. Money isn’t there, it doesn’t have
Ćamil Duraković , Mayor of Srebrenica (2012-2016)
Interviews No. 35; 101; 90
123 Interview No. 90
124 Interview No. 35
121
122
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to be there, but any kind of support I ever needed in terms of organizing and implementing projects
and events, has been there...The local government sees the NGOs as a supporting organ that can
contribute to improving life in our community”. 125 The employee of another local NGO concurred:
“We don’t receive financial funds but not everything is in money…Sometimes it’s much more
important for us to receive technical support, than say, 3,000 KM…Most NGOs have huge problems
with finding appropriate premises. This was a big issue in this community, but we found a solution
with the mayor”.126
The director of the municipal department of social development in Žepče argued that
meetings between representatives of the local government and the local civic community take place at
least twice a year, and that civic actors are content with the amount of attention they receive.127 As the
director explained, this was also due to the local government’s decision to introduce a bottom-up
approach to the design and implementation of social policy in the municipality. “To ensure that our
policies correspond to actual needs on the ground, instead of making the decisions related to project
planning ourselves, we make sure that budget lines earmarked for social development are dedicated
to whichever activities CSOs consider meaningful. Several times a year, we make public calls inviting
civic actors to apply for and initiate projects…Some of our most successful programs have emerged
from this process”.128
Members of sports and cultural associations in Žepče, confirmed that the local government
warmly supports their initiatives. The owner of a dance school whose work involved the organization
of dance festivals in several municipalities across Central Bosnia, after lamenting his negative
experiences in places such as Vitez, Kakanj and Kiseljak, said: “Žepče truly is a bright example…The
local government recognizes the importance of culture and helps in an amazing way all our activities,
by providing suitable space, advertising, and financing…After my first meeting with the mayor I left
his office not quite able to believe what had just happened. It was too good to be true”. 129 The youth
officer in the Žepče administration tried to summarize the local government’s vision. “In Žepče, we
take pride in how lively our civic space is. We are particularly sensitive to the issue of leisure. We work
hard to secure not only employment, but also a high quality of life in our community…Human beings
need more than employment to blossom. They need leisure, entertainment, mental stimulation,
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Interview No. 51
127 This was confirmed by local NGOs
128 Interview in Žepče
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culture, sports activities…Žepče strives to become the kind of place in which people can grow in all
directions in life”. 130
In Tešanj, NGO representatives offered similarly positive accounts of their relation with the
local administration, which provides financial support, assistance with securing premises, and technical
training.131 To depoliticize NGO financing, in 2009, the Tešanj local government introduced a ‘blind’
allocation mechanism. As the founder of a local youth NGO132 explained, “the motto of the
municipality is ‘everything to everyone’…All locally-registered NGOs receive some money from the
municipal budget – usually a limited amount of 2,000 or 3,000 KM”. While this mechanism was
greeted by many as an important step towards avoiding grievances, some consider it ineffective. In
the words of the director of the Tešanj Centre for Social Work, “this process works against the active
NGOs that are the truly valuable partners for local governance. It does keep everybody happy –
especially the least competent organizations – but it limits our potential to make a real difference on
the ground”.133
The debate over their funding notwithstanding, NGOs in Tešanj did not feel excluded from
either policy-making or project implementation. As a local NGO employee put it, “those of us with
established know-how and expert knowledge are respected enough to be included in consultation
processes and are entrusted with the joint implementation of communal projects”.134 Indeed, the
Tešanj administration boasts an enlarged working cycle that includes the provision of specialized
services of the type usually provided (in Bosnia) by large international NGOs. As a senior officer of
the municipality’s social service department explained, such services are provided by the local
government in partnership with a network of local NGOs and citizens associations.135
Consequently, in the champion municipalities of Tešanj and Žepče, local government
institutions and civil society organizations have indeed managed to establish patterns of close
cooperation. However, there are several reasons to argue against the idea that CSOs were (at least to
a substantial extent) responsible for the enhanced performance of local governments in these
communities. First, according to my respondents, close inter-sectoral cooperation emerged and was
consolidated in Tešanj and Žepče well into the second post-conflict decade, that is, years after both
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132 Ibid.
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localities had already displayed a steady upward trend in their LGP scores. In other words, while local
civic actors might have contributed to locking municipalities in the pathway towards good
government, it seems highly unlikely that they were instrumental in placing local governments on this
path in the first place.
Second, much like in the rest of the municipalities examined, empirical evidence reveals that
CSOs in Tešanj and Žepče were not actively engaged in policy analysis and advocacy vis-à-vis
municipal institutions or in the monitoring of the actions and behaviors of local public officials. The
scope of their activities remained restricted and was focused only on project implementation and
service provision in the broader field of social development. Thus, while the CSOs’ impact on local
governments was indisputably positive, it was limited. Exerted through a single channel, it influenced
only one dimension of local government performance: policy efficacy.
Third, the establishment of formal platforms of inter-sectoral cooperation that was recorded
in the champion municipalities was not the result of grassroots lobbying. Instead, in both Žepče and
Tešanj the establishment of local NGO fora was initiated by local governments under donor-imposed
conditionality. While this process is certainly not unique, what is different in the case of the champion
municipalities is that once platforms of deliberation were in place they were duly and systematically
used. The case of Bosnia, then, demonstrates that rather than being exogenous to the performance of
local governments, localized civic activism is more likely to be endogenous to it. In other words,
higher-performing governments might seek out and make better use of local CSOs, while poorperforming ones are either unable or unwilling to make use of civil society resources.

5.2. Foreign assistance
Few issues have preoccupied social scientists in the past two decades as much as the question of when
and how foreign aid affects the political institutions of recipient states. The aid effectiveness literature
has revealed five (often interconnected) channels through which foreign assistance might contribute
to higher government performance in democratizing settings: 1) the provision of technical assistance
that strengthens legislatures and judiciaries as checks on executive power (Ciurlizza 2000); 2) the
bolstering of administrative capacity that increases government effectiveness and trustworthiness (Van
Rijckeghem and Weder 2001; Tavares 2003); 3) the strengthening of CSOs that increases bottom-up
demand for good governance (Bratterbury and Fernando 2006; Scott and Steele 2011); 4) donor
conditionality (on the allocation and use of aid) that makes expenditures financed out of aid more
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constrained and hence more costly to use for patronage than those financed out of domestic revenues
(Altincekic and Bearce 2014); and finally, the improvement of education and per capita income – two
factors that have repeatedly been found to be correlated with increased demand for democratic
governance (Lipset 1959; Almond and Powell 1965).
Yet, other scholars maintain that foreign aid undermines the performance of recipient
governments. “Aid can substitute for domestic revenue” (Jones and Tarp 2016: 3). As a result, it can
dis-incentivize political elites from improving their own revenue-collection capacities, resulting in the
deterioration of institutional quality (Moore 2004; Moss et al. 2008; Booth 2011; Karl 1997). Indeed,
numerous studies stress the dangers of aid dependency. Each highlights a distinct channel though
which foreign assistance can potentially undermine government performance: aid may weaken
accountability (Brautigam 1992); advance rent-seeking and corruption (de Mesquita et al. 2003;
Djankov et al. 2008; Morrison 2007; Knack 2001; Svensson 2000); increase patronage and entrench
autocrats in power (Brautigam 2000; Morrison 2009); stimulate conflict over control of aid funds and
encourage coups (Grossman 1992); as well as decrease incentives to improve bad policies and solve
collective action problems that often impede development (Easterly 2006). A number of scholars go
as far as to argue that aid renders political institutions irrelevant (Deaton 2013; Rajan and Subramanian
2007) while others find that aid has no impact on democracy or even that it is inimical to it (Knack
2004; Friedman 1958).
As this short overview demonstrates, research on the effects of aid on government
performance is contradictory and inconclusive. However, recently, a profoundly important step
toward a more nuanced appreciation of aid’s impact has been taken. While studies typically employ
aggregate measures of aid,136 some have attempted a disaggregated approach to measurement. Arguing
that foreign assistance is largely heterogeneous in terms of stated objectives, encompassing sectors,
and time horizons (Clemens et al. 2012), these studies reject aggregate measures as deceptive and make
the logical assumption that the effects of aid on political institutions will depend on the specificities
of aid delivered (Dietrich and Wright 2012; Dietrich 2015). Such attempts have yielded a consistent
finding: technical assistance for ‘good governance’ is more likely to produce positive impacts on
government performance than any other type of assistance, including economic aid (Jones and Tarp,
2016). Gibson et al. (2015) suggests that this is because “technical assistance is associated with a higher
degree of donor oversight than other aid modalities and should [thus] have the marginal effect of
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decreasing patronage and promoting liberalization. In contrast, other types of aid should have little
effect on liberalization” (2015: 325).
In Bosnia, the involvement of foreign actors in the setting up and functioning of local
government institutions took multiple forms - some directly influencing the first dimension of LGP
as defined in this study, i.e. policy process efficacy.137 However, based on the preceding discussion
that highlights the positive impact of technical assistance for “good governance” on government
performance, in what follows, I examine the impact of a single type of foreign assistance on LGP:
technical assistance, aimed at enhancing institutional capacity through the introduction of modern
techniques of management and the improvement of administrative and technical capacities of elected
and appointed officials. In other words, I explore the impact of foreign aid on the second and third
dimensions of LGP, i.e. on the capacity of local governments’ to efficaciously plan and implement
policies and to swiftly respond to grassroots demands. I expect the following rough hypothesis to hold
true:
H2: The more technical assistance a municipality has received for administrative capacity building, the higher
its local government’s performance is going to be
To test this hypothesis, I recorded the number of internationally driven initiatives for good governance in
which the research municipalities have participated since the end of armed hostilities. I followed
Pickering and Jusic (2014) in distinguishing between two types of technical assistance offered to local
governments: comprehensive and narrow. The former refers to projects that are “broad-based and address
multiple aspects of municipal governance, including service delivery, administrative capacity, financial
management and development planning” (Pickering and Jusic 2014: 10). The latter refers to projects
that target only particular components of municipal governance, such as fiscal transparency or project
monitoring and implementation. Data was generated from the donor mapping project database138 for the
period 2006-2014. For all preceding years and for triangulation purposes, I conducted desk research
and a series of interviews with the donor community in Bosnia, focusing particularly on the agencies

Including the creation of ad hoc international institutions, such as the Office of the Higher Representative for BosniaHerzegovina and the International Mediator in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which monitored and sometimes imposed in a heavyhanded manner the re-establishment of joint government institutions in multi-ethnic localities
138 http://db.donormapping.ba/ An initiative of the Donor Coordination Forum in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the donor
mapping project records the inflow and dissemination of foreign aid in the country, per policy sector, donor, and
geographic region. The first donor mapping report was produced in 2006 and has since been published annually
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most active in the design and delivery of local government support programs.139 This enabled me to
identify which projects have been implemented and when, the respective intervention sites, and in
some cases, the amount of money channeled to them.140 Though perhaps not an exhaustive account,
information presented in Table 5.2 paints a realistic picture of the exposure of individual local
governments to foreign assistance.
Table 5.2: Subnational dispersion of foreign programmatic assistance for good government
Municipality

Comprehensive

Narrow

Total Number

Municipal

LGP

Projects

Projects

of Projects

Ranking

Ranking

Vitez

2

8

10

5

4

Srebrenica

4

8

12

4

8

Žepče

5

10

15

2

2

GVU

1

4

5

8

7

Tešanj

4

13

17

1

1

Kakanj

3

5

8

6

5

Gračanica

4

9

13

3

3

Lukavac

2

4

6

7

6

High-performing municipalities have indeed received more and more diverse technical
assistance to build up their capacities. Furthermore, the timing of aid provision roughly corresponds
to the municipalities’ temporal patterns of performance. It thus seems plausible to assume that
increased donor assistance has contributed to shaping LGP trajectories and outcomes. However, now
that we know that high-performing municipalities have received more assistance, it would be
interesting to examine why that was the case.
Research in Bosnia reveals that aid provision takes two to tango. Both the aid recipient and
the donor perform distinct decision-making calculi that jointly condition the delivery and the
effectiveness of the assistance. On the one hand, local political and administrative elites must decide
whether engaging in capacity-building and good governance reforms will undermine or strengthen
their power (Goetz 2007; Andersson and Van Laerhoven 2007). On the other hand, donors must
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UNDP, SIDA, USAID, GIZ, etc.
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Unfortunately, available data sources did not permit calculating the aggregate inflow of aid in every municipality
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compromise two motivations for involvement that are often at odds with one another: 1) the principle
of need (deciding where assistance is more urgently required), and 2) the principle of effectiveness
(predicting where aid is more likely to produce its intended impact).141 By carefully monitoring the
conditions on the ground and by requiring local governments to officially apply for aid provision,142
donors try to ensure that their interventions are needed as much as they are welcome. They essentially
require local elites to signal their commitment to project implementation and sustainability.
When such a commitment is absent, donors in Bosnia tend to not intervene. As the director
of GOLD143 - a multi-million-dollar project jointly funded by USAID and SIDA and focused on
improving the capacities of local governments to promote economic development - clarified, “we do
not insist on entering municipalities that show little interest in our work…In some places, we are not
even allowed to visit. We don’t waste our time and resources there, even if these are the places that
need them the most”. This view echoes the diplomatic usage of aid customary in post-war Bosnia.
During the country’s first transitional decade, localities that failed to implement the civilian provisions
of the DPA were systematically sanctioned and deprived of foreign material and non-material
assistance. This was typically the case in multi-ethnic and highly polarized communities. The case of
GVU that remained politically divided until 2008 and have received the smallest number of
internationally funded capacity-building projects amply reflects this pattern.
But this raises a different question: Why did Srebrenica and Žepče – both equally problematic
in their political and territorial reunification – receive so much assistance? In Srebrenica, efforts to
increase municipal capacity were supply-driven, initiated almost exclusively by donors who overcame
their usual anxiety over impact measurement, aid effectiveness, and ultimately, their own survival,
through political reasoning. “Reconstructing Srebrenica as a place, a community, and an administrative
unit was the international community’s path to redemption for having failed to prevent genocide”,
said Hakija Meholjić, the local president of the multi-ethnic SDP party.144 Nedeljko Šimić, the officer
in charge of LED-planning in the municipality of Srebrenica, assessed the outcome of this approach:
“Development agencies flocked to Srebrenica, targeting every possible actor imaginable, throwing
money at the town’s many problems at a rate and volume unprecedented in Bosnia, for a municipality
of such a small size. To no avail. Foreign money was beating a dead horse: in the absence of political

Interviews No. 131; 134
By responding to donors’ calls for expression of interest
143 Interview No. 134
144 Interview No. 109
141
142
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will and grassroots monitoring, fund misuse and abuse were commonplace, leading to only
incremental improvements”.145
The large inflow of aid in Žepče, by contrast, was demand-driven. However, contrary to what
one might expect, during the turbulent first transitional decade demand for foreign assistance did not
originate from the municipality’s local government institutions but from its two business associations.
Though initially divided along ethnic lines, Žepče’s business community pushed for increased foreign
assistance both directly (by partnering with donors) and indirectly (by lobbying their local government
to do so). Žepče’s business associations not only attracted more aid but also increased its impact. A
former employee at the EU police mission in Bosnia explained how this became possible:
“The business associations in Žepče placed immense pressure on local bureaucracy to
modernize in order to cater to their members’ growing needs. They also proved wellcapacitated in holding the local government accountable for specific results…[W]hat started
out as a hesitant relationship, characterized by mutual distrust, eventually gave way to close
public-private cooperation…Today the local government in Žepče has taken the lead in
introducing development initiatives. Yet, the town’s now unified business association
continues to operate from the bottom up, giving feedback that rewards positive aspects and
rectifies missteps, and pushing bureaucrats and council members for accountability”.146
In other words, Žepče’s remarkable progress was driven by the interlocking of aid and
government performance into a virtuous cycle that was triggered by business activism: the more
technical assistance for good governance the municipality received (as a result of BA lobbying) the
better it performed, and the better it performed the more assistance it received. This argument reflects
Easterly’s claim that “bad government is bad for aid” (2006: 82) and Jones’s and Trap’s argument that
aid can be endogenous if “institutional improvements achieved in earlier years are rewarded by higher
aid in later years” (2016: 12). In this respect, increased donor involvement should not be understood
exclusively as an explanatory variable for, but also as an indicator of, high local government
performance.
To reiterate, the impact of foreign aid on the performance of Bosnia’s local governments seems
to have been largely determined (initially) by place-based socio-economic specificities and (after a
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certain point) by existing levels of institutional quality (Dollar and Svensson 1998; March and Olsen
1989; Burnside and Dollar, 2000). Aid was delivered more and was more effective in places where the
structure of local production prompted the establishment of organized business groups and when the
latter demanded from governments increased performance. In these municipalities, political leaders
increasingly sought to utilize available external funding opportunities. As they slowly strengthened
their administrative capacities, municipalities were both increasingly able to request, and more likely
to receive, additional technical assistance for good governance, further improving their performance
as a result.
These findings offer support to theories of context-dependent aid effectiveness. Indeed, few
challengers of aid’s positive impact would argue that a negative thread running from aid to institutional
performance holds unconditionally or would fail to concede that initial conditions matter. In Chapter
6, I further substantiate my argument by extending my analysis to all research municipalities.
Specifically, I show that it was the level of vivacity exhibited by local business communities that
explains why, like Žepče, the municipalities of Tešanj and (to a lesser extent) Vitez and Gračanica
were the highest recipients of aid as well as why Lukavac and Kakanj failed to attract substantial foreign
assistance.

5.3

Violence

Exposure to wartime violence results in the depletion of the physical, human, and social capital stocks
of afflicted communities (Collier 1999; Bellows and Miguel 2006; Colletta et al. 2000; Fearon et al.
2009) and may thus negatively affect the performance of political institutions long after armed
hostilities have ceased. Research on the micro-dynamics of civil wars, however, has shown that the
distribution of violence within conflict-torn states is highly unequal (Kalyvas, 2006; Balcells, 2010).
Consequently, to understand how and to what extent the experience of violence conditioned postconflict local government performance in Bosnia, in what follows, I examine the particularities of
warfare in each of the research municipalities and record its legacies.
5.3.1. Physical and human capital destruction
One channel through which wartime violence might impede good post-conflict government is the
destruction it generates on human and physical capital. Violence affects individuals by bringing about
death, injury, displacement, and psychological trauma. As the stock of human capital is strongly and
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positively correlated with aggregate output, the destruction of part of the labor force deprives
communities of an important asset that is required to accelerate reconstruction and sustain growth. A
fast-growing literature also highlights the indirect ways through which conflict affects human capital
accumulation, by documenting its negative effects on education (Shemyakina 2006; Blattman and
Annan 2007) and health (Akresh et al. 2009; Alderman et al. 2006).
Physical infrastructure, such as transportation and utility networks as well as public and
residential buildings, is also often targeted and destroyed during wartime by belligerents who attempt
to disrupt the logistical flow of the enemy or seek to displace ‘hostile’ populations (Bellows and Miguel
2006). Industrial production sites frequently share this fate. When not entirely decimated or heavily
damaged, they are fundamentally transformed to support the manufacturing of military material. While
research on the economic impacts of war is divided over how fast economies recover from such
abrupt disruptions, there is little disagreement that physical capital destruction increases transaction
and other production costs and negatively conditions economic reconstruction, at least in the short
run (Collier 1999; Miguel and Roland 2005). Consequently, it makes sense to expect the following
statement to hold true:
H3: The larger a municipality’s exposure to wartime violence has been, the lower its government’s post-conflict
performance is bound to be
To test this hypothesis, I constructed a Physical and Human Capital Destruction Index (PHCD)
(Table 5.3). I used it to assign scores to municipalities according to the aggregate level of material
destruction they suffered during the war. First, I measured the duration of the conflict, i.e. how many
months of armed hostilities municipalities endured. I recorded this information as the number of
months that elapsed between the first and the final documented military event that took place within
each municipal territory. To accurately identify the beginning and the end of localized fighting, I relied
on secondary sources and personal accounts of former combatants, journalists, and local historians.
To calculate the conflict’s intensity, I measured war-induced civilian and combatant casualties as a
percentage of the pre-war municipal population that was reported dead or missing during the war. I
drew this information from the Bosnian Book of the Dead (2013), a meticulous study published by the
Sarajevo-based Research and Documentation Centre. I also recorded the number of refugees and
internally displaced persons (IDPs) in each municipality as the percentage of pre-war population that
fled because of armed hostilities. This data was provided by the ministry of Human Rights and
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Refugees of BiH and the UNHCR. As a final indicator of the war’s intensity, I used the percentage of
GDP per capita lost as a direct consequence of armed hostilities.
One conclusion that can be readily drawn from Table 5.3 is that the expected negative
correlation between wartime violence and post-conflict LGP is confirmed only in places where
violence was most extreme. Indeed, Srebrenica and GVU, the two worst-performing municipalities,
score very high - first and third respectively - on the PHCD index. But this correlation is far from
perfect. For instance, it is not confirmed in the case of Vitez, the second most violent municipality.
Despite its disturbing war history, the local government of Vitez was the best-performing one during
the first years of Bosnia’s transition and was consistently among the top four performers throughout
the entire post-conflict period. The same holds true for Žepče, which emerged as a performance
champion despite having endured a considerable degree of violence. The lack of direct association
between the level of material destruction suffered by localities and the subsequent performance of
their local governments is equally evident when one looks at the least violent places. Even though they
endured (comparatively) minimal destruction, municipalities such as Kakanj and Lukavac, failed to
capitalize on their higher post-war levels of physical and human capital and to achieve high levels of
performance. Instead, they performed only moderately better than the two most violent municipalities.
Table 5.3: Physical and human capital destruction (PHCD Index)
Municipality

Conflict
Duration
(months)

Vitez
Srebrenica
Žepče
GVU
Tešanj
Kakanj
Gračanica
Lukavac

17 months
39 months
27 months
15 months
34 months
14 months
32 months
30 months

Casualties GDP Refugees Average Municipal
LGP
%
loss & IDPs Municipal Ranking ranking
%147
%
PHCD
Score 148
4
19
1.5
2.3
1.6
0.85
0.84
1.05

59
82
72
69
59
43
57
46

42
61
39
36
16
26
22
19

3.5
1
3.75
4.25
4.5
6.75
5.5
5.75

2
1
3
4
5
8
6
7

4
8
2
7
1
5
3
6

Estimated as the difference between GDP per capital in 1998 and 1991
This score represents the average of municipal rankings across all indicators of physical and human capital destruction.
The lower the score, the more violence a municipality has endured and the lower its position in the LGP rank should be
according to theory
147
148
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To sum up, two of the four most extensively destroyed municipalities during the Bosnian war managed
to place themselves among the four best-performing ones, two decades after Dayton. Similarly, two
of the four municipalities less touched by wartime violence are currently among the four worstperforming ones. Consequently, a robust negative connection running from wartime violence to postconflict government performance is hard to establish.
5.3.2

Social capital destruction

Violence also transforms communal relations. Social capital theorists contend that ethnic conflict
weakens inter-communal ties (bridging ties) and strengthens intra-communal ones (bonding ties). This
is because violence both amplifies the relevance of pre-war cleavage structures and establishes new
divisions (Bringa 1995; Peterson 2000). The operative mechanism is the ‘security dilemma’ individuals
face when conflict erupts (Toft 2012) that forces them to turn to the group with which they might
only superficially identify, in order to ensure their survival (Collier and Hoeffler 2004). As the war
advances, extremists increasingly resort to violence, forcing moderates to reproduce it. Eventually, it
is the reciprocal and collective experience of violence (from the perspectives of both the victim and
the perpetrator) that constructs or reinforces group identities in an antagonistic and exclusionary
manner.
Once the real or imaginary distance between ethnic groups becomes cemented through the
use of violence, bottom-up inter-ethnic integration is unlikely. Top-down reconciliation is equally, and
perhaps, even less likely. Political elites, the constructivist literature on ethnic conflict argues, keenly
maintain exiting ethnic boundaries and actively seek to create new divisions a means of gaining,
maintaining or increasing their hold on power (Mueller 2000; Simonsen 2005; Gubler and Selway
2012; Brass 1997). From this perspective then, and especially in multi-ethnic localities, it would be
plausible to expect that citizen and elite cooperation (across the ethnic divide) will be anaemic and
that local government performance will suffer accordingly. Municipal councillors for instance might
find it hard to agree upon policy content and respond to citizens’ preferences in an ethnically-blind
manner (Alesina and Zhuravskaya 2008; La Porta et al. 1999). This discussion points to the necessity
to test the validity of the logical expectation that, the larger a community’s social capital stock is at wars’ end,
the better its government’s post conflict performance is bound to be.
However, measuring a community’s social capital stock is a tricky task – especially at war’s
end. The literature tells us that it must be a function of the intensity of violence exercised between
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competing groups, both within and without community boundaries (Guriev and Melnikov 2016). To
come up with an informed estimate, one thus needs to study the localized dynamics of inter-group
violence and assess the degree of inter-ethnic traumatization during war.
From a macro perspective, the competing sides in a conflict seem to be clearly defined.
Historical and military accounts of the war in Bosnia, for instance, treat this conflict as a three-party
one, during which each of the country’s three constituent peoples indiscriminately fought against the
other two. The view from the ground, however, reveals a more intricate reality: wartime inter-ethnic
relations in Bosnia were shaped as much by national military strategies drafted in Sarajevo, Belgrade
and Zagreb as they were determined by local demographic structures, regional military power balance,
geography, and pre-war socio-economic realities. This complexity often resulted in a notable mismatch
between macro and micro-level inter-group relations and a lack of congruence between national and
local patterns of inter-ethnic fighting and cooperation.
Some of the most fascinating studies on the micro dynamics of the Bosnian war shed light on
this peculiar lack of alignment. Armakolas studied the paradox of Tuzla city,149 “whose (multi-ethnic)
local government, managed both to survive politically in the 1992–1995 war and to maintain its nonnationalist politics” (2011: 1), forming an island of inter-ethnic cooperation in a sea of fierce SerbMuslim150 fighting. Christia (2008) examined the economically motivated peace deal signed between
Muslims and Serbs in the Bihac region in 1993. Characterized as an act of treason by the Sarajevo
government, the irregular nature of this localized alliance eventually led to yet another paradox: a fullblown intra-Muslim war that produced twice the number of battleground deaths as the Serb-Muslim
conflict in that part of the country. Christia (2012) also analyzed the tendency of nominally rival ethnic
groups to shape inter-ethnic alliances elsewhere in the country.
Irrespective of which of the many possible motives theorists have identified as underpinning
inter-ethnic military alliance formation, I argue that in places where such an alliance emerged, benign
pre-war inter-ethnic relations were more likely to be sustained during wartime and to exert a positive
impact on the post-conflict performance of local governments. Consequently, in what follows, I test
the following hypothesis:

A large industrial centre in north-east Bosnia
‘Bosniaks’ before Dayton were constitutionally called ‘Muslims’. In this study, the term Bosniak is preferred but
occasionally both names are used interchangeably
149
150
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H4: In municipalities were an inter-ethnic military alliance was established during the war against a third
party, post-conflict local government performance is bound to be higher, compared to municipalities where such an alliance
was never formed
To determine whether an inter-ethnic military alliance was established in research
municipalities, I explored their war histories in detail. Doing so proved challenging, as despite the fact
that the war in Bosnia has been extensively covered by journalists, academics, and aid workers, it
remains largely underexplored from a military perspective, at least outside of Sarajevo. An exhaustive
survey of the literature returned only a few military accounts that both were detailed and localized linking municipal wartime realities to regional- and state-level developments.151 The most
comprehensive of these was the military history of the Yugoslav conflict produced by the CIA
(2003).152 Shrader’s (2003) contribution153 was equally informative and had a regional focus on Central
Bosnia, where most of the municipalities examined in this study are located.
I relied on these sources to create a preliminary war event dataset, which I later supplemented
and triangulated through semi-structured interviews with former combatants and journalists and by
examining the ICTY trial records. In the table below, I record all instances of inter-ethnic alliance
formation and their duration.
Table 5.4: Formation of inter-ethnic alliances

Vitez

Formation of inter-ethnic
alliance against a third party
Yes

Ethnic groups
involved
Bosniaks - Croats

Third
party
Serbs

Alliance duration
May 1992 - January 1993

Srebrenica
Žepče

No
Yes

Bosniaks - Croats

Serbs

April 1992 - June 1993

Žepče

Yes

Croats - Serbs

Bosniaks

June 1993 - March 1994

GVU

Yes

Bosniaks - Croats

Serbs

April 1992 - January 1993

Tešanj
Kakanj

Yes
Yes

Bosniaks - Croats
Bosniaks - Croats

Serbs
Serbs

Throughout war
April 1992 - May 1993

Gračanica
Lukavac

Yes
Yes

Bosniaks - Croats
Bosniaks - Croats

Serbs
Serbs

Throughout war
Throughout war

Several locally produced historical accounts were also identified during my visits to municipal libraries but they were
typically one-sided and of limited analytical rigor.
152 CIA, 2003, Balkan Battlegrounds: A Military History of the Yugoslav Conflict, 1900–1995. Volume 2. Washington:
Central Intelligence Agency, Charts. Annexes. Endnotes. Index. Pp. 580. Available from the Superintendent of
Documents: (202) 512–1800, or online: http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/
153 The Muslim-Croat Civil War in Central Bosnia: A Military History, 1992–1994. By Charles R. Shrader. College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 2003.
151
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The table reveals that municipalities vary considerably with respect to the type and the duration of the
inter-ethnic alliance that was developed within their territory during the war. Four categories of
alliances can be identified: 1) no alliance (Srebrenica); 2) short-lived alliances (GVU, Vitez, Kakanj);
resilient alliances (Tešanj, Lukavac, Gračanica), and shifting alliances (Žepče). Looking at the ethnic
structure of Bosnia in 1991 (Figure 5.1), the link between demography, geography and alliance
formation seems unmistakable.154
Figure 5.1: Ethnic distribution by settlements, Bosnia, 1991
Color Codes: Bosniaks (Green); Croats (Orange); Serbs (Blue)

Source: Vukicevic and Djogo, 2008-2013

In the map, Bosniak majority areas are color-coded green while Serb and Croat areas are color-coded blue and orange
respectively
154
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An easily discerned pattern is that some form of alliance was created in all municipalities that are
situated in what today constitutes the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) – a region that
has traditionally been populated (primarily) by Bosniaks and Croats. There, the Bosniak ABiH155 and
the Bosnian-Croat HVO156 cooperated during the first phase of the war (April 1992 - January 1993)
to fend off real or feared attacks from the Army of the Republika Srpska (VRS) - the self-proclaimed
secessionist Bosnian-Serb territory.157 The VRS’s key objective was believed to be the territorial
separation of the Bosnian-Serbs from Bosnia’s other ethnic communities, through systematic ethnic
cleansing, and the annexation of the RS territory to the Serbian proper. Hence, to the commanders of
the Bosniak and Croat armies in central and north-central Bosnia, three areas were of key concern:
“an eastern front running from Hadžići north to the Visoko-Ilijas area; a norther front in the MaglajDoboj-Teslić-Tešanj area; and a western front in the area extending from Jajce southward to Donji
Vakuf and Bugojno” (Shrader 2003: 66). Indeed, in all municipalities situated in these areas (including
seven of my case studies),158 Croats and Bosniaks joined forces to repel the VRS advance.
The only irregularity in this pattern is the municipality of Srebrenica, largely due to its distinct
geographic location and demographic structure. In 1991, Srebrenica was a Bosniak-majority
municipality in the ethnically mixed (Bosnian-Serb) Birač region adjacent to the border with Serbia.
At the outbreak of the war, the municipality found itself firmly locked inside self-proclaimed RS
territory. In the early stages of the VRS ethnic cleansing campaign, the town of Srebrenica was
occupied by Serb forces for several weeks but was retaken soon afterwards by Bosniak resistance
groups. During the first three months of the war (April - June 1992) “Bosnian Serb nationalists - with
the logistical, moral and financial support of Serbia and the Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA) - destroyed
296 predominantly Bosniak villages in the region around Srebrenica, forcibly uprooting some 70,000
Bosniaks from their homes and systematically massacring 3,166 (documented deaths) including many
women, children and elderly”.159 Displaced Bosniaks from across the central Drina valley, found refuge
in the town, which saw its population swelling to unprecedented levels.160 Eventually, the town and its
surrounding area was encircled and besieged by Serbian forces. The Muslim enclave of Srebrenica was

155ABiH:

The Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
HVO: The Croatian Defence Council
157 The RS was unilaterally created in January 9, 1992
158 Vitez, Žepče, GVU, Kakanj, Tešanj, Gračanica, Lukavac
159 The Bosnian Institute in the UK, “Prelude to the Srebrenica genocide – mass murder and ethnic cleansing of Bosniaks
in the Srebrenica region during the first three months of the Bosnian War (April–June 1992)", 18 November 2010
160 According to some estimates 50,000-60,000 people sought refuge in the Srebrenica ‘safe area’
156
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declared a UN safe area on 16 April 1993.161 From that point onwards, and during much of the
remainder of the conflict, localized warfare took the form of sporadic guerilla fighting. For the tens
of thousands of trapped Bosniaks inside the enclave’s borders, starvation and widespread misery
during Srebrenica’s long and brutal siege,162 gave way to terror and despair when the enclave fell to
General Mladić’s forces (July 11, 1995). Within the course of a few days, 8,000 Muslim men and boys
were executed.
Figure 5.2: Territory controlled by the VRS during the Bosnian war, compared to contemporary RS
borders (white line)

Source: Nihad Hamzic, 2007

On 16 April 1993, the United Nations Security Council passed Resolution 819, which demanded that: “all parties and
others concerned treat Srebrenica and its surroundings as a safe area which should be free from any armed attack or any
other hostile act”
162 Interviews with Srebrenica survivors
161
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In the municipalities of central and north-central Bosnia, a Bosniak-Croat alliance against the
Serbian forces was established as soon as the war broke out in April 1992. By the end of that year,
however, it had already started to become clear that the fighting against the Serbs would remain largely
restricted to the contested RS borderline (See map 5.2). From that point onward, the localized
Bosniak-Croat alliances were put to the test, exhibiting a remarkable spatial variation in durability.
While in the municipalities of central Bosnia (Vitez, GVU, and Kakanj) the alliance broke in 1993 and
the former allies fiercely turned against each another, in the municipalities of central-north Bosnia
(Gračanica, Tešanj, and Lukavac) the alliance survived until the end of the war in December 1995.
The municipality of Žepče, saw a somewhat more peculiar development: the breaking of the BosniakCroat alliance and the establishment of a Croat-Serb one.
Local geography, demography, and military power balance help explain variations in alliance
sustainability. Once the common threat posed by the Serbs subsided, the Bosniak and the Croat
nationalist parties set in motion their own secessionary plans, which also featured the creation of
ethnically pure spaces. For the Croats, the aim was to create an autonomous province, Herceg-Bosna,
“an all Croat, HDZ-dominated, one party state with its own armed forces, schools, local governments
and currency” (CIA 2003: 158) and to annex it to the Croatian proper to the south-west of Bosnia
(see Figure 5.3).163 While the Bosniak leadership was less vocal about such plans and, at least publicly,
continued to pledge its loyalty to the idea of a united, multi-ethnic Bosnia, it soon became obvious
that the Sarajevo government was also fighting to stabilize and expand the territory under its control;
namely, the area that extended north of the besieged Sarajevo to the broader Tuzla region in the northeast.
Whenever it was clear (to both sides) that a municipality constituted part of an ethnically
defined territory, by way of either geographic positioning or demographic dominance, this
municipality experienced little, if any, inter-ethnic violence. Such was the case of the Bosniak-majority
municipality of Kakanj. Situated 48 km north-west of Sarajevo, Kakanj lied at the heart of the Sarajevocontrolled territory. There, the breaking of the Muslim-Croat alliance was marked by a week of
medium-intensity fighting. On June 16, 1993, the ABiH forces captured the town of Kakanj and
eliminated the local HVO brigade (Shrader 2003). Some 12,000 to 15,000 Croats - roughly 30% of the
town’s population - fled and found refuge to the Croat-majority town of Vares, 20 km to the east of
Kakanj (Shrader 2003: 202). From 50 to 100 victims were reported. At least 400 houses, most CoatMap of Herceg-Bosna drafted in 1991. Approximately 30 municipalities are incorporated in the self-proclaimed region.
Gornji-Vakuf Uskoplje and Vitez are clearly marked as a Croat territory
163
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owned, were destroyed or severely damaged, and around 1,000 were slightly damaged.164 Following
these events, Kakanj experienced little further fighting and remained relatively peaceful until the
signing of the Washington Agreement (March 1994) that ended the Bosniak-Croat war.
Figure 5.3: Herceg-Bosna (shaded area)

Source: ICTY Watch
In the municipalities of Vitez and GVU165 the situation was fundamentally different, as neither
was indisputably part of the Croat or Bosniak-controlled territory. Located in central Bosnia, they
could be geographically linked to, and administratively incorporated within, either Herceg-Bosna or
the Sarajevo-controlled area. Not only geography, but demography too, confirmed the ambiguity. In

http://en.europeonline-magazine.eu/kakanj-stadt_46194.html
Here, I refer to the municipality of Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje with its current name, even though before and during the
war, its name was simply, Gornji Vakuf
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both localities, each ethnic group constituted roughly 50% of total population, with Vitez having a
small Croat majority and GVU a slightly larger Bosniak majority. At the end of 1992, demographic
parity and territorial contestation had set the stage for vicious fighting. Indeed, in the months that
followed, the two groups fought fiercely, not only for territorial control, but also for control of Central
Bosnia’s military industries166 and the communication and supply routes that provided access to the
Dalmatian coast and, from there, to the rest of the world (Shrader 2003).167
In GVU, following a week of rising tension, the two uneasy allies clashed openly on January
12, 1993. Once the conﬂict began, a front line was established along the town’s main road, dividing it
in two. The confrontation line remained firmly in place long after the Bosniak-Croat cease-fire
agreement a year later.168 Throughout this period, intense reciprocal violence that produced
widespread physical destruction and human suffering took place in a series of repeated cycles of
attacks and counterattacks (Shrader 2003). Despite the fighting’s ferocity and the alleged involvement
of Croatian HVO troops - sent by President Tudjman in an attempt to tip the scale in favor of the
Croats169 - by the end of 1993, a military stalemate was consolidated (CIA 2003). The battle for GVU
remained inconclusive.
In the neighboring municipality of Vitez, inter-ethnic clashes were recorded as early as
October 1992. However, “all hell broke loose” on April 16, 1993, when following the expiration of
an ultimatum to the Bosnian army to “leave the area or give up their arms”, local HVO forces launched
clearing operations in villages surrounding the town (Shrader 2003: 83). The mass exodus and the
indiscriminate killing of hundreds of unarmed Bosniak inhabitants - 117 in the village of Ahmići alone
– ensued.170 In the town of Vitez, military action focused on the Ottoman quarter, the Bosniakmajority area of Stari Vitez (also called ‘Mahala’). On April 18, a truck bomb exploded near the mosque
in Stari Vitez, “destroying the offices of the War Presidency, killing 5 citizens and injuring dozens”
(ICTY 2001: 404).171 The HVO moved promptly to isolate Muslim forces in Stari Vitez by encircling
the area. For the remainder of the war, Stari Vitez constituted a miniature Bosniak enclave within the

Especially the SPS explosives factory in Vitez and the military production factory in Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje
Both sides were cut-off from military supplies by international embargoes imposed on the former Yugoslavia. As a
result, the war in Vitez and GVU was a war of both logistics and territory
168 It was a territorial divide that was highly visible and still serves as a symbol of ethnic division in wartime Bosnia
169 Interview No. 97
170 One of the bloodiest incidents of the Muslim-Croat war, the Ahmići massacre has been at the epicentre of at least ﬁve
cases before the ICTY
171 ICTY, 2001, Judgement, Prosecutor v. Krstić, Case IT-98-33-T, Ch.1, 2, August 2001, Klip/Sluiter ALC-VII-575
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Croat-controlled town and municipality of Vitez, where approximately 1,000 inhabitants and 350
heavily armed combatants continued to live and operate (Shrader 2003).
With the exception of a few short-lived cease-fire agreements (ICTY 2001), the war in Vitez
continued with unabated intensity on two fronts until the signing of the Washington agreement. One
front was Stari Vitez, where HVO forces attempted to reduce the enclave through frequent shelling,
intense sniper fire, and occasional attempts at ground assaults (CIA 2003). The other, was the area
north of the Travnik-Busovača road, where Bosniak forces launched attacks aimed at breaking
through Croat-controlled territory to aid their embattled comrades in Stari Vitez.172 Viewed from
above, the battle for Vitez took place in and out of three rings of violence, corresponding to three
territories with alternate ethnic dominance but comparable military power. This complexity resulted
in continuous fighting, producing heavy casualties to both sides. The end of the war found Vitez
entirely transformed: more than 4% of its pre-war residents had lost their lives and its Bosniak
community had been (almost) entirely displaced. At war’s end, less than 1,000 Bosniak residents
remained on the ground, battered, bruised and starved, inside the few houses still left standing in Stari
Vitez173 – which had “proved too hard a nut for the HVO to crack” (Shrader 2003: 9). International
Organizations’ reports and newspaper articles describe the towns’ level of destruction, as
“overwhelming”.174
Further up to the north-east of Bosnia, in the municipalities of Tešanj, Gračanica and Lukavac,
yet another scenario unfolded. Demographically, all three municipalities were predominantly Bosniak,
with small Serb and Croat communities. While local Serbs fled to the Serbian-controlled territory soon
after the war broke out, most of the municipalities’ Croat residents stayed put, and local HVO
battalions fought side by side with the ABiH forces, holding fast to their allegiance to the Sarajevo
government (Shrader 2003). Despite being described as “shaky” and “constantly on the brink of
collapse”,175 the Bosniak-Croat alliance in the Tešanj-Gračanica-Lukavac triangle withstood the strong
centrifugal forces exercised from beyond the region and survived until war’s end. Based on the
structural analysis of alliance formation proposed in this study, identifying the three foremost factors
that help explain the durability of inter-ethnic alliances in this part of Bosnia is a straightforward task:

New York Times, Bosnians continue offensive on Vitez, September 27, 1993
25.04.1995. Oslobođenje, ‘Food for Gornji Vakuf and Stari Vitez’
Oslobođenje, 14.10.1995, Stari Vitez: War damages of 22 million marks
174 Oslobođenje, 28.10.1994, New life in Stari Vitez
UNHCR, 20.06.1994, Political report, Travnik field office (retrieved from the OHR archive in Sarajevo)
175 Interview No. 33
172
173
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1) the existence of a strong third party, the Serbs, who constituted a real threat to Bosniaks and Croats
alike; 2) the small number of the local Croat community, and correspondingly, of the local HVO
forces; and 3) territorial discontinuity with Herceg-Bosna. The intersection of these circumstances
meant that a full-scale Bosniak-Croat territorial conflict was at no point during the war highly probable.
Indeed, in Lukavac and Gračanica, ABiH and HVO forces spend much of the war engaged - under a
joint command - in low-intensity warfare with the Serbs, in the military fronts along the inter-entity
boundary line. In Tešanj too, which was hit harder by the war, the two armies joined forces to endure
the town’s two-year-long siege from the VRS. As the wartime mayor of Tešanj, Hakija Uzicanin176
recalled, in the first months of the war “Muslims and Croats worked together on everything. We were
like a single community.” 177
Žepče, proved to be an outlier in the general pattern of alliance formation and dissolution
identified thus far. A Bosniak-Croat alliance was formed in this locality, too, but exhibited much more
malleability to change, shifting in accordance to the warring sides’ evolving war aims. While the local
conflict was a three-party one, much like in the preceding three municipalities, and even though
Žepče’s territory was geographically separated from both the Muslim-controlled territory and the allCroat Herceg-Bosna statelet, its demographic synthesis of almost perfect ethnic parity, rendered the
local Bosniak-Croat alliance much weaker and opportunistic than in the Tešanj-Gračanica-Lukavac
region. During the first months of the war, it looked like a delicate balance between local ABiH and
HVO forces had been achieved.178 However, starting in April 1993, a series of provocations and minor
incidents between the two armies were reported. Open fighting broke out a few months later. On
June 25th, HVO forces withdrew Croat civilians from the town of Žepče and heavily bombarded its
centre, producing many casualties and extensive material damage.179 To stand their ground, the Croats
joined forces with the Bosnian Serbs, who were happy to see the Bosniak-Croat alliance break.180
Eventually, the HVO secured almost complete control of the town, pushing out its Muslim
inhabitants, many of whom found refuge to the neighbouring, Bosniak-majority municipalities of
Zavidovici and Maglaj.

Uzicanin was the wartime chairman of the Executive Committee of Tešanj Municipality
The New York Times, 16.06.1996, ‘Police Official’s Methods Raise Ethnic Fears in a Region of Bosnia’
178 According to Shafer (2003) the two armies fought the Bosnian Serbs along adjacent frontages but under a single
command
179 Interview No. 56
180 UN officials confirmed in late June that Bosnian Serb tanks were actively assisting HVO forces. Some testimonies that
the Serbs were also helping the ABiH, also exist (Shafer 2003)
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Based on the preceding analysis of wartime alliance formation and localized patterns of inter-group
cooperation and conflict, what can be concluded with regards to the hypothesis stated in the beginning
of this section? Does there seem to be a connection between the municipalities’ record of inter-ethnic
alliance making and breaking, and their local governments’ post-conflict performance? Or, to put it
more accurately, did wartime inter-ethnic alliances function as they were expected to, i.e. sustaining
higher stocks of communal social capital, encouraging inter-ethnic cooperation in the post-war period,
and consequently, promoting higher levels of government performance?
While a clear correlation between wartime alliance non-formation and low LGP is evident in the
case of Srebrenica - whose constituent ethnic groups engaged since the war’s onset in a protracted and
disturbingly violent conflict that ruptured the community’s social fabric (perhaps) irreversibly deciphering the link between alliance formation and post-conflict LGP is a less clear-cut endeavour. It
is, however, reasonable to assume that much will depend on the resilience and durability of each
localized alliance.
In the municipalities of GVU, Vitez, Žepče and Kakanj, where inter-ethnic alliances were
created but eventually dissolved, empirical evidence points to the fact that any benefits inter-ethnic
collaboration might have produced were wiped out by the violence between the former allies. As Mato
Zovko, the mayor of Žepče put it, “no memory of this brief cooperation exists today…In fact, I’m
not even sure that ‘cooperation’ is the right word for it. Some coordination did take place, but it was
half-hearted. In the winter of 1992 we knew that a Croat-Muslim war was inevitable, we just didn’t
know when it would start…Before a single shot was fired, inter-ethnic relations were already riddled
with distrust and anxiety”.181 A former combatant in GVU also argued that “once the process of
separation started, division was imminent and complete. After the fighting was over, suspicion and
fear defined every aspect of life…In this municipality, reunifying the political structures, the utility
companies, even bringing the two separate schools under one roof, was a nightmare”.182 In Vitez, a
Bosniak journalist who as a teenager found himself trapped in Stari Vitez, commented on the
transformation of communal relationships in the municipality, saying: “fear crept into our houses and
our neighbourhoods…It changed us all”.183
These personal accounts indicate that the volume of inter-ethnic social capital in these
communities was critically low at war’s end, and long after. Yet, in two of them - Žepče and Vitez -

Interview No. 55
Interview No. 105
183 Interview in Vitez
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local governments managed to achieve above-average levels of post-conflict performance. How could
government institutions perform well within socio-political spaces that were void of inter-ethnic trust
and cooperation? The lack of a direct link between communal social capital stock at war’s end and
long-term post-conflict institutional performance points to the need for an alternative explanation.
This need is confirmed when one looks at the municipalities where inter-ethnic alliances survived till
war’s end, i.e. in Gračanica, Tešanj and Lukavac. Despite the (assumed) healthier local inter-ethnic
relations indicated by alliance durability, only two of these municipalities - Tešanj and Gračanica achieved relatively high levels of government performance in the post-conflict period.
However, field research has revealed that enhanced LGP could hardly be attributed to the
absence of direct Bosniak-Croat fighting during the war. In Gračanica, while respondents generally
spoke of warm wartime relations between local Bosniaks and Croats, they also described the limits of
their cooperation. A former combatant recalled: “we were united in seeking to prevent defeat by the
Serbs, but when it came to offensive aims, we were very much divided”.184 In Tešanj, Hakija Uzicanin,
a Bosniak who served as mayor when the war broke out, described a more tumultuous reality: “the
fact that physical fighting between Croats and Muslims was avoided does not mean that inter-ethnic
relations remained cordial during the war…When [in 1993], the Mujahedeen arrived in Tešanj – in
cooperation with certain people in office – they contributed to major changes in communal
life…There were incidents, ranging from the harassment of the Croat population and the demolition
of the Serb cemetery, to the beheadings of Serb soldiers. And then, probably under the Mujahedeen’s
influence, an Islamic Centre was established in Tešanj”.185 Amidst growing Islamic radicalization,
Uzicanin was dismissed from Tešanj’s wartime executive committee, on the basis of concerns that
“his policies were more in line with the interests of Croatia that with those of Tešanj”.186 According
to Šemsudin Mehmedović, the then local chief of police and president of the local Bosniak nationalist
party (SDA), “actions Uzicanin undertook during his time in office assisted the creation of a local
HVO unit and the Croatian community at large”.187 Accused of being a traitor due to his moderate
stance, Uzicanin remained isolated in his house for the remainder of the war, guarded by soldiers of
the local Muslim military commander against attack. On his gate, someone sprayed the words, “Die

Interview No. 39
Excerpt from report aimed on "60 Minutes" current affairs, programme broadcasted by Bosnia-Hercegovina Federation
TV on 14 March 2005, ‘Mujahid unit in Central Bosnia was part of Islamization project’
186 Ibid.
187 http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/pubs/archive/data/199509/50915-002-pubs-sar.htm
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you dog”.188 Soon after his removal, Croat directors from local companies were sacked, and a new, allBosniak local government was installed.189 From that point onwards and until the end of the war,
Croat leaders reported they had no contact with the new Muslim officials (Shrader 2003). Resistance
against the Serbian forces continued under separate commands. The local Croat population contracted
in Croat-majority villages to the north of the municipality and the town of Usora, where separate
institutions of governance were established.190 The division culminated in 1998 with the recognition
of Usora as an independent administrative unit.191 After the establishment of the municipality of
Usora, “the tendency to divide everything reached new heights. They started by dividing schools and
ended with dividing telecommunications and sport stadiums. They would divide the air if possible’, a
reporter from the field said.192
In general, levels of social capital at war’s end do not seem to explain medium- and long-term
municipal-performance scores. However, we know from the literature that a minimal volume of
bridging social capita is necessary for the functioning of multi-ethnic local government institutions.
As such, what we should be looking for is a mechanism that would explain the reconstitution of bridging
communal ties to an extent that would render possible inter-ethnic co-habitation and collective
decision-making - the minimum requirements for good local government.

5.4

Socio-economic development
H5: Municipalities with higher pre-war levels of socio-economic development will outperform those with lower

pre-war levels of development
Proponents of modernization theory claim that democratic institutions cannot take roots in
societies with low levels of socio-economic development. As Lipset famously argued, development
solidifies democracy by eradicating extreme deprivation, expanding the middle class, and encouraging
mass political participation (1959; 1960). In this view, transitioning from a pre-modern (agrarian) to a
modern (industrial) mode of production is, quite deterministically, the most certain way toward a more
egalitarian society; a society that is liberated from the tyranny of oligarchs. Others, such as Rustow
The New York Times, 16.06.1996, ‘Police Official’s Methods Raise Ethnic Fears in a Region of Bosnia’
Interview No. 64
190 Sebastian Bred, October 1996, Impressions from a Mission as an OSCE-observer of the elections in BosniaHerzegovina
191 Oslobođenje, 07.04.1995, ‘Croat initiative for the formation of the municipality of Usora’
192 OHR archive, BiH TV News Summary, 4 October 1998
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(1970) and Helliwell (1992) further strengthened this argument by empirically associating democratic
transitions with outcomes of economic development and societal modernization.193
The modernization thesis has come under considerable fire (Cheibub et al. 1996). However,
there are still good reasons to expect that higher pre-war levels of municipal wealth, education, and
urbanization would have positively affected the post-conflict performance of local governments. For
instance, increased wealth could have discouraged zero-sum politicking over resource distribution,
supporting instead consensus-oriented governance and political stability. It is also reasonable to think
that elevated levels of wealth might have boosted the capacity of some local governments to design
and implement policies that support development. Finally, reduced poverty is likely to have been
accompanied by higher levels of citizen education, and by extension, increased political participation
and higher grassroots expectations of government responsiveness.
To test these hypotheses, I constructed a local modernization index (Table 5.5). The index is
composed of indicators that serve as proxies for socio-economic development: population density;
average monthly wage; level of unemployment; number of registered cars; infant mortality; and
average level of education. To rank municipalities according to their pre-war modernization level, I
employed 1991 measurements of all aforementioned indicators. That said, it should also be noted that
I tried to distinguish between pre-war levels of modernization and post-war initial conditions. To
accurately estimate the latter and figure out their link to government performance, I took into
consideration empirical evidence presented in Section 4.3.1. (on the exposure of municipalities to
wartime violence). In doing so, I made sure that the better socio-economic conditions that more
privileged municipalities might have enjoyed before the war’s onset were not erased as a result of it.
Data summarized in Table 5.5, reveal a notable mismatch between post-conflict local
government performance and pre-war levels of municipal modernization. The table also reveals
significant subnational variation in levels of modernization that is indicative of a highly uneven
national industrialization process. In Bosnia, much like the rest of Yugoslavia, the transition from an
agrarian to an industrial economy began in the eve of the 20th century and culminated in the aftermath
of the Second World War. Industrialization swept through the country, yet in certain regions the
process was faster and more systematic. During the inaugural phase of Yugoslavia’s industrialization194

Often operationalized through various indicators such as, per capita energy consumption, literacy, school enrollment,
urbanization, life expectancy, infant mortality, industrial workforce size, newspaper circulation, and radio and television
ownership (Rustow 1970)
194 1952-1961: the period of centralized planning that preceded the more decentralized workers’ self-management system
193
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and for reasons that are not always self-evident,195 municipalities like Kakanj and Lukavac were heavily
targeted (developmentally) by the federal government, while places like Žepče and Gračanica received
little attention from central planners. Vitez, GVU, Tešanj, and Srebrenica received only moderate
investments (see Chapter 6 for details).
In Kakanj and Lukavac, large-scale industrialization that was triggered and sustained through
augmented central capital investments in the resource extraction and manufacturing sectors helps
explain the significantly higher-than-average local levels of GDP per capita, as well as the lower-thanaverage unemployment rates in the pre-war period. High pre-war levels of industrialization and lowintensity warfare (that left much of the local labour force and production facilities intact), combined
to ensure that post-war wealth indicators in these municipalities, albeit severely contracted, continued
to be significantly above the national average. Still, despite their relatively high levels of both pre-and
post-war wealth, both Kakanj and Lukavac ended up as the “Laggards” of institutional performance,
outperforming only GVU and Srebrenica, where the benefits produced from moderate pre-war
modernization were erased by the extremity of wartime violence. The mismatch between wealth and
institutional performance is evident also in the higher-performing municipalities of Žepče, Tešanj,
Vitez, and Gračanica, where relatively modest levels of pre-war capital investment stand in contrast to
high post-conflict LGP scores. A possible explanation for this paradox is that higher capital
investments (where they occurred before the war) did not translate into higher levels of social
development. This is (at least partly) confirmed by the small amount of cross-case variation recorded
in infant mortality and education attainment.

In the early period of the SFRY, capital investment decisions were made centrally. Their underlying logic was not always
evident (e.g. suitable geography, resource endowment, equitable development concerns, etc.) as they were poorly insulated
from the forces of nepotism and corruption. Historical factors also played a role. For some of my respondents, the number
of partisan fighters each locality had contributed to the Yugoslav liberation fight and the 1940s-civil war is directly
correlated with the amount of investment municipalities received in the 1950-1980 period. However, these claims are
based on anecdotal evidence and lack systematic empirical confirmation
195
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The inability to attribute high levels of post-war government performance to high pre-war
levels of modernization highlights the difficulty of establishing causality between the two variables.
Putnam, duly emphasized this point. Investigating the likelihood of a reverse causality – running from
government performance to socio-economic development – he argued that it would be dangerous to
attribute to governments “credit or blame for matters beyond their control” (1993: 65). This seems to
hold even truer in Bosnia, where pre-war levels of subnational wealth (and by extension, post-war
levels too) were influenced more profoundly by central planners rather than by local government
activity. Consequently, while evidence points to the absence of simple economic determinism, i.e. to
the non-existence of a direct correlation between government performance and modernization, what
this simple analysis cannot reveal is whether both variables are influenced by a third factor (rendering
their association spurious) or whether the link between modernity and performance is even more
complex (Putnam at al. 1993). In Chapter 6 these questions are revisited.

5.5

Political parties

Without political parties, representative democracy would be inconceivable. Parties connect the ruler
to the ruled (Lawson 1980), articulate and aggregate societal interests, arbitrate disputes between
conflicting grassroots demands, assist the recruitment of political elites and engage in public decisionmaking (Lankina et al. 2008). Accordingly, in war-shattered states the international community ascribes
special significance to the establishment of political parties and the institutionalization of the party
system. Anxious to see divided societies move ‘from bullets to ballots’, external state builders push
for imminent electoral liberalization, often ignoring the destabilizing effects of democratization in
fragile settings (Paris 2004; Eifert et al. 2010). Bosnia was no exception. Less than a year after the
signing of the Dayton peace agreement, the country held its first general elections.201 Municipal
elections took place a year later.202
Given the magnitude and diversity of their local constituencies and their preferences,
municipalities in Bosnia can be considered as mini-polities in their own right. Local political parties
and party systems203 may thus have an important role to play in supporting subnational
democratization and good government. Even though ideology is weaker at the local level, political

14 September 1996
13-14 September 1997
203 Refers to a municipality’s politically relevant parties
201
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parties may still influence the performance of local governments through two key channels: political
competition and their relationship with upper levels of government (partisan alignment).
5.5.1

Political competition

Political competition is at the heart of political scientists’ efforts to explain variations in local
government performance (Rodrıguez and Ward 1995; Kettl 2000). According to the dominant view
in the literature, more competitive local elections and greater party competition for mayoral and
council posts produces more responsive and higher-performing governments. When multiple,
relevant political parties compete and when election results are uncertain, incumbents who are
threatened by the possibility of replacement in office are incentivized to enhance their performance:
produce more and better services, increase their responsiveness and accountability to citizens, and
find innovative ways to address local problems (Grindle 2007; Grzymala-Busse 2007). This is because
competitive elections offer to voters’ alternatives to governing parties and the opportunity to reward
or punish those responsible for local governance. As voters’ choices increase, they are better able to
align their preferences with parties responsive to their interests. And, as parties become more aware
of the possibility of losing and winning elections, they are increasingly inclined to consult local
preferences in order to win. By contrast, “in less competitive environments [politicians] rely on
traditional methods of mobilizing support - clientelism, accommodation to elite interests, and ‘jobs
for the boys,’ for example” (Grindle 2007: 10).
If partisan political pressures and the threat of replacement in office are important in
accounting for better governance, it is reasonable to expect that in Bosnia, municipalities that were more
electorally competitive after the war, will outperform those that were less competitive. However, the mechanisms of
political competition work differently in societies that have had recent conflicts and have significant
identity cleavages. The presence of societal divisions that are meaningful for officeholders and voters
effectively changes the meaning of party positions. Identity politics artificially divide the electorate,
excluding parties associated with one group from attempting to win votes from other groups (Paris
2004). This exclusion may come about because group divisions are so significant to voters that they
do not feel that they can be effectively represented by a member of another group. When this is the
case, parties make no effort to win votes across the ethnic divide but compete by appealing to a single
ethnic bloc for support. Left-right divisions are made redundant. Nationalism becomes the key
ideological coating of parties; so much so, that eventually, every election is turned into an ethnic census
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(Horowitz 1985; 2000). In the absence of real programmatic competition, policy innovation, service
provision and governmental responsiveness and accountability take a back seat to (ethnic) partisanship
and the reciprocation of benefits within networks of (ethnic) clientalism (Stone 1980). Government
performance suffers accordingly (Grzymala-Busse 2007).
Most relevant parties in Bosnia (at the national, regional and entity level) readily fall under the
ethnic rubric (Chandra 2005):204 they use nationalist rhetoric to draw votes from a single ethnic group.
The Party of Democratic Action/Stranka Demokratske Akcije (SDA)205 exclusively targets Bosniaks. The
Croatian Democratic Union of Bosnia and Herzegovina/Hrvatska demokratska zajednica Bosne i Hercegovine
(HDZ-BiH)206 appeals only to Croats. And, two parties aim at winning the support of the Serbs: the
Serb Democratic Party/Srpska Demokratska Stranka (SDS)207 and the Alliance of Independent Social
Democrats/Savez nezavisnih socijaldemokrata (SNSD).208 However, some non-nationalist parties also exist:
the Social Democratic Party/Socijaldemokratska Partija Bosne i Herzegovina (SDP)209 and the People's Party for
Work and Betterment/Narodna Stranka Radom za Boljitak (NSRzB)210 can be regarded as such, due to the
multi-ethnic synthesis of their ballots and their “broad, inclusive campaign rhetoric” (Husley 2012).
These moderating factors notwithstanding, both parties have largely failed to attract votes from across
the ethnic-divide, remaining only nominally non-nationalist. While the SDP draws the vast majority
of its votes from the Bosniak community, most voters of the NSRzB are Croats.
Still, irrespective of whether non-nationalist parties succeed in securing votes from all ethnic
groups or whether they are in power, some scholars believe that their mere presence within party
systems improves the performance of political institutions. As they seek to gain the moderates’ vote,
non-nationalist parties may offer clearer alternatives to the nationalist parties’ rhetoric and policies.
This may pressure nationalist parties to imitate them, thus creating the possibility of a programmatic
dimension to political competition. As Reilly argues, “multi-ethnic parties have a centripetal impact

Chandra defines ethnic parties as those that place their efforts on championing the interests of one ethnic category
The SDA, founded by Alija Izetbegovic on 26 May 1990, is a conservative party that promotes Bosniak nationalism
and Islamic democracy
206 The HDZ-BiH, formed on 18 August 1990, is a conservative party that promotes Croatian nationalism, Federalism and
Christian democracy
207 The SDS was founded on 12 July 1990 by Radovan Karadzic. Currenlty, it is a right-wing party (formely far-right) that
promotes Serbian nationalism, national conservatism and has a pro-European stance
208 The SNSD was established in 1996 by Milorad Dodik. The partly was initially greeted by the international community
as a moderate alternative to the SDS due to its non-inflammatory rhetoric and focus on social democracy. Yet, since 2000,
the party has been adopting an increasingly right-wing stance on sociocultural issues and has switched its rhetorics toward
social patriotism and seperatism
209 The SDP-BiH was established in 1991 as the successor of the League of Communists of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is
a left-wing, social-democratic party
210 The NSRzB was founded in 2001. It supports social liberalism and secularism
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on political competition [which is] rooted in their appeal to a support base that bridges ethnic lines”
(Reilly 2006 in Husley 2011). Consequently, when pressured nationalist parties are forced to offer
policy positions not explicitly tied to ethnic identity, competitive politics may survive and communities
may able to reap their acclaimed benefits.
Based on this discussion, it would be interesting to test the following hypotheses:
H6: Municipalities where multi-ethnic, non-nationalist parties (effectively) compete with nationalist parties will
exhibit higher levels of government performance than municipalities where electoral competition is restricted to nationalist
parties only
H7: Municipalities with non-nationalist mayors will show higher government performance than municipalities
with mayors affiliated with nationalist parties
H8: Municipalities in which non-nationalist parties have a strong presence in the municipal council will
outperform those that have a small number of non-nationalist councilors
Depending on the municipalities’ ethnic structure, localized party systems took one of two
forms: ethnic and non-ethnic (see Table 5.6). In multi-ethnic localities, non-competitive/census-type
elections were the norm. Cycle after cycle, in Žepče, Vitez, GVU and Srebrenica, electoral results
reflected precisely their respective ethnic communities’ demographic strength. On average,
throughout the post-conflict period, more than 80% of their local councilors were affiliated with an
ethnic party. Alternation in office between incumbent and opposition proved impossible, except when
foreseen by externally-imposed requirements211 (See Table 5.7). The only exception to this pattern was
the Croat-majority municipality of Vitez, where in 2012 a Bosniak (SDA) mayor came into power for
the first time after the war, after the local Croat vote split between the HDZ and a nominally
independent candidate (of Croat origin). Even in this case, however, competition did not cross the
ethnic divide and was restricted to a single ethnic community. By contrast, in mono-ethnic
municipalities where the issue of ethnicity was less politically salient, non-ethnic electoral competition
did prove possible. In the (almost) exclusively Bosniak municipalities of Tešanj, Gračanica, Kakanj
and Lukavac, two parties competed effectively for power: the nationalist SDA and the non-nationalist

Such as the OHR-mediated power rotation agreements upon which interim municipal councils functioned shortly after
the war
211
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SDP. Alternation is office took place regularly (in some places more frequently than in others),
indicating that electoral uncertainty – a condition theorized as important for good government – was
present. What is more, on average, more than 30% of their local councilors were affiliated with a nonethnic nationalist party throughout the post-conflict period (see Table 5.8).
Table 5.6: Type of localized party system
Ethnic Party System (EPS): Only ethnic parties are relevant
Non-Ethnic Party System (NEPS): Ethnic and non-ethnic parties are relevant
Local Elections
Municipality

1997

2000

Vitez

EPS

EPS

Srebrenica

EPS

Žepče

212

2002

LGP Ranking
2008

2012

-

EPS

EPS

4

EPS

-

EPS

EPS

8

EPS

EPS

EPS

EPS

EPS

2

GVU

EPS

EPS

-

EPS

EPS

7

Tešanj

NEPS

NEPS

-

NEPS

NEPS

1

Kakanj

NEPS

NEPS

-

NEPS

NEPS

5

Gračanica

NEPS

NEPS

-

NEPS

NEPS

3

Lukavac

NEPS

NEPS

-

NEPS

NEPS

6

Contrary to theoretical predictions, not all mono-ethnic municipalities performed well. Only in Tešanj
and (to a lesser extent) Gračanica was local government performance above average. At the same time,
in the multi-ethnic municipalities of Žepče and Vitez local governments exhibited comparable (aboveaverage) levels of performance. It thus seems that neither programmatic competition nor the adequate
representation of non-ethnic parties in mayoral posts and municipal councils were able to ensure good
government in research municipalities.

In 2002, local elections took place in Žepče on the same day with general elections (October 5). This was due to the
inability of local ethnic parties to implement the 2000 local elections’ results. In the intermediate period, Žepče was
governed by an Interim Board that was comprised by members of the HDZ and the SDA and was appointed by the High
Representative. After the 2002 elections, the interim board handed power over to the democratically elected Municipal
Council. Thereafter, elections in Žepče followed the regular electoral cycles
212
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Table 5.7: Mayors’ ideological orientation and alternation in office
(EP: Affiliation with Ethnic Party; NEP: Affiliation with non-ethnic party)
Local Electoral Cycle

LGP
Ranking

Municipality
Vitez

1997 -2000
EP (HDZ)

2000-2004
EP (HDZ)

2002
-

2004-2008
EP (HDZ)

2008-2012
EP (HDZ)

2012-2016
EP (SDA)

Srebrenica

EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

-

EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

8

Žepče

EPs
(HDZ214 &
SDA)
EPs (SDA
& HDZ)216

EPs (HDZ &
SDA)215

EP
(HDZ)

EP (HDZ)

EP (HDZ)

NEP
(Independent)213
EP (HDZ)

EPs (SDA &
HDZ)217

-

EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

7

Tešanj

EP (SDA)

-

EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

1

Kakanj

EP (SDA)

-

NEP
(SDP)

NEP (SDP)

EP (SDA)

5

Gračanica

EP (SDA)

Alternation
between NEP
(SDP) & EP
(Stranka za
BiH)219
Alternation
between EP &
NEPs (SDA &
SDP) 220
NEP (SDP)

Alternatio
n between
EPs (SDA
&
HDZ)218
EP (SDA)

-

NEP (SDP)

NEP (SDP)

3

Lukavac

EP (SDA)

NEP (SDP)

-

NEP
(SDP)
EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

EP (SDA)

6

GVU

4

2

The 2012-2016 mayor of Srebrenica, Ćamil Duraković, was officially an independent candidate, but strongly identified
with the Bosniak community and was formerly affiliated with the SDA
214 The Croat community of Žepče boycotted the 1997 elections. Parallel institutionalism, a war legacy, was retained.
Following the OHR’s initiative, an interim council comprised by an equal number of HDZ and SDA members was created.
Executive power rotated between the parties every two months.
215 The 2000 elections were also boycotted by Žepče’s Coat community. The work of the interim council continued until
2002 when local elections were held
216 Refusing to admit electoral defeat, the Croat community of GVU did not recognize the 1997 electoral results. Parallel
institutionalism continued. Under international pressure, talks for administrative reunification began in 1998. Negotiations
failed soon afterwards, never to resume. GVU found itself isolated from international aid. Its de facto institutional division
was sustained until 2001
217 The Croat community of GVU boycotted the 2000 elections. However, following international mediation, an interim
municipal council (comprised by SDA and HDZ members) was formed in September 2001
218 A few months after the 2004 elections continuous obstructionism and conflict along ethnic party lines prevented the
municipal council’s operation for months. The crisis culminated with the resignation of the SDA mayor in June 2005.
Repeated elections for the GVU mayoral post was announced in July. In October 2005, the HDZ candidate was elected
mayor. He served until the 2008 elections
219 In April 2003, Tešanj’s SDP mayor was ousted. The newly appointed mayor, a member of the nationalist Party for BiH
(Stranka za BiH), served until November 2004
220 This electoral cycle saw the alternation of three mayors between SDA and SDP
213
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Even though local party platforms were not examined in detail,221 this finding seems to suggest that
programmatic political competition is not necessarily more probable in mono-ethnic municipalities
where non-ethnic parties compete credibly for power. In these localities, too, voting preferences might
be shaped through established networks of patronage rather than ideologically based programmatic
choices. As a municipal councilor in Kakanj admitted, “parties are neither internally cohesive in their
ideological views nor are they necessarily distinct from each other”.222
Table 5.8: Councilors affiliated with non-ethnic parties (%)
Local Electoral Cycles
Municipality
Vitez
Srebrenica
Žepče
GVU
Tešanj
Kakanj
Gračanica
Lukavac

1997 2000
1 (4%)

2000- 2002 2004- 20082004
2008 2012
6
3
2
(24%)
(12%) (8%)
0 (0%)
2
2
2
(9%)
(9%) (9%)
0 (0%)
4
1
1
1
(16%) (4%) (4%) (4%)
1 (4%)
5
1
2
(21%)
(4%) (9%)
3
9
4
6
(12%) (36%)
(16%) (24%)
6
12
9
8
(21%) (41%)
(31%) (28%)
12
16
13
12
(40%) (53%)
(43%) (40%)
10
17
9
7
(34%) (59%)
(31%) (24%)

20122016
3
(12%)
9
(40%)
3
(12%)
3
(13%)
7
(28%)
6
(21%)
11
(37%)
6
(21%)

Average

Municipal
Ranking

LGP
Ranking

12%

6

4

13%

5

8

7%

8

2

10%

7

7

23%

4

1

28%

3

5

43%

1

3

34%

2

6

This is in line with the view of a union worker in Lukavac who argued that, “instead of ideology,
parties emphasize the personal abilities of their leaders and court supporters by offering material
handouts...a lot of emphasis is given to clientalistic exchanges”.223
What is more, the same parties functioned very differently in different municipalities,
irrespective of localized competition and party system type. And, as the longitudinal investigation of
the local governments’ legislative record revealed, ethnic parties were just as likely as non-ethnic parties

Local party platforms were rather assumed to reflect each party’s national level platform
Interview No. 81
223 This information was provided during an informal chat, not through an in-depth, face to face interview. I did
nevertheless acquire verbal consent to reproduce it
221
222
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to introduce innovative and effective policies and to effectively tackle local problems. This seems to
imply that it is not what each party officially and publicly stands for but rather who operates the party
or where the party operates that make a difference on government performance. Thus, instead of
looking for deterministic links between party ideology/program and institutional performance, we
ought to aim at identifying factors that condition the impact of parties on state institutions.
5.5.2. Intergovernmental party alignment
Another hypothesized pathway linking political parties to local government performance runs through
the degree of party alignment between local and upper levels of government (Grindle 2007; Lankina
et al. 2008). For municipalities in Bosnia, multi-level party correspondence may be especially
important, as they maintain a strong fiscal dependence on entity and cantonal authorities and a large
chunk of their budget comes directly from them. If national reward distribution is coloured by the
alignment of the governing party or coalition at the entity and cantonal level to that in the
municipalities (as was the case in Bosnia especially before 2006),224 then, it is plausible to assume that
this factor may have significantly affected local government performance (Yilmaz and Venugopal
2013). Specifically, it might have determined available municipal resources and shaped the capacity of
local governments to design and implement better policies as well as respond to citizen demands.
H10: Municipalities where the mayor is affiliated with the party that controls the majority of seats in the
cantonal and/or entity legislative will outperform those where the mayor is affiliated with a party in the opposition at the
cantonal or entity level.
There is little evidence to support the hypothesis that municipalities whose political profile
more frequently and accurately reflected that of the entity or the canton were better off. While party
affiliation seems to matter in the case of the highest- (Tešanj) and the lowest- (Srebrenica) performing
municipalities, the remaining cases exhibit less straightforward patterns of intergovernmental party
affiliation and government performance and fail to confirm the hypothesized correlation (see Table
5.9). Officials in most municipalities confirmed that intergovernmental cooperation occurred primarily

In 2006, the new Law on Public Revenue Allocation in the FBiH and amendments to the RS budget system law
improved the financial framework for funding local governments, making it more transparent and limiting discretionary
decision-making. The Indirect Taxation Agency (ITA) reform that also took place in 2006, further stabilized local-level
revenues by means of a formula-based allocation of the centrally-collected Value-Added Tax (VAT) to local governments
224
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along party/ethnic lines and acknowledged a link between party in power and grant support for capital
and other investments. “The reason I did not fulfill several of my electoral promises was that the SDAcontrolled canton punished and undermined my administration” said the former SDP mayor of
Kakanj.225 At the same time, however, municipal personnel admitted that increased resources did not
always translate into increased performance. According to the Head of the finance department in the
municipality of Tešanj, “performance is often independent of per capita resources. It is the use and
management of funds that is more important than their availability”.226
Table 5.9: Mayoral alignment with party with majority seats in cantonal or entity assembly227
Municipality
Vitez
Srebrenica
Žepče
GVU
Tešanj

1997 2000
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Kakanj

Yes

Gračanica
Lukavac

Yes
Yes

2000-2004
No
No
No
Yes
Yes, partly (SDA
in canton 2002)
Yes, partly (SDA
in canton 2002)
No
No

20042008
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

20082012
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

20122016
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

LGP
Ranking
4
8
2
7
1

No

No

Yes

5

No
Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes

3
6

Furthermore, research revealed that receiving increased resources from upper levels of
government was not just a matter of party affiliation but also a matter of capacity. The bulk of the
resources municipalities received from entity and canton levels, aside from formula-based financial
redistributions, was earmarked for speciﬁc purposes. For several types of expenditures, including
many kinds of public works, disbursements were not automatic or necessarily pegged to a
distributional formula. They ﬁrst had to be “liberated” from state and national sources. Entity and
cantonal ministries issued calls to which municipalities had to formally apply. Receiving financial
transfers therefore involved a competitive process. However, while liberating funds ought to have

Interview published on the online magazine Sutra.ba, 16.08.2012, ‘Mensur Jašarspahić Suri, Mayor of Kakanj’
This information was provided during an informal chat, not through an in-depth, face to face interview. I did
nevertheless acquire verbal consent to reproduce it
227 For municipalities in the FBiH, party alignment refers to the alignment between the mayor’s party and the party with
majority seats in the cantonal assembly. Only for Srebrenica, which is administratively part of the RS, does party alignment
refer only to party correspondence between municipality and entity. The cantonal level of government does not exist in
the RS and the entity is directly in charge for allocating funds to local governments within its jurisdiction
225
226
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been the priority activity of mayors, councilors, and ofﬁce directors who wished to improve local
conditions and governance, municipalities differed signiﬁcantly in the extent to which their ofﬁcials
were able to capture new resources.
Some had developed notable institutional components, such as “special” officers or agencies
tasked with tracking entity and cantonal calls and massively applying for all sorts of assistance. The
Local Economic Development Agency of Žepče (RAZ Žepče), has since 2010 been training local
CSOs to apply for entity and cantonal grants. As the director explained: “The municipality cannot
respond to every call. Some target directly NGOs and other CSOs…What we do is to inform potential
recipients about existing funding opportunities and offer technical support to ensure a quality
application. Our goal is to bring as much of this money as possible, our way…No matter who receives
the grant, the point is to have things happening in the municipality”.228 The Žepče administration
exhibited a proactive attitude to the scarcity of resources that touches all municipalities in Bosnia.
Characteristically, the director of RAZ did not complaint about the grant allocation process but
commented on her good working relations with the Zenica-Doboj canton.
Contrariwise, in more passive municipalities, municipal officers described intergovernmental
cooperation as “minimal” and “formal” (taking place through ad hoc visits and exchange of letters)
and lamented upper government levels for producing more problems than they solved.229 Voices of
neglect and testimonies of authorities consciously “squeezing dry” local communities where stronger
in Srebrenica and Vitez, where the ethnic majority in power at the municipal level is a minority at the
cantonal/entity level.230 “Why should we apply for entity funds?” asked the municipal officer in charge
of social development in Srebrenica, a Serb, openly-affiliated with the SDS party.231 “They all go to
SNSD-controlled municipalities, we stand no chance…Last year alone we applied for two projects –
one for playground maintenance and one for youth development. You know what happened?
Laktasi232 got both.” However, the officer in charge of economic development painted a more
complicated reality: “The municipality has a very limited capacity to attract funds via competitive
processes. There is poor coordination between departments…Getting hold of data to support
evidence-based applications is extremely difficult. We either end up missing deadlines or drafting weak
applications. It’s all very frustrating.”233 The lack of a hands-on approach in going after available funds
Interview No. 46
Interviews No. 103; 92
230 As is the case in Žepče
231 Interview No. 118
232 Laktasi is a municipality in the RS and the birthplace of the RS President, Milorad Dodik
233 Interview No. 111
228
229
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was confirmed by another municipal officer who argued that “the municipality simply responds to
whichever donations are channeled to it…Whenever the canton of Tuzla or the council of ministers
of the BiH decides to provide funds for development purposes we adopt a decision to make use of
these funds. There is limited direct lobbying involved”.234
Overall, only a few of the local governments examined have developed the institutional
capacity required to pursue funding opportunities effectively. Moreover, this is a relatively recent
development, as most structures designated to do so were put in place in the second transitional
decade. Consequently, it seems more likely that fund attraction is the result rather than the cause of
high government performance, even though the former does consolidate the latter.
5.6

Conclusion

Several theoretical schools - civic activism, foreign aid, violence, socio-economic development, and
political parties - address the question of government performance. Neither on their own successfully
tackles the issue of performance after conflict or fully responds to the trajectories and outcomes of
local government performance in the case of Bosnia. Table 5.10 summarizes preceding discussions on
each theoretical school, including explanatory factors, observable implications,235 and case
application.236 It illustrates that only three potentially relevant factors (high inflow of capacity-building
assistance, low levels of wartime physical destruction, and high degree of pre-war modernization) seem
to have exerted some impact on final LGP scores, and presents the conditions under which that was
the case.

Interview No. 115
What should be empirically observed if a given hypothesis was true (indicators and mechanisms)
236 What was the case in selected municipalities (actual findings)
234
235
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Table 5.10: Alternative hypotheses of government performance in the Bosnian case
Theory

Government
Performance
high if

Civic Activism

Individual
Participation
High

MZs
Active

Foreign
Aid
CSOs
Active

Wartime Violence

SocioEconomic
Development

Political Parties

Capacity Building Aid
Inflow High

Physical
Destruction
Low

Social Capital
Destruction
Low

Level of
Modernity
High

Non-Ethnic
Competition

Frequent
Party
Alignment

Existing local participatory
decision-making mechanisms
employed frequenlty and
massively; frequent and
effective grassroots advocacy
and lobbying activities

Large
number of
externallyfunded
capacitybuilidng
projects that
directly and
positively
influence
government
performance

Production
kick-starts
immediately;
high return
rates in the
short run

Political
stability;
inter-ethnic
cooperation
in public and
civil sector

Consensusoriented
governance
and political
stability;
successful
design and
implementation
of
developmental
policies;
increased
political
participation;
high grassroots
expectations
for government
responsiveness

Programmatic
competition;
government
quality
introduced in
pre-electoral
rhetoric as a
theme

Increased
inflow of
resources
from
cantonal/
entity
structures

Civic activism at low levels
across municipalities

Correlation
partially
confirmed
under
conditions
of business
activism and
statebusiness
cooperation

Some
correlation
in extreme
cases only

Low interethnic social
capital stock
in all
municipalities

Correlation
holds only for
less developed
municipalities

No
differences
between
ethnic and
non-ethnic
type of
competition
uncovered

A clear
correlational
pattern did
not emerge

Observable
Implications

Case
Application

Justification

Does not hold
Partially holds
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Chapter 6
The Business of State-Building: Testing the Theory
6.1

Three stories of subnational state-building in post-conflict Bosnia

Chapter 5 explored multiple hypotheses concerning variations in social structures, political
composition, and other pre- and war-time developments that could have explained the significant
variation in the post-conflict performance of Bosnia’s local governments. Preliminary investigation
through congruence testing, however, failed to produce evidence that would render these lines of
investigation promising in the Bosnian context. This chapter tests the explanatory framework of ‘the
business of state-building’ introduced in Chapter 2. By utilizing extensive evidence uncovered through
systematic process tracing, the chapter offers support to the constitutive arguments of the proposed
explanatory frame.
This chapter tells three stories of local state-building in post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina that
correspond to, and are illustrated by, the three performance-based municipal categories identified in
Chapter 4; the Champions, the Let-Downs, and the Laggards. Economic structure, political action
undertaken by organized business groups, and state-business interaction, constitute the key building
blocks of the narrative.
Each story begins with the observation that at war’s end, local governments in Bosnia lacked
the capacity, and in some cases, the political will to initiate the organization and the incorporation of
business interests in local decision-making processes. Accordingly, this chapter focuses on what
businesses in each municipality did as a response to widespread state weakness and seeks to assess the
influence of business activities on the institutions of the local state. It demonstrates that while
businesses in post-conflict Bosnia had a variety of avenues through which they could exercise
influence on local governments, only organized collective business action left a positive and longlasting footprint on governmental performance. Relatedly, the chapter traces the conditions that
facilitated the formation of local business associations and allowed businesses to move beyond
methods of influence that are detrimental to government performance, such as bribery and capture.
It shows that the structure of local production - specifically, the degree of labor and output
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concentration of the municipal economy - was the principle factor underpinning the propensity of
local businesses to organize and cooperate. The more concentrated the municipal economy among a
few particularly large enterprises, the more reluctant were local economic elites to cooperate with one
another, and the more incentivized and capable they were to influence state actors directly. Conversely,
the more dispersed the municipal economy between multiple SMEs and between several sectors, the
higher were the chances that a business association would emerge, reflecting the marginal structural
power of individual businesses. Furthermore, rather than assuming that associations would always
initiate and facilitate the consolidation of synergistic relations with the state, this chapter investigates
their capacity to aggregate their members’ interests and to effectively advance an agenda that
supported the pursuit of good government as a collective goal.
Overall, this chapter empirically substantiates the joint structure-agency theoretical approach
to post-war government performance introduced in Chapter 2. Specifically, it demonstrates that in the
high-performing municipalities of Tešanj and Žepče (the Champions) it was the absence of intensive,
centrally planned industrialization during the pre-war period that spurred the formation of associations
in the early post-war period. The resultant associations functioned as broad coalitions of class, ethnic,
and sectoral interest groups. Furthermore, the democratic operation and highly skilled staff of the
associations made it possible for businesses to develop the goal of enhancing government
performance and securing the cooperation of state actors to meet this goal. State-business collective
action facilitated political stability, initiated administrative and economic reforms, and improved the
responsiveness of the local state.
In the low-performing municipalities of Kakanj, Lukavac, GVU, and Srebrenica (the Laggards),
business organization and cooperation proved infeasible. In Kakanj and Lukavac, giant industries –
remnants of the Yugoslav industrialization project – monopolized the local government’s attention
for funds as well as legal and developmental provisions. In GVU and Srebrenica, the elimination of
large-scale industries and the absence of a critical mass of SMEs to fill their void left the few
unorganized businesses prey to predatory state behavior and corruption. The stories of the ‘dogs that
didn’t bark’ are comprised of a series of failed attempts for cooperation (both among business and
between business and the state) and non-events. Moreover, they powerfully illustrate how and why,
in the absence of business organization and positive state-business interactions, political stability,
governmental responsiveness, and policy-making quality suffer.
Finally, the peculiar cases of Vitez and Gračanica (the Let-Downs), which exhibited substantial
advances in government performance during the first post-conflict decade but lost their reform
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momentum thereafter, highlight the limitations and the double-edged nature of business cooperation.
They demonstrate that the ‘right’ kind of economic structure cannot guarantee that emergent
associations will work toward establishing effective business-government relations or that they will
promote the enhancement of government performance as a public good. On the one hand, the case
of Gračanica illustrates how failure to build the level of professionalization required to effectively
execute representation functions not only might prevent associations from influencing the state
positively and substantially but might also render them susceptible to the state’s influence and control.
The case of Vitez, for its part, demonstrates the dark side of associative business action, when
associations fail to uphold the democratic principles of their internal operation and are captured by
their most influential and powerful members. Still, rather than fully confirming the theoretical
predictions of the public choice literature, i.e., that BAs will always work against the public interest,
the case of Vitez shows that even sub-optimally organized associations can produce positive outcomes
in divided societies, at least in the direct aftermath of a conflict.
Diverging from dominant theories of state-building that offer either exclusively structural or
exclusively agency-based explanations to institutional performance variations, this chapter brings
structure and agency together. It highlights the role of markets, understood not simply as ‘economics’
– in the sense of inherited structures of production - but also as human agency, and ultimately, as
social forces underpinning institutional transformation. In so doing, this chapter shows that in the
absence of ‘traditional’ civil society organizations such as NGOs, it is not only local political actors
and IOs that determine the direction and magnitude of institutional performance but also business.
To illustrate these arguments, this chapter employs evidence from primary and secondary
sources as well as interviews with government officials, business people, and association leaders
collected during 15 months of ethnographic field research over the 2013-2015 period. The chapter
relies heavily on the voices of respondents to disentangle the processes involved in the building of the
subnational state in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It draws on their testimonies and other anecdotal and
archival data to pack with evidence each building block of the explanatory frame it advances.
Specifically, it utilizes and couples evidence on municipal economic structure; economic interest group
formation; internal functioning of associations; business-government interaction and collective action,
and their impact on local government performance.
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The Champions
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6.2.1.

Tešanj

The local government of Tešanj - a small municipality in north-central Bosnia - emerged from this
investigation as the absolute performance champion. This finding is consonant with reports drafted
by development agencies operating in Bosnia and Herzegovina, according to which, “Tešanj
Municipality has achieved the most in terms of creating conditions for the undisturbed functioning of
business and for increasing productivity on its territory”; has become “a trustworthy partner to foreign
investors”; has “managed to mobilize local (and external) resources for social service provision”; and
has “greatly advanced the work and transparency of its administration”.237 The upcoming sections are
dedicated to explaining the gradual yet consistent transformation of Tešanj, from a war-battered
community to a success story of post-war governance. Specifically, in what follows I detail the role of
the Tešanj business association in the establishment and consolidation of cooperative relations
between the local business community and the local state, and trace the threads linking inter-sectoral
cooperation to high government performance.
6.2.1.1. Tešanj before, during, and in the direct aftermath of the Bosnian war
Originally a small community, Tešanj started to expand around its still well-preserved fortress, Gradina,
in the 17th century, and slowly grew into a town. In 1953, agriculture accounted for 73.8% of Tešanj’s
economic activity, and it was not until the late 1980s that industrial production became the dominant
economic sector, accounting for 37% of local GDP. 238 Industrialization progressed slowly in this part
of Bosnia, which between the end of WWII and the early 1970s exhibited low socio-economic growth
and high emigration rates. These trends were reversed in the two decades preceding the Bosnian war,
when Tešanj experienced increased growth and substantial population increase. From 1953 to 1991,
its population rose by 21,554 inhabitants. In terms of ethnic composition, in 1991 the municipality
had a strong Bosniak majority and smaller Croat and Serb communities (72%, 20% and 6% of total
population, respectively).

All quotes are taken from internal monitoring reports produced by GIZ BiH on the Program for Local SelfGovernment and Economic Development in BiH (2013) and by USAID-SIDA on the Growth-Oriented Local
Development Project (GOLD) (2014)
238 Municipality of Tešanj Local Economic Development Strategy, 2013-2018/Strategija razvoja općine Tešanj 2013-2018
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The first industry to be established in Tešanj was Pobjeda, a metal manufacturing company that
in 1959 employed 26 workers. By 1985, the company had grown considerably. It had 1,540 workers
and had expanded its operations to the production of auto parts. To support Pobjeda’s enlarged work
cycle, in 1974, its management established Unico Filter, a car-filter-producing factory with a 100%
export orientation.239 In 1983-84, two additional companies were created: a pumps and hydraulics
factory, and FAD-Jelah, another auto-parts-producing plant. In 1989, both Unico Filter and FADJelah broke off from Pobjeda and registered as independent companies. Pobjeda was left with 900
employees, while Unico Filter and FAD-Jelah had 1,200 and 500 workers, respectively. With several
other, smaller companies active in the auto-part-manufacturing industry (e.g. Enker), Tešanj was
among Yugoslavia’s largest automotive clusters. Smaller enterprises focused on textile- and woodprocessing (e.g. Čarapara, Ukus, Sloga, Zvečaj, Univerzal, IGM Usora) were also operating locally,
synthesizing a diverse enterprise ecosystem.
As soon as the war in Bosnia broke out, most of Tešanj’s Serb inhabitants fled to VRScontrolled territory. A few weeks later, in May 1992, about 30,000 displaced Muslims from the
neighboring municipalities of Doboj and Teslić, which had come under Serbian control, took refuge
in Tešanj.240 Surrounded by enemy forces - the VRS to the north and the HVO to the south – the
municipality was placed under a tight and uninterrupted siege from June 1993 to April 1994. Seven
hundred and fifty-one individuals, most of them civilians, lost their lives. With the signing of the DPA,
Tešanj was territorially reduced241 and incorporated in the Zenica-Doboj canton. In 1998, when Croatmajority areas from the municipalities of Tešanj and Doboj were merged to establish the municipality
of Usora,242 Tešanj’s territory shrank even further.243 Its ethnic profile was also altered, becoming
(almost perfectly) homogenous. In 2013, more than 90% of its residents were self-identified as
Bosniak.
The establishment of the municipality of Usora was a long and strenuous process. It involved
years of intense SDA-HDZ negotiations and heavy OHR involvement,244 during which the political
Interview No.58
Interview No. 64
241 From 223 km2 to 209 km2
242 The establishment of the municipality of Usora was made possible under a stipulation of the FBiH constitution, which
allowed ethnic communities located close to the inter-ethnic entity line to secede from administrative units established
prior to the war, and form independent ones that would allow them to fall under the jurisdiction of the entity where their
respective majority was concentrated. For this to be realized, however, the law required at least 4,000 inhabitants and the
feasibility of border creation
243 To 163 km2
244 Oslobođenje, 07.04.1995, ‘Croat initiative for the formation of the municipality of Usora’
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and security situation on the ground was assessed as “volatile” and “fragile”.245 Political normalcy
resumed during the 2000-2004 electoral cycle. Since then, two parties largely associated with the
Bosniak vote – the SDA and the SDP – have peacefully alternated in power, with little political turmoil
recorded by international overseers and in the national press.246
Alongside significant territorial and demographic alterations, Tešanj also underwent a
remarkable developmental transformation. During the war, Tešanj’s manufacturing plants were
switched to war production to meet the defense needs of the besieged town, with most of them
suffering extensive damage. Still, Tešanj’s automotive industry – the backbone of the local economy
– managed not only to survive the war but to thrive. Shortly after war’s end, Pobjeda and Unico Filter
were successfully privatized, the latter to a leading automotive supplier - the German Mann+Hummel.
Despite major lay-offs (Pobjeda today employs 270 workers and Unico Filter 520), both companies
recorded annual increases in production throughout the post-war period.247 Even more remarkably, in
the past 15 years non-traditional economic sectors have also grown considerably, resulting in a highly
dispersed and heterogeneous economic structure comprised of several hundred SMEs.
In 2004, the increase in the total revenue of the municipality’s legal entities amounted to 35%,
while the average for the Zenica-Doboj canton was 15%.248 Ten years later, in 2014, 13 companies
operating in Tešanj were among the 100 most successful companies nation-wide (in terms of
revenue).249 Currently, Tešanj has one of the most developed and fast-growing municipal economies
in the BiH, with an average of 45 million in new investments realized locally on an annual basis.250 The
municipality is a national leader in activities as diverse as the transport of petroleum products, the
processing of poultry meat, foodstuff production, and mineral water bottling. Its companies have also
grown increasingly export-oriented; in recent years, municipal exports have risen considerably, from
185 million KM in 2010 to 325 million KM in 2013.251 According to the latest available statistics, in

OHR Archive, Local News Issues, 06.05.1997
ONASA, 10.09.1997, ‘Postponed meeting of Mr. Wagner with Bosniaks and Croats on the municipality of Usora’
245 OHR archive, Political Situation Report (internal correspondence)
246 Dani, 22.09.2000, ‘Mayor vs. mayor in Tešanj’
Slobodna Dalmacija, 18.03.2001, ‘Užičanin accuses Šišić of embezzlement’
Conflict climaxed in December 2002, when the council failed to adopt the annual report of the work of the mayor and the
administration. After the failure of several attempts and a series of heated council sessions, the crisis ended with the then
mayor being ousted on 29 April, 2003.
247 Interview No. 58
248 Agency for Financial Information on Business, AFIP
249 According to the “100 Greatest in the BiH” list, published annually by the “Business” (Biznis) magazine
250 Business Dialogue - CorD Magazine No. 152
251 Interview No. 58
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2016, companies doing business in Tešanj realized a turnover of 1.3 billion BAM (650 million) and
exported their goods to 61 countries.252
6.2.1.2 The Tešanj business association
The Tešanj business association (Business Center Jelah- Tešanj/Udruženje privrednika Biznis centar JelahTešanj), abbreviated in this dissertation as UPT, was created in 2002 to “represent and advance the
collective interests of the business community of Tešanj”.253 During in-depth interviews with UPT
members and employees, I sought to clarify what business owners perceived as “collective interests”
at the start of the transition and identify the motives that underpinned the establishment of the
association. One of the founding members recalled:
“After the war the state was no longer able to fulfil its role of delivering basic services. Law
enforcement and infrastructure were problematic. At the same time, economic necessity
forced many people in Tešanj into entrepreneurial activities…The association was created as
a substitute for the state…We [the entrepreneurs] decided to work together to create for
ourselves what the state was depriving us from – the conditions that would help us survive
and grow”. 254
From its inception, the UPT gained considerable organizational strength due to its permanent, trained
staff, its large and encompassing membership base, and its steady income. Its members benefited from
various information and training sessions, opportunities to participate in trade delegations, access to
business opportunities outside the country, and multiple business services. In terms of structure, the
UPT quickly developed a sophisticated, cluster-based organization that encouraged interest
aggregation - both within and across economic sectors. Its board of directors (comprised from the
representatives of 14 firms of diverse sectors and sizes) was re-elected annually. According to data
extracted from the association’s annual implementation reports and triangulated through in-depth
interviews with UPT members and employees, frequent steering board meetings and other, informal
gatherings provided ample opportunity for deliberation and coordination. Currently, the association
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has more than 150 active members with approximately 11,000 employees.255 Thanks to its
organizational strength and democratic set-up, when I visited Tešanj, the UPT was recognized by the
local government, and more broadly, as the “true voice of the Tešanj business community”256 and as
a “competent and valuable social partner”.257 However, when the association was first established, this
was hardly the case. One of its first members argued:
“At first, people in the municipality had a hard time understanding that they needed us as
much as we needed them; that they were only as strong as we were…They didn’t seem to
think that it was in their best interest to cooperate with us…We had to work very hard to
convince them to care about and nurture development…Through advocacy campaigns,
persistent and informed lobbying, and proven results in infrastructure and business
development, we slowly gained their respect. But it was not easy…We had to fight our way
in”.258
The following sections detail the activities undertaken by the Tešanj business association, its evolving
relationship with local state actors, the gradual formation of an inter-sectoral development coalition
in the municipality, and the latter’s impact on the performance of the Tešanj government. Analysis
concentrates on two key dimensions of performance: economic and social development promotion.
6.2.1.3.

The UPT and the performance of the Tešanj local government

Local economic development promotion
In the first years after the Bosnian war, the reconstruction of governing institutions, the initiation of
industrial production, and the reintroduction of social service provision progressed slowly in Tešanj.
Political actors – local, national, and international – were focused on resolving the ‘Usora
complication’ and maintaining security in the area. The first business owners in the municipality
reported “zero contacts with the local authorities”.259 A textile manufacture noted sarcastically: “if it
weren’t for the numerous audits and inspections we received, I wouldn’t even know that the state was

Interview with Edin Jabandžić, president of UPT in 2016 (Source: Business Dialogue Magazine- CorD No. 152)
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up and running…There was no support, no help coming from the municipality. Only trouble”. 260
Regarding political institutions as a threat rather than a solution to the many challenges they were
facing, business owners in Tešanj organized to “reinvigorate economic activity through selfmanagement and cooperation”.261 Indeed, the association kick-started the reconstruction process by
coordinated multiple collective activities – such as the restoration of the heavily damaged utility
networks in the municipality’s industrial zones and the establishment of a volunteer security guard
that patrolled production facilities to ensure their physical soundness.262
In addition to facilitating the re-building of infrastructure, the association aided its members
with the administratively demanding business registration process and worked hard to improve their
entrepreneurial mentality and job-relevant skills. It also offered support with construction permits;
advice on labor, trade and commerce matters; created awareness about business opportunities; and
organized a plethora of employee training programs.263 In 2004, the association applied for and
received technical and financial assistance from UNDP to organize a business fair envisioned to
“enable the promotion of local companies, help establish cooperation in various projects, and support
growth and employment in Tešanj”.264 The fair was also seen as “an opportunity for local firms to
exchange good practices and make business deals” and to “bring the local government closer to the
business community”.265 Having attracted more than 70 exhibitors from Tešanj and beyond, the fair
was deemed widely successful. In subsequent years, it became institutionalized as an annual event.
Bolstered by an extensive membership base and donors’ support, the UPT grew increasingly
confident in “trying to improve its limited and tense relations with the local government”.266 A former
president of the association, recalled: “We realized that the only way to drastically improve the business
environment was to acquire a say in the policy process; to reverse the decisions that were limiting our
prospects of success”.267 To achieve that, the UPT worked with donors to develop its advocacy and
lobbying competencies.268 The aim was to obtain “sufficient capacity to gather information and
Interview No. 61
Interview No. 74
262 Interviews No. 71; 74
263 Annual implementation reports of the Association of Entrepreneurs "Business Center" Jelah Tesanj, 2003-2005
264 Interview No. 74
265 Interview No. 71
266 Interview No. 68
267 Ibid.
268 In 2004, the association received assistance from The Business Sector Advocacy Challenge (BUSAC) Fund established
by the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA). The assistance included staff and board training aimed at
enhancing organizational and advocacy skills. In also involced financial assistance to commission legal and market research
and lobby policy makers
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statistics, develop concrete policy positions, and establish avenues of communication with the local
government”.269 While improved business association competence is not always associated with
business association ability to influence policy (Irwin, 2015), evidence from Tešanj suggests a robust
association between the two.
Under intense pressure from the UPT, in 2005 the municipality of Tešanj began drafting its
first long-term development strategy. The drafting methodology was provided by the OSCE, but the
strategy’s content was shaped by the Commission for Municipal Development Planning (CMDP) - a
council-appointed body comprised of MCs and UPT representatives.270 Adopted in 2006, the
“Development Strategy of the Municipality of Tešanj (2007-2015)” outlined clear operational
objectives and foresaw the implementation of a series of ambitious projects in areas that were of high
importance for UPT members. “Like businesses everywhere”, argued the director of the association,
“those in Tešanj required a stable investment environment and an administration that would
consistently deliver services and policies to maintain investors’ confidence. Advocating and
influencing policies and initiatives aimed to overcome obstacles to creating confidence, was a core
part of the association’s work within the CMDP”.271
The local government’s success rate for implementing the strategy, as recorded in the annual
action plans and implementation reports published by the municipal administration, was remarkably
high. To boost investment attraction, in 2007 the MC amended the municipality’s outdated spatial
plan.272 In consultation with UPT, it also adopted regulatory and management plans for its industrial
zones, namely, Ciglana and Bukva. In addition, a feasibility study for the establishment of a new zone
(Glinište), close to the M4 highway, was commissioned to UPT in November 2007.273 Dozens of
technical decisions concerning the construction of roads and the improvement of utility networks
were approved between 2007 and 2012. The first phase of construction in Glinište was completed in
2010. By 2012, the municipality had installed new or had renovated obsolete utility infrastructure in
the entire zone of Bukva and in 10.5 hectares of industrial land in Glinište. Finally, by 2015 road
construction in Glinište was complete, a third lane of industrial plots was constructed in Bukva, and
200,000 KM worth of wastewater and electricity network upgrading had been undertaken in Cinglana.
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In addition to improving ‘hard’ infrastructure, the local government of Tešanj worked
systematically to provide ‘soft’ incentives to existing and potential investors. In 2007, the MC approved
a marketing plan for the Bukva business zone which outlined a set of eligibility conditions for local
tax and fee waivers. Following consistent advocacy and the drafting of a utility usage and cost
reduction plan by the UPT, in 2008 the council drastically lowered utility prices for all businesses and
exempted small-scale manufactures - including craftsmen – from local tax liabilities. Recognizing the
importance of an enabling business environment - repeatedly stressed by the UPT - in 2009 the local
government requested donors’ assistance to remove local obstacles to doing business. With the
financial and technical support it received from IFC and SIDA, the municipality further reduced its
(already short) timeframes for business registration and permit granting, and institutionalized priority
for entrepreneurs in the processing of administrative requests. Part of this comprehensive businessenvironment reform was the creation of an electronic register of administrative procedures that could
be accessed by entrepreneurs and regular residents alike, via the municipal website. While at the time
of this assessment applications could not be submitted online, applicants could track the status of
their request and be notified upon completion of processing via email or SMS.
Other interactive services that allowed citizens to directly contact and receive prompt
responses from the administration were also introduced. In 2012, the municipality launched its 72 Call
Centre System. The system encouraged citizens to submit suggestions, comments and complaints about
municipal matters and guaranteed a response within 72 hours. Direct communication with competent
municipal departments was made possible via multiple channels: citizens could call a designated
telephone number during work hours at the town hall or submit their requests via the municipal
website, e-mail, or the municipality’s android application. According to the head of the municipal
administration, the introduction of interactive services aimed to “raise both the quality of municipal
services and the municipal employees’ level of responsibility and responsiveness”.274 It was also
designed to increase the residents’ sense of agency over communal matters and their own
responsibility for the quality of life in the municipality. In the words of the mayor, Mr. Suad Huskić,
“we wanted to make citizens care about the situation in our community and encourage them to
participate in making it better, by denouncing cases of irresponsible disposal of waste, illegal action,
corruption, and the like”.275
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Also in line with the prescriptions of the municipality strategy, in 2009 the local government
established the Tešanj development agency/Agencija za razvoj općine Tešanj (TRA) and pledged to invest
300,000 KM annually in its operation. According to the executive director of the UPT, who spent
years advocating for the creation of the development agency, “TRA was established to depoliticize
and professionalize the local development process and to act as a bridge between the public and the
private sectors”.276 Indeed, the agency that became staffed with four permanent employees, took the
lead in development planning, monitoring, and implementation. It also functioned as a one-stop shop
for potential investors and as a business help-desk for existing entrepreneurs. “With the creation of
TRA, business service provision improved dramatically”, argued a member of the UPT.277
In 2015, TRA assumed the directorship of a large-scale, sophisticated business-support project
funded by the GIZ and implemented jointly with the UPT. The project was designed to offer multidimensional assistance to export-oriented SMEs in Tešanj, operating in four sectors of strategic
importance (the metal, wood, textile, and confectionary industries). Following extensive consultations
with UPT representatives, the project’s planned activities focused on enhancing productivity and
export competitiveness as well as facilitating contacts with foreign partners. Activities implemented
by the time of this assessment included a situational analysis on the needs of export-oriented SMEs,
the organization of training seminars on the strengthening of managerial capacities, the provision of
marketing and strategic branding services, the development of business and marketing plans, the
design of a web portal for the promotion of Tešanj-based exporters, and ISO standardization for
selected producers.
As evident from the above, cooperation between the local government of Tešanj and the
municipality’s organized business community grew increasingly close and far-reaching during the
second transitional decade. However, even though the government slowly came to recognize UPT as
“a valuable social partner”,278 the association continued to work hard to “formalize its relationship
with the state and institutionalize avenues of communication and collective action with the local
authorities”.279 Following a series of discussions with GIZ officers who were already working with the
local government on a series of development projects, the UPT requested that the agency design an
institutional framework that would allow it to “become fully incorporated in the policy process”, and
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to encourage the LG to adapt it.280 According to the association’s legal advisor, “the municipality was
moving in the direction of pluralizing the policy making process, but some of our members
complained that they were still a long way from having a truly meaningful role. Some felt that the
government’s attitude toward businesses was to try to create the impression that business is actively
involved in the policy making process when in fact it wasn’t, at least not to the degree they considered
optimal”.281 As a result of these processes, the Council for Local Economic Development
(CLED)/Savjeta za lokalni ekonomski razvoj was established in 2014. The new institution was designed
as a political structure that would incorporate not only representatives of the local government and
business community (specifically, the president of the UPT and UPT members representing different
economic sectors) but other social partners as well, including the principals of local schools, the
manager of the local employment institute; and several NGOs. Members were to meet every three
months to “maintain public-private dialogue”, “consider issues important for the development and
improvement of the business climate and competitiveness in the municipality”, and suggest “measures
to develop and improve business climate and consider initiatives for partnering projects and their
implementation”.282 Implementation reports published by the Council in the first two years of its
operation show that its members’ principle activity was to conduct detailed needs-based analyses of
the economic and social situation in the municipality.283 Based on their findings, several innovative
projects in the fields of employment and education were designed and implemented. Several of these
are described below.
Social development promotion
The policy pronouncements of the Tešanj local government in the area of social development were
clearly stated in its strategic documents284 and revolved around the “improvement of the quality of life
in the community and the raising of local educational and employment levels”.285 Analysis of annual
implementation reports revealed that the municipality has been highly successful in taking concrete
Interviews No. 74; 128
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steps towards realizing these objectives. Furthermore, research in Tešanj produced ample empirical
evidence of the key role played by the municipality’s organized business community in the design and
implementation of social policies.
Even before the establishment of CLED, political, economic, and social actors in Tešanj had
come together to update local educational curricula. In a series of meetings held in 2009,
representatives of the Tešanj local government, the UPT, and directors of local high schools agreed
to the introduction of new courses that were better aligned with the realities of the local economy;
decided on increased provision of practical training; and pooled resources to update equipment used
for the delivery of technical courses. With the support of the local business association, the
municipality also expanded its student-stipend program. Since 2007, all undergraduate students from
Tešanj who were enrolled in a BiH university received financial support for up to four years of study.
In 2010, Tešanj became the first municipality in the BiH to provide financial support for up to four
years of post-graduate study (masters and doctoral degrees) for students studying in universities, both
in Bosnia and abroad. In 2014, a vocational education and training center (VET) - the ‘Center for
Adult Education’ - was also established in Tešanj. The creation of the center was the result of intersectoral cooperation, as TRA and UPT, who had jointly applied for funding to SIDA, were key
implementing partners. A project monitoring report drafted by SIDA in 2015 states: “VET Tešanj
was created to address the lack of direct cooperation between VET and labor market stakeholders. As
technologies advance and markets evolve, the employee skills needed by BiH companies are changing,
and educational curricula and programs need to adjust accordingly. Within the project, the first formal
VET council in BiH was established. The Tešanj VET Advisory Council is a modern VET system
that brings together local entities - companies, technical schools, education ministries, employment
agencies, and employers’ associations - and enables employers to directly influence the design of the
VET school’s curricula and adult training programs to better respond to labor market needs”.286 SIDA
signed two partnership agreements with the Tešanj municipality, the vocational school, the UPT, and
the federal employment bureau. All actors committed to provide adult and formal education programs
for mechatronic technicians and welders, and local companies committed to employing those
completing the training.287 According to the head of the municipal department for social development
in the municipality of Tešanj, “all partners put a lot of effort to make this project work, but without
the participation of the local business community, few concrete results would have been achieved. In
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the past six months alone [March-October 2014] more than 30 individuals have found employment
in local companies”.288
In the area of employment, the 2007 and 2013 municipal strategies detailed a list of activities
guided by three operational goals: assisting the introduction of the long-term unemployed in the labor
market, increasing employment in local SMEs, and encouraging self-employment, particularly among
young adults; an issue also stressed and further detailed in the 2009 Youth Development Strategy. To
advance its first goal, in 2009 the local government worked with the UPT to develop an internship
program targeting recent graduates and the long-term unemployed. Actual absorption rates in the
private sector have been high, with 289 individuals finding permanent employment between 2009 and
2014.289 To increase the likelihood that active job seekers would land a job, the municipality
consistently worked with a broad network of actors, including the local labor bureau, several civil
society organizations, the UPT, and international donors, to organize and deliver a series of seminars
focused on communication skills strengthening, CV and letter of motivation writing, and job interview
training. Finally, in cooperation with the local business association and youth NGOs, the local
government of Tešanj organized several thematic visits to local companies, and since 2011 has
introduced employment fairs as a mechanism of directly matching recruiting employers with job
seekers. To advance the strategic objective of ‘propagating employment in smaller firms’ the Tešanj
development strategy called for the implementation of a series of subsidized jobs programs. Fullyimplemented, the programs resulted in the creation of 168 new jobs in the period 2009-2014.290 Finally,
with respect to its third operational goal - the encouragement of youth self-employment - the
municipality has since 2008 organized dozens of trainings on startup entrepreneurship focused on
business planning, marketing, and promotion as well as financial management. Since 2010, it has
organized, in partnership with UPT, the annual competition - the Young Business Ideas project.
Competing on the basis of the most innovative yet feasible business plan, the winners of the
competition receive the financial and technical resources required to materialize their ideas, along with
extensive administrative support, counselling, mentoring, and networking opportunities. Since 2010,
15 new companies have been set up through the program – financed and run jointly by the
municipality and the local business association – resulting in the creation of 56 new jobs.291
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The story of the UPT is of an association that managed to turn the local government’s ‘grabbing hand’
into a ‘helping hand’. Created in response to the weakness and incapacity of the post-war state, the
association managed to develop the minimum conditions required for the survival of Tešanj’s protoentrepreneurial class during the most turbulent part of the transition. Most importantly, it induced
improvements in the developmental and overall capacities of the local state, consolidating a favorable
business environment and ensuring business growth in the longer term.
Thanks to its remarkable organizational strength, the association turned a hostile environment
into a favorable opportunity structure. While the state’s weakness posed several impediments to local
firms, it also meant that the local government was unable to autonomously face the pressing challenge
of socio-economic transformation, and came to rely heavily on the expertise of the association to
design and implement its policies. Still, the dependence of state institutions on organized business
groups, which tends to encourage inter-sectoral cooperation, by no means guarantees that its
outcomes, as they relate to government performance, will be positive. In the case of Tešanj, positive
business influence was ensured by the association’s democratic internal operation, which facilitated
the emergence of a political agenda of the ‘minimum common denominator’ type. This agenda
reflected the aggregated, horizontal interests of its dense and diverse membership. In this respect, the
association was qualitatively different from organizations that make demands for resources and
patronage. Its key aims were to strengthen the developmental capacities of the state, improve its
responsiveness, and enhance its administrative competencies to facilitate private economic activity.
Democratic structure not only favorably shaped the association’s lobbying agenda but also increased
its effectiveness. It allowed the association to speak with a single, strong voice, increasing its credibility
and legitimacy in the eyes of the state and of the broader community. As accountability and
transparency are important for a democratic association, its political action was conducted publicly
and formally, resulting in the institutionalization of public-private consultation and the establishment
of new institutional structures for inter-sectoral coordination. These structures opened up to
incorporate a variety of social actors performing roles of direct interest to the local business
community – schools, employment agencies, utility companies, etc. – leading to innovative and
cooperative solutions to different social concerns.
Undoubtedly, the UPT posed a direct challenge to the manner in which official power was
constituted. It helped embed the state in a matrix of social interests and was a force for accountability
and increased responsiveness. Furthermore, rather than motivating selective change in matters directly
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linked to business development, the association paved the way for positive change in a wide spectrum
of policy areas, including employment and education. Today, while the Tešanj local government has
achieved remarkable levels of administrative effectiveness and has taken the lead in development
policy planning and implementation, the UPT continues to play a prominent role. It is regularly
consulted on policy matters and is the sole local representative of business interests on several national
committees.

6.2.2.

Žepče

The second Champion, Žepče, is an unlikely winner. At the start of the Bosnian transition, few would
have considered this rural and ethnically mixed municipality a good candidate for effective postconflict government. Yet, against all odds, Žepče’s local government, first timidly, and later decisively,
improved its performance, reaching above-national-average levels. The story behind Žepče’s
remarkable transformation, from a context of sharp societal divisions and institutional weakness to a
‘success story’ of good government, is very similar to that of Tešanj. Cooperative state-business
relations encouraged by and sustained through low economic concentration and business collective
action lie at the heart of both. Yet, Žepče’s multi-ethnic character, which added an additional layer of
difficulty for state-building, introduces a new and interesting element to the story of the Champions.
In this respect, Žepče stands as proof that diversity need not present an insurmountable barrier to the
institutional progress of war-afflicted societies and highlights developmental equity as key to mitigating
the potentially negative influence of diversity on government performance.
6.2.2.1.

Socio-economic background

Situated just off the M-17 highway, Žepče is located 108 km north-west of Sarajevo. In 1991, the
municipality had 22,966 inhabitants, out of which, 47.11% (10,820) were Muslim/Bosniak, 39.62%
(9,100) Croat, and 9.9% (2,278) Serbs. While 80% of the municipality’s land was registered as rural,
agriculture was not developed in the socialist period. Neither was industry. Rather, Žepče was a
satellite community that supplied labor to the heavily industrialized, neighboring cities of Zenica and
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Doboj. Only a handful of socially owned enterprises were established in its territory. A textile company
that in 1991 employed 600 employees, and a furniture factory with 200 workers, were the largest.292
The war in Žepče was (relatively) short yet fighting was intense, resulting in 1.5% of the
municipality’s pre-war residents losing their lives. During the conflict, the town of Žepče was fiercely
contested and heavily bombarded. Its entire Bosniak community was displaced, with many of its
members finding refuge in Begov Han - the part of the municipal territory that was controlled by the
ABiH. There, since 1993, Bosniak-only administrative structures were established, which functioned
in parallel to the Croat-only local government that was based in the town of Žepče.
The end of the war found Žepče fiercely divided - socially, institutionally, and territorially.
The level of infrastructural destruction in the town was described as “biblical”.293 What is more, the
municipality’s borders had remained undecided at Dayton and were to be negotiated and agreed upon
between the former warring parties at a subsequent stage. At the start of the transition, nothing on
the ground could have predicted the municipality’s remarkable post-conflict performance.
6.2.2.2.

The establishment of Žepče’s business associations: UPIP Žepče and

MOTRIX
Shortly after the war, small-scale entrepreneurship flourished in Žepče. By 2000, more than 200 SMEs
in a variety of sectors – metal, textile, wood, food, trade, services – had already been registered
locally.294 Reflecting sharp grassroots divisions, two mono-ethnic business associations emerged in the
municipality: the Croat UPIP Žepče295 and the Bosniak MOTRIX.296 UPIP was formed in 1999 at the
initiative of five Croat entrepreneurs. MOTRIX was established a few years later, in 2002.
When asked about business cooperation in the municipality, members of both BAs offered
similar responses. One of UPIP’s founding members, the owner of a construction company, recalled:
“Being an entrepreneur in Žepče shortly after the war was like trying to survive in the
rainforest. Few people understood what entrepreneurship entailed…The municipality
offered no help…Business registration was a nightmare. Procedures were scattered not only
Interviews No. 45; 56
Interviews No. 44; 57
294 Interview No. 45
295 Udruga poduzetnika i poslodavaca Žepče/Association of entrepreneurs and employers of Žepče
296 Udruženje privrednika ‘Motrix’ Žepče/Association of entrepreneurs ‘Motrix’ Žepče
292
293
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between different offices but also between municipalities and between municipal and
cantonal agencies…It took years to finalize registration…The cost involved was so high, that
many of us [the entrepreneurs] could not afford it…We didn’t have the energy and the capital
required to make our businesses legal…We were condemned to exploitation and
irregularity…[Eventually], we realized we had to act together if we were to gain enough
influence to change this situation…None of us was powerful enough to overcome the
multiple legal and administrative obstacles we were faced with…To the government, we were
invisible…We had to act in unity”.297
Weak state capacity and administrative corruption as well as self-perceptions of low individual
structural power and systematic exclusion from local policy-making processes were repeatedly cited
by business owners in Žepče as key motivating factors for collective action. A former MOTRIX
member and the association’s first president stressed the role of business development services, or
rather, the lack of it:
“Many people wanted to start their own business but had absolutely no idea how to do it.
Business-related knowledge was such a rare commodity back then! In many places in Bosnia,
it still is…MOTRIX was envisioned as a safe space where business owners and aspiring
entrepreneurs would come together to exchange information and to educate and support
each other”.298
The director of UPIP, who at the time of our interview had held this position for 15 years, highlighted
long-lasting political instability as an additional driving force for associationalism:
“Our members took their first steps in a fragile political context. For years, unresolved
border issues caused serious problems; transportation and registration were unnecessarily
hard…Businesses suffered excessively not only due to legal complexities but also because
instability hurts the economy directly…Who would want to invest in a place where political
institutions work against the people they are supposed to serve? The answer is no one. And
indeed, not a single external investment came in Žepče for more than a decade…One of the
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key reasons local businessmen decided to cooperate was to [collectively] push for a
breakthrough to the political impasse”.299
The same external conditions, namely low economic concentration and bad government, encouraged
the establishment of both UPIP Žepče and MOTRIX. Nevertheless, variations in the associations’
internal organization resulted in the development of varying institutional capacities that directly
affected their legislative influence and sustainability. While MOTRIX failed to develop the degree of
professionalization required to strengthen its membership base and flex its advocacy muscles, UPIP
Žepče invested heavily in building its own. From very early on, UPIP employed six permanent staff
members with strong professional backgrounds in the fields of business development; economic
analysis; business law; and agricultural development. Interviews with international development
officers in Sarajevo300 and desk research confirmed that UPIP is the best staffed local business
association in the country. Unsurprisingly, while MOTRIX failed to prove its added-value to its
members and was dissolved soon after its establishment, UPIP managed to consolidate a dense and
loyal membership base which, after MOTRIX dissolved, expanded to incorporate several Bosniakowned businesses. Equipped with substantial resources and political clout, the association succeeded
in designing and implementing multiple developmental projects and advocacy campaigns and
eventually established itself as a key player in the local state-building process.
The following sections review the performance of the Žepče local government in parallel to activities
undertaken by UPIP Žepče and traces the links between the two entities. The analysis is tripartite in
nature, with each part dedicated to an examination of UPIP’s influence on three dimensions of LGP:
political stability, economic development promotion, and social development promotion.
6.2.2.3.

UPIP Žepče and local government performance: identifying the links

Political stability
At the start of the transition, three wartime legacies impaired the return to political normalcy in the
Žepče region (OHR 2000):301 (1) the parallel functioning of two distinct administrative and political
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structures; (2) the unlawful operation of Herceg-Bosna institutions and the non-integration of the
municipality into the structures of the Zenica-Doboj Canton (ZDC); and (3) the persistent demands
of Croat-majority territories, which were geographically adjacent to Žepče but administratively part of
the municipalities of Maglaj and Zavidovici, to be legally incorporated in Žepče, thus effectively
expanding the municipality’s pre-war boarders and shifting its ethnic structure from a Bosniak- to a
Croat-majority one. The latter request originated from fears of marginalization of the Croat
community which, if Žepče’s borders remained unchanged, would have found itself a minority in a
municipality that was legally incorporated in a canton where Croats were already a minority
community. Viewed as justified by the OHR, the Croat claim was fiercely refuted by the Bosniak
nationalist party (SDA).
Indeed, resolving the multifaceted Žepče conundrum proved to be an enormous challenge for
Bosnia’s international overseers and a major cause of distress for the local population. The September
1997 elections were expected to be the first step towards the establishment of joint government
institutions. Yet, following the exposure of what OSCE reports describe as “massive fraudulent
activity”302 and faced with certain defeat due to their numerical disadvantage, the Croats of Žepče and
the local HDZ party decided to boycott the electoral process (ICG 1999).303 To deal with the lack of
democratically elected HDZ councilors, the OSCE handpicked party members to serve as councilors
with the elected Bosniaks on the basis of a two-month rotational presidency. Still, violent
demonstrations304 postponed the council’s inaugural session until January 31, 1998.305
By the end of 1998, little progress had been made. Despite reassurances to the contrary from
the HDZ leadership, Herceg Bosna institutions were not dissolved,306 efforts to consolidate municipal
departments under one roof had failed,307 and a series of violent physical attacks were recorded.308
Political deadlock prompted the OHR’s intervention. In December 1998, Hanns Schumacher, the

According to the 1996 OSCE-drafted electoral law, displaced individuals could vote either in their place of origin or in
their place of residence. The Croats of Žepče, a minority before the war, attempted to improve their electoral chances by
providing fake certificates of residence and fraudulently registering as voters individuals from the neighboring
municipalities of Maglaj and Zavidovici
303 International Crisis Group, Is Dayton Failing? Bosnia Four Years After the Peace Agreement, CG Balkans Report
N°80, Sarajevo, 28 October 1999
304 ONASA, 04.12.1997, ‘Bosniak councilors prevented from attending the constituting session of the Municipal Council
Žepče’; ONASA, 05.12.1997, ‘OSCE protest the violence against journalists in Žepče’
305 ONASA, 30.01.1998, ‘Tomorrow the inaugural session of the Žepče Municipal Council’
306 International Crisis Group, ‘Rule of law in public administration: Confusion and discrimination in a post-communist
bureaucracy’, Bosnia Legal Project Report N° 2, ICG Balkans Report N° 84, 15 December 1999
307 ONASA, 11.05.1998, ‘Schumacher visits Žepče’
308 ONASA, 12.04.1998, ‘Z. Lagumdzija sent a letter to K. Westendorp about the attack on members of SDP in Žepče’
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Senior Deputy High Representative, invited all parties to ‘Final Status Negotiations’. On January 9,
1999, the OHR noted that “negotiations…were held in a very constructive atmosphere” and expressed
confidence that “an overall agreement on Žepče was possible” and “could be concluded
imminently”.309 However, negotiations were curtailed when the SDA delegation withdrew from the
negotiations over the border issue.310 The Žepče stalemate would remain unresolved until the 2000
local elections.
While obstructionism and delay were the principle tactics local political actors had adapted visà-vis international mediators, representatives of the IC were surprised to discover an unlikely ally: the
municipality’s newly established business association – UPIP Žepče. One of the association’s founding
members recalled: “We tried to pressure the HDZ leadership to accelerate the reunification
process...[But], there was so much tension over the border issue that the slightest compromise was
considered an unpatriotic act”.311 Frustrated, the members of the association participated in a series of
informal discussions with OHR representatives. “We felt powerless…There was nothing we could
do. At that moment, only the internationals had significant leverage…It made sense for us to forward
our demands through them”, said the association’s executive director.312 Perhaps influenced by these
meetings, in one of its reports, the OHR noted: “the OHR is encouraged by many signs on the ground
suggesting that the population is willing to find a way out of the deadlock...The preservation of the
status quo hurts the population and the business communities of all ethnic groups...However, some
politicians seem to believe that boycotting negotiations and making maximalist, non-compromising
demands, will help them achieve a better outcome. This is a mistake: it should be left to the people of
Žepče to decide on their future’.313
A few days before the 2000 local election, on April 5, the OHR issued a written request, urging
Žepče citizens to exercise their voting rights.314 However, with an agreement on the final status of the
municipality still pending, the HDZ once again decided to boycott the process. The SDA gathered
nearly 98 per cent of the local vote. An ICG report warned: “[A]ttempts to implement the election
results could be opposed by local Croats, who control the town centre. This might lead to violent
confrontation between Croats, Bosniaks and international officials, as the Croats could well refuse to
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seat newly elected officials, or to honour their decisions”.315 With the prospect of security deterioration
looming large, on October 6, 2000 the OHR unilaterally issued a decision on the reunification of the
municipality316 that foresaw the imminent cease of the operation of all Herceg-Bosna institutions and
the incorporation of the municipality into the administrative structure of the ZDC; the reunification
of local government institutions through the establishment of an interim board of governance; and
the incorporation of 18 MZs of Maglaj and Zavidovici into Žepče’s territory.
On September 17, 2001, the High Representative announced the satisfactory implementation
of the decision.317 The relevant report reads: “the process of integrating the Žepče municipality into
the political and administrative structures of Zenica-Doboj Canton is largely completed. Necessary
conditions to overcome the deadlock in the area…have been met”. Given the progress, the High
Representative expressed his support for early elections in Žepče, which took place on October 5,
2002.318 That day, members of the local Croat community cast their ballots for the first time since the
end of the war. Faced with defeat, the SDA fiercely contested the electoral outcome and refused to
participate in council sessions. SDA boycotting lasted for over a year. It was eventually resolved by
Mr. Tihić, the SDA president at the state level, who acknowledged that the Bosniak stance was
“unproductive and harmful to the interests of the local Bosniak community”.319
Normal governance resumed fully in 2004. From that point onward, no political conflicts,
municipal council walk-outs, or other crisis were reported in the media and the OHR archives.
Considering the level of progress achieved in the council’s internal operation and in the process of
integrating municipal services and community life at large,320 the High Representative, Paddy
Ashdown, amended the Municipality’s Statute on November 8, 2004.321 All references to the OHR
and two articles (133, 134) that made the future content of the Statute subject to OHR review and
approval were removed. Soon afterwards, on February 1, 2005, the OHR put an end to the
international supervision of Žepče and handed full legislative and executive power over to local actors.
The relevant decision, states: “the supervisory regime put in place in 2000…have helped [the
municipality] make substantial progress in representing all citizens and providing them with better

ICG Balkans, Bosnia’s municipal elections 2000: Winners and losers, 27 April 2000, Report N° 91,
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governance. With this, the time has come to transfer both real and titular responsibility for good
governance to the local authorities”.322
Today, Žepče is regularly cited as a bright example of inter-ethnic cooperation. The longserving mayor (Mato Zovko - HDZ) and the president of the municipal council (Muhammad
Jusufović - SDA) have formed a dynamic duo that has managed to steer the council clear of turbulent
waters by utilizing a wide array of tools of formal and informal cooperation.323 Zovko and Jusufović
are praised by IO officials for watering down nationalist sentiments and exhibiting admirable levels of
moderation. According to the former head of the EU police mission in Bosnia, “Zovko was one of
the few mayors who eventually understood that keeping the ‘other’ community happy, would benefit
both sides”. A GIZ officer who has been implementing LED projects in Žepče for the past ten years
also noted: “Žepče is the only municipality in Bosnia governed by a voluntary, multi-ethnic coalition.
What is even more remarkable is that some cross-ethnic voting seems to be taking place there…The
Bosniaks understand that even though the [Croat] mayor is playing the ethnic card now and then to
keep his party happy, his actions work to their benefit”.324
Changing the dominant, nationalist mindset and stabilizing inter-ethnic relations was a long
and agonizing process in which the municipality’s business community played a vital role. The local
business association was too weak to catalyze immediate change in the post-war status quo and to
accelerate the reunification process. However, its continuous pleas for political stability and
development, bolstered with the IC’s bargaining power, managed to catapult both issues to the top of
the political agenda. Cooperation with international actors opened up a channel for indirect business
political advocacy. Moreover, it made development without the state possible. Almost as an act of
defiance, in the first years of the transition and amidst political chaos, important steps for the future
development of the municipality were taken. Later on, when the reconstruction process was fully
underway, local state actors jumped onboard, keen to capture a popular issue that rallied grassroots
support across the ethnic divide. In this respect, the case of Žepče illustrates how internationally
assisted and business-driven development can catalyze key post-war processes, such as political
stability and inter-ethnic cooperation for development. The following sections detail how.
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Local economic development
In the early 2000s, UPIP Žepče established close contacts with international political intermediaries
and aid agencies who had acknowledged it as a promising local partner for the establishment of peace
and stability. Analysis of the association’s archives revealed that UPIP benefited from multiple
capacity-building programs that resulted in the expansion of its services and the widening of its
membership basis.325 Furthermore, from 2001 to 2004, the association implemented a series of LED
projects funded by international donors. Projects included, but were not limited to, the promotion of
small-scale entrepreneurship as a DDR tool;326 the provision of seminars on small business
development and registration;327 the drafting of several surveys on the economic conditions and
development prospects of the municipality, which were used as a public advocacy tool;328 the
encouragement of women’s entrepreneurship;329 and the construction of a business incubator with the
capacity to house 18 companies.330
In 2001, at the height of the reunification negotiations and in a climate of extreme political
polarization, a notable initiative that was funded by the EU and implemented by UPIP laid the
groundwork for interethnic rapprochement. The project targeted returnees – the vast majority
Bosniaks – and provided training and technical support for the cultivation of raspberries: an alternative
item of produce that was expected to yield favorable profit margins and to support sustainable return
in economically suppressed Bosniak villages. By 2004, the project had targeted more than 1,000
individuals, contributing to the development of a 4 million KM industry and the reinvigoration of the
Zeljezno Polje region.331 The raspberry project became a flagship of successful minority return, and
Žepče’s Croat leadership was increasingly seen in a positive light – perceived as tolerant and moderate.
The director of UPIP explained the transformative power of the association’s work:

Through the capacity building programs, the association recruited three staff members (an economist, a lawyer, and an
SME developer) and received critical equipment and supplies. At the time, its services included the provision of legal
advice; the promotion of business networking; the drafting of business plans; the provision of information on funding
opportunities; and the implementation of employee training programs. By 2002, the association had 103 members (all
Croat-owned SMEs)
326 Project title: Retraining discharged soldiers for work in small business (2001-2002)
327 Project title: Promoting entrepreneurship (2001). Donor: CARE QUIF
328 Project title: Public promotion: A survey on the economic condition in Žepče. Donor: American Development
Foundation
329 Project title: Economic strengthening of women through self-employment in the handicraft sector
330 Funded by EU QIF
331 The village of Zeljezno Polje in 1991 had approximately 4,000 inhabitants, 90% of which were Bosniak
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“We started by providing trainings and educational seminars, to teach people who had never
before worked on agriculture, how to become farmers and agro-entrepreneurs...Our
agricultural activities grew so fast and were so successful that the local government could no
longer ignore our work. We helped Žepče make a name for itself in the area of rural
development among the donor community…The mayor, even though he had nothing to do
with it, was increasingly praised for supporting the reintegration of returnees…It was so
interesting to see this happening…Cash started to pour in, the returnee community was
pleased and the mayor got so much praise for it, so many funding opportunities, that he
eventually decided to ‘act the part’. [In subsequent years], he released a large part of the
municipal budget to support the construction of the agro-incubator and introduced
‘reconciliation’ and ‘cross-community cooperation’ in his rhetoric…Through the projects
initiated by UPIP, politicians realized the benefits of keeping the returnee community happy
and became more aware of the importance of equity in the development process”.332
One of UPIP’s members remarked:
“When all the buzz about raspberry production as a tool for sustainable return was
happening…and donors were recognizing it as a best practice to be replicated across Bosnia,
the mayor probably didn’t even know what a raspberry is!...He was almost dragged into
this”.333
By 2005, UPIP had grown considerably. Officially, it had remained a Croat organization with 130
registered members (mostly Croat-owned businesses). Yet, the association recruited employees from
both ethnic groups and had gained the trust of the Bosniak community though its agricultural
activities. As a result, according to its director, “all businesses in Žepče used [the association’s] services,
even if they were not registered as members…It was not rare for people to not want to mention that
they were UPIP members or that they used our services – this was related to politics - but this slowly
became less and less the case”.334 Staffed with six permanent employees, having developed a complex
sectoral structure that “reflected its democratic operation”,335 and with proven technical capacity,
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UPIP had paved the way to both local reconciliation and development and had gained the respect of
local government actors and entrepreneurs from across sectors and ethnic communities. As
respondents put it, “the association never undertook a project that was to the benefit of a single sector
or community”336 and had put “interest homogenization at the heart of its operation”.337
Unsurprisingly, once the political situation in Žepče normalized, UPIP emerged as a powerful force
of positive change. In fact, much of the improvement in Žepče’s local government performance in
the 2005-2014 period was initiated and driven by UPIP.
Respondents on the ground confirmed that political normalization marked the beginning of
intense inter-sectoral activity. The long-serving mayor of Žepče, said: “In 2004 we all felt that political
trouble was firmly behind us…We were committed to overcoming war legacies…To achieve that,
development was key and the role of the association, indispensable. This is a small municipality with
limited resources. But, if you take a close look at what we’ve achieved this past decade, you’ll realize
that we’ve come a long way. Many of the achievements we boast about…would not have been possible
without out entrepreneurs”.338 An UPIP member further stressed the importance of cooperation:
“With the help of the donors we could only do so much. It was time to scale-up our efforts. We
absolutely needed the support of the local government…Once we reached a common understanding
and found a way to work together, the change in the municipality has been cataclysmic…Without the
support of the state, the results of our hard work, no matter how positive, would have been
unsustainable”.339
Meetings between representatives of the local government and the local business association
were recorded in the print press from 2004 onward. Analysis of the archives of the municipality and
UPIP also yielded ample evidence of state-business cooperation and its outcomes.
Under strong pressure from UPIP, preparations for the drafting of the municipality’s first
development strategy began in 2005. The association’s administrative staff that had received training
on the EU-proposed methodology for LED strategic-planning was tasked with the project’s technical
management. The resulting document, The Development Strategy of the Municipality of Žepče, 2007-2011,
was adopted by the MC in 2006. Žepče’s local government exhibited remarkable meticulousness in
monitoring the implementation of its development strategy. Since 2005, it has consistently produced
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detailed annual action plans and implementation reports, which were approved by and discussed with
UPIP representatives in municipal council sessions. Even though the strategy was ambitious, its
implementation success rate was high; roughly 70% of planned targets have been met by 2011. 340
During this period, the municipality invested heavily in building LED infrastructure, improving its
business environment, and increasing its administrative capacities.
The municipality’s new spatial plan341 incorporated several business zones that had emerged
spontaneously after the war and designated locations for the establishment of new ones. By 2008,
regulatory, management, and marketing plans were adapted for all industrial zones and extensive
infrastructural work was complete. Among the largest investments in hard infrastructure was the
construction of the Žepče agro-incubator – an idea that originated with UPIP and was implemented
jointly by the association and the local government though IPA funding. The agro-incubator was
created to promote the development of agribusiness in Žepče. Since its establishment, 15 agricultural
associations and cooperatives, hundreds of agro-SMEs as well as individual producers from Žepče,
Zavidovici, Maglaj and beyond have been making regular use of its facilities.342 The agro-incubator has
received several international prizes as a pioneering development project343 and its contribution to the
eradication of rural poverty in the broader Centre Bosnia region has been recognized in best-practice
reports published by development agencies (GIZ 2013, USAID 2011).
The Žepče local government complemented its physical-infrastructure-upgrading program
with ‘soft’ investment incentives and a series of marketing and promotion activities. From 2006 to
2012, the municipality participated in several internationally funded projects aimed at simplifying
business registration and other legal procedures, and strengthening the administration’s overall
capacity. In 2008, generous reductions in utility prices were agreed with UPIP for manufacturing firms
operating in the municipality’s largest business zones.344 An incentives package for investments
realized in business zone Polje was also adopted by the MC in 2010.345 According to several

Author’s estimation
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respondents, these measures have been successful in attracting FDIs and creating hundreds of new
jobs.346
Another important step towards effective LED promotion was the establishment of the Žepče
development Agency/Razvojna agencija Žepče (RAZ) in 2009 – a long-term demand of UPIP.
According to the association’s first president: “A development agency that would be in charge of
monitoring and implementing the municipal strategy was necessary to ensure that political priorities,
private priorities, or individuals that were unsuitable - like those always acting according to party
interests - would have less of a say in the development process”.347
In 2010, RAZ drafted the municipality’s second development strategy. The Development Strategy
of the Municipality of Žepče, 2011-2018, adopted by the MC in April 2011, set out four strategic goals and
listed 79 projects to be undertaken within an eight-year implementation period. The new strategy
placed emphasis on the areas of ‘competitive economy’ and ‘human resource development and high
living standards’, with 70% of planned activities aimed at their advancement. Following the
prescriptions of the new strategy, the Žepče local government drafted a comprehensive, needs-based
capital investment plan for the further modernization of its business zone infrastructure. The plan
foresaw the implementation of 71 projects in the sectors of utility supply and road infrastructure, in 5
different sites and over a period of three years (2011-2014). According to execution reports, 69% of
the projects worth of 6,286,307 KM were successfully implemented, 25% were partially implemented
and only 6% of planned investments were cancelled.348
Work on improving the local business environment continued further. In 2013, Žepče
received the Beacon status - an OSCE-awarded recognition of municipalities with favorable business
environments. The municipality has been equally proactive in the area of business development and
support. Since its establishment in 2009, RAZ has turned into a one-stop shop for information on
starting and running a business. While the 2011-2018 strategy outlined a number of activities aimed at
business support that have yet to be undertaken (such as the drafting of an SME development strategy
and the introduction of new financial instruments, including a business credit fund), the list of services
that the administration does provide, most notably in the areas of cluster development, training and
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subsidizing, is by no means short. With respect to financial business support, in the period 2005-2009
Žepče ranked fourth among the 12 ZDK municipalities in terms of business stimulus programs
implementation, having realized 324 initiatives worth in total 5,265,482 KM.349 Absorption rates of
cantonal support earmarked for local businesses development increased even further in 2013. In the
area of cluster development and in line with strategic prescriptions, since 2010 the municipality has
been cooperating with UPIP to promote the establishment of intra-municipal and cross-border SME
networks, an effort that culminated in the acquisition of substantial IPA funding in 2013.350 RAZUPIP cooperation extended to SME workforce training and agro-business support through seminar
provision. From 2012 to 2015 alone, more than 30 seminars were jointly organized and delivered.
The joint design and implementation of LED initiatives has multiplied since 2010, when the
Local Economic Forum/Lokalni Ekonomski Forum (LEF) of Žepče was established. Comprised of
representatives of the municipal administration, UPIP, and the broader business community, LEF
systematized and institutionalized public-private dialogue in the municipality. Its members meet once
every three months to discuss development issues; identify problems; and pool resources to implement
solutions. Analysis of meeting minutes for the period 2010-2014 revealed that dozens of public-private
initiatives were agreed upon and undertaken within the LEF framework, including infrastructurebuilding, marketing and promotional activities, educational programs, and charitable endeavors.
Social development
Inter-sectoral cooperation extended to the area of social development. Within this policy domain,
Žepče’s development strategies outlined two broad operational objectives: the reduction of
unemployment, one the one hand, and human capital development that was to be achieved through
improved education service delivery, on the other. In total, ten measures aimed to meet these targets
were foreseen in the 2007 and 2011 strategies and seven more, focusing on youth, were planned in
the municipality’s youth strategies (adopted in 2008 and 2013). Analysis of monitoring and
implementation reports revealed an 80% implementation rate.
The local government has done well not only in overcoming infrastructural bottlenecks but
also in designing and implementing a wide set of active labour market and education policies. The first
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serious attempt to analyze the local labour market was made in 2008, when representatives from the
municipality, UPIP, the local employment bureau, and local educations institutions banded together
to identify the root causes of unemployment. To reduce structural unemployment, participants agreed
on the annual design and delivery of a series of training seminars that would fit the local employers’
needs and would target the most vulnerable among the unemployed (the long-term unemployed,
youth, and women). The key implementing partners were UPIP and the local vocational high school.
Seminars on job acquisition, skills development, and entrepreneurship were also provided by RAZ. In
2012, the agency in cooperation with UPIP launched the Little School of Entrepreneurship – a program
targeting youth and involving school visits to local companies. Finally, for the past ten years, the Žepče
local government has been implementing two very successful projects: (1) a large internship scheme,351
supported by several local employers, and (2) direct employment subsidising, funded through a special
municipal budget line.
In the area of education, the municipality focused on three types of activities: the improvement
and modernization of the educational infrastructure, the alignment of formal and informal education
with the needs of the regional market, and the direct financing of educational activities through
stipends. Making use of a DPA provision that granted to the local government extended jurisdiction
in educational matters,352 in 2004 the Žepče MC adopted a capital investment plan for the
infrastructural modernisation of all school buildings within its territory and the upgrading of didactic
material. In the 2009-2011 period alone, more than 1,262,000 KM has been dedicated to this cause.353
In 2009, the Žepče council adopted the Municipal Plan of Inclusive Education, 2009-2014, aimed at creating
more inclusive and tolerant schools. To realize the plan’s 10 strategic objectives, the municipality
committed to devoting annually 40,000 KM. While the rate of implementation fluctuated from year
to year, important milestones were achieved. Most notably, the municipality became the first in the
FBiH to abolish the ‘two schools under one roof’ system and to create an ethnically mixed high school,
with mixed parents’ boards and (partly) jointly taught curriculum.
According to a GIZ internal evaluation report (2013), “the Žepče Municipality is trying to
make as many young people as possible active and valuable on the market by participating in projects

The internship program for high school graduates has in many cases led to the creation of permanent jobs (178 since
2009) Interview No. 51
352 According to the DPA, municipalities where the majority ethnic group is at the same time the minority in the canton,
can be granted full authority over educational matters
353 Informacija o implementaciji strategije za mlade općine Žepče i planom djelovanja, 2009-2011/Information on the
implementation of the youth strategy of the municipality Žepče and action plan, 2009-2011
351
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and establishing youth networks. The municipality distinguishes itself in terms of its approach and
support for human resources and is very successful in adapting the education system to the needs of
the market’. 354 Indeed, within the framework of LEF, which in 2012 was expanded to include
representatives from local schools, the local employment bureau, and several NGOs, broad
deliberations resulted in the better alignment of the technical school’s curriculum with the needs of
local entrepreneurs. On several occasions, local companies donated or contributed to the purchase of
textile-, wood-, and metal-processing equipment to help train students. LEF actors also cooperated
in the establishment and operation of the Žepče vocational school for adult education and have joined
forces to develop a scholarship and stipend program, the amount of which increases every year.355

GIZ BiH, 2013, Internal document, Analysis of locational factors of the Žepče area and recommendations for the
promotion of investment attraction, Program for Local Self-Government and Economic Development in BiH
355 It has increased from 23,000KM in 2009 to 40,000KM in 2013. (Source: Interview No. 45)
354
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6.3.1

Vitez

Vitez is arguably one of the most interesting case studies examined in this dissertation. Several
elements contribute to this: its multi-ethnic demography, its violent war history, its surprisingly fast
post-conflict reconstruction and socio-economic transformation, and the mixed performance record
of its local government. While the Vitez local government exhibited fast catch-up performance growth
in the first decade after the Bosnian war, it failed to further improve its performance in the second
post-conflict decade. As subsequent sections will demonstrate, many of the developments
underpinning this peculiar performance trajectory were directly driven by the municipality’s business
association, whose formation and operation was also unlike any other examined in this dissertation.
In one respect, the case of Vitez powerfully demonstrates how collective business action, even when
undertaken by a single ethnic group, can trigger a series of positive state-building outcomes in divided
societies, including political stability, economic development, and peaceful co-existence. At the same
time, however, it illustrates the limits of undemocratic and partisan associations in supporting longerterm outcomes, such as the development of high-performing political institutions and inter-ethnic
reconciliation.
6.3.1.1 Political and economic context
The municipality of Vitez lies at the heart of Bosnia, 70 Km north-west of Sarajevo. In 1991, just prior
to the onset of the Bosnian war, Vitez had an ethnically diverse population. Of its 27,859 inhabitants,
45.49% were Croats; 41.32 % Muslims/Bosniaks; and 5.38% Serbs.356 Agricultural production, cattle
breeding, and handicrafts were the predominant economic activities in the area until the end of WWII.
Following Tito’s decision in the late 1940s to cluster Yugoslavia’s military industry in Central Bosnia
– a mountainous and densely wooded terrain with the qualities of a natural fortress357 – Vitez became
heavily industrialized. The backbone of its post-WWII economy was the Slobodan Princip Seljo
explosives factory, also known as Vitezit, which in 1991 employed 3,000 workers. Other socially
owned enterprises included Impregnacija (750 employees); Kalvarija (250 employees); IGM (150
Yugoslav census 1991, ‘Ethnic composition of Bosnia-Herzegovina population by municipalities and settlements’,
Bilten No. 234, Sarajevo
357European
Stability
Initiative,
2008,
the
‘Return
to
Europe’
project
http://www.esiweb.org/index.php?lang=en&id=311&film_ID=5&slide_ID=15
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employees); and Saratov (110 employees).358 In the late 1980s, a considerable number of family-owned
stores and micro-enterprises had also begun to emerge.
All economic activity came to a halt when the Muslim-Croat war broke out. The signing of
the Washington Agreement359 found Vitez “overwhelmingly destroyed” and deeply divided – both
politically and administratively (UNHCR 1994; Oslobođenje 1994).360 Local infrastructure, including
Vitezit, was severely damaged. The rates of combatant and civilian deaths were among the highest in
the country and the highest in the later-formed Central Bosnia Canton (CBC).361 During the war, the
local Bosniak community was violently displaced, almost in its entirety,362 and local institutions became
divided along ethnic lines.
In 1995, the situation on the ground was discouraging. The IC’s pledge to reverse the adverse
consequences of the war, reflected in DPA provisions, meant that the task ahead was monumental.
More than 10,000 displaced individuals had to be safely returned to their pre-war residences, which in
many cases had to be rebuilt; municipal infrastructure had to be reconstructed; administrative
structures had to be reunited; and the capacity of the subnational state had to be significantly and
promptly bolstered to ensure the sustainability of peace.
6.3.1.2 The formation of the Vitez Employer’s Association (VEA)
Reflecting deep societal divisions, business organization in Vitez took place along ethnic lines.
However, while the all-Bosniak association, Lašva Biznis Klub/Lašva business club (LBC) was dissolved
soon after its establishment,363 the all-Croat association, Udruženja Poslodavaca Vitez/Vitez Employers’
Association (VEA) not only proved more durable but largely shaped the developmental and political
fate of the municipality. This section recounts the events surrounding the formation of the VEA.

Workforce estimates were provided by former employees (Interviews No. 1; 7; 15)
A seize fire agreement signed on March 18, 1994, that ended the Muslim-Croat war and paved the way to the signing
of the DPA
360 Oslobođenje, 28.10.1994, ‘New life in Stari Vitez’
UNHCR, 20.06.1994, Internal report drafted by the Travnik field office
361 The Bosnian book of the dead, 2013, Research and Documentation Centre, Sarajevo
362 At war’s end, approximately 1,000 Bosniak civilians and combatants were on the ground, concentrated in Stari Vitez
363 The LBC was established in 2003 and was officially dissolved in 2006
358
359
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The VEA during the war
According to theoretical predictions outlined in Chapter 2, business organization in Vitez is surprising,
given the municipality’s highly concentrated pre-war economic structure. Even more surprising is the
fact that the VEA was established not after, but at the height of the Croat-Muslim war.364 Its founding
members, five Croat-owned businesses, represented the micro-entrepreneurial class that had emerged
in the municipality in the late 1980s. Franjo Rajković, the first president of the VEA and a founding
member of the Bosnian Nationalist Croat Party (HDZ), stated that the aim of the association during
the war was to “help preserve economic infrastructure and to prevent the destruction of private
property”. 365 Research on the wartime activities of the association, however, revealed that its single
activity was the delivery of humanitarian assistance dispatched to the Croat enclaves of the Nova Bila
region, by the Tudjman administration.366 For Rajković, the VEA was in charge of allocating the
Croatian aid “because no other civilian organization was operating on the ground at the time”.367
However, in-depth interviews conducted in Vitez with opinion-makers revealed much skepticism
around the VEA’s wartime activities and the motives underpinning them. A local historian and selfidentified Croat argued:
“There is little doubt that the members of the VEA were driven by humanitarian
incentives…Something had to be done…People were going hungry here. At the same time,
these were businessmen, keen to recognize and act upon economic opportunities…In the
end, all Croats in Nova Bila financially supported the association. During the worst part of
the war, they needed food and it was the VEA that provided it…Of course, aid delivery
proved a lucrative activity…It gave to the members of the association great power economic and political”.368
Bosniak accounts of the association’s role during the conflict are more revealing. A local journalist
recalled:
The association established on October 30, 1993, was initially called ‘Vitez Business Club’
Interview No.18
366 Interviews No. 2; 5; 11
367 Interview No.18
368 Interview No. 6
364
365
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“Most of the humanitarian assistance was sold…War profiteering from aid took many forms.
It is no secret that armed gangs were formed to loot international humanitarian convoys
passing through Vitez…I was recently talking to one of the drivers who was involved in this.
The VEA controlled access not only to food and military material, but also access to roads.
This is how they started out…They would allow people to travel to Croat-controlled
territory, giving them the right papers, and they would receive a handsome amount in
return… This is one side of the story. The other side involves the state of Croatia. Highranking HDZ officials would sell the aid to the VEA, who would then sell it to the people”.369
Newspaper articles, international observers’ reports, and the HVO’s internal correspondence offer
rich empirical evidence in support of these claims.370 The UNPROFOR archive also confirms attacks
on aid convoys in and around Vitez.371 Illicit business is a common and multi-faceted byproduct of
armed conflict. It can involve “clandestine exports to fund combatants, reselling looted goods on the
black market, smuggling weapons and other supplies, sanctions evasion and embargo busting, theft
and diversion of humanitarian aid, and covert trading with the enemy” (Andreas 2009: 33).372 It is
certainly not surprising that some of these activities seem to have flourished in the highly contested
Nova Bila region. The interesting aspect is that they may have been carried out within an organizational
structure that took the form of a business association.
The VEA in the direct aftermath of the war
The VEA not only managed to survive the war, but emerged from it more powerful. On August 12,
1995, the war-forged entrepreneurial class of Vitez regrouped under a new statute and a new activity
that would dramatically alter the economic structure of the municipality: retail trade. A current

Interview No.4
The New York Times, 12.06.1993, ‘Britons Kill 2 Croats After Croats Attack Aid Convoy’
The New York Times, 13.06.1993, ‘As Bosnia War Rages, General Warns of U.N. Pullout’
On March 1, 1993, the HVO (Croatian army) office in Vitez issued an extensive report on criminal activities in the broader
Vitez and Busovaca region that included theft of humanitarian cargo and black-market sales (Source: Shrader, 2003)
371 United Nations Archives and Records Management Section, Summary of AG-061 United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) (1992-1995) - United Nations Peace Forces (UNPF) (1995-1996)
372 Andreas, P., 2009, Symbiosis Between Peace Operations and Illicit Business in Bosnia, International Peacekeeping,
volume 16, Issue 1, p. 33-46
369
370
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member of the association explained how retail trade emerged as ‘common sense’ activities for the
members of the association:
“In 1994, the war ended in Vitez but continued to rage in other parts of Bosnia…Mobility
was severely restricted. The roads were full of check points controlled by different armies.
The inflow of commodities was low…When Caritas373 came to rebuild houses, there were no
construction materials in the area. To us, this presented a business opportunity: bringing
flooring and roofing material, windows and bricks in Vitez, and selling them to the
internationals…People, too, were not desperately poor. They received money from relatives
abroad, but had nothing to spend it on. There were no markets, no commodities. All you
could get your hands on was basic foodstuff…But people were asking for LEWIS jeans,
lipsticks, music records…There was a huge demand for all sorts of products. People just
wanted to feel normal again…It was this situation that prompted us to focus on trade and
retail sales. The post-conflict economic model of Vitez took root at that time and was born
out of necessity and practicality…Timing and geography were our allies. Vitez is close but
not too close to Sarajevo, it is located at the heart of Bosnia’s main road artery, and it was a
peaceful enclave in a patchwork territory where lines of fire intermingled with cease- fire
areas…It was as simple as that: if you wanted to go from the Tuzla to Mostar or from
Sarajevo to Banja Luka, you had to go through Vitez”.374
The end of the war was also a moment of expansion for the VEA, which welcomed dozens of new
members (all Croat business owners). Interviews with entrepreneurs who joined the association
immediately after the war illuminate the factors that motivated their participation:
“After the war, there was no proper economic activity. Everyone was still fighting…To
perform the simplest of tasks, like going to Croatia and bringing commodities back, you had
to cross 30 internal borders. You needed clearance for all ethnic pockets lying between you
and the merchandise…The VEA provided the right documents that secured mobility…If

373
374

An Italian humanitarian/pastoral organization
Interview No.5
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you wanted to take up any sort of economic activity, let alone run a business, you needed an
association, you absolutely needed the VEA”.375
“Back then the association was an embryo…It only offered papers and security. It wasn’t
dealing with any business-related matters simply because there was no real business activity
going on. State institutions were not functioning properly and our companies were not
registered…had no papers. We didn’t even have a legal framework to operate in. We had
nothing…The way the VEA functioned at that time reflected the desperate situation we were
in. The single most important thing was security…Once, I tried to bring in food on my own
and got robbed. I spend three days wandering in the forest…The VEA helped with
networking and with organizing business travels. We had to travel in convoys to protect the
commodities we were bringing in Vitez”.376
Despite its growing strength, translated into increasing membership density and financial power, it
was two developments that made the influence of the VEA over the post-conflict economic and
political developments in Vitez, extraordinary: (1) the fact that Franjo Rajković, the first president of
the association, served as interim mayor, from 1994 and until the conduct of the first post-conflict
local elections in 1997, and (2) the consistent presence of a strong block of local entrepreneurs and
VEA members in the municipal council. From 1997 to 2015, on average, five members of the ruling
HDZ party (almost half of the total number of HDZ councilors) were also members of the VEA. 377
However, rather than simply reinforcing the dominant view that power concentration impacts
negatively on state performance, the direct access of VEA members to local decision-making
processes and the resources of the subnational state disclosed the more ambiguous and double-edged
nature of overlapping ties. The case of Vitez confirms that organized business interests can make
positive contributions to government performance in divided societies, such as the improvement of
political stability and the enhancement of economic growth. At the same time, however, it
demonstrates the incapacity of undemocratic and mono-ethnic business associations to support
longer-term positive outcomes, such as effective government and equitable development.

Interviews No. 10; 11
Interview No. 2
377 Author’s estimation based on the cross-checking of electoral records (drawn from the Central Election Commission of
Bosnia and Herzegovina) and VEA members lists
375
376
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To substantiate these claims, the next sections examine the longitudinal performance of the
Vitez local government in parallel to developments within the VEA and investigate the links between
the two entities.
6.3.1.3

The VEA and the performance of the Vitez local government

1996-2006: The Vitez miracle
From 1996 to 2006, strong government performance in Vitez was underpinned by positive
developments in the sub-domains of political stability and economic development promotion.
As early as March 1995, members of the local HDZ and SDA parties held a series of
discussions on the territorial reunification of the municipality and the re-establishment of jointgovernment institutions.378 Despite considerable grassroots opposition to institutional reintegration,379
preparations for the formation of a multi-ethnic Interim Municipal Council were completed a few
weeks later and its first session was held on May 15, 1995.380 Franjo Rajković (HDZ), president of the
VEA, served as mayor. During its term, the interim municipal council adopted the decision for the
establishment of the Vitez Trade Centre 96 (PC-96)381 along the Vitez-Travnik highway (M5). The
PC-96 embodied the vision of the VEA for the post-war development of Vitez, which involved the
radical transformation of the municipality from an industrial production site into Bosnia’s largest retail
trade center. The first phase of the construction started on April 23, 1996, with the provision of 20
million DM of private funds.382
Almost a year later, the 1997 elections were held without instances of obstruction and
contestation being mentioned in OSCE monitoring reports. The political power balance that emerged
in this first election remained unchanged until 2012. Reflecting the municipality’s ethnic composition,
the HDZ was the strongest party in the MC, followed by the SDA. The two parties formed a governing
a coalition, dividing the roles of the mayor (HDZ) and MC president (SDA) between them. As
previously mentioned, approximately half of the total number of HDZ councilors were also members
of the VEA. Apart from a short period of tension over minority return that resulted in the cancellation
Oslobođenje, 16.05.1995, “Formation of the Vitez Municipal Council”
Associated Press, 17.02.1996, ‘Croats in Central Bosnia Protest Power Sharing with Muslims’
380 Oslobođenje, 16.05.1995, “Formation of the Vitez Municipal Council”
381 Poslovni Centar 96 (PC-96)/Business Centre 96
382 Interview No. 1
378
379
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of two council sessions in 1998,383 interruptions were not recorded in the press or the political reports
of the OHR. Instead, in a series of interviews, both SDA and HDZ councilors confirmed the
emergence and consolidation of a culture of accommodation and negotiation.384
The first democratically elected council focused on accelerating minority return. On January
27, 1999, the Mediator for the BiH, Scwartz-Schilling, stated that “progress on the return process
[was] obvious” and that “the International Community should do its utmost to continue this trend,
for the good will of all sides has been clearly shown”.385 Indeed, according to data published by the
UNHCR a year later, Vitez had one of highest efficiency ratios in the resolution of claims to residential
properties in Bosnia – calculated as the number of repossessions divided by number of claims.386 By
2002, return was rendered complete.387
In the area of LED promotion, the level of activism exhibited by the Vitez municipal council
in the period 1997-2002 was equally impressive. Analysis of the local legislative output returned over
20 decisions and other measures adopted to directly support the establishment and operation of PC96.388 The municipality also invested heavily in building infrastructure in and around the zone. During
this period, over 100 million KM in private funds were invested in PC-96, resulting in the
establishment of 42 new businesses and the creation of 3,000 jobs.389 Time and again, international
organization reports, local newspaper articles, and internet sources referred to PC-96 as “Bosnia’s
economic miracle”/“gospodarsko čudo Bosne i Hercegovine” and cited the case of Vitez as proof
that a speedy economic turnaround was in fact possible in war-shattered communities.390
In 2001, the municipality began drafting a short-term development strategy that was to guide
interventions aimed at further stimulating the local economy by the end of 2003.391 The strategy
ONASA, 06.04.1998, ‘Municipal Council of Vitez condemned frequent intimidation incidents in the area’
ONASA, 13.06.1998, ‘Bosniak return prohibited by local Croats’; ONASA 02.02.1998, ‘Session of the Municipal
Council of Vitez Cancelled’
384 Interviews No. 21, 11
385 OHR archives Sarajevo, 27.01.1999, An internal political report describes the uneasy return of Bosniaks in Ahmići, a
cite of civilian massacre during the war in Vitez. It mentions instances of inter-ethnic clashes and returnee intimidation
386 OHR Archives, BiH TV News Summary, 21.12.2000
387 Interview No. 13
388 Most notable among them were the decision to adopt the PC 96 regulation plan (1996), the decisions to amend the
plan (1998, 2000, 2002), the decisions to amend the municipality’s urban and spatial plans (1998), the decision to transform
land usage (1996), and the numerous decisions on land allocation criteria and the setting of building and construction fees
within the business zone (1996, 2000)
389 Most companies in the PC-96 zone, are active in the retail sales industry. This includes large department stores, stores
selling construction material, car dealerships, etc. A few companies focus on transportation and the provision of business
services. In 2015, 81 companies were located in the PC-96: 68 focused on trade, 6 on production, and the rest, on service
provision (Foreign Investment Promotion Agency, 2015)
390 European Stability Initiative, 2008, The ‘Return to Europe’ project
391 The strategy was adopted by the Vitez Municipal Council on 01.07.2002
383
383
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foresaw the expansion of the PC-96 and called for the drafting and adoption of a regulatory plan for
the new part of the zone (PC-96-II). In line with the strategy, in 2002 and 2003, the council adopted
four decisions to assist the transfer of over 100,000 square meters of municipal farm land to Vitez’s
largest company, FIS392 and to support the company’s development and the creation of 500 new jobs.
The expansion of FIS initiated the second phase of construction in PC-96, a process that reached its
peak immediately after the new regulation plan for the expanded zone was adopted, in late 2003. The
new plan that was drafted, following a long consultation process with the VEA, earmarked 58 plots
of different sizes along the M5 road for building and construction purposes and service facilities. The
adoption of the Regulation Plan PC 96-II was followed by the enactment of 12 directly related
decisions in the period 2003-2006, some of which set nominal preconditions for ethnically equitable
development. Most notably, the decision on the competition criteria for land acquisition, adopted in
May 2004, introduced for the first time ethnic quotas in land allocation, allowing Bosniaks to compete
for the acquisition of parcels of land in what was until then a wholly Croatian–owned business zone.393
By 2005, the allocation of the new plots was largely complete, resulting in a 70% private - 30% public
ownership structure. In total, an additional 50 million KM was invested in the construction of 20 new
buildings. Notably, from 2000 to 2005, the municipal budget of Vitez increased from 1.7 to 40 million
KM.

The decision on fees payable for the municipal land allocated to FIS and the decision on establishing a fee for the
allocation of construction land to FIS (fee required for the conversion of farm land into construction land)
393 Interview No. 14
392
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Figure 6.1: The town of Vitez and the PC-96, 2014

Source: Google maps

The Vitez miracle and the VEA: Establishing the links

There is little doubt that in the first post-conflict decade, power concentration dramatically accelerated
performance in the area of LED promotion. The presence of a strong block of entrepreneurs and
VEA members in the municipal council granted the municipality a developmental vision and facilitated
its materialization. It allowed the synchronization of public and private institutions and the
combination of sectoral competencies, facilitated the mobilization of resources, and enabled the timely
alignment of municipal legislation with the needs of the local economy. Inter-sectoral coordination
was also facilitated through informal mechanisms. For more than a decade beginning from 1999,
members of the VEA, the municipal council, and the local administration would meet weekly to
exchange information and discuss plans over lunch. These meetings, known as the ‘Wednesday
209

luncheons’, facilitated trust-building and cultivated a sense of interdependence between state and
business actors. In the words of Vlado Alilović (HDZ), a former mayor of Vitez (2004-2012), “the
entrepreneurs made Vitez what it is…Progress would have been impossible without their input…By
synergy of the entrepreneurs and the local government, projects that have been pending for years,
even before the war, were implemented. Most started at the initiative of the business community but
were finalized with the support of the municipality which created the enabling regulatory
framework”.394
Members of the VEA look back on this period nostalgically. “Amidst all the devastation and
irregularity, there was a lot of euphoria within the association”, said one respondent.395 “[The
association] helped us consolidate the belief that we could change our destiny…It made us realize that
stagnation and misery need not be our fate”, concurred another member.396 A sense of common
purpose and solidarity was consistently reported. “All members, irrespective of their activity, sector
and size, were united around the idea of putting Vitez on the map as Bosnia’s largest retail sales
center…We understood that nurturing the PC-96 and ensuring its success was the ticket to our
individual success. The PC-96 would attract customers and investors in Vitez…As it grew, we would
all grow”.397 Implementation reports drawn from the VEA archive, confirm that the first post-conflict
decade was a period of bustling activity. Newspaper articles also report dozens of initiatives, including
meetings with bank representatives, political leaders from the CBC, the FBiH, and Croatia; the
organization of multiple regional and international economic fora and business conferences; the
establishment of a very successful annual trade fair (Market Days B&H/Dani Trgovine B&H); several
missions in international fairs, and networking events; and the publication of the monthly business
magazine ‘Prevrednik’ (Businessman), aimed at informing association members of investment and
funding opportunities.
While the benefits of economic development were largely reaped by the Croat community of Vitez,
the blending of economic and political power also supported two alternative and unlikely statebuilding objectives with more encompassing positive implications: the early re-establishment of multiethnic governance and the almost complete return of the displaced Bosniak population.

Interview No.17
Interview No.10
396 Interview No.11
397 Interview No.5
394
395
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A local Croat journalist detailed the role of the VEA in both developments:
“The association’s role was key…Whatever the individual incentives and party motives,
Rajković found himself double-hatted in 1995, serving both as mayor and as president of the
VEA. Several members of the business association also served as municipal councilors, a
tradition that continues today. This brought business interest to the forefront and all
developments with regards to the Bosniaks were viewed through the prism of individual
profit…To maintain their financial power, VEA members used their political power to
ensure that Bosniaks too, would come to their shopping centers and would buy their
products…The PC-96 experiment would have never worked had Bosniaks been excluded as
consumers and employees. Within a 30-min drive from Vitez 400,000 people reside. Most
of them are not Croat. That was the connection between demographics, politics and
economics back in 1996. That is the connection still today… The business association
contributed in making peace between the two communities. The right balance between
different kinds of power – economic and demographic – made this possible. The Croats had
the financial power but the Bosniaks had the numerical advantage. This fragile equilibrium
increased interdependence between the two groups and in some ways brought them
closer”.398
A member of the VEA gave his own take on the role of the association in post-conflict political
stabilization:
“Vitez was one of the first municipalities to be reunited without major incidents of
obstruction and had excellent rates of return from very early on…Because of the creation of
the PC-96, movement of people across borders – visible and imaginary - was facilitated.
People from all over the region, all over Bosnia, came to Vitez…The Croats created the PC96 but today more Bosniaks than Croats are employed there. This does not eliminate
nationalism but it does put things into perspective…In the end, all people care about is
making a decent living. For us, the businessmen, territorial and institutional integration was
important not only because we needed consumers but also because we wanted to expand

398
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entrepreneurially in non-Croat majority municipalities…Very early on we realized we needed
to be flexible”.399
Another member of the VEA and former HDZ municipal councilor described the mechanism
through which nationalist voices and peace-spoilers from both sides were silenced and marginalized,
allowing the effective reunification of the municipality in the first years after the war:
“In 1994, individuals involved in what later became the PC-96 put politics aside. At that
moment, this helped as little else did. The veteran associations were extremely strong. We
had to buy their support as we were not as strong as they were…When their power subsided,
we took over in terms of influence. But it required a lot of effort, energy and even financial
resources to win their trust and ensure their cooperation…The municipal council was filled
with people who understood business. The municipality became competent with providing
business support, meeting bureaucratic requirements, and improving its business
environment. Vitez became attractive as an investment destination and acquired a strong
reputation as the place to do business…No inter-ethnic incidents happened here after the
war, such as the ethnically motivated murders in Travnik, for example400. Also, the HDZ
party, the strongest party in the MC, never tried to vote in a way that would directly
compromise the Bosniaks’ interests – even though they had the numerical strength to do so.
Councilors who were members of the business association learned to compromise to protect
their businesses”.401
2007-2015: “There are no miracles here” 402
Despite its impressive performance during the first post-conflict decade, the local government of
Vitez failed to substantially improve its performance in the subsequent period. Political stability was
sustained, but the rate of economic transformation slowed significantly and the provision of social
services improved only marginally since the immediate post-war period.

Interviews No.2
The respondent refers to a string of violent incidents, including the murder of 13 returnees, that took place in Travnik
(a municipality adjacent to Vitez) in 1997 and 1998
401 Interview No.5
402 Interview No.4
399
400
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In the field of economic development promotion, analysis of mayoral and administrative
reports revealed that few of the projects outlined in the municipality’s development strategies were
implemented.403 According to the director of the municipal department of entrepreneurship and local
development, “it was the onset of the global financial crisis [in 2008] and other external conditions
that impeded implementation”.404 However, the disaggregation of the municipality’s project
implementation record exposed vast variations between economic sectors. Specifically, decisions
related to the operation of the PC-96 (including amendments to the PC-96-II regulatory plan; largescale infrastructural projects; and a reduction in utility prices within the PC-96 business zone) were
implemented fully and timely. Contrariwise, other planned objectives and operational projects,
including those aimed at diversifying the highly concentrated (on trade) local economy, had a very low
rate of implementation. While the 2008-2012 strategy foresaw the establishment of a new business
zone in the unused space of the Vitezit industrial complex and the development of an incentives
package for investments in the area, the issue was never discussed in the MC. Similarly, no steps were
taken to implement a series of projects aimed at the development of industries with high-growthpotential, including the establishment of a cluster for wood-processing companies; the creation of a
chopped wood factory; the construction of a technology park; and the establishment of a business
incubator.
The municipality’s implementation record in social development promotion was equally
unimpressive. To boost employment, a set of ambitious projects was planned for the 2008-2012
period, including the establishment of an adult vocational center; the creation of an employment fund
to subsidize youth employment; and the introduction of a tax relief plan for companies hiring
individuals with disabilities. With none of the projects materialized, the permanent structures that
would allow the systematic tackling of pervasive joblessness and encourage the design and
implementation of active labor market policies were not established. The result, as described by a
municipal councilor, was “sub-optimal and ad hoc service provision”.405
In the field of education, performance was mixed. While local vocational high schools have,
to a certain extent, aligned their curriculum to the needs of the local market, specialization in nontraditional, high-demand areas is not being offered.406 The quality of practical training is also
Development Strategy Municipality of Vitez, 2008-29012/Strategija razvoja općine Vitez za period 2008-2012
Development Strategy Municipality of Vitez, 2014-2020 / Strategija razvoja općine Vitez za period 2014-2020
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inadequate. To “establish a sustainable secondary system of education provision, sufficiently flexible
and capable to respond to demands of the economy”, the 2008-2012 strategy outlined a set of activities
including, “lobbying the cantonal government for the introduction of changes in the educational
system” and requesting the “the transformation of local high schools into centers with multi-purpose
educational opportunities” (p.12).407 The vagueness of these pronouncements makes follow-up
evaluation impossible. More tangible planned projects included the establishment of a local
polytechnic school and a regional center for vocational education. The latter was planned as a privatepublic partnership between the Central Bosnia Canton, its constituent municipalities, their
employment bureaus, and the VEA. While the first activities were planned for 2014, at the time of
this assessment, implementation was still pending.
Anatomy of a Let-Down: Between misery and prosperity
What explains bottlenecks in Vitez’s performance? Why did a local government that reached so many
post-war milestones (institutional reintegration, political stability and economic turnaround) so fast
fail to further advance its performance in the medium- and longer-term, for example, by diversifying
the municipal economy, improving social services, and advancing the modernization and
responsiveness of its administration?
For many respondents in Vitez, the answer lies in the VEA and power dynamics within the association.
A hardware retailer and member of the VEA for over fifteen years explained:
“When I first joined the association, I felt that I was part of a team…We were all in the same
boat, trying to create the conditions necessary to survive and thrive as entrepreneurs. [But],
as time went by, differences between us grew. Some of the members grew extraordinarily
large, in terms of size and political influence, and theirs became the dominant voice in the
association. It soon became obvious that there was little real cooperation taking place.
Rather, the association was being used to leverage the interests of the few large trade
companies that had established full control over it”.408
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Annual implementation reports published by the VEA from 2007 onwards, record a steady decline in
the association’s activities and a serious contraction in service provision. Members confirm that
assembly meetings became infrequent and that the Wednesday luncheons – the informal mechanism
of coordination that had greatly assisted the establishment of the PC-96 – stopped.409 Meetings with
municipal officers grew increasingly sporadic and were attended only by the large trade companies
that sat in the VEA’s steering board. Meeting minutes were not forwarded to the rest of the members,
who complained about the “profound lack of transparency and accountability”.410 Violating the VEA’s
statute that called for the annual re-election of steering board members, an election was not held for
more than four years.
Trade companies operating in the PC-96, cited competition as the principle reason for the
association’s capture and the collapse of collective action. By 2006, 75% of local businesses were active
in the retail trade industry, with many companies offering the same or similar products. Efforts to
prevent or reduce competition were made within the VEA, through a series of product diversification
and price fixing agreements, but these were of limited success. A local journalist commented on how
severe a problem business competition had become: “There are many companies in Vitez, all working
in the same field…When in 2008, the larger retailers decided to lower their prices, they placed a lot of
pressure on the smaller stores. This is when it first became obvious that there was no solidarity within
the association…Smaller businesses felt unprotected. The situation got out of hand…Physical fights
were not uncommon”.411
As competition grew, the more powerful PC-96 companies tightened their control over the
association, and smaller members progressively lost interest in it. VEA members active in non-trade
sectors, roughly one-third of the association’s membership base, were equally discouraged, reporting
marginalization from the decision-making process and exclusion from service provision. The owner
of a wood-processing company argued: “‘The BA was created and run by trade companies. The rest
of us were free to join but were there fictively – without a voice. We received nothing in return for
our membership fees…Its funny…The largest companies don’t even need an association – they get
what they want simply because they are politically connected. When I go to the municipality to request
anything, chances are, I will either need to bribe or will be ignored. The big guys don’t have to endure
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harassment”.412 Another non-trade member stressed the lack of sectoral divisions in the association as
proof of the lack of democraticness within it and of the dominance of the trade sector: “Initially we
were all united around idea of the PC-96 – we understood the benefits of its establishment. But, the
reality is that manufacturing companies have different needs from retail sales companies. Adopting a
sector’s based structure would have been the logical next step to take to ensure equal representation.
It didn’t happen. We were never even given the opportunity to discuss it seriously”.413
In 2011, the VEA published its last implementation report. Having lost several of its
members, the association was reduced to a “business club”414 comprised of the largest trade companies
– several of which were represented in the Vitez MC directly by their owners – their closest business
partners, and those enterprises that retained membership out of “either inertia or fear”.415
Developments within the VEA are reflected on the stagnated performance of the local government
of Vitez in the second decade after the Bosnian war. Undemocratic decision-making within the
association and the absence of interest-aggregation mechanisms prevented the formation of a ‘lowest
common denominator’ agenda of political action. Instead of lobbying for the introduction of reforms
that would have created the conditions for broad-based development and would have increased the
overall performance of the government to the benefit of the entire community, the association
remained strictly focused on furthering the PC-96 project and the narrow interests of the largest
companies operating within it.
Still more worryingly, political action was not undertaken conventionally, through public and
formal state-business consultations, but directly, by the association’s most powerful members who
also served as councilors of the ruling HDZ party. Capture of both the VEA and the Vitez MC by the
owners of large trade companies helps explain the unequal project implementation record of the local
government – which meticulously realized planned investments in the PC-96 yet failed to undertake
planned action aimed at the development of alternative sectors and the diversification of the local
economy. Apart from accounting for sectoral imbalances, this double capture also explains ethnic
inequity in the local developmental process. In 2004, ethnic criteria were introduced to the land
allocation process in the PC-96 zone. While 14 land plots were acquired by members of the Bosniak
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community,416 not a single Bosniak-owned company was established in the zone in subsequent years.
Interviews with former land owners revealed that these individuals were forced to sell their land, either
because of threats and other forms of harassment they received or due to lack of access to commercial
loans.417
Overall, the case of Vitez emphasizes the double-edged nature of state capture. Direct business
access to local policy-making in post-war Vitez did catalyze the accomplishment of important statebuilding outcomes. However, these can be best understood as positive externalities produced by a
war-forged elite that was forced to make concessions to ensure its economic survival. While members
of the VEA contributed greatly to the re-integration of political structures and the sustainability of
minority return, they have also worked silently and persistently to ensure the exclusion of the Bosniak
community from the PC-96 in particular and the development process more broadly. They have also
resisted the opening up of local decision-making process to a wider set of social actors – resulting in
a stark misalignment between the processes of economic and social development. Despite the
municipality’ surreal growth (for post-war Bosnian standards), social protection and service provision
has remained poor and inefficient. Commenting on this imbalance, a resident, described Vitez as a
place “hanging between misery and prosperity”.418
In recent years, increased competition among VEA members has threatened the continuation
of the post-war status quo. Turmoil within the association – induced by rising market competition –
has threatened the continuation of business cooperation and has produced significant political
repercussions. Growing disaffection with the long standing HDZ leadership that became associated
with the sharp deterioration of economic growth in the 2008-2012 period and the tight control over
the VEA and the development process prompted a former member of the association and of the
HDZ party to run as an independent candidate in the 2012 local elections. With the Croat vote
effectively split, for the first time in the post-war history of Vitez the SDA emerged as the winning
party and a member of the Bosniak community became mayor.
Despite the alternation of political power, few things have changed in the operation of the
council. Today, in the words of one of the founding members of the VEA and a local councilor, “it’s
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every man for himself. However, though competitors in the marketplace, we are still tied by what
brought us together in the first place, some 20 years ago; the PC 96”.419
A local journalist concurred and summarized the behavior of VEA members in the local council:
The only thing that keeps them together is the PC-96…They have formed a solid block that
pushes for infrastructural building in the zone, and have established an understanding in
supporting one another on land acquisition…Half of the decisions produced by the council
concern land usage420…The SDA is completely dependent upon the HDZ – they are after
all, a minority in the council. These guys [the owners of the large trade companies] continue
to control the policy process. If they want to push a business-related project, it is easy for
them to make it happen – to pass the legislation required. The land is divided and allocated
in a mafia-style process. Of course, everything is done within the legislative framework –
nominally everything is legal. But, everybody in the municipality knows about their
ways…Any money offered to local businesses by the canton as stimulus, they also divide
among themselves or offer to their friends… There is no real democracy here”.421
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6.3.2.

Gračanica

While very similar to that of Vitez, the performance trajectory of the Gračanica local government was
shaped by a different set of factors. A business association (Udruženja Privrednika Gračanica – UPG)
was formed in the municipality at the start of the transition, but as subsequent sections will
demonstrate, it can receive little credit for the impressive early performance of the local government.
In fact, in what follows, I will argue that the UPG failed to acquire sufficient influence and use it as a
resource for enhanced government performance because it lacked the professional personnel required
to perform its complex internal operations. In this respect, the UPG illustrates how difficult businessdriven state-building can be, even in settings where the external prerequisites for intra- and intersectoral cooperation are met. Furthermore, it confirms the premise that to become sustainable and
influential, associations require a high degree of professionalization and adequate capacity to execute,
first and foremost, their internal functions.
Subsequent sections will also demonstrate that much of the strong early performance exhibited
by the Gračanica local government can be attributed to the municipality’s favorable characteristics at
the start of the transition, namely, it mono-ethnic demography, its strong entrepreneurial transition,
and its non-nationalist political profile.422 These factors combined to place Gračanica at the top of the
donors’ preference list. Keen to create a ‘success story’ in war-shattered Bosnia, humanitarian and
development agencies “showered Gračanica with money”,423 turning it into the largest aid recipient in
the Tuzla Canton and one of the largest in Bosnia during the 1996-2006 period.424 While international
assistance helped introduce administrative efficiency and laid the groundwork for economic
development, it failed to nurture a developmental coalition capable of autonomously driving the statebuilding process. As a result, as soon as the inflow of foreign aid declined, the reform momentum of
the municipality subsided and its performance stagnated.

Gračanica emerged from the Bosnian war as a stronghold of the SDP – the country’s only politically-relevant nonnationalist party that was openly favored by the IC
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6.3.2.1.

The socio-economic profile of pre- and post-war Gračanica

Gračanica lies in the Spreča river valley, 40 Km west of the industrial city of Tuzla. During Bosnia’s
Ottoman rule, the municipality experienced considerable economic, urban, and cultural
development.425 Trade, handicrafts, and service provision constituted the backbone of the local
economy throughout the Austro-Hungarian era and during the period of the first Yugoslavia (192941).426 Socialism introduced little change in Gračanica’s economic profile, which continued to be
focused on small-scale manufacturing and trade. From the 1950s to the 1970s, several medium-sized
enterprises (e.g. Jadrina, Fering, Fortuna, Olimp) were established in a variety of sectors (footwear and
garments, wood, food, etc.), and operated alongside numerous individual craftsmen and cooperatives
(e.g. Technozad). Despite the absence of ‘giant industries’ from its territory, Gračanica achieved strong
growth rates and was considered, by Yugoslav standards, a developed municipality. In fact, at the
outbreak of the Bosnian war, the municipality was home to the second largest number of privately
owned enterprises in the former Yugoslavia and had consolidated a reputation as a place for doing
business.427
In 1991, out of the municipality’s 59,050 residents, 73% were Bosniak and 13% were Serb
(13%). A smaller Croat community was also present. With the signing of the DPA, however, Gračanica
underwent a significant territorial and demographic transformation. Nearly half (43.28%) of its
northern terrain was extracted and incorporated in the municipality of Petrovo and the RS. What
remained of pre-war Gračanica fell under the jurisdiction of the FBiH and the Tuzla Canton (TK).
Together with the territory it relinquished, the municipality also lost its pre-war Serb community. At
the time of this investigation, 95% of its 48,395 inhabitants were Bosniaks.428
Despite the abrupt socio-political changes the war had produced, in 1995 the prognosis for
the municipality’s post-conflict fate was positive. An ethnically homogenous constituency meant that
Gračanica would be spared the hassle and hurdles that accompanied the reunification of parallel
governance structures in many of Bosnia’s multi-ethnic localities. Furthermore, while the
municipality’s physical capital had suffered considerable damage, the level of its destruction was below
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the national average.429 Gračanica also experienced the lowest casualty rate among the municipalities
included in this analysis, having lost 0.84% of its pre-war population (496 individuals). Finally, the
municipality was one of the few in Bosnia where economic production did not cease entirely during
the conflict. Despite most of its production plants being in close proximity to the front line and having
suffered extensive damages, many were successfully transferred in non-combat territory and managed
to resume production before the end of the war.430
6.3.2.2.

A closer look at the performance of Gračanica’s local government (1996-2015)

The high overall performance score achieved by the government of Gračanica during the first postconflict decade was driven by high performance in three internal components of the LGP construct:
political stability, economic development promotion, and administrative effectiveness. This section
provides empirical evidence to substantiate this claim and to account for the performance trajectory
of Gračanica more broadly.
In terms of political stability, Gračanica scored highly in all electoral cycles. Following an SDA victory
in the first post-conflict elections, a municipal council was formed in November 1997.431 Destabilizing
political practices, such as boycotting, polarizing rhetoric, and foot dragging were not recorded in the
media or the OHR archives. On the contrary, the news from Gračanica was positive, focusing on the
town’s fast return to political normalcy, successful handling of the return process,432 and steady
developmental rebound.433 Political stability continued throughout the post-conflict period. In the
2000 local elections, Nusret Helić (SDP), a lawyer by education, was appointed mayor and
uninterruptedly served in this position until 2015, when I last visited Gračanica. Throughout this time,
respondents recalled only minor coalition shifts and sporadic incidents of mild post-election
contestation.434
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In the field of economic development promotion, analysis of the local government’s legislative
output showed that the Gračanica council was developmentally oriented from early on. On average,
during the 2000-2006 period more than 40% of the municipal budget was dedicated to economic and
infrastructural development.435 The municipality’s capital investment program was comprehensive and
far-reaching in terms of both content and geographic coverage. With more than 85 projects planned
and successfully implemented annually,436 by 2004 the physical capital of the municipality had
exceeded its pre-war levels.437 In 2001, the council adopted detailed management and regulatory plans
for its pre-existing industrial zone and invested heavily in updating its infrastructure (Zone I). Less
than two years later, it had constructed and fully regulated two additional zones (Zones I and II),
providing more than 153 hectares of land to potential investors. According to municipal statistics, by
2006 34 new businesses had been established in the new industrial areas.438 Examination of the annual
reports of the mayor, the administration, and the municipal council also revealed multiple successful
efforts to simplify business registration and construction processes; improve the local business
environment; and enhance the overall efficacy of the administration. By 2006, the municipality had
reduced the period required for business registration from 3 weeks (in 1999) to 5 days; had established
a one-stop municipal centre dedicated to the provision of business services; and had digitized a large
portion of its archive and fully computerized its administrative operations.
With less than 4,000,000 KM in its own resources,439 however, the municipality had relied on
donors’ contributions to finance most of its development activities. Indeed, attracted by Gračanica’s
strong entrepreneurial reputation and its mayor’s SDP-affiliation and strong personality,440 in the first
years after the war development organizations and national donor agencies “flocked to Gračanica”,
“anxious to see its government succeed”.441 According to many of my respondents, it was the high
inflow of aid (1997-2006) - which spanned all aspects of LGP (from infrastructural reconstruction to
business development and administrative modernization) – that made the municipality’s strong early
performance possible.442 This interpretation is in line with the observation that in the second decade
after the war, when international technical and material support waned significantly, the local
Author’s estimation
Average for the 1999-2003 period. Author’s estimation
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government made only marginal improvements to its performance. Despite having reached a
satisfactory level of administrative effectiveness and having developed sufficient capacity for LEDpromotion, the municipality failed to consolidate and further advance progress in this area by
depoliticizing the development process or by utilizing innovative LED-promotion tools. Instead,
conservatism and the effort to maintain rather than expand economic performance have characterized
much of the council’s work in the past decade.
Municipal performance in the domain of social development was equally disappointing.
Service provision in the employment and education sectors was kept at a minimum level.443 Local
development strategies (adopted in 2005 and 2010)444 outlined dozens of ambitious and carefully
budgeted projects, including the provision of SME-support services; the development of a guarantee
credit fund for start-ups; the legislation of an investment incentives package; the establishment of a
municipal fund for the support of talented students; the provision of training seminars for the
unemployed; the formation of a municipal centre for the development of entrepreneurial skills among
young individuals; and the introduction of new courses in the local technical high school.
Nevertheless, analysis of policy and project pronouncements vis-à-vis the municipality’s legislative
record and actual policy enactments showed that less than 10% of planned objectives in the domains
of education and employment were materialized in the 2007-2015 period. 445
6.3.2.3. Local government performance and the role of the business community. Is there a
link?
The business association of Gračanica (Udruženja privrednika Gračanica - UPG) was created in 2001,446
when as many as 207 private enterprises were operating in the municipality.447 Its founding members,
30 SMEs that, at the time, corresponded to 40% of local production, reflected the municipality’s highly
diversified economic structure.448 However, unlike enterprises elsewhere in Bosnia which were
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prompted to cooperate by the incapacity of their respective local governments to provide stability and
manage the development process, SMEs in Gračanica organized around a more ambitious goal.
A founding member of the UPG explained: “As entrepreneurs in Gračanica, we were
fortunate enough to work with an administration that prioritized development and understood how
the economy worked. Even before the establishment of the association, we were in good terms with
the local government…The biggest impediments to growth for us, were posed by the canton. This
was our real source of frustration”.449 Indeed, while frequently criticized as inefficient and wasteful,
the cantons in the FBiH have many competencies in the domain of economic development and several
cantonal agencies are directly involved in SME-support (Bojicic-Dzelilovic 2011).450 Convinced that
cantonal legislation, especially as it related to business-related fees and taxation, had to be changed if
small enterprises were to become viable, business owners in Gračanica created the UPG in order to
“directly lobby legislators in Tuzla [Canton]”. 451
While this proved to be a successful mobilization strategy,452 archival research and in-depth
interviews revealed that business cooperation in Gračanica remained highly informal. The association
never acquired official office premises or hired professional staff.453 Steering board meetings were
irregular, infrequent, and took place in the members’ workplace.454 Focusing entirely on lobbying and
advocacy activities, the UPG neglected the provision of business services that would have further
increased the density of its membership and its resources and would have improved its sustainability
prospects. Implementation reports produced by the association over the 2001-2004 period enumerate
meetings and roundtable discussions organized by the UPG in which municipal, cantonal, and FBiH
representatives participated. Despite its success in bringing together local and regional stakeholders,
the association could boast limited legislative impact.
The owner of a plastic-processing firm and a former UPG member commented on the UPG’s limited
capacity for political action:
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“There were several high-level meetings…[for which] we were not prepared. We managed to
put everyone in the same room but had no proposals or recommendations to make… We knew
what changes had to be made but had few ideas on how to make them…Sometimes, I felt that
we were being used…They [cantonal officials] would come, make small talk with us, and have
their picture taken at the end of the meeting…They used these meetings, they used us, to
strengthen their profile as ‘pro-development’ and signal [to donors] they were serious about
growth, without doing anything about it”.455
The former head of the municipal department of economic development who had participated in
some of these meetings also commented on the association’s lobbying tactics:
“Many demands voiced by the UPG were unrealistic…We faced great difficulty in explaining
the necessity of local and cantonal taxes, the rationale of utility pricing, and communicating the
limits of our capacity to change them…The association left no room for negotiation and for
finding common ground…Their [the UPG representatives’] stance was so rigid that instead of
bringing us closer, these meetings ended up increasing frustration on both sides, pushing us
further apart”.456
Faced with the disappointing outcomes of negative lobbying, members of the association became
discouraged. “We realized that to introduce a single change in cantonal legislation, we needed a
different structure and an army of experts”,457 said a former member. In 2005, the association entered
what a respondent described as “hibernation mode”.458 While the association was not officially
dissolved, it held no steering board meetings and undertook no official activities. Reflecting back on
this period, one of the then-members said: “We realized that the value-added of the UPG was minimal.
Few things changed…If we needed anything, we would go and talk directly to the mayor. Gračanica
is a small community and most of us know him personally…This was faster, and often, more
effective”.459
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After a year of inactivity, an assembly meeting was held in April 2006 to discuss the future of
the association. Steering board members tried to regroup local businesses around a new vision and to
revisit the very mission of the association. Driven by the desire to “give back to the community”,460
the UPG leadership at the time undertook a series of charitable activities, including building houses
for poor families and buying equipment for the local hospital. This line of action rallied little support
among members. “I lost all interest in the association” said the owner of a construction company. “As
important as it was for the local community, charitable activity should have been a side project, not
the principle focus of the association...We were still facing serious impediments to doing business and
few concrete actions to address them were being taken.461
Left with only 18 registered members, from 2006 to 2008 the UPG engaged in a few sporadic
activities, such as organizing field trips and visits to other associations in the FBiH and participation
in national and international fairs.462 In 2009, however, a new project – the establishment of an annual
international business fair in Gračanica – seemed to have the potential to rekindle the interest of the
local business community and spur successful collective action. According to a municipal officer, “the
fair was viewed as a concrete step toward promoting local products…It held the promise of putting
local businesses on the map - not only within Bosnia but in the wider region too”.463
The first Gračanica fair (GRAPOS expo 2010) was organized by the UPG and co-financed by
the association, the municipality, and the TK. With more than 200 enterprises from 18 countries
participating, commercially, it was described as a “huge success”.464 It also attracted considerable
political attention. Representatives from the OHR, the TK, and the FBiH participated in the opening,
praising the endeavour as “an impressive showcase for the things that can go right in Bosnia and
Herzegovina” and as “an example of what can be achieved when policy makers, bureaucrats and
entrepreneurs come together to make things better”.465 Despite its early success, in the following years,
the GRAPOS expo ignited a crisis that tested not only the strength of business cooperation but also
shook the foundations of trust between the local state and business community. As a former UPG
member explained, “profitability opened up appetites”.466 Citing the associations’ lack of
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administrative personnel, the municipality insisted that the organization of the fair be handed over to
an event-planning company. “The fair was taken away from us” remarked a former member, “we
retained no oversight”.467 Rumours of embezzlement and financial mismanagement soon started to
circulate. “The director [of the planning company] and a mayor’s advisor turned the Gračanica fair
into a private business; a means of enriching themselves by exploitation the association and its
members”, said the director of a wood-processing company. 468 “They would hide profits and produce
financial reports that were unrealistic and overpriced…We knew it was happening but couldn’t do
anything about it”, argued another member. 469
The inability of the UPG to hold the organizers and the municipality accountable for their
actions prompted business owners to once again question its utility. Faced with another massive
members’ exodus, the association entered a prolonged phase of inactivity in 2013.470 What is more,
increasingly fewer local companies participated in the GRAPOS expo, which, despite having been
successfully “institutionalized as an important annual event, [today] hosts almost no local
companies”.471 Trust in the local government and its commitment to economic development, which
had remained unquestioned throughout the best part of the post-conflict period, was severely
undermined. In 2015, when I conducted my last interviews in Gračanica, the parties allegedly involved
in financial malpractices had retired. Still, a former UPG member remarked: “I fear that all this gossip
and scandal caused irreparable damage…Re-establishing trust will take time”.472

The Gračanica case illustrates that favourable structural conditions are not sufficient for the
emergence of sustainable and influential business associations. Despite having members that were
equal in terms of size, structural power, and resources, the UPG failed to develop and implement a
socially beneficial economic and political agenda. Without professional guidance, its members
struggled to identify collective interests and to agree on what the role of the association should be.
Service provision was minimal and of poor quality.473 Furthermore, as the UPG failed to communicate
business demands effectively, make feasible recommendations, and suggest attainable solutions to
Interview No. 31
Interview No. 35
469 Interview No. 30
470 A planning and implementation report was not produced by the association in 2013 and 2014
471 Interview No. 30
472 Interview No. 32
473 Interviews No. 31; 34; 36
467
468
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state interlocutors, the advocacy and lobbying activities it did undertake produced limited positive
results. To perform the association’s minimal functions, employees of member companies were
recruited and steering board members personally handled the extra administrative workload. Finding
members that were willing to serve on the steering board grew increasingly hard. A former president
of the association recalled: “Our own businesses would suffer. We didn’t have the time and resources
to spare…No one wanted the extra work and responsibility”.474
The absence of professional staff deprived the UPG of the opportunity to be perceived by the
local government as a credible development partner. At the same time, it also limited the exposure of
the local government to forward-thinking ideas and practices and prevented the development and
materialization of a comprehensive and context-specific developmental vision for the municipality
more broadly. Instead, the absence of a single voice that would echo the aggregated interests of the
local business community left the administration divided among the mutually exclusive demands
individual enterprises placed upon it. Failure to see the ‘bigger picture’ also reduced the quality of the
developmental projects that were undertaken during the post-war period. While they were numerous,
most projects were designed by and reflected the expertise and priorities of foreign donors rather than
the needs of the local economy. The UPG certainly contributed to the success of the municipality in
attracting developmental assistance,475 which was nevertheless fragmented and of limited coherence.476
Furthermore, without adequate manpower and professional expertise, the association never became
involved in project implementation. It thus failed to monitor and hold municipal officers and donors
accountable. Indeed, the single jointly implemented project undertaken by the UPG - the GRAPOS
expo - demonstrates the sheer weakness of the association, which found itself captured by state and
non-state agents alike – a development that eroded trust and strained collective action both within the
UPG and between the latter and the local government.
Finally, weak and informal intra-business cooperation failed to support the institutionalization
of state-business interactions. Inter-sectoral meetings were ad hoc and irregular.477 The nonformalization of state-business relations via the establishment of relevant supportive institutions – like
the socio-economic councils developed in Tešanj and Žepče – meant that the mechanisms required

Interview No. 26
UPG members were frequently invited to the town hall to sit in meetings with potential donors (Interviews No. 34;
27). According to a former president of the association, the mayor also “paraded donors around our premises,
overemphasizing our good relations” (Interview No. 32)
476 Interviews No.37; 26
477 Interviews No. 34; 36
474
475
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for the establishment of broader development coalitions that would also incorporate social actors did
not emerge in Gračanica. The lack of opportunities for multiple partners to come together, exchange
ideas, and pool resources for the design and implementation of multi-sectoral development projects
at least partially accounts for the poor performance of Gračanica in the field of social development.
Important synergies remained unrealized, and existing resources and skills remained untapped.
Gračanica represents a case of ‘development from without’, where the process of
reconstruction was primarily led by international actors. Blessed with enormous developmental
potential at the start of Bosnian transition, Gračanica has so far realized only a fraction of it. While
this was enough for the municipality to be declared a ‘success story’ and continuously touted as a
“beacon of good government”,478 a sharp assessment of the municipality’s performance and the forces
that underpin it reveals a more mundane reality. It exposes a lack of innovative thinking on both the
side of the state and the business community, which despite operating in a setting with the right
structural ingredients (low economic concentration, ethnic homogeneity, and political stability), failed
to engage in broad-based and productive collective action. Instead of a dynamic and forward-thinking
developmental coalition, conservative forces have governed post-conflict Gračanica: a mayor, who is
currently serving his fourth term and is described by respondents as “too settled in his own ways”479
and “in need of perfect control”,480 and a disoriented business community that lacks a clear vision for
the future. This is reflected on the current situation on the ground. According to the latest available
statistics, Gračanica is officially stagnating, having received the lowest inflow of investments in the
Tuzla canton in the 2008-2014 period.481

Interview No. 128
Interviews No. 23; 35
480 Interview No. 36
481 Interview No. 27
478
479
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The Laggards
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6.4.

The political economy of poor governance in post-conflict Bosnia

The local governments of Lukavac, Kakanj, Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje (GVU), and Srebrenica were the
poorest performing units of analysis in the research sample. Starting out with low or exceptionally low
levels of capacity after the Bosnian war, these local governments improved their performance slowly
and agonizingly from one post-conflict electoral cycle to the next, but have yet to acquire a substantial
level of institutional strength.
Upcoming sections will demonstrate that despite important contextual variations, all Laggards
followed similar performance trajectories because of commonalities in their economic structure and
the pattern of relations local political and economic actors developed after the war. While Kakanj and
Lukavac systematically outperformed GVU and Srebrenica (primarily because of the multi-ethnic
population composition, disturbingly violent war history, and smaller size and resources of the latter
subgroup that adversely impacted on their governments’ capacities) this difference was one of degree,
not kind. In all communities, heavy industrialization during the Yugoslav era and high economic
concentration before and after the Bosnian war, help explain sub-optimal patterns of state-business
interaction, and these in turn account for the disappointing performance of their local governments.
In all laggard communities, business organization and cooperation proved infeasible. On the one hand,
in Kakanj and Lukavac, giant industries – remnants of the Yugoslav industrialization project –
monopolized the entity governments’ attention, requiring funds and regulatory oversight, while
retaining few developmentally productive contacts with local governments. On the other hand, in
GVU and Srebrenica, the elimination of large industries and the absence of a critical mass of SMEs,
left the few unorganized businesses prey to predatory state behavior and corruption, eliminating any
potential for fruitful inter-sectoral cooperation.
As the ‘dogs that never barked’, the story of the Laggards is composed of a series of failed
attempts for cooperation (both among business and between business and the state) and non-events
of inter-business and inter-sectoral collective action. What is more, the Laggards powerfully illustrate
how and why, in the absence of business organization and positive state-business interactions, political
stability, governmental responsiveness, and the quality of service provision, suffer.
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6.4.1. Sociopolitical background
6.4.1.1.

Kakanj and Lukavac: In the shadow of giants

Kakanj
The town of Kakanj lies along the Sarajevo-Zenica highway, 70 Km north west of Sarajevo. First
mentioned in 1468 as a settlement of 90 houses, the town grew rapidly after the establishment of a
brown coal mine in its territory (1902). In 1946, the SFRY’s first five-year development plan foresaw
the expansion of the Kakanj mine and the construction of a thermo-electric (coal-fired) power plant.
The mine, that had suffered extensive damages during WWII, was rebuilt. New pits were opened and
new tracks constructed, resulting in the rapid intensification of production and an employment
explosion. Just before the onset of the Bosnian war, the coal mine was Kakanj’s largest employer, with
5,050 workers. The construction of the Kakanj thermal power plant - that was to become one of Bosnia’s
largest generators of electricity - began in 1947 and was complete in 1988. In 1991, the Kakanj thermal
power plant had 2,500 workers. In the 1970s, another ‘giant industry’ was established in Kakanj by
Hidogradnja, a large Yugoslav civil engineering and general contracting company: the Kakanj Cement
Factory (Tvornica Cementa Kakanj). Hidogradnja retained ownership of the factory that started operating
in 1978. During the first years of its operation, it employed 1,700 workers and produced over 600,000
tons of cement.
As the industrialization of Kakanj intensified in the second half of the 20th century, its
population expanded. According to several accounts, workers from all Yugoslav republics came to
Kakanj in pursuit of work. From 1971 to 1991, the municipality welcomed 19,000 new inhabitants. In
1991, 54.56% (30,528) of its population was Bosniak, 29.59% (16,556) were Croats, and 8.8% (4,929)
were Serbs.
During the Bosnian war, Kakanj found itself in the heart of the Bosniak-controlled territory
that extended along the Sarajevo-Zenica communication path. The absence of territorial contestation
resulted in little fighting on its ground. On June 16, 1993, however, the ABiH forces captured the
town of Kakanj, forcefully displacing some 12,000 to 15,000 Croats residents. In total, 477 individuals
(0.85% of the municipality’s inhabitants), lost their lives as a direct consequence of the conflict.
Following war’s end, the international community attempted to restore the municipality’s multi-ethnic
character, by incorporating Kakanj in the UNHCR’s ‘open city’ program and dismissing its first mayor
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on the grounds of obstructing the implement of the DPA.482 Today, however, the municipality is
largely mono-ethnic and predominantly Bosniak. Of its 30,994 inhabitants, only 2,973 are Croats and
281 are Serbs. Administratively, it is part of the Zenica-Doboj canton.
After the war, Kakanj was politically stable, with frequent alternations of power between the
SDA and SDP. Developmentally, it continued to be very much dependent on its three giant industries,
all of which survived the conflict. Over 2,000 workers are still employed in the Kakanj mine, which is
now owned and managed by the FBiH. The thermo-electric plant, is operated by Elektroprivreda
BiH483 and employs 900 workers. The cement factory was privatized in 2000 when Heidelberg Cement,
a Germany headquartered company, bought 51% of its shares. The take-over is considered one of the
few success stories in Bosnia’s corruption-marred privatization process. Overall, mining and the
exploitation of natural resources continue to constitute the backbone of Kakanj’s economy. The share
of mining and electricity production in local product is currently over 65%.484 The participation of
other sectors, such as construction, wholesale and retail trade, transport, and communications, is much
smaller.
Lukavac
The municipality of Lukavac is situated in the valley of the river Spreča, 15 Km away from the city of
Tuzla. A predominantly rural area until the end of the 19th century, Lukavac experienced a first wave
of industrialization in 1893 when the Austro-Hungarians laid the foundations of an ammonia soda
plant – the first in Bosnia -485 and built a narrow railway line linking the plant to the urban centers of
Doboj and Tuzla. At the time, Fabrica Soda Lukavac produced 150 tons of raw bicarbonate per year
and employed 380 workers. In the decades that followed the industry grew fast, as did the town. From
this first plant and eastwards, along the railroad to Tuzla, spread an entirely new, buzzling set of
settlements that in 1945 numbered 40,000 inhabitants.
During Yugoslavia’s socialist era, especially between 1952 and 1974, Lukavac went through a
second, more intense wave of industrialization that transformed the municipality into one of Bosnia’s
The Open City program was the IC’s most extensive and well-funded initiative aimed at facilitating minority return.
The Mayor of Kakanj (a designated open city), Kemal Brodlija, was removed by the High Representative in October
1999.
483
JP Elektroprivreda BiH d.d. Sarajevo, one of Bosnia’s three public electric companies,
484
Local Development Strategy of the Municipality of Kakanj, 2007-2017/Strategija Razvoja Opcine Kakanj 20082017. Godine
485
Soda refers to sodium carbonate, a basic raw material for the manufacture of glass and detergents
482
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largest industrial centers. In 1991, the city of Lukavac had the highest geographic concentration of
heavy industries than any other municipality in Bosnia (a record it still holds today). In a single square
kilometer laid a coke-chemical plant486 (4,000 workers), a cement factory487 (1500 workers), a steelprocessing factory (1,000 workers), a lignite and a limestone mine (3,000 workers), and a thermoelectric power plant (750 workers). Industrial development was followed by the expansion of
enterprises in the field of construction, transport, trade, tourism, and utilities. Lukavac, however, have
always been an ideal-type industrial town. According to the 1991 Yugoslav census, the municipality
had 12,376 employees. Of these, 84% were employed in the mines and the natural resource-processing
enterprises.
Just before the outbreak of the Bosnian war, the municipality had 57,070 inhabitants
distributed in 44 settlements - 66.8% were Bosniaks, 21.5% Serbs, and 3.8% Croats. As the war was
closing in on the town, a multi-ethnic civilian defence groups (the Lukavac Patriotic Front for the
Preservation of Peace, Joint Life, Political Sovereignty and Territorial Integrity), composed of concerned citizens
and political parties of all ethnic backgrounds was established with the aim to “resist anyone attacking
the town”.488 But, when on May 19, 1992, the Serb-controlled Yugoslav army fired the first shots from
mountain Ozren and onto the town, inter-ethnic unity proved feeble. The burning of the Serbmajority village of Smoluca - Lukavac’s most developed rural settlement and a symbol of local
resistance to violence coming from all sides489 - instigated a mass Serbian exodus and marked the end
of moderate politics and inter-ethnic tolerance in the area. Before the end of 1992, 90% of the town’s
Serb element had fled. The process of ethnic homogenization was complete in 1995 when the ABiH
captured most of the Mount Ozren settlements, violently displacing all remaining Serbs.490 In total,
the war claimed the lives of 602 Lukavac residents.
After the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords, Lukavac emerged as an almost exclusively
Bosniak municipality. Several of its Serb-majority villages (Vasiljevci, Krtova, and Stupar) were
officially incorporated in the RS. Territorially shrank and ethnically cleansed, the post-war municipality
of Lukavac became part of the Tuzla Canton and the FBiH. Today, it has 44,520 residents (93%
The Boris Kidrič coke-chemical plant was established in 1952
Fabrika Cement Lukavac started operating in 1974
488 Interview No. 88
489 Smoluca was one of the few Serb-majority villages in the area that have voted for the multi-ethnic SDP party in the
1990 elections. When the war started, the village declared itself neutral. Its inhabitants refused to flee or take part in the
conflict on any side. Regardless, the village was destroyed by the ABiH during a brutal attack (in which several civilians
also participated) as a retaliation act for the burning of the Bosniak-majority village of Dobošnica by the VRS
490 The Patriotic Front however played a decisive role in preventing the town’s small Croat population from fleeing to
Herceg-Bosna (Interview No. 88)
486
487
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Bosniaks). Post-Dayton politics in the locality, have been orderly, peaceful and uneventful,
characterized by the alternation of the SDA and SDP parties in power. The only contentious issue
mentioned in the news archive and recalled by local opinion makers was the removal (by the OHR)
and substitution of the town’s SDP mayor, Zijad Omerdić, in 2002 over the issue of minority return.491
In terms of infrastructure, the town of Lukavac remained largely intact. Copying Radovan
Karadžić in one of his interviews for radio ‘Ozren’, several of my interviewees492 argued that the Serb
leadership never planned to seize Lukavac by military action but by political means in order to preserve
its valuable industrial zone. While production stopped entirely or dropped at very low levels in the
1992-1995 period, Lukavac’s giant industries were successfully privatized in the first post-Dayton
decade,493 resuming and exceeding their pre-war production levels soon thereafter. At the time of this
investigation, the local economy continued to be highly concentrated. Even though the total number
of those employed is much lower today than in 1991, it continues to be divided among the town’s
large natural resource extraction and processing enterprises. Only a few SMEs have emerged and even
fewer have managed to survive the transition.
6.4.1.2.

GVU and Srebrenica: “Nationalism on an empty stomach” 494

Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje
The Municipality of Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje (GVU) is situated in the central part of south-western
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the upper Vrbas river basin. Surrounded by mountain ranges, the town
of GVU lies 150 Km from Sarajevo and 102 Km away from Mostar. It is well-connected to both, as
multiple traffic routes pass through its territory, linking it to the continental parts of Bosnia and the
Adriatic coast. According to the 1991 Census, Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje, then named simply Gornji-

According to local councilors and journalists interviewed, Omerdić had a hard time creating an atmosphere of trust
within the municipality around the issue of minority return. Having high expectations from a non-nationalist government,
the OSCE and the OHR pushed the SDP mayor for a speedy resolution. According to my interviewees, it was failure to
deliver results under tight deadlines and ungrounded foot dragging that led to a change in the political leadership, under
international pressure (Interviews No. 88; 89)
492 Interviews 88; 89
493 In 2006 the Turkish company Sisecam took over the soda factory. The coke factory was privatized by the Global
Infrastructure Holdings Ltd, Isle of Man, in 2003, and the cement factory was bought by the Asaner Baustoffe AG Group
from Austria in 2001
494 Quote from interview No. 118
491
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Vakuf,495 had 25,181 inhabitants who lived in 50 settlements organized into 15 local communities. The
majority of its residents were Bosniaks (55.84% or 14,063) but Croats made up an almost equally
sizeable community (42.51% or 10,706).
Initially a small town of farmers and shepherds, GVU was heavily industrialized during the
socialist era. In the early 1960s, it was already considered a town of miners and industrial workers.
Economic activity was concentrated in a few large enterprises: the Gračanica lignite mine, that at the
peak of its activity employed approximately 2,000 individuals; the Trnovača Furniture Factory with
1,500 workers in 1991; and two textile companies, the Yassa Factory and UNIS that together employed
1,700 workers.
Because GVU is located on the natural route that links the Dalmatia coast to central Bosnia,
during the Bosnian war, it experienced heavy fighting. The route from Jablanica via GVU and through
Novi Travnik to the Puticevo intersection with the road running down the Lasva Valley (Route
DIAMOND), was the main supply route for the all military actors active in the area - the Army of
Bosnia and Herzegovina (ABiH), the Croatian forces (HVO), and the UNPROFOR (Shrader 2003:
19). Military operations were constant and control of the valuable path (and with it, of parts of the
municipality’s territory), ever-shifting. In the town itself, the line of fire was established along its main
road, bitterly dividing its two ethnic communities. Ultimately, war-induced violence resulted in 2.3%
of the municipality’s pre-war population being reported as dead or missing.
The intensity of wartime violence in GVU impeded reconstruction efforts. Several rounds of
inter-ethnic negotiations failed to reach an agreement on territorial and administrative reunification
and the municipality remained de facto divided well into the second transitional decade. In fact, it was
not until 2008 that all municipal departments became concentrated in a single building, local utility
companies were reunified, and the municipal council began functioning without prolonged periods of
boycotting.
Despite progress on the political front, developmentally, the municipality continues to
straggle. Between 1992 and 1996, all local production seized. Political obstruction after the war,
disqualified GVU form receiving financial and technical support from donors.496 Having incurred
From the middle ages and until 2001, Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje was called Gornji Vakuf. The name reflected the fact that
the town was established as a waqf (Vakuf) by Mehmed-beg Stočanin, a Bosniak bey. Uskoplje is the word the Croat
community used to refer to the area. After the Bosnian war, the agreement on the administrative reunification of the
municipality foresaw the change of its official name to reflect the preferences of both ethnic communities
496 OHR archive, 30.07.1997, OHR RRTF Report July 1997 – Annex 7a RRTF: Report July 1997, Annex 7a, UNHCR’s
“Open Cities” Initiative, Current Status, 15 July 1997 AND 16.08.1998: Speaking on refugee return problems in Gornji
Vakuf, OHR representative in Travnik Jason Taylor informed that "people there are still facing the challenge of forming
495
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significant infrastructural damage, some of the largest local companies never resumed production.
Employment in the local mine (Gračanica) became severely contracted; only 94 workers currently work
there. Parts of the Trnovača factory have been privatized and production has resumed, but at low
levels. Some new companies have emerged, mostly in the wood- and metal-processing sectors. In
general, however, a critical mass of privately-owned enterprises is still absent.
Srebrenica
Srebrenica is situated in the valley of the river Drina in the north east of Bosnia and in close proximity
to the Republic of Serbia. From antiquity, it has been known as a mining center and for its abundant
natural resources. The earliest references to the town – under the name Domavium and later Argentaria
– date back to the Roman times and record silver ore mining as a key economic activity.497 As a
settlement in medieval Bosnia, Srebrenica was first mentioned in the 14th century, when it became
colonized by the Dubrovnik Republic, which having assumed the control of silver production and
trade, established a coin factory in the area. During the Habsburg era, Srebrenica became a center for
salt mining. New roads and administrative buildings were constructed, some preserved until today.498
While the town suffered extensive damages during the two world wars, following its liberation on 11th
March 1945, it grew into a vibrant industrial centre. Two mines - the Sase lead and zinc mine and the
Srebrenica Bauxite mine – became the pillars of its post-WWII production. Other local industrial
capacities, all of which revolved around mining production, included a car battery factory, a nonferrous metals manufacturing plant, and a manufacturing plant of silver electrodes. In 1991, these
companies employed 5,300 workers and the value of their production was estimated at 30 million KM.
By Yugoslav standards, Srebrenica was considered a developed town.499 Thanks to its healing (ironarsenic) water spring of Crni Guber, it was also a popular tourist destination. Before the onset of the
Bosnian war, more than 4,700 overnight stays were recorded annually in the town’s hotel and the spa
dormitory (Banja Guber).500

a joint municipality and the majority of donors have passed them by because of their failure to implement the election
results’ OHR BiH TV News Summary, 16 August 1999
497 Interview No. 111
498 CARE International, 2007, inception note for the ‘Sustainable Economic Development’ project (internal document)
499 Interview No. 111
500 Ibid.
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Srebrenica is also the location of the single gravest crime of the Bosnian war. The municipality
was among the first to experience heavy fighting and be affected by mass-scale ethnic cleansing.
Muslims fleeing from violence in other parts of Eastern Bosnia, found refuge in the town that became
surrounded by RSV forces. Reports of the suffering of refugees trapped in the enclave are among the
most dramatic and riveting of the war (Burg and Shoup 1999). Following a long and brutal siege, the
infamous Srebrenica genocide occurred in the summer of 1995, resulting in the death of more than
8,000 Bosniak men and boys. Unsurprisingly, the extremity of violence produced large-scale
demographic alterations. While according to the 1991 Yugoslav census, of the municipality’s 36,666
inhabitants 75.20% were Bosniaks and 22.68% Serbs, according to the 2013 Bosnian census, of the
13,409 current residents, 54% are Bosniaks and 46% Serbs. However, the results of the latest census
are considered unrealistic as the vast majority of permanent residents self-identify as Serbs. According
to the safest estimates, today, Bosniaks constitute approximately 35% of the local population.501 This
is largely due to the fact that return in Srebrenica has been hectic, slow, and unsustainable.502
With the signing of Dayton, Srebrenica became incorporated in the RS – a decision that has
been matter of contention since its making. While a negative peace was soon consolidated in the area,
the traumatic legacy of the 1995 massacre has been keenly felt throughout the entire post-conflict
period. Reuniting administrative structures was faced with severe political obstructionism. While
Bosniaks started to return in significant numbers only in 2002-3, election rules have allowed for a
Bosniak majority in local government since the start of the transition.503 Currently, the municipal
administration is staffed by both Bosniaks and Serbs, and the local political atmosphere has improved
considerably. However, Srebrenica continues to be a powerful symbol and a divisive factor in national
politics, and Srebrenica residents displaced to Tuzla and Sarajevo cantons are an influential political
constituency. The political environment remains difficult and unpredictable, partly because “local
politics are anything but local”, as one respondent argued.504
Developmentally, the situation continues to be dire. When in 1997, former US ambassador
William Montgomery arrived in Srebrenica to promote economic development, he noted that “the
town appeared to be a ghost town - both figuratively and literally”. Furthermore, until June 1999, the
Srebrenica municipality and neighboring parts of eastern Republika Srpska were under an international
embargo, which encouraged further social and economic decline and resulted in missed opportunities
Interview No. 114
Interview No. 136
503 This changed in 2016
504 Interview No. 124
501
502
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to participate in the post-conflict reconstruction and development of the region. Nevertheless, as soon
as initial obstructions to reunification were curved, and the return process began, Srebrenica became
the most targeted municipality in Bosnia in terms of aid and attracted massive assistance from “every
donor under the sun”.505 Foreign aid in Srebrenica aimed to encourage sustainable return to the area
(through direct incentives in livelihood and economic opportunities), improve the physical conditions
for all vulnerable communities, and develop a more responsive and capable local administration.
Despite multiple efforts, little progress has thus far been recorded. Employment remains concentrated
in the municipality’s pre-war mining industry, which is largely controlled by the RS government and
not open to Bosniak returnees. Furthermore, while a few SMEs have started to operate in the area,
attracted by generous, externally-funded investment packages, a critical mass of enterprises has yet to
emerge. Most returnees survive through subsistence farming.
6.4.2. Four municipalities, one story. What bad government looks like
Despite their differences - that to a great extent determined the magnitude and pervasiveness of their
underperformance - all Laggards exhibited clear signs of institutional weakness, including sluggish
reform rates, low planning and implementation capacity, lack of innovation in policy making, and poor
service provision. In the upcoming sections, I break down the construct of government performance into
its constitutive parts and trace the progress each local government unit made in terms of political
stability, economic development, and social development promotion since the onset of the transition.
Political Stability
In Kakanj and Lukavac, political stability returned relatively quickly after the war.506 Nevertheless, in
GVU and Srebrenica, high levels of wartime violence and considerable ethnic heterogeneity spurred
and sustained resistance to post-conflict territorial and administrative reunification, severely
undermining political stability throughout almost the entire post-Dayton era.
In GVU, the 1997 municipal elections were conducted peacefully, without OSCE observers
reporting fraudulent registration incidents or attempts to otherwise obstruct the election process.

Interview No. 115
In Kakanj some political turmoil was recorded due to the lack of party alignment between the mayor and the majority
of the municipal council during the 2000-2004 and the 2004-2008 electoral cycles (Interviews No. 83; 86)
505
506
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However, election results that favored the SDA party outraged the local Croat leaders, who refused
to recognize them.507 Negotiations to reach a political settlement started in early 1998 but came to a
halt soon afterwards due to continued Croat resistance to abolish parallel institutionalism and
relinquish the self-proclaimed municipality of Uskoplje.508 A priori rejecting cooperation, the HDZ
and smaller Croat parties refused to submit their lists for the 2000 local polls.509 Electoral boycotting
and the continuation of parallel institutionalism triggered the intervention of the OHR and resulted in
the resumption of reunification talks.510 By January 2001, the international community could boast
some success.511 Still, the socio-political situation in the municipality continued to be fragile. An OHR
political report produced around that time, states: “More than five years after the signing of the Dayton
Peace Agreement, Gornji Vakuf remains, de facto, a split municipality. This situation is untenable as
there are no legal grounds for the establishment of two municipalities”.512
Negotiations were successfully completed in August 2001,513 when the former warring parties
agreed to the abolition of war-time governing structures and to the establishment of an interim
municipal council in line with the rules and regulations of the OSCE-established Provisional Election
Committee (PEC).514 The first joint council session took place a month later. The OHR welcomed the
implementation of the agreement, saying: “The unification of GVU indicates that the old HDZ/SDA
bipolar world of ethnic politics that cemented the parallel structures in the Federation is slowly giving
way to a more practical, functional approach”.515 The aid embargo imposed on the municipality at
war’s end was lifted soon afterwards. The official end of the international supervision came with the
October 2004 elections which was marked by the participation of all Bosniak and Croat parties. The
relevant OHR decision, reads: “The time has come to terminate the special regime of Gornji VakufUskoplje…[as it] has undoubtedly attained a level of integration sufficient to make continuing
supervision by OHR unnecessary”.516 However, a few weeks later, a fresh governing crisis - instigated
OHR Archive, 02.12.1997, ‘Fourth Federation Meeting on the Central Bosnia Canton’
The all-Croat municipality of Uskoplje was established during the war and was considered part of the self-proclaimed
Herceg-Bosna entity
509 OHR Archive, 17.01.2000, OBN News Review, 17 January 2000
510 OHR Archive, 02.05.2000, OBN News Review, 2 May 2000
511 Such as the signing of the joined accord for the municipality’s secondary school, signed in January 2001. Source: OHR
Archive, 05.01.2001, ‘OHR announces school accord in Gornji Vakuf’
512 OHR Archive, 14.02.2001, ‘High Representative extends mandate of his Special Envoy Ulrich Bucher to include Gornji
Vakuf’
513 OHR Archive, 23.07.2001, ‘Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje Agreement Initiated’
514 OHR Archive, 15.09.2001, ‘Decision providing the Agreement on Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje from 2 August 2001, which
unites Gornji Vakuf and Uskoplje into one municipality, with a legal base’
515 21st Report for the Implementation of the Dayton Peace Agreement to the Secretary-General of the United Nations;
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by the confrontation between the local SDA and the HDZ parties over the abolition of the position
of the MC deputy - proved this statement premature. With HDZ councilors actively obstructing the
regular work of the council, a municipal budget was not adopted.517 Municipal accounts were frozen
and no budget spending took place for almost six months. Parts of the municipality were left without
water and electricity for weeks and the security situation on the ground was assessed as “fragile and
volatile”.518 Joint governance resumed only after mayor Bušatlić (SDA) resigned, on June 6, 2005. 519
Repeated mayoral elections were held in October that year.520 Reportedly, the normalization of local
politics started as late as 2008.521
In Srebrenica, municipal election results from 1997 were not implemented until 1999,
following an OHR ruling which forestalled an attempt by Srebrenica Serbs to create a new municipality
in Skelani.522 Interviewees, who at the time served as municipal councilors, reported multiple instances
of obstruction. Tensions culminated with an attack on Munib Hasanović (SDA), the then-deputy
municipal secretary, who was stabbed by masked men in the lavatories of the municipal building.523 In
the 2000 local polls, voting by absentee ballot, Srebrenica Bosniaks in exile managed to maintain an
SDA majority in the council, even though their physical return to the municipality had only just began.
With the return process timidly underway, the aid embargo imposed on the municipality in 1996 was
lifted, and in May 2002, an international donors’ conference established the Srebrenica Regional Recovery
Program – the linchpin of the international community’s assistance to the municipality and the
surrounding region.524 Around that time, the working culture in the municipal council started to
improve considerably, with fewer instances of obstruction and governmental paralysis being reported
in the press and OHR political reports. Despite positive signs, including the establishment of an SDASDS ruling coalition during the 2004-2008 cycle, local politics in Srebrenica remained highly polarized.
When in February 2007, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) acquitted Serbia of
responsibility for the Srebrenica genocide, Bosniak leaders demanded a special status525 for the
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municipality that would remove it from RS jurisdiction and threatened to organize a mass exodus of
Bosniak returnees if their demand was not met.526 On March 24, with Serb parties withdrawn, the
Srebrenica council passed a resolution supporting the municipality’s secession and a unilateral
declaration of independence on July 11th, the commemoration day of the 1995 genocide.527 The RS
Prime Minister Milorad Dodik, described efforts to modify the status of Srebrenica as “illegal” and
“against the RS constitution”.528 He also warned that “appropriate measures will be taken against all
persons who attempt to undermine the integrity of Republika Srpska”.529 Over 100 Bosniak returnees
left Srebrenica and set up camps in Sarajevo to protest the lack of justice in the municipality,
discrimination in employment, health and education provision, and the impoverished economic
conditions Bosniak returnees were faced with (Nettlefield and Wagner 2013). Responding to the rising
polarization and institutional paralysis, on May 3, 2007, the HR appointed Clifford Bond (former US
Ambassador to BiH), as his Special Envoy to the Srebrenica Region. Following months of negotiations,
tensions subsided when an agreement was reached for Srebrenica to acquire a special status within the
RS as “an area of economic and social significance” 530 and to receive 50 million KM in development
support.
Normal council activity resumed soon afterwards as another crisis of governance was avoided
a few months before the 2008 October elections. While in 2006, amendments to the electoral law in
Bosnia allowed only currently registered residents to vote in municipal elections,531 an exceptional
electoral status was granted to Srebrenica, permitting Bosniaks expelled from the municipality and
living elsewhere to vote,532 thus preserving Bosniak control of the local government. When this
exception was not extended to the 2012 elections, for the local Bosniak elite, it opened the door to
“genocide by ballot”.533 “Allowing Srebrenica to be run by the present Serb majority that continues to
deny the wartime genocide and ethnic cleansing, is equivalent to having Nazis govern Holocaust
survivors”, said Ćamil Duraković, the independent Bosniak candidate for Mayor in 2008.534
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Duraković, who had been a leading figure in the Special Status Initiate, supported the I Will
Vote for Srebrenica/Glasaću za Srebrenicu campaign, aimed to persuade BiH citizens to register and vote
in the municipality. The campaign took advantage of the fact that citizens in Bosnia were at the time
allowed to change their residency status and vote in whichever entity they chose. Even though RS
authorities reportedly harassed Bosniak activists and campaign supporters,535 unlawfully intimidated
individuals that came to register to vote in Srebrenica, and illegally removed over 200 names from the
voter’s list,536 the campaign was successful and Duraković became mayor of Srebrenica. Despite
“tensions during election day”537 and considerable post-election contestation that postponed the
confirmation of the election results until December 2012,538 by the time I visited Srebrenica, normal
council operation had resumed and councilors from all parties reported frequent council meetings
without “major disruptions or blockages”.539
Local economic development promotion
Despite differences in the level of political turmoil they experienced, all laggard municipalities
performed poorly in LED promotion. In Srebrenica and GVU, local governments are readily and
widely acknowledged as “weak”, of “limited capacity”, “problematic”, and “corrupt”.540 However, so
are local governments in Lukavac and Kakanj,541 which despite not having gone through prolonged
periods of ungovernability, have failed to substantially promote growth and have made only moderate
progress in the field of LED promotion over the past two electoral cycles.
What was particularly striking in laggard municipalities – and unquestionably a leading cause
of their limited decision-making competence – was the lack of reliable and fine-grained data. Absence
of municipal-level economic and social statistics prevented timely, responsive, and evidence-based
policy design and implementation. In GVU, officials complained about the absence of the most basic
of data and explained how this hindered the drafting of project proposals and diminished the quality
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of project applications to donors and upper levels of government. “How can I put together a
convincing and professional proposal and ‘bring home the bacon’ without reference to any
background data?” asked a LED officer angrily. He went on to explain: “Recently I tried to apply for
a river bank cleaning project. It was a small project but would have provided temporary employment
to ten long-term unemployed residents. I had to go back and forth between the urban planning and
the finance department begging for basic data, countless times. Each day I would get obscure promises
that the information would soon be made available and silly excuses as to why it took them so
long…Eventually, we missed the deadline”. 542
In Srebrenica, the first attempt to analyze the locality’s social situation was being conducted
during my first visit to the municipality (May 2014). Spearheaded by UNDP and UNICEF, the
endeavor proved frustrating even for trained development experts. A UNICEF employee, a recent
addition to the longstanding Srebrenica Regional Recovery Program (SRRP), remarked on the absence
of information: “When I first arrived in Srebrenica I was surprised by how little we truly know about
this place. Our reports [UN] are thin in numbers. Information about Srebrenica is scarce and often,
unreliable. Even demographic data - who and how many live here - is contested. Part of the problem
is political, but in my view the biggest problem is low administrative capacity”.543
My own effort to retrieve municipal statistics confirmed the weakness of laggard municipalities
in data production and management. In both GVU and Srebrenica, the genuine desire of the thenmayors to assist my research resulted in a panicked, administration-wide effort to draw data from
every computer drive and digital record kept in the municipalities. The difficulty with which employees
in charge of data management were identified, after countless phone calls, office visits, and internal
consultations, showcased the administration’s impoverished ability to provide statistical information
and proved the absence of an evidence-based decision-making culture. With most strategic documents
unavailable online and their digital versions scattered around multiple hard drives, regular visits to the
municipal archives proved necessary. Even these, however, yielded minimum results due to poor filing
systems.544 Still, nowhere was the lack of updated and accurate statistics more evident and more
widespread than in Lukavac, where the head of the municipal department for local development
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briefed me on the local economic and social situation using data from 2002, because “these [were] the
data” he felt were to be “trusted” and “best reflected reality on the ground”.545
Another defining characteristic of laggard municipalities was poor planning ability and weak
policy implementation records in the area of LED promotion. Most, were latecomers in drafting
comprehensive development plans – if they had drafted one at all - and generally exhibited both an
extremely poor capacity to monitor the implementation of these plans and low rates of
implementation success.
In GVU, analysis of the local government’s policy output (2001-2014) revealed that active
policies aimed at eliminating adverse conditions for LED were not taken until very recently. In fact, it
was the drafting and adoption of GVU’s first development strategy as late as 2010 that marked the
local government’s first organized attempt to create a favorable infrastructural and regulatory
framework for LED.546 The strategy that was formulated with the support of the OSCE and can be
best characterized as limited in scope, was comprised of elementary operational objectives. Reflecting
the municipality’s level of backwardness in the area of LED promotion, planned projects also lacked
the level of creativeness and innovation found elsewhere.
Still, in line with the strategy and with the aim to increase its attractiveness to potential
investors, in 2010, the municipality updated its spatial plan and earmarked two areas for industrial
production.547 Furthermore, by 2013, the municipal council had adapted regulatory and development
plans for both zones, and had completed extensive infrastructural upgrading activities.548 Finally, in
2014, the council adopted an incentives package for potential investors, offering rent and municipal
tax waivers to potential investors. However, the municipality’s progress in the area of small business
development and support was minimal. Even though the 2010-2015 strategy noted the absence of
permanent structures for business service provision and called for the establishment of a local
development agency tasked with “attracting external funding and directly providing business services”,
no relevant actions were undertaken.
The mayor of GVU, who at the time of our interview was serving his second term and was
popularly regarded as a moderate community leader, attributed the municipality’s poor business
environment and the administration’s lack of proactivity with respect to LED promotion, neither to
bad relations with upper levels of government nor to the municipality’s restricted budget. Instead, he
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highlighted the responsibility of local political actors. “In this town”, he argued, we [the political
leaders] have been thinking about ourselves more than our citizens for far too long…For many years
we have been disoriented and bewildered, too caught up in our own power struggles to realize how
much hurt and suffering we were causing. When we finally came to from our antagonistic trance, it
was painful to realize how far behind nearly all municipalities in the region GVU had remained. Since
then, we’ve been trying to catch up”’.549 Along similar lines, the head of the LED department, noted:
“when we ask entrepreneurs what we can do to assist them their reply is usually ‘nothing’, or ‘leave us
alone’. They have learned to survive on their own, expecting no support from the state or anyone else.
They have grown deeply distrustful of us and believe they are better off on their own”.550
The local government of Srebrenica had an equally disappointing record in economic
development promotion. Ironically, archival research in the municipality and the OHR office in
Bratunac yielded four detailed municipal LED strategies. Each strategy was drafted by a different
donor - the first one as early as 2000, and the last one in 2012. The strategies were very poorly
connected (there was little coherence between their operational goals and no continuity in the projects
foreseen in them) and overlapped significantly in terms of implementation horizons. What is more,
none had been systematically monitored or implemented by the local administration. In fact, during
my stay in Srebrenica the head of the municipal department for economic development was
coordinating the drafting of yet another strategy,551 unaware that alternative planning documents
existed.552 A municipal officer in charge of the Special Unit for Economic Development, founded in 2013
and tasked with identifying funding opportunities and applying for development projects, admitted
that strategic plans, once adopted by the municipal council “end up in someone’s drawer, never to see
the light of day again”.553 Part of the problem, he argued, was the practice of donors to “parachute in
the municipality and implement projects in isolation, without paying attention to synergies or building
on the outcomes of previous interventions”.554 Poor donor coordination and effort duplication,
however, could only partly explain this situation. According to a municipal councillor, another
problem was the lack of institutional memory in the administration, caused by constant personnel
reshuffling between municipal departments.555 As he put it: “When coalitions break and new ones are
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formed, the entire administration is rearranged…The head of the economic development department
had changed four times during the last administration alone! It should come as no surprise that that
there is no policy continuity, no knowledge of strategies, or other development initiatives”.
Respondents in Srebrenica universally attributed the municipality’s poor performance in LED
promotion to the extreme weakness of the local administration.556 There seemed to be a consensus
among respondents that the administration exhibits “widespread passivity and lacks a proactive
mentality”557 and has “zero capacity to plan and initiate projects”.558 In an effort to justify their
backward performance, many municipal employees correctly pointed out that the municipality
receives little funding from the Banja Luka government, due to unresolved issues related to the
genocide and its legacy.559 However, the municipality regularly receives financial assistance from
multiple other institutions, including the FBiH, the Tuzla Canton, and the Council of Ministers of the
BiH and, as respondents in other municipalities frequently pointed out, it is being “showered with
foreign aid and donations”.560 Still, despite ample financial opportunities, developmental policies in
Srebrenica have been incoherent and unsustainable. Impressive initiatives such as the establishment
of the Srebrenica Business Centre (SBC) in 2004,561 had been praised in donors’ implementation reports
as “innovative” and “professional”, only to wither and fail a few years later due to lack of local capacity,
know-how, or funding. For a municipal officer “the key problem is lack of ownership”.562 As he
explained, “few ideas and reform proposals originate from us [the administration]. We never had to
think and produce a coherent developmental vison, plan for it, and follow it up with activities linked
to clear operational objectives…[Instead], whenever a donor has an idea, a project they’ve thought
out themselves, without any local input, they present it to the mayor and he adopts a decision to make
use of the funds, without questioning the suitability of the project, or it added value for the
community”.
This modus operandi has worked counter-productively to capacity building efforts as it has
bred extreme dependency. “Without the donors, we are helpless”, admitted the director of the
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department for social protection.563 An economic development officer also highlighted the negative
consequences of aid dependency by saying: “whenever a big donation comes our way unattached to
specific goals, I approach departments to identify their needs and draft a need-based project proposal
accordingly. Do you know what people come up with every single time? Roads! We need better roads
they say, nothing else…This is the administration’s understanding of pressing developmental needs –
entirely stripped of vision”.564
The local governments in Kakanj and Lukavac managed to outperform the two absolute
Laggards (GVU and Srebrenica) in the area of LED promotion only marginally, despite their
significantly more favourable initial conditions. In Kakanj, the first organized effort to improve the
local business environment, support small-scale manufacturing and service provision, and attract
investments was made in 2007, when the municipality’s first and only strategic document was
drafted.565 Up until then, the attention of municipal officers in charge of LED was monopolized by
Kakanj’s giant pre-war industries which were, at the time, being privatized, and by regular turmoil in
the town’s largest employer – the Kakanj coal mine. While the latter remained publicly owned
(managed by the FBiH), it underwent major restructuring and downsizing, resulting in frequent strikes
and community upheaval.566 Despite being far-reaching in scope and ambitious in its goals, Kakanj’s
development strategy was poorly implemented. Not a single monitoring and implementation report
were retrieved from the municipal archive. However, analysis of the annual reports of the work of the
mayor and the administration, and interviews with municipal officers confirmed that in the second
decade after the war the municipality introduced a number of important pieces of legislation and
undertook a series of initiatives aimed at supporting micro entrepreneurship and SME development.
For instance, between 2010 and 2014, the municipality established and regulated two business zones;
undertook major infrastructural works; adapted an investment attraction plan; introduced elements of
e-governance – including an electronic directorate of administrative applications; and stepped up its
business service provision. What is more, during my stay in Kakanj, the local government was working
on the establishment of an economic council comprised of members of the local business community
and representatives of the municipal and cantonal administrations, which aimed at “improving
information exchange between the public and private sectors”.567 Interestingly, most of these
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initiatives were the outcome of inter-municipal learning,568 as the municipality had received little donor
assistance. The mayor of Kakanj admitted that municipal capacities for investment attraction and small
business development remain limited due to the “decades-long focus on large industries” but stressed
the government’s willingness to overcome the “lack of an entrepreneurial mentality in the
municipality”. As he put it, “it took us a long time to realize that the future lies with small-scale
entrepreneurship and innovation…We need our large industries to be strong but without alternative
employment it will not be possible for us to thrive…We are working hard to achieve precisely that”.569
In Lukavac, a LED strategy had not been drafted during the entire post-conflict period. “The
absence of a strategic document as a point of reference for the council’s work, demonstrates the lack
of a vision for economic growth in the municipality and of a clear direction towards where the
development process is going”, said a long-term municipal councilor.570 Considering the municipality’s
model of development, the former director of the Lukavac mine, noted: “Lukavac has become
synonymous with industrial production since the town’s establishment. Consequently, regarding its
extensive resource base and giant industries as the basis of the local economy and the key source of
local well-being is a very pragmatic thing to do. However, if the transition has taught anything, it’s that
this model is unsustainable…We need small-scale economic activity as much as we need to ensure
that large industries remain viable”.571 Unfortunately, this realization seems to have come too late, as
the local government has taken only ‘baby steps’ towards improving business environment. Analysis
the administration’s annual implementation reports returned few encouraging evidence, including the
adoption of an updated spatial plan (2007); the modernization of the administration through ISO
certification in 2008; the development of an electronic register in 2012; and the development and
infrastructural work in the municipality’s business zone (designated for the establishment of new
industries), which in 2016 housed only one company.
Social development promotion
In priority areas for social development, such as employment and education, the four Laggards could
boast few achievements. In all municipalities, widespread unemployment emerged consistently in
discussions with residents and interviews with local policy makers as an issue of paramount
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importance for social stability and inter-ethnic co-existence. Relatedly, unemployment was recognized
as a major challenge in all municipal strategies. Despite the emphasis they’ve placed on the issue
however, analysis of municipal documentation returned little proof that any of the governments has
acted proactively and dynamically to improve the situation.
In GVU’s strategy, combatting unemployment was not explicitly declared as an operational
goal. Accordingly, not a single active labor market policy and project was foreseen in the strategy itself
or in any of the strategy-informed action plans (2011-2014). In fact, the study of annual
implementation reports of the work of the mayor and the administration and a focus group with
municipal officers in the social affairs department returned only two active labor market projects
implemented in the 2010-2015 period: a small internship program targeting young university graduates
and a series of training sessions for the unemployed organized and delivered in cooperation with local
vocational schools. In Kakanj, while the local strategy called for “funds [to] be allocated for the
implementation of training programs for people with no work experience” and to be offered as
“incentives to vulnerable individuals to run their own business”, and emphasized the need to “organize
free lectures on how to start your own business” and “introduce incentive measures for business
entities to employ new workers”,572 not a single step to realize these pronouncements was taken.
Finally, in Srebrenica and Lukavac, in discussions with municipal officers, it became obvious that
unemployment was not perceived as an area in which the state can directly intervene through a series
of soft measures aimed at raising the local constituency’s employability and enabling the meeting of
supply and demand in the labor market. Rather, unemployment was perceived as being successfully
tackled only through tangible, large-scale capital investment projects. Unemployment reduction was
thus strategized for, only implicitly, as part and parcel of policy pronouncements and projects aimed
at investment attraction and business development. This perception of the state’s role in the field of
employment constitutes an obsolete state of affairs and largely explains the municipalities’
backwardness.
In the area of education, in GVU and Srebrenica, service provision is still far from adequate.
For the municipal officer in charge of monitoring school operation in GVU, educational reform is
proceeding agonizingly slowly. As he explained, “none of the goals specified in the Mid-Term
Development Strategy for Bosnia and Herzegovina573 has been realized to the required level…School
capacities related to the implementation of new methods in the educational process and the
572
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reinforcement of practical skills are very poor both in terms of employees and in terms of the means
they use…The municipality lacks programs for professional re-training and education centers, requalification and upgrading of skills, and there is grave scarcity of teaching aids”.574 Similarly
discouraging observations are recorded in the municipality’s development strategy, which lays out a
series of projects aimed at turning the situation around. Some of these projects, such as the
establishment of a new kindergarten and the modernization of school buildings were adequately
implemented. Others, however, were only partially realized. In discussions with municipal officers,
budget constraints came up recurrently as an excuse for partial and incomplete project
implementation. However, analysis of the local policy output showed evidence that the GVU local
government has used some out-of-the-box thinking to overcome scarce resources and provide
incentives for education in a consistent manner. In 2015, it made two significant deals: an agreement
with Bosnia’s largest private scholarship fund for the provision of 17 extra grants for primary and high
school students,575 and an agreement with a private higher education institution in Vitez for the
enrolment of 10 students from GVU at a substantial discount.576
In Srebrenica, apart from the complete lack of professional training, educational seminars or
vocational center,577 significant turmoil around educational matters still exists.578 The municipality also
recognizes that “one of the basic problems in the area of pre-school, primary and secondary education
are poor infrastructure conditions and unsuccessful sanitary facilities”.579 However, the excuse
regularly posed by municipal officer was that “the system of primary and secondary education is under
the jurisdiction entity authorities and the influence of municipal authorities is significantly
weakened”.580
In Kakanj, the 2007 local development strategy recognized that “education [was] not in line
with the needs of the private sector”, that this “force[d] the private sector to employ unskilled workers
and train them”, and called for the “alignment of high school curricula in accordance with market
needs.” However, field research in Kakanj several years later showed that the local government had
done little to meet this goal. Similarly, the design and delivery of programs for adult training and skills
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upgrading in the field of metal- and wood-processing industries, which were also outlined in the
strategy,581 are pending to this day.582 According to the director of the Kakanj employment agency,
there was a severe lack of not just funds but also of coordination between stakeholders, particularly
the business community that was supposed to provide specialized training machines.583 “We have a
lot of trouble getting entrepreneurs involved in our projects”, he argued. “Even when these are
designed to assist them directly…In the past few years we have greatly improved our capacities and
we are increasingly developing projects in accordance with survey-based findings. We are confident
that we can correctly read the needs of the market and positively contribute to the alignment of
educational provision with job openings, thus keeping both businesses and the job seekers happy.
Alas, garnering local support to make such initiatives take off is hard”.
Finally, in Lukavac, while municipal councilors and officers584 stressed that “the municipality
should significantly allocate funds for education (scholarships to pupils, students), as well as allocate
funds to increase entrepreneurship mentality among the youth”,585 they were in no position to mention
concrete actions undertaken to achieve these goals.

6.4.3. The political economy of bad government
Despite variation in size, level of socio-economic development, ethnic diversity, and wartime violence,
a common thread among the poorest performing municipalities examined in this dissertation is high
economic concentration, which, I argue, is linked to bad government through its deterrent effect on
business associationalism. In upcoming sections, I substantiate in detail the causal links between
economic structure, failure of business cooperation, and bad government with empirical evidence
from the four laggard municipalities.

Operational objective 4.1.1.
Only three trainings since 2011
583 This information was provided during an informal chat, not through an in-depth, face to face interview. Verbal consent
to reproduce it was nevertheless acquired
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6.4.3.1.

The dogs that didn’t bark: The failure of business cooperation

Gornji Vakuf Uskoplje
In GVU, a business association did not emerge after the war despite the dire socio-political conditions
business owners had to endure during the municipality’s long and bumpy road to reunification. A
local business owner described the multiple ways extreme political instability and institutional
weakness undermined his interests - especially during the first post-conflict years:
“We had terrible trouble gaining access to machines, technology, and capital. Worst yet, we
had zero access to markets…We fought to survive in a place where nobody cared if we
did…The local government didn’t even know we existed. We’ve been operating here for
more than a decade and no one has done anything for us. Not as much as visit us, ask us
what we need…They only send inspectors”.586
Another entrepreneur, the owner of a wood-processing firm, concurred:
“Delays in the reunification process affected our access to resources and raw materials and
our ability to get loans from commercial banks…It [also] hurt the image of the locality and
our branding efforts. It scared investors away, keeping unemployment high, reducing
municipal revenue and the quality of infrastructure, which, in turn, further impeded
investment attraction and business development. It’s a vicious cycle, and we are still locked
in it”.587
When I asked why cooperation did not seem to be an obvious answer to commonly shared hardship,
the answer I received was unanimous. GVU lacked a critical mass of enterprises that would have made
an association sustainable and its influence probable and meaningful. A respondent further elaborated
on this point: 588
“This has always been a workers’ town. When the war ended, the people – those who stayed
and those who returned - expected they’d resume working in the mines and big industries.
This is what most political fights were about: who is going to hire whom in which [state-
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owned] company…Very few individuals decided to start a business, and only a fraction of
those who did, managed to survive. We [the business owners] did cooperate informally –
sharing information and practices – but when it came to the state, we had no choice but to
play hide and seek. Instead of confronting them [state actors] – we learned to lay low and
not get in their way, in the hope that they’d leave us alone”.589
Srebrenica
In Srebrenica, an ethnically mixed business association (70% Bosniak - 30% Serb) was established a
few months before my first visit to the municipality.590 The association had eleven members, all SMEs
and micro enterprises. According to its president, a young retail store owner, the association’s key
objective was to “establish a single voice for the local business community” and undertake activities
that would “encourage business networking both within the municipality and beyond”.591 At the time
of my visit, only a few meetings had been held. The association had no official premises, no staff, and
provided no services, though its ambition was to offer “information and small business development
assistance programs”.592
Like in GVU, respondents in Srebrenica argued that it was the absence of a critical mass of
SMEs that had hampered business organization in the municipality for so long. “There are simply not
enough small businesses here”, lamented the manager of the town’s largest super market. One of the
members of the newly founded association added that businesses did not organize earlier because the
“political will [to do so] was not there”.593 In fact, the belief that “politics will always interfere with
organized business groups and try to control them, especially if they grow powerful enough to lobby
for better regulations and conditions for business development”594 and the conviction that “the state
will always strive to keep associations of small entrepreneurs weak”,595 seemed to be so deeply
embedded in their thought process, that for many years business owners in Srebrenica have considered
any effort to defend themselves and their livelihoods from state intervention and harassment futile
and the establishment of an association dangerous. “It would have put us in the spotlight in a very
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bad way”, one respondent explained.596 Yet others (primarily members of the Bosniak community),
were convinced that no effort they could ever make would improve the situation in Srebrenica, given
that “Banja Luka has no interest in developing the municipality so that people who returned decide to
leave due to conditions that are unbearable for themselves and their children”.597
It took a series of meetings with business owners and members of several business associations
in the FBiH, for Srebrenica entrepreneurs to realize that “real change can originate from local
entrepreneurs’ associations”.598 As the president of the association explained: “The idea came from
Sarajevo. During some of our meetings there we realized that employers’ associations exist throughout
Bosnia and some are doing incredible work. They’ve really managed to turn the situation around for
them…We were inspired to try and induce this kind of change here”.599 As for their future prospects,
members of the association were fully aware of the challenges ahead. “It will all come down to the
funding we get. We need staff, office space, and programs. We are too small to be self-funded”.600
Desk research three years after the conduct of these interviews returned no evidence that the
association has become sustainable.601
Kakanj
In Kakanj, an association was not established in a ‘home-grown’ manner but through donors’
intervention, specifically, through the Municipal and Economic Development Initiative (MEDI) - a project
funded by CHF international, USAID, and SIDA and implemented in 14 municipalities in the Central
Bosnia Canton (2001-2004). Aimed at “increasing economic opportunity, improving the quality of life
for residents, and facilitating the return of refugees and internally displaced persons in multi-ethnic
Central Bosnia”,602 the project foresaw the establishment of small business associations that would
“advocate for their members’ interests and work in partnership with local governments” to “create a
favorable legal environment…improve local government services” and “support the growth of new
businesses”.603
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The establishment of the Kakanj Association of Entrepreneurs began in 2002 and involved
two steps: (1) intensive ‘association building’ exercises during which donors assisted the association
clarify its members’ service needs, improve basic management, ensure transparent democratic
decision-making, develop income generating techniques (fee-for-service activities, local contracts and
grants), engage in advocacy, and expand its membership (including special efforts to bring in women,
returnees, and members of all ethnic groups) and; (2) the simultaneous provision of small amounts of
credit to members of the association aimed to “create economic opportunities and foster membership
growth while effectively creating a ‘peer group’ that ensured the proper functioning of the loan
program”.604 While the project’s final report, claims that the Kakanj association of entrepreneurs
“attracted a large number of members” and “reached a very high level of micro credit line loan
allocation”,605 field research in Kakanj revealed that the association dissolved soon after its
establishment.
Former members had few fond memories of the endeavor. “The very idea that a business
association could become sustainable in Kakanj – especially so early in the transition process was
completely misguided,” argued the owner of a large construction firm who served as the association’s
second and final president.606 He continued saying: “This municipality has always been an industrial
stronghold. Even after the war, there were very few instances of private initiative…The association
was created fictitiously by providing the wrong kind of incentives…The sole reason any company
participated was to gain access to the credit the donors were providing…We were lured into the entire
thing”.607 Another former member was even harsher in his criticism: “It was a joke. They tried to ‘build
the advocacy capacities of the local business community’, when there was no business community!
That’s the wrong order of things…First you support diversification, encourage business development,
and only when the right kind of structure and actors are in place, you worry about building their
organizational skills”.608
Confirming the last respondent’s claim, when I examined the association’s membership
directory, I spotted few privately owned companies. Most members were managers of large, stateowned enterprises, NGO executive directors, and representatives of citizen associations - including
housing and sports organizations. The first president of the association – handpicked by the then-
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mayor in agreement with the CHF - was the director of the Kakanj coal mine, an FBiH-administered
company. This paradoxical (for a business association) membership base was justified on the basis
that “a broad range of non-state actors can be trained to seek reform for the purpose of improving the
economic environment”.609 For most local business-owners, however, this was an erroneous
assumption.610 Even more disturbingly, the association had little autonomy and was poorly shielded
from political influence. According to a former member,
“[t]he selection of the first president of the association, much like everything else in Kakanj,
followed the rationale of political alignment and control. This individual was not active in
the private sector, in fact, he worked at the coal mine and was member of the board of
Elektroprivreda – both state-owned companies! You can definitely say that the wrong people
were placed in the wrong positions at the wrong time…Boasting so publicly, shamelessly,
and explicitly that this is a controlled institution did little to help nurture trust and solidarity
among members”.611
Respondents also reported that they knowingly engaged with the association – despite clear signs of
capture and control – because they were “desperate for funding”612 and the provision of micro-credit
to association members was a key component of the MEDI project. However, this too, soon turned
sour. According to a loan recipient,
“[t]here was a lot of discussion at the time about how high the interest rates were. At some
point, commercial banks offered lower interest rates than those agreed with the
donor…Efforts were made to change the conditions of the loan, adjusting the interest rates.
The donor was remarkably unresponsive…People were upset, many had trouble re-paying
the loan, and some had to shut down their business”.613
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With its members convinced that “donors cared more for their own survival than that of the loan
recipients”,614 the association stopped functioning in 2004 and dissolved officially in 2006. The
relevant decision reads:615
“The interest rate was determined by the CHF and it was very close to the interest rates of
the regular, commercial banks. In the regular meetings of the steering board, an initiative
toward the CHF was taken up, aiming to the reduction of the interest rates, so that the loans
that were offered to the members of the association would actually be of help to these
businesses. However, that did not happen and the interest rates of the commercial banks
decreased below the interest rate that the association was offering through the CHF… There
was a second initiative taken up by members of the association to change the conditions
attached to the loans given out by the CHF for starting or expanding a business. The steering
board asked CHF for unemployed individuals and people out of a job due to industrial
restructuring to receive these loans. Multiple times, the board received promises that such a
fund would be created and that loans would be given out with these intentions but it never
happened… The above-mentioned problems in the work of the association appeared a year,
year and a half after it started its activities and completely blocked its work…The
association’s regular work could not be executed anymore”.
In 2015, almost ten years after the association’s dissolution, another attempt to organize the business
community of Kakanj was made. This time too, the initiative did not originate from market actors
but from the local government, and more specifically from the mayor, Nermin Mandra (SDA).
Mandra, who “felt inspired” by the situation in Tešanj where “businesses and the local government
superbly cooperate and find solutions to community concerns”, argued that “incorporating the private
sector in local decision-making is key for moving Kakanj towards a more flexible, diversified, and
sustainable economic model.”

616

Indeed, a few months after our interview, the Association of

Employers of the Municipality of Kakanj (Business Support Center Kakanj) was established.617
Currently, the association has 35 members and a well-maintained website.618
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Lukavac
Finally, in Lukavac, the absence of a critical mass of small businesses and the domination of the local
economy by large, resource-processing companies also resulted in the failure of business organization
locally. Created in 1999 by two Bosniak returnees who had spent several years in Germany where
“they’ve come to appreciate the importance of business cooperation”,619 the Lukavac Association of
Entrepreneurs grew to acquire 30 members but “proved unsustainable and ceased its operation”,620 in
2002. One of the founders summarized the association’s short history:
“We established the association because we felt that it was much needed in Lukavac. Our
purpose was to consolidate ourselves as private entities and to create a space for small
business in the local economy...In retrospect, I think we were overly optimistic. We failed to
realize that regime change was not enough to change mindsets. Lukavac did not have an
entrepreneurial tradition and the local government had no interest in small-scale
manufacturing or service provision…We were literally operating in the shadow of giants –
no matter how hard we tried we were always out of the spotlight, out of sight…Our members
soon lost interest. In fact, many of them went out of business in the years following the
association’s establishment…Our monthly costs were approximately 3,000 KM. There was
no way we could have covered them. This is how weak we were”.621

6.4.3.2.

State-business relations in the laggard municipalities

In the years following the Bosnian war, the economic ecosystem of the Laggard municipalities was
made up of two types of enterprises: (1) large, resource extraction and resource-processing companies
that had remained state-owned or have been privatized, and (2) a limited number of privately owned
SMEs. This section explores interactions between the local state and these business types and traces
their impact on government performance.
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The local state and the giant industries: Between neglect and capture
Overall, local government representatives in the laggard communities reported mixed feelings about
hosting large enterprises. On the one hand, the state-managed, natural resource industry proved too
“big and valuable to fail”, shielding hosting communities from massive unemployment during the
transition.622 As the head of the municipal department for economic development in Kakanj put it,
“[h]eavily loss-making enterprises in the energy sector have been able to survive, through
initially direct and later increasingly indirect subsidies from the state. While the ‘survival of
the unﬁttest’ resulted in the emergence of pervasive chains of arrears in the economy and
dramatically reduced general economic efﬁciency, for our municipality it has been a blessing.
Despite extensive down-sizing, most employees managed to keep their jobs and the local
rate of employment has remained consistently above the national average”.623
A municipal officer from Lukavac, concurred:624
“In the decade after the war, the energy companies received massive subsidies from the state.
The problem was particularly acute in the electricity production sector. Electricity prices were
administratively set below production costs. Compensatory entity subsidies were largely
insufﬁcient and rarely paid on time. Heat production units, the one in Lukavac included,
were especially affected, as their prices covered only a fraction of their production
costs.…[However,] since 2004 the operation of Elektroprivreda625 has started to improve
and the generation and distribution of electricity has expanded rapidly. Losses have decreased
and the company currently faces no problem with cash flows. For our community this is
good news, also because increased electricity generation was linked to production growth in
the local mines…[By and large] all pre-war industries proved sustainable and despite the
transitional turmoil, Lukavac is currently in good financial standing”.626
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Interestingly, in both Kakanj and Lukavac, positive perceptions about giant enterprises and their role
in maintaining local well-being extended also to companies that have been privatized after the war,
such as the Kakanj cement factory, and the cement and soda factories in Lukavac. This was largely
because these privatization deals were popularly regarded as some of the most successful in post-war
Bosnia, and because all three enterprises have been operating at a profit for the past ten years.
However, respondents in the economically concentrated municipalities also described at
length the negative aspects of hosting giant resource industries. The misalignment between direct
benefits received by host communities from the companies’ operation and costs incurred in the form
of negative externalities, was repeatedly stressed by local government representatives. While indirectly
benefiting from increased levels of employment, local communities received few resources in the form
of tax money and royalties. A municipal councilor in Kakanj, remarked laughingly: “Despite the
enormous environmental degradation we endure, the only benefits from equity we receive are those
that trickle down through entity government spending, and everyone knows the quality of services in
this country!” 627
Mining companies in particular – most of which remain publicly owned, run and administered
by entity governments, pose a serious obstacle to the financial virility of local communities, as they
forgo paying royalties to local governments. In 2013, the municipality of Kakanj sued the Federation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina over unreceived royalties for the Kakanj coal mine, a decision that divided
public opinion. “The mine is already in trouble” argued a municipal officer. “Legal action against it
could well prove to be counterproductive”.628 Others however, both in Kakanj and beyond, strongly
supported the view that mine operation should no longer be subject to preferential treatment and that
“decision-making should stop prioritizing the preservation of short-term privileges over establishing
grounds for sustained output expansion”.629
The mayor of Srebrenica went one step further, arguing that “real economic development
requires empowerment and will occur only with a change in jurisdiction from the entity to the local
government and when local communities take control of their own resources”.630 He also made special
reference to the municipality’s mines which are under the supervision and managerial control of
Republika Srpska (RS):
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“I personally don’t have any contacts with the managing bodies. I’m not even allowed to
visit their premises! We, the local authorities, have absolutely no idea how they conduct their
business…This is wrong!...[And] not only are we blatantly excluded from having a say on
issues that potentially influence thousands of residents - pollution, land degradation, and the
like - the municipality does not even receive what rightfully belongs to it – what we are by
law entitled to, in terms of financial compensation”.
Furthermore, employment discrimination appeared to be a staple in laggard municipalities, where
minorities were systematically excluded from employment in both state- and privately-owned
companies. According to the president of the Kakanj municipal council, only three members of the
local Croat community were employed in the FBiH-run coal mine and the cement factory.631 In GVU,
also a Bosniak-majority town, not a single Croat resident has found or resumed employment in the
municipality’s mine after the war.632 While biased recruitment practices were not unique to the laggard
communities, it does seem that high levels of economic concentration have made matters worse.
“Large enterprises have further encouraged ethnic divisions”, noted a UNDP officer in Srebrenica.633
The director of a youth NGO in Kakanj shared this view, arguing that “high employment
concentration has facilitated minority exclusion and has made return impossible, as employment in
large companies is 100% politically controlled, and there are few alternatives available”.634
But what caused this misalignment between costs incurred and benefits received by the economically
concentrated communities that host large resource enterprises? Or, to put it differently, why is it that
laggard communities seem to bear a disproportionate share of the costs of natural resource extraction
and processing, without adequate compensation?
For many respondents, the answer to these questions rested in the absence of a direct and
formal dialogue between the local governments and the giant enterprises, which made negotiation and
cooperation – the two mechanisms that could have encouraged social returns to the communities –
unlikely. In these municipalities, it was the central and entity governments that played a key role in
shaping state-business relations - either because they directly owned and managed the enterprises or
because they set the framework for their operation (e.g. by creating a suitable legal and fiscal
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environment; developing environmental regulations; undertaking supporting infrastructural
investments; and granting licenses). In other words, large enterprise had to adhere to a series of codes,
abide by complicated environmental laws, agree to thorough environmental impact assessments, and
undergo inspection by representatives of the entity and central governments. Naturally, their interests lied
with upper levels of government, rather local state actors (who lacked the capacity and expertise to
address to their concerns and needs), and relatedly, their efforts to influence public policy were
directed towards the former, not the latter. At the same time, upper levels of government rarely felt
obliged to keep the local state in the loop or include it in negotiations and decision-making that was
critical for local well-being.
Weak communication between upper levels of government and the local communities and
between the companies and the local communities [what the McMahon and Remy call “the incomplete
triangle” (2001: 23)] was partially encouraged by the absence of any reference to local economic
benefits, social and cultural issues or the property rights of the surface land, from the mining laws and
privatization deals in post-war Bosnia. With the capacity to initiate dialogue effectively left to the
companies (state- and privately-owned), little or no trilateral discussions took place. The absence of
local communities from the dialogue process resulted not only in fiscal unfairness (as almost all fiscal
revenues ended up going to the central or entity level) but also made it difficult to “establish the basis
of a reliable scheme to design and administer a regional development program with the full
participation and ownership of the three key stakeholders” (WB and IFC 2002: 10), thus undermining
sustainable development.
This finding agrees with the distinction commonly made in the MNC literature between
resource- and market-seeking enterprises.635 While the latter often produce extensive knowledge flows
towards domestic firms (Giuliani 2008) and are associated with positive contributions to human rights
and government quality (Risse 2013), the former are usually capital-intensive and less likely to generate
positive spillovers (Lall and Narula 2004). Blanton and Blanton (2009) also argue that it is typical of
resource-seeking enterprises to operate in ‘silo’ mode and to have little interest in establishing
connections with local communities, which increases the likelihood of negative impact exertion.
Shankleman (2007) concurs, claiming that the disconnect between resource companies, the host
communities, and their social conditions, disincentives companies from initiating or engaging in peacebuilding and social equity activities.
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Investments oriented to selling into the domestic market
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Indeed, in the laggard municipalities giant industries did little to spur innovation in local policy
making and support sustainable development planning. Instead, they contributed to maintaining the
communities’ dependence on heavy industry as well as their exposure to global financial markets and
economic fragility. Despite major personnel cut-downs in the early 2000s, which resulted in local
communities receiving less and non-sustainable benefits from their operation, large companies did not
assist local governments design economic diversification programs. Furthermore, being in need of
highly specialized labor and capital intensive in nature, these companies produced few positive impacts
on social policy. In none of the municipalities examined were active labor market policies, such as
training in non-mine employment provided. Some training with respect to mine employment did take
place but skills developed in these cases were of limited portability to other industries. Relatedly,
infrastructure built in these communities was rarely relevant for most of the residents. While the
operation of a large mine or resource processing company can invoke significant infrastructure
improvements, in the communities examined “much of the local roads, water, sanitation and electricity
supply systems, were restricted to use by the companies, and were designed solely for their
objectives”.636 Because there was no advance planning and willingness to consult with local actors,
potential synergies were left unrealized. Referring to infrastructural work undertaken to support the
operation of the mine and the soda factory in Lukavac, a municipal officer noted: “These investments
did not produce lasting benefits for the broader community…It’s such a shame…Infrastructural
development in this area could have facilitated other forms of economic activity. By extending to the
development of lake Modrac for instance, it and could have given a real boost to tourism”.637
Local actors often attempted to protest their exclusion from critical decision-making and their
neglect from upper levels of government and natural resource industries. In Kakanj and Lukavac,
mass grassroots mobilizations around environmental and employment concerns at the start of the
transition,638 managed to capture the attention of large employers who were “forced to open a channel
of communication with the local communities”.639 However, given the power imbalance between the
parastatal and privatized giants and the local governments, these limited interactions did “more harm
than good”.640 While in some cases they incentivized the drafting of local environmental protection
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strategies, the development of corporate responsibility schemes dedicated to reducing pollution and
other negative externalities, and prompted polluters to self-regulate by voluntarily settings limits on
emissions and improving technology, these benefits were largely perceived as “inadequate”.641 For, not
only did large enterprises “continue to operate unaccountably”642 but their interaction with local
governments representatives bred the emergence and consolidation of a political exchange culture,
summarized by a Lukavac municipal councilor in a single line: “I’ll leave you alone if you hire my
people”.643
A municipal councilor in Kakanj described state-business relations in resource abundant
communities as one of “paternalism rather than partnership”. “The two sides”, he argued, “are not
striving – with the help of upper level governments – for sustainable community development, as they
ought to be doing”.644 The director of an environmental NGO in Lukavac had a similar take on the
root causes of bad government in economically concentrated municipalities: “Over a 20-year period,
the situation in towns like Lukavac has been characterized by very little input from the local
community, minimal direct benefits, and large negative externalities”. In order to change this situation,
and “move the industry from a situation in which it primarily generates revenues for entity and state
governments to one in which it is the leading force for community development” she argued that
three things are required: (1) “consultations should incorporate local governments”; (2) “some of the
tax revenue from giant firms should be redistributed to local governments”; and (3) “compliance with
redistributions mandated by law should be ensured”.645

6.4.3.3.

The local government and the SMEs: Playing hide and seek

While the relationship between local governments and large industries in the laggard municipalities
was one of capture and neglect, the relations of these governments with the few SMEs that emerged
after the war were characterized by negligence and extortion. Lacking the critical mass and resources
required to establish sustainable associations, the SMEs had no means of making their voices heard
and stayed at the margins of the state’s priorities. What is more, remaining unchecked, the local state
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exhibited extractive tendencies that forced companies to adopt a ‘laying low’ defence strategy, thus
consolidating the exclusion of private and social actors from decision-making, and perpetuating bad
government.
A small business owner in Kakanj described the dynamics of state-SME relations in the municipality:
“They [the local government officers] are preoccupied and deal with two economic sectors
only: energy, and partly and very recently, agriculture. Since these two sectors are the focus
of discussions and policy targets, we feel that there is no room for small-scale
manufacturing…The value of small and medium enterprises, in general, is not sufficiently
recognized…We try to survive on our own but without state support, we have not been very
successful”.646
The manager of a construction company described a similar situation in Lukavac:
“An open and inclusive private-public dialogue does not take place in this community.
Regrettably, the SMEs are not consulted with, remain entirely excluded from any form of
consultation, and their needs are systematically neglected. While the policy makers’
appreciation for small scale entrepreneurship is slowly growing, during the past twenty years,
small businesses were considered unimportant and were pushed aside”.647
In GVU and Srebrenica, small company owners lamented not only the absence of initiatives aimed at
supporting their operation and encouraging their development but also the corrupt and extortive
practices the agents of the state often employed to harass, control, and manipulate them.
In GVU, members of the Bosniak and the Croat communities alike acknowledged that the
situation has improved dramatically in the past few years. At the same time, however, they firmly
maintained that state-induced extortion and obstruction (rather than mere passivity) were the principal
reasons for the low rate of survival of small business in the municipality. According to the owner of a
metal-processing company: “After the war, it was expected that each company would align with a
given party. To control non-aligned businesses, state officers employed a series of methods.
Companies were excluded from tendering procedures and procurements and constantly received
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inspectors and auditors…Not only did the municipality not offer incentives for business development
but used all possible tools to squeeze us dry by abusing the law”.648
The Serbian owner of a metal-processing company in Srebrenica also condemned the corrupt practices
adopted by local officers and councillors and described the defence strategy his company had opted
for:
“In my opinion, these people lack any kind of expertise…They are parasites! [They are]
constantly trying to influence our hiring practices…To avoid expropriated donations to
parties and having party-selected personnel forced on us, we ceased all communication with
these individuals. For the municipality, we might as well be located in Mars. This is how
completely cut-off we are from anything they do”.649
Referring to a prominent local politician (and the president of a local Serbian party), the manager of
another company in Srebrenica, claimed:
“He recently paid me a visit, asking for two of his people to be employed here. When I
replied that no personnel were needed, he demanded that I laid off two of my employees.
Of course, I refused to do that. He then threatened to raise our rent [the company was at the
time receiving rental subsidy though an entity-financed program]. He’s very likely to carry
out his threat.650
Similar narrations implicating representatives of all political parties were amply offered to me in
Srebrenica by business owners from both ethnic communities. Some even involved physical threats
and public fist fights.651
Respondents in Srebrenica, also spent a lot of time discussing the role of foreign aid and the
donor community more broadly, which they viewed as an enabler of corruption and whose presence
and mode of operation was considered to contribute to bad governance through multiple channels.
Indeed, empirical evidence presented thus far seem to suggest that the excessiveness of foreign
intervention in local politics and decision-making has worked against one the key goals the
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international community has set for Srebrenica at war’s end – i.e., strengthening the capacity of its
government. Apart from encouraging administrative and political dependency, however, several
respondents argued that foreign assistance has also bred passivity and dependency among regular
citizens. “The international community has spoiled the local population through unconditional
donations” said a local manager. “People need jobs not donations”, he added. 652 A local councillor,
agreed: “A whole generation was exposed to massive assistance and has developed an unhealthy,
passive attitude towards entrepreneurship”.653 The absence of an entrepreneurial mentality restricted
employment opportunities, incentivizing residents to turn to state representatives to solve their
livelihood concerns. Under these circumstances, the uninterrupted and generous flow of aid in a
municipality that had exhibited limited capacity for reform, created a lot of leverage and opportunity
for state-induced corruption.
A municipal officer who has worked closely with the long-standing UNDP mission in Srebrenica
noted, angrily:
“International organizations are not the victims of local politicians’ manipulation, as it is
often argued. They are active participants in the maintenance and empowerment of corrupt
and nepotistic socio-political systems. These people [representatives of the donor
community], have been around long enough to know how things work and who the ‘villains’
are. They can be fooled once or twice, but continuing to work with the same individuals –
those they know are corrupt - is a sign not of stupidity but of silent consent…I understand
that donors need to be pragmatic. However, succumbing to local pressures with little
resistance – yet maintaining a self-representation as moral and ideals-driven – is both idiotic
and deceitful”.654
Surprisingly, these views were shared widely and openly across the administration. During one of my
many visits to the Srebrenica town hall I noticed a series of cartoon sketches and a Frederic Bastiat
quote hanging on an office wall (Figure 6.2). “When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of
people living together in society, they create for themselves in the course of time a legal system that
authorizes is a moral code that glorifies it’’, read the quote.

Interview No. 107
Interview No. 116
654 Interview No. 115
652
653
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Figure 6.2: Print-outs on the wall of the Srebrenica municipal hall (department of social services, June
2014)
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The municipal officer who had put it up with the consent of his colleagues, explained:
“It’s there to remind us of the desperate situation we are in. The water source represents the
municipality’s wealth [in natural resources]. The thirsty horse signifies the government, the
entire political class, and the donors - all those agents who come here preaching ways to raise
us from poverty but end up looking after their own interests, feeding themselves and leaving
Srebrenica starved, its people destitute…Srebrenica - the emotions that its name alone
evokes in people - has made a lot of money for donors and has given a lot of power to
politicians. But they have preyed on our fears and traumas and poured in our hungry
stomachs nothing but promises and hatred”.655

655

Interview No. 118
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6.5.

Bringing it all together. Linking empirics back to the theory

This section concludes the empirical chapter by bringing the cases together and linking them back to
the theoretical predictions made in the beginning of the dissertation. The section aggregates and
comparatively presents the empirical evidence introduced in this chapter and assesses the degree of
congruence between theoretical predictions and empirical reality.
The theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 2 argued that business organization and the
establishment of business associations in the municipalities of post-conflict Bosnia and Herzegovina
would be directly related to the degree of municipal economic concentration. Specifically, the first
hypothesis stated that the more diverse, equally-endowed and exposed to post-conflict adversity

firms in a given community were at the start of the transition, the more incentivized they
would be to cooperate, and the more probable the formation of an encompassing business
association would be in that community. Table 6.1 summarizes the measures of local economic
concentration this study employed to test the hypothesis: concentration of enterprises within a single
economic sector (sectoral concentration); concentration of economic activity in individual enterprises
(labor concentration); and concentration of municipal income in a single economic sector (income
concentration).656
Confirming the theoretical prediction, in the municipalities of Kakanj, Lukavac, Srebrenica,
and GVU (the Laggards), where economic activity was concentrated in a few large enterprises in the
resource-extraction and processing sectors, a business association was either never formed or was
dissolved quickly after its establishment. Lacking bottom-up motivation to open up their decisionmaking processes, improve their business environments, and enhance their administrative capacities,
these municipalities ended up at the bottom end of the LGP scale. Their local governments often
found that costs (environment and social) related to the operation of giant enterprises exceeded
economic benefits. Apart from receiving occasional assistance with infrastructural projects, these local
governments often retained little or no communication with the management board of large
companies, and in certain cases, found themselves involved in legal battles against them over
unreceived royalties.

Measures of economic concentration were directly borrowed from Stoner-Weiss (1997). Data correspond to 2014
measurements and have been extracted from municipal archives
656
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657

Medium

Sectoral
Output
Low

Labor
Output

58%

31%

59%

73%

58%

4.8

High

None

25%

25%

15%

10

22%

20%
(metal
processing)

60%
(resource
extraction &
processing)
24%

Žepče

Srebrenica

45%

Includes companies and one-person enterprises

Degree of Business
Associationalism

Type of Economic
Concentration

Percentage of total output produced by
firms in the largest sector

Output Concentration

Percentage of labor force employed in 7
largest firms
Percentage of labor force employed in
the largest economic sector

Labor Force Concentration

Number of firms657 per 1000
inhabitants
10.2

75%

Of total number of companies,
percentage concentrated in the largest
economic sector/industrial branch

Dispersal of Economic
Activity

100%
(trade)

Vitez

Of 5 largest companies, percentage
concentrated in a single economic
sector or the largest industrial branch

Measure of Economic
Concentration
Sectoral Concentration

Table 6.1: Comparative municipal economic concentration

Low

Sectoral
Labor

43%

52%

47%

5.1

28%

60%
(resource
extraction &
processing)

GVU

High

None

18%

24%

18%

12.4

16%

20%
(wood
processing)

Tešanj

Municipalities

Low

Labor
Output

63%

65%

59%

5.5

34%

80%
(resource
extraction &
processing)

Kakanj

Medium

None

26%

18%

13%

17.1

24%

20%
(construction)

Gračanica
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Low

Labor
Output

69%

67%

64%

5.8

37%

80%
(resource
extraction &
processing)

Lukavac

In the multi-ethnic localities of Srebrenica and GVU, high sectoral, labour, and income
concentration also proved inauspicious for political consensus-building and social reconciliation.
There, the presence of large enterprises controlled by the majority ethnic group sustained sharp
societal divisions by systematically excluding the minority from the local labour market. Exclusionary
employment practices hampered the minority return process, and essentially, consolidated the results
of wartime ethnic cleansing.
Contrariwise, in municipalities where economic power was more equally dispersed among
many small- and medium-size enterprises (SMEs), i.e. in Vitez, Žepče, Tešanj, and Gračanica, a
business association did emerge at the start of the transition. However, as the descriptive narrative
offered in previous sections revealed, these associations exhibited varying capacities for, first,
institutional sustainability (not all of them managed to survive in the long run), and second, positive
and influential political action. The second hypothesis developed in the theoretical chapter stipulated
that only business associations which combined a democratic internal structure with

professional staff would manage to ensure their sustainability in the long run and to positively
influence the performance of local governments.
The cases examined in this dissertation confirm this hypothesis. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present
aggregate comparative data on the internal organization and the types of activities undertaken by the
business associations. The tables clearly show that only UP Tešanj and UPIP Žepče introduced and
upheld a comprehensive set of democratic decision-making tools658 and developed high levels of
organizational complexity. In terms of selective benefits provision, these associations closely followed
the evolving needs of their members.659 UPIP Žepče – originally, a Croat-only organization - was so
successful in providing tailor-made business services that it attracted many Bosniak enterprise owners.
As a result, in a national context where associative action is strictly limited to taking place within ethnic
groups, UPIP Žepče has since 2008 been operating as a de facto multi-ethnic organization.

Both associations are internally divided into sectoral departments in charge of identifying distinct members’ needs and
providing specialized services accordingly. Decision-making and interest identification takes place - in the first instance within departments. In charge of interest aggregation and general goal formation is the associations’ steering board that
meets on a monthly basis. The General Assembly elects the steering board members every one or two years, while steering
board presidency rotates frequently among members of different sizes that represent different sectors
659 They started out with providing legal assistance, helping their members to network, and receive funding through
commercial banks. They then moved on to provide assistance with business plan drafting, employee training and ISO
standardizations. Once a critical mass of entrepreneurs was consolidated in both localities the associations redirected their
efforts towards marketing
658
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TABLE 6.2: Business associations’ internal organization (aggregate, comparative data)660
Žepče (UPIP)

Vitez (VEA)

Tešanj (UPT)

Gračanica (UPG)

All
businesses,
including
agriculture
and crafts
64 (officially)662

All
businesses,
excluding
agriculture

All
businesses,
excluding
agriculture

All
businesses,
excluding
agriculture

83

152

62

43% (officially)

67%

75%

42%

Sectoral division

No sectoral
division

Sectoral division

No sectoral
division

Composition of
revenues
Membership fees

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sale of services

Yes

No

Yes

No

Donors

Yes

No

Yes

No

Membership
Domain

Number of
Members 661
Membership
Base
Structure

Permanent
Staff663
Steering board
Members
Mandate

7

664

0

3

665

0

9

5

14

6

1 year and
rotational
presidency

4 years, no
rotational
presidency

1 year and
rotational
presidency

3 years, no
rotational
presidency

As far as lobbying agendas are concerned, UP Tešanj and UPIP Žepče developed theirs
around the lowest common denominator of their members’ interests. While the content of their
advocacy and lobbying activities progressed over time in response to evolving state capacities,
Aggregate data from year of establishment to February 2015 (end of fieldwork)
Highest number of members recorded (at peak of activity). Includes only registered companies (not self-employed
individuals/one-person enterprises)
662 Unofficially (without being registered), many Bosniak-owned enterprises receive services and financially support from
UPIP
663 Staff hired on a temporal basis was not included
664 Executive director, legal consultant, agroincubator director, agroincubator and agrofarm employees, SME developer,
agriculture specialist, handicrafts department director
665 Executive director, legal consultant, business developer
660
661
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collective interest representation has consistently focused on broad community-wide issues, such as
higher levels of political stability; the improvement of the local business environment; the
modernization of the administration; the enhancement of the municipalities’ strategic planning
capacities; the opening up of the local decision-making process to societal actors; the improvement of
the administration’s responsiveness to grassroots demands; the enhancement of the local labour force
skills; and the improvement of local educational services. Finally, in terms of professionalization, both
UP Tešanj and UPIP Žepče score highly. Since their establishment, they have been consistently wellstaffed with permanent personnel. Relatedly, their typical interest-representation strategy has consisted
of drafting informed proposals and technical reports, which were forwarded to relevant municipal
departments and cantonal ministries to serve as the basis for consultation meetings.
As a result of their highly developed collective action capacities, UP Tešanj and UPIP Žepče
managed to consolidate themselves as credible partners for local governments and to tap into their
need for consultation on economic growth. Because they provided high-quality advice on how to
promote good governance and support wealth creation locally, their inclusion in the local policymaking process was eventually institutionalized through the establishment of a permanent platform
for inter-sectoral cooperation. While in principle the public should be uneasy with state-business
bargaining and collaboration, the transparent nature of the institution’s internal operation resulted in
the incorporation of a larger set of local social actors (e.g. educational institutions, NGOs, etc.), and
in the opening up local policy-making to broader societal interests. The result in both municipalities
was the design and implementation of a series of active policies not only in the economic development
promotion area but also in the domains of education and employment.
UP Gračanica and UP Vitez, for their parts, failed to effectively aggregate and represent their
members’ interests. In Gračanica, a municipality characterized by very low levels of economic
concentration, local businesses struggled to identify their collective interests and to agree on the role
of their association. Lack of professional staff meant that service provision was minimal and provided
in an ad hoc manner. Relatedly, lobbying activities were uninformed and criticized by state
interlocutors as unconstructive. Finally, lack of professionalization rendered the association penetrable
to external influence, causing members to lose interest and the organization to enter a hibernation
mode. Local businesses adopted individualistic interest representation strategies, placing narrow
requests directly to the mayor whenever their social networks afforded them the opportunity to do
so. In the absence of a solid and broad inter-sectoral developmental coalition, few advances in LGP
were produced.
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TABLE 6.3: Business associations’ activities (aggregate, comparative data)
Type of Activity
Systematically represented
Collective business interests vis-à-vis the local
state
Labour market interests vis-à-vis the state
(cantonal level) – participation in creating
employment policy
Product market interests in relation to the state
Agricultural development: keeping up and
analysing existing policies and suggesting
improvements
Systematically offered services related to:
Business exhibitions and trade fairs
Training and human resource development
Developing/monitoring quality standards for
products
Agricultural development
Advising on business registration; construction
permits; logistics
Marketing and network building
Economic research and business plan
development
Raising awareness about business and funding
opportunities through regular news releases,
meetings and seminars
Advising on labour, trade and commerce matters

Žepče
(UPIP)

Vitez
(VEA)

Tešanj
(UPT)

Gračanica
(UPG)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

In Vitez, economic concentration in one dominant sector and a single ethnic community
initially fueled business cooperation, providing local enterprises with a common purpose. It also drove
the remarkable economic transformation of the municipality, spurred improvements in the business
environment, and promoted political stability and administrative modernization. In the long run,
however, increasing rates of labor and output concentration combined with concentration of political
power in the hands of a few individuals who controlled both the local business association and the
local government, stalled meaningful progress in the social development domain, created barriers in
ethnic and developmental equity, and weakened the foundations of inter-sectoral cooperation. The
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case of Vitez illuminates the Janus face of state capture in transitional, fragile contexts, indicating that
early positive developments fueled by narrow individual interests can hardly lay the groundwork for
good government and ethnic reconciliation in the longer term.
Finally, extensive field research in Bosnia produced evidence in support of the third theoretical
proposition put forward in Chapter 2. This proposition stated that that both collective business

advocacy for good government and the absence of short-term, extrinsic benefits for state
actors produced through state-business interaction are required for local governments to
engage in a collaborative relationship with organized business. Indeed, in the municipalities of
Tešanj and Žepče, where collaborative state-business relations did emerge, it was the absence of giant
industries and of the short-term benefits they could provide to local power-holders that facilitated the
emergence of strong business associations. What is more, once strong business associations were
formed, they further reduced opportunities for short-term benefit acquisition through small business
extortion. In this respect, collective business advocacy for good government - that was both facilitated
by and contributed to the reduction of narrow clientalistic exchanges - placed the quest for good
government high on the political agenda and made its normative basis (i.e. that it is the responsibility
of governments to secure it) resonate with local office holders. In Tešanj as well as in multi-ethnic
Žepče - where electoral competition was severely restricted - business lobbying for good government
combined with the absence of quid for quo exchanges to stimulate intrinsic motivations in political
actors for increased government performance. Mayors began to recognize good government as
desirable, and claiming credit for positive developments in the municipality grew increasingly
important to them. Given their limited capacity, however, local governments could not autonomously
pursue this goal. As a result, in both communities, local state actors opted to cooperate with business
associations capable of providing legal and technical assistance, as well as socio-economic policy
planning and implementation support. By contrast, in Vitez and Gračanica, the absence of giant
industries (and of the short term extrinsic benefits they could provide to state actors) did not prove a
sufficient condition for cooperative state-business relations and for the production of their positive
influence on government performance. For in neither of these communities did a highly capacitated
and politically autonomous business association emerge – one that would forcefully push for good
government reforms, help local state actors internalize it is as a goal, and help them deliver it. Finally,
in the laggard communities (Kakanj, Lukavac, GVU, and Srebrenica), the presence of large and
politically powerful enterprises and the absence of well-organized and capacitated small business
associations, jointly prevented the emergence of the mechanisms that could have potentially promoted
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good government, both as a principle and as practice. Instead, they sustained and enhanced bad
government for the largest part of the post-conflict period.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This dissertation was motivated by the startling variation observed in the performance of local
governments within conflict-afflicted states. Institutional, social capital, modernization and political
party theories do not fully explain this puzzle. Hence, this study advances a political economy
approach to local state-building and interprets post-conflict political performance as a product of
state-business interaction. The explanatory framework it puts forward combines elements of structure
and agency that help trace the emergence of alternative types of business political action and assess
their impact on the performance of political institutions.
The analysis is based on extensive primary and secondary data collected through fieldwork in
Bosnia and Herzegovina over the 2013-2015 period. Using this data, the study maps in detail the postconflict performance of eight local governments. It demonstrates that the performance of local
governments in post-conflict Bosnia was largely shaped by the capacity of businesses in local
communities to cooperate with one another and with the state to tackle development and governance
concerns. The study shows that an understanding of municipal production structures greatly improves
our capacity to predict the propensity of businesses to collective action. It also reveals that finegrained, grounded research with business association members and state representatives is necessary
to detect the nature and direction of the influence business activism exerts on the state.
This concluding chapter discusses the implications of this research for our understanding of
state-building in post-conflict settings, its contributions to the literature, and directions for future
research. The first section summarizes and systematizes the key findings of the dissertation. The
second section considers how these findings inform the strands of the literature the dissertation speaks
to. It addresses specific contributions to the study of business associations, state-business relations,
the political economy of institutional performance, and to research methods. The third section reflects
on the implications of this research for humanitarian and development programming and spells out
specific propositions on how the transformative power of business can be leveraged for peace and
improved governance in the aftermath of violent conflicts. The fourth and final section suggests
avenues for future research, first, for the studies of post-conflict state-building and second, for further
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development of theoretical arguments advanced in the dissertation and use of primary and secondary
materials gathered for this research.

7.1.

Summary of arguments and findings

When in 1995 the Bosnian war came to an end, the institutional foundations of the new state of Bosnia
and Herzegovina had to be redesigned and rebuilt. During the past twenty years, a vast state-building
project - spearheaded by the international community - has introduced and consolidated a new political
architecture. Underpinned by the principles of ethno-territorialism and democratic consociationalism,
Bosnia’s post-war institutional make-up has successfully stabilized long-running disputes and has
prevented a full-blown return to armed violence. Despite the monumental effort introduced in
institutional restructuring, few students of the Bosnian state-building experience would argue that the
country has moved beyond the ‘fragile state’ status. State-level institutions, however, remain weak and
their capacity to govern effectively and responsively is still questionable.
At the local level, the pace of institution-building in Bosnia has been strikingly unequal.
Despite operating within a dysfunctional national institutional framework, local governments across
the country exhibited very different trajectories and levels of performance after the signing of the
Dayton Peace Agreement. Some local governments followed a smooth and uninterrupted course in
improving their governing capacity and today exhibit surprisingly high levels of performance. Others
had a head start in the first post-conflict decade, but failed to further improve their performance in
subsequent years. Yet others experienced only gradual and incremental improvements in their overall
performance.
This diversity has presented a unique testing ground for investigating the conditions that
encourage high institutional performance after civil wars. In this dissertation, I reviewed a host of
theories for why local governments in Bosnia perform so differently and tested them against empirical
evidence. Unsurprisingly, this dissertation found that context played a decisive role in determining the
capacities of local government institutions. However, none of the traditional explanations advocated
in the institutional performance literature was found to have applicability in the Bosnian context.
Through process tracing and congruence testing I found limited support for a number of potential
explanatory factors including civil society activism, foreign aid, war time violence, socio-economic
development and political parties.
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More than the social and political contexts, the economic context proved to be a salient factor
in explaining performance variations in post-war Bosnia. Specifically, this dissertation found that the
less concentrated a municipal economy was at the start of the transition, the higher was the post-war
performance of the respective local government. The collapse of the Yugoslav version of civil society
that was based on the centrality of the workforce for governance, coupled with massive economic and
political change, meant that economic interests had the most potential to influence government
performance. Yet, not all economic interests exerted a positive impact on the governing capacities of
political institutions. In particular, this study found that high government performance was a function
of the capacity of businesses to cooperate with one another as well as the capacity of organized
business interests to initiate and build close and cooperative relations with the local state.
This dissertation first investigated conditions that facilitate collective action of the part of
unorganized economic interests. It found that despite facing the same challenges at the start of the
transition, firms across Bosnia formed associations at markedly different rates and with strikingly
different levels of success. Specifically, the endogenous and spontaneous emergence of local
associations in post-war Bosnia depended on the characteristics of the businesses that operated in
each municipality. In municipalities where a large number of small firms were active, the establishment
of a local business association was more probable than in municipalities where a few large enterprises
formed the foundation of local production.
This finding directly contradicts standard accounts of collective action – most importantly,
Olson’s influential theory, which argues that a small group size encourages collective action. Instead,
in Chapter 2 the dissertation advanced a theoretical argument that emphasized the defensive functions
of business associations as the driving force behind their establishment. From this perspective, a large
number of firms of small size does not preclude cooperation but instead encourages it. Chapter 6
presented empirical evidence in support of this argument. In short, the central argument emerging
from the theoretical and empirical exploration of BA formation in post-conflict Bosnia is that
businesses join associations in response to state-imposed adversity – which includes political
instability, state weakness, and predatory bureaucratic behavior. In the face of these challenges,
businesses might decide to pool their resources to stabilize the business environment, improve
government performance, and increase their survival prospects. Protection against state-induced
adversity is thus a powerful selective benefit that overcomes traditional collective action problems.
But for this to occur, small firm size, an equal distribution of economic power and material resources
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between firms and sectors, which in turns implies equal vulnerability and incapacity to individually
influence state action, are pre-requisites for the proposed theory to hold.
This dissertation also found that while non-formation of a local business association was
associated with low levels of government performance, the establishment of an association was not a
sufficient condition for the development of effective business-government relations and the
achievement of high levels of performance. Empirical investigation and the comparative analysis of
the functions and activities associations performed revealed that for associations to become
sustainable in the long run and build up the institutional capacity to engage in political action that
positively influences government performance, two conditions had to hold: first, associations had to
be democratically governed, and second, they had to be well staffed.
7.2.

Contributions

This dissertation brought together multiple literature strands and qualitative research methods, which
it introduced in a non-traditional setting: the post-conflict state. This section summarizes the
dissertation’s key theoretical, methodological, and research design contributions.
7.2.1. Theory
State-building and post-conflict reconstruction research has largely ignored the influence of business
in institutional and political outcomes. Instead, the role of international intervening actors and the
donor community (Celador 2005; Ó Tuathail Gearóid & Dahlman Carl, 2004; Juncos 2011); the
impact of institutional design (Lijphart 2002, 2004; Roeder and Rothchild 2005; Armingeon 2002;
Brancati 2009; Horowitz 2008; Bieber 2005); and the effect of traditional civil society actors, such as
political parties and NGOs (Jarstad and Sisk 2008; van Leeuwen 2009; Paffenholz and Spurk 2006;
Orjuela 2003; Belloni 2011) have garnered scholarly interest. By drawing attention to the underexplored impact of the business community and its political action, this dissertation has effectively
informed existing understandings of the actors and processes that shape state-building outcomes after
violent internal conflicts. Introducing business into the analysis of post-war institutional performance
is thus the general theoretical contribution this dissertation makes.
More specifically, to address variations in the performance of local government institutions in
post-war Bosnia, this study drew heavily on the broad literature on state-business relations (SBRs),
which views patterns of state-government interaction as key determinants of societal and institutional
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outcomes. However, instead of painting business influence on state performance as uniformly good
or bad (as much of the existing literature does) this study advanced a nuanced theoretical framework
that distinguishes between alternative business types, interests, and interest representation strategies,
and links them to the development of alternative SBR patterns and to specific government
performance outcomes.
This refined analysis confirmed key insights of the corporatist and developmental state
literatures on the factors that underpin the emergence of synergistic state-business relations, which
can positively influence government performance. It highlighted the importance of business
organization for the departure of state and business actors from capture- and extortion-based
relational patterns. It also verified the proposed mechanisms through which synergistic SBRs bring
about positive institutional change - namely, information and know-how exchange, coordination, the
pooling of resources, and joint policy-making and implementation. Yet, empirical research in postconflict Bosnia also uncovered important points of divergence from standard theoretical accounts that
deserve careful consideration.
In particular, existing research highlights the role of the state, specifically the importance of
state capacity and political will, in both business organization and the emergence of symbiotic statebusiness relations – especially in times of upheaval. Studies on both developed and developing
countries have consistently argued that political and economic turmoil enhances the state’s perceptions
of risk and vulnerability and increases its “inclination to intervene and create a ‘favorable’ set of
organizational properties for business associations” (Schmitter and Streeck 1999 in Schneider 2004:
25). According to this view, states deliberately facilitate the creation of business associations in order
to facilitate access to valuable business resources and appease their political and policy concerns
(Edigheji 1997; Schneider 1998). Relatedly, cooperative relations with organized business interests are
instrumentally nurtured by state actors because governments depend upon the resources and the
expertise of capital for their success. Inter-sectoral interdependence lies at the heart of these
arguments.
This dissertation however, found that the absence of high state capacity - a staple in postconflict settings - does not necessarily inhibit business organization or the emergence of positive
relations between government and organized business groups. Foregrounding the case of Bosnia, the
dissertation has shown that under conditions of extreme state weakness, large groups of businesses
were still able to organize in municipalities with a low degree of economic concentration. It further
demonstrated that in these settings it was not positive state action that incentivized business
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organization but rather state inaction and/or negative state action. Bad governments motivated
vulnerable SMEs to organize locally because organization offered protection from the local state’s
incapacity to manage the post-conflict transition and from its predatory and extractive tendencies.
Under these circumstances, defense against state-imposed threats provided an obvious common
agenda for cooperation, and protection from these threats, offered by the resulting associations,
functioned as a powerful selective benefit that was immune to collective action problems (Schneider
2008; Duvanova 2007; 2013; Lurrain and Prüfer 2015).
The dissertation has also shown that some of the resulting business associations eventually
developed enough institutional capacity to initiate and engage in a collaborative relationship with local
governments. The business-based explanation of inter-sectoral cooperation advanced in this study
follows the logic of the interdependency and mutual vulnerability between states and businesses
highlighted in state-based accounts. Yet, it highlights the other side of the coin. It argues that it is not
only states that need business resources to overcome their political and economic challenges but that
businesses, too, need high-performing government institutions to achieve their own strategies and
meet their goal of profit maximization. Through this prism, the drivers of high-performing
governments - i.e., the result of cooperative SBRs - are also reversed. In particular, this study
understands increased government performance as the end result of a process that emerges from a
well-organized private sector and a high-capacity association that lend their developmental vision and
resources to the state, which subsequently improves its own performance as a result. By showing that
the establishment of collaborative SBRs in some of Bosnia’s war-torn communities was the outcome
of business activism, the dissertation addressed a key gap in the government-business relations
research: the fact that its “focus has been mostly on how the state can foster effective state-business
relations and [has produced] limited knowledge of how the private sector can contribute to such
relations, especially in low income country contexts” (Sen 2015: 5). Moreover, the explanatory
framework advanced in this study lends further support to theories arguing that civil society
organizations (CSOs) can shape the state as profoundly as the state shapes CSOs – a finding that
carries important policy and programmatic implications, especially for newly democratized states.
The findings of this dissertation are also relevant for the interest groups and rent-seeking
literatures. Studies on organized business groups in advanced industrial contexts have traditionally
depicted business associations as malevolent structures that encourage rent-seeking and collusion, and
are detrimental to societal well-being (Oslon 1965; Stigler 1971; Grossman and Helpman 1992). More
recently, however, research on developing settings has challenged the negative view of BAs and argued
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that BAs can and do make positive contributions to society (Duvanova 2007, 2013; Pyle 2006; Markus
2007). This study managed to bridge this divide by uncovering the factors that determine the influence
of BAs – negative or positive. It delved into the internal workings of BAs, assessed their decisionmaking processes, and analysed their archives in order to longitudinally trace their political action,
projects and advocacy/lobbying strategies. Through this analytical strategy, two factors intrinsic to
BAs were highlighted as able to account for their diverse impact on society at large. Specifically, the
study found that a positive BA influence is a function of democratic internal decision-making and high
levels of professionalization. This finding represents an important step forward from the tendency of
existing literature to attribute positive influences of BAs to their degree of ‘encompassingness’ and
representativeness (Schneider 2008). Unlike studies that view encompassing BAs as capable of
stimulating the production of positive societal outcomes – because of their potential to represent a
diverse and wide-ranging set of interests instead of narrow ones (as oligopolistic sectoral BAs do) –
this study has stressed the fact that BA representativeness is a necessary rather than a sufficient
condition for high government performance. Encompassing associations can still be hijacked by a
group of dominant firms/sectors if they do not uphold their democratic organization principles (UP
Vitez demonstrates this point clearly). Furthermore, neither encompassingness nor democraticness by
themselves guarantee a positive BA influence, unless a high degree of professionalization has been
established (UP Gračanica is a case in point).
The second contribution the dissertation makes to the interest group literature is to highlight
the capacity of BAs to promote not only growth, development, and quality economic regulation but
also good government. While some studies have noted a positive influence of business and BAs in
bureaucratic capacity, public governance, and democracy (Bruszt and Campos [forthcoming]; Doner
and Schneider 2000), the capacity of BAs to encourage high government performance has remained
largely understudied and lacks systematic empirical investigation – especially in developing, postconflict contexts. This dissertation has shown that BAs can actively support the political and
administrative performance of government institutions. It has detailed the mechanisms through which
organized business groups promote political stability, administrative modernization, improve policy
design and implementation and increase governmental responsiveness not only to business demands,
but to broader constituencies. Chapters 2 and 6 explained why and how BAs in certain Bosnian
municipalities emerged as organizationally stable and self-sustaining institutions of civil society – in an
environment where civic action was not the norm. They also demonstrated that when BAs managed
to resist external and internal influences (state and member control), consolidate democratic practices,
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and invested heavily in building their capacities, they became organizational platforms for criticism.
They openly challenged governments, and more importantly, stepped in and proactively sought to
improve their performance.
These findings are also potentially relevant for the democratization literature at large. It is
plausible that transitions to peace and democracy will be smoother and more successful if backed up
by capital and where the property-controlling classes organize in state-limiting and monitoring
institutions (Duvanova 2013). In fact, empirical evidence from a wide range of settings seems to
suggest that this is the case (Charney 1999; Makgetla and Shapiro 2016). However, while the
dissertation uncovers enough evidence to argue that democratization scholars should take the
institutions that unite business interests seriously and carefully explore their role in democratic
institution-building, it also highlights the limits of business-driven democratization. On this account,
the study argues that organized business interests will positively influence institution-building and
potentially, democratic consolidation, only under conditions of relevant equality that force capitalists
to “realize that they [cannot] prevail unilaterally” and to “settle for solutions” that provide not total
victory for a few, but “partial victory for all” (McFaul and Stoner-Weiss 2004: 219). The democratic
solution thus appears to be appealing to business actors only when individually they are too weak to
achieve their narrow interests by directly influencing the state. Large inequalities in economic power
and access to political actors, however, undermine inter-business negotiation and encourages
individual solutions that often involve cooperation with authoritarian/corrupt state actors, and
perpetuate bad government.
7.2.2

Design

Research on post-conflict state-building is dominated by large-N cross-national analyses and small-N
country case studies (Walls 2009; Roeder and Rothchild 2005). State-level analyses, however, gloss
over important variations in institutional performance within states and privilege theories that revolve
around the design of political institutions and the degree and type of international involvement in the
processes of peace and state-building (Moss et al. 2006). Studies of the Bosnian state-building
experience have generally followed this approach. Most have focused on the performance of statelevel institutions and the success of state-wide reforms (Zaum 2003; Pugh 2002; Muehleman 2008).
They have thus ignored variations in institutional performance across geographic regions and levels
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of state power, and have overlooked actors, processes, and mechanisms at the meso- and micro-level
of the state and society - painting Bosnia uniformly as a failed project of post-civil war state-building.666
This dissertation resisted the trend of state-level analysis and adopted a subnational
comparative research design. One of its key contributions is that it disaggregates government
performance and draws attention to the fact that political institutions perform very differently within
conflict-affected states. In so doing, it invites further research on the non-uniformity of post-war
government quality. Furthermore, by controlling for a number of potentially important variables
(institutional design, culture, national and international actors’ influence) this dissertation highlights
the role place-based actors and processes play for local state-building, and encourages the
development of nuanced and contextualized institutional performance theories. Emphasis on local
level factors has allowed this dissertation to move away from top-down/supply-driven explanations
of government performance outcomes and advance a bottom-up/demand-driven theory. In this
respect, the dissertation highlights the importance of ‘state-building from below’. According to this
perspective, institutions that assist peace, good governance, and promote reconciliation, are primarily
the responsibility of the individuals and groups indigenous in each social environment. Outsiders (at
the national – international level) can only help create or undermine the conditions through which
these local processes can move forward (Donais 2005).
7.2.3

Methodology

To uncover the factors underpinning local government performance in Bosnia (and potentially more
broadly) this dissertation relied on extensive in-depth field research. This choice was based on and
confirmed the conviction that only grounded research can uncover the drivers of institutional
performance and capture the interplay of structure and agency in post-conflict contexts. This is the
general methodological contribution the dissertation makes.
More specifically, the dissertation has implications for all stages of research in difficult postconflict environments. In terms of data collection, this study examined multiple data sources including
a wide range of archives, local and external academic materials, and in-depth interviews with local and
international stakeholders. Extensive triangulation across these sources ensured the reliability of the
data that were utilized to draw the key conclusions of the study and established confidence in them.
While research on Bosnia’s state-building typically focuses on state-level institutions and large scale reforms, a few
disaggregated analyses do exist (e.g. Bieber 2005; Moore 2013)
666
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One implication of this data collection and triangulation strategy for studies of post-conflict transitions
is that the appreciation of the sensitive and politicized nature of post-conflict settings invites a close
analysis of a variety of data, with an understanding of how this data was produced, to arrive at reliable
conclusions.
Interpreting interview data collected in fragile and polarized socio-political settings is another
major challenge for social scientists, especially ‘outsider’ researchers (McEvoy 2006). Being an outsider
to the research setting might not only restrict access to respondents but also result in the indivertible
collection of unreliable and biased information. To identify and eliminate bias from interview data,
apart from engaging in extensive triangulation, this dissertation paid close attention to issues of
positionality (Merriam 2001; Herod 1999; Rose 1997) when interpreting interviewee responses.
Specifically, I carefully considered the role social markers (such as age, gender and ethnicity) play in
shaping the perceptions each party in the interview process (interviewer, interviewee, research
assistant/translator) holds for his/her counterparts and how these perceptions might influence the
content and quality of the interview data produced. By constantly reflecting on my own views (of my
interviewees and research assistants) and thinking about how my visible characteristics (as a young,
female, Greek national) might influence my counterparts’ behaviour and choices during the interview
process, I was able to recognize bias and prevent biased information from entering the data analysis
process. My field experience indicates that by understanding interviews as a process of collective
construction of social meanings and by being aware of the complex interactions between interview
parties that could potentially introduce bias in academic research, ethnographers can decisively
improve the quality and reliability of their work.
Along with the implications for data collection and interpretation strategies, this dissertation
informs methods of analysis of data gathered in harsh post-conflict settings. My main contribution in
this regard is the strategy I developed of tracking through time and space the performance of local
government institutions while mapping parallel developments in potential explanatory variables.
Along with a systematic analysis of interview and other data, this strategy allowed me to determine
which of the many alternative potential explanations hold in the case of Bosnia’s local institutionbuilding. This data analysis strategy – a central aspect of the process-tracing method I adopted to
demonstrate the reliability of my proposed explanatory framework - helped me identify key steps in
the process of post-war institution-building and state-capacity strengthening, detect tipping points in
institutional performance, and analyze the root causes of change and sequence by means of matching
trends in municipal performance to parallel developments in explanatory variables.
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7.3.

Implications for policy and programming

This dissertation was not designed to produce policy recommendations. It did, however, generate
enough evidence to identify policy implementation gaps and to preliminarily inform policy responses
to state-failure after wars. The most salient policy implications are summarized in this section.
In particular, my findings suggest that programmatic aid aimed to support institution building
in the direct aftermath of civil wars should target not only government and traditional civil society
actors, as current conventional wisdom dictates, but market actors as well. This requires donors
recognizing both the indirect contributions businesses make to government performance (e.g. political
stability realized through increased employment) and their direct contributions (e.g. improved policy
design and implementation realized through business lobbying). Relatedly, international responses to
war-induced state failure should focus on business growth and employment creation as much as on
business organization and strengthening the capacity of business associations. On the one hand, the
development of micro, small and medium-size enterprises is important, especially for economically
concentrated areas, as it “diversifies economies that are often heavily reliant on the export of primary
commodities and therefore vulnerable to external price shocks and trade imbalances” (Killick 2005:
18). It is also important for expanding the number of actors that could engage, potentially beneficially,
in the state-building process. On the other hand, encouraging businesses to organize and
strengthening the capacity of business associations are key steps towards incorporating the business
sector in decision-making and nurturing its potential to function as an important constituent for
democracy.
That said, this dissertation also suggests that before offering any kind of material or technical
assistance to the private sector, donors must carefully unpack it. The business community is comprised
of a diverse group of actors who experience different constraints and challenges and have different
interests and incentives. The donors’ challenge is therefore to identify the actors that offer the greatest
chances of delivering transformational change and to engage with the specific forms of corruption
and mismanagement that prevent them from growing, investing or adopting advanced technologies.
Organized business groups also differ markedly from each other. Strong sectoral associations with
narrow interests are likely to have a different impact on government performance than do
encompassing associations, which draw together businesses of various sizes and types and with diverse
interests, capacities, and resources. Consequently, assistance offered to individual or collective market
actors should take into account that the actions of business actors who are politically active might
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work against the public interest. To mitigate the inherent political risks involved in private sector
assistance in fragile environments, careful economic-context analyses ought to be done prior to any
intervention, with the aim of identifying those contextual particularities that might undermine
programming effectiveness and the capacity of the business community to advance desired societal
outcomes.
Finally, the sequence and timing of programmatic interventions targeting the business
community are also important. Existing multi-sectoral responses to post-conflict state weakness tend
to prioritize humanitarian goals and relief operations over the provision of support to business actors,
which typically takes place at an advanced stage of the post-conflict transition. My findings, however,
suggest that donors ought to begin interacting with the business community immediately after the
signing of a peace treaty. The private sector is one of the few sectors that continues to function (albeit
in different ways and at a smaller scale) during conflict, maintaining a certain supply of goods and
services and retaining wide networks, often across conflict lines. Private sector actors may retain
significant political clout and the capacity to engage in state-lobbying (at least compared to other nongovernmental actors). They may also strongly support a return to normalcy and political stability.
Consequently, excluding market actors from the early stages of post-conflict reconstruction might
miss synergies and complementarities between business support policies and other, more traditional
peace- and state- building interventions. And it might deprive the international community of a key
local partner in achieving these ends promptly and sustainably. Donors, then, ought to design
responses that bridge the humanitarian-development divide and intervene in the acute phase of a postconflict continuum to lay the foundations for positive outcomes during the stabilization,
reconstruction and development phases.
7.4.

Avenues for future research

Civil war is a major cause of state failure (Rotberg 2004). Understanding how to rebuild state
institutions and re-establish governance in post-civil war settings is essential for preventing
humanitarian crises and cross-border spillovers (terrorism, organized crime, etc.). However, the
determinants of post-conflict institutional performance and its underlying processes, particularly its
political economy, are insufficiently understood. This section explores avenues for future research in
these areas.
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7.4.1.

Research questions for future studies

First, the application of the business-centered explanation of government performance variations
identified in this study can generate a better understanding of state-building processes and outcomes
after civil wars. Factors identified in this study as underpinning the propensity of business to collective
action and the development of alternative patterns of state-business relations can be further tested in
cases where different economic structures are present. In the recent case of Ukraine, for example,
where existing information suggests that more economically concentrated municipalities (that were
also more exposed to trade shocks with Russia) “experienced a higher intensity of rebel violence, fell
under rebel control earlier, and it took longer for the government to liberate” (Zhukov 2016: 1),
researchers can ask: What is the role of state-business relations in motivating conflict in the first place
and varying modes of post-conflict institutional development? Does the causal chain that links preconflict economic concentration to post-conflict government performance (proposed in this study)
hold?
Second, given the lack of systematic analysis of the characteristics of effective state-business
relations in low-income and conflict-affected country contexts, future research can expand to this area.
Particularly, while there is some statistical and case-study evidence on the positive impact of effective
state-business relations on economic development, the evidence on how state-business relations may
contribute to government performance is limited. Important questions to address include: What are
the characteristics of effective state-business relations in low income countries? How do they emerge
and how are they sustained? What are their developmental impacts, especially on the wider governance
environment?
Third, in terms of the motivating factors of business organization and agency, an interesting
issue for future work concerns the exploration of the role of personalities and individual ‘business
champions’ in establishing business associations, shaping and advancing their agenda, and liaising with
the regulators. My study hints at these points, but does not consistently address them across the cases
examined. What is the role of individual business owners in providing leadership for business
organization after civil wars? What is the set of skills and resources business leaders have to possess
in order to communicate the need for business cooperation in their communities, and how do they
turn rhetoric into action? Finally, why do certain business associations succeed in balancing between
representing the members’ interests and advancing the association’s interests, while others succumb
to internal or external pressures? Future studies can benefit from an analysis of these aspects and gain
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a more nuanced understanding of the factors that facilitate the emergence, sustainability and level of
autonomy of business associations in post-conflict transitions, ultimately determining their influence
on government performance.
Fourth, future research on the political economy of state-building can be advanced by further
exploring incentives on the side of the state for the development of effective state-business
interactions after civil wars. The framework this dissertation proposes places analytical emphasis on
the role of the business community. Accordingly, the interests, aspirations, strategies and actions of
business owners and business associations are at the forefront of explanations produced. The state is
depicted as malleable to business influence - good or bad - and state actors are portrayed as reactive
(to business initiatives) rather than proactive. This is principally because in research municipalities
local governments were equally incapacitated and, if multi-ethnic in composition, equally reluctant to
initiate the process of post-war reconstruction. Potentially, the uniformity of low local state capacity
in Bosnia in the direct aftermath of the war was due to the extremity of the violence that swept
throughout the country, leaving no area unaffected and no local set of institutional structures
unharmed. Yet, not all civil wars are as devastating or equally dispersed geographically. Furthermore,
as the research on wartime governance (Arjona 2014; Arjona et al. 2015) suggests, wars are not only
periods of institutional destruction but also busy periods of institutional creation. As power relations
change so do the institutions that reflect them. Consequently, paying close attention to wartime
institutional developments could facilitate the unpacking of post-conflict state-building processes and
outcomes. Related questions to address include: How is war-time institution-building linked to postwar institutional performance? What are the implications of varying levels of war-time state capacity
for post-war state-business relations and government performance outcomes?
Fifth, future research can benefit from a more nuanced analysis and refined understanding of
the role of donors, first, in the organization of business interests and, second, in the formation and
sustainability of inter-sectoral collective action. There is limited evidence on the success of donor
interventions in contributing to business organization and effective state-business relations in postconflict contexts. A lack of baseline data limits the usefulness of ex post impact evaluations of donor
interventions and there has been a lack of rigorous experimental methods such as randomized control
trials. This dissertation, however, yielded evidence suggesting that in the immediate post-conflict
setting, where lack of trust is pervasive, the state is corrupt and delegitimized, and the business
community is weak, donors can help establish the minimum requirements for cooperation – both
among business actors and between organized business interests and the state. By strengthening the
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capacity of both state and business actors, donors increase their legitimacy and ability to engage in
cooperative relations, thus improving the prospect of effective SBRs. By offering material resources,
donors help overcome resource scarcity that often limits the effectiveness of inter-sectoral
cooperation. And, by conditioning material assistance upon cooperation, donors encourage repeated
state-business interaction and trust building. Better understanding these processes would be valuable
for extracting more detailed and contextualized policy recommendations and further informing
programmatic responses to state weakness. With this end in mind, researchers can ask: How can
donors better design interventions that improve state-business relations in conflict-affected countries?
Which approaches work best and why? Which parts of the private sector are most likely to demand
more effective state-business relations? How can donors best support private sector actors and
business associations that are likely to push for more collaborative and transparent relations with the
state?
Finally, and drawing from the experience of the multi-ethnic municipalities examined in this
dissertation, research on the political economy of state-building can benefit from the exploration of
the impact of developmental equity on the performance of political institutions. What are the
implications for post-conflict government performance of developmental inequalities between ethnic
groups? How does concentration of economic power in the hands of a dominant ethnic group
influence the quality of government – especially governmental responsiveness? What could
international mediators do during the negotiation phase of a peace agreement to lay the foundations
for ethnically blind development? Evidence produced within the course of this exploration suggests
that developmental equity is an important prerequisite for successful post-conflict transitions and for
overcoming bottlenecks in government performance (the case of Vitez amply demonstrates this
point). This, in turn, points to the need to explore the role of ‘economic conscociationalism’ in the
success of political institutions in multi-cultural settings. Understanding the economic components of
peace, identifying relevant provisions that can be incorporated in peace agreements without sabotaging
the negotiation process, and examining the relation between economic provisions and actual postconflict political outcomes, can decisively improve our capacity to sustainably end conflicts and reduce
regressions into violence.
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Appendix A
Codebook for LGP Measurement
1.

INTERNAL OPERATION EFFICACY

1.1.
1.1.1.

Decisional Efficacy
Political Stability
0. High Political Instability
a. More than 2 irregular mayoral changes
1. Low Political Instability
a. One irregular mayoral change667 (includes mayoral removals from the OHR)
2. No Political Instability
a. No irregular mayoral change

1.1.2.

Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
0. No Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Electoral boycotting
AND
b. Joint institutions of government not shaped
1. Low Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Pre-electoral contestation
AND
b. Post-electoral contestation
AND
c. Joint government institutions eventually shaped

667

Mayoral illness or death excluded
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2. Medium Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Pre-electoral contestation
OR
b. Post-electoral contestation
AND
c. Joint government institutions eventually shaped
3. High Extraordinary Decision-Making Efficacy
a. No Pre-electoral contestation
AND
b. No Post-electoral contestation
1.1.3. Regular Decision-Making efficacy
0. No Regular Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Frequent Municipal Council Boycotting
AND
b. Frequent Walkouts
AND
c. Less than 250 decisions adopted
1. Low Regular Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Frequent Municipal Council Boycotting
OR
b. Frequent Walkouts
OR
c. Less than 250 decisions adopted
2. Medium Regular Decision-Making Efficacy
a. Infrequent Municipal Council Boycotting
AND
b. No Walkouts
AND
c. Less than 250 decisions adopted
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3. High Regular Decision-Making Efficacy
a. No Municipal Council Boycotting
AND
b. No Walkouts
AND
c. More than 250 decisions adopted
1.2.

Administrative Efficacy

1.2.1.

General Administrative Capacity
0.
1.
2.

1.2.2.

Quality Management in Municipal Administration
0.
1.

1.2.3.

Administration is ISO certified
Administration is not ISO certified

Special Administrative Structures
0.
1.

2.

Low Administrative Capacity
a. MCI< 50
Medium Administrative Capacity
a. 50<MCI<75
High Administrative Capacity
a. MCI>75

A LED agency has been established
A LED agency has not been established

POLICY OUTPUT AND IMPLEMENTATION CAPACITY

2.1. Local Economic Development Promotion
2.1.1.

Strategic Planning for Local Economic Development (LED)
0.
1.

No strategic design and implementation capacity
a. No strategy
Low strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Basic strategy adopted but not implemented
325

OR
b. Comprehensive strategy adopted but not implemented
2.

Medium strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Basic strategies adopted and partly implemented

3.

High strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Comprehensive strategy adopted and implemented

2.1.2. LED Infrastructure
0.

No investment in LED Infrastructure
a. The municipality does not have a business incubator
AND
b. Major infrastructural works have not been undertaken in local business
zones
AND
c. Regulatory and management plans for local business zones have not
been adopted by the council

1.

Low investment in LED Infrastructure
a. The municipality does not have a business incubator
AND
b. Major infrastructural works have been undertaken in local business
zones
AND
c. Regulatory and management plans for local business zones have not
been adopted by the council

2.

Medium investment in LED Infrastructure
a. The municipality does not have a business incubator
AND
b. Major infrastructural works have been undertaken in local business
zones
AND
c. Regulatory and management plans for local business zones have been
adopted by the council
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3.

High investment in LED Infrastructure
a. The municipality has a business incubator
AND
b. Major infrastructural works have been undertaken in local business
zones
AND
c. Regulatory and management plans for local business zones have been
adopted by the council

2.1.3. Investment Attraction
0.

No efforts to actively attract investments are made
a. Municipality has not adapted an investors’ incentive decision
AND
b. Municipality does not have marketing and promotional material668

1.

Some efforts to actively attract investments are made
a. Municipality has not adapted an investors’ incentive decision
AND
b. Municipality has some marketing and promotional material
OR
c. Municipality has adapted an investors’ incentive decision
AND
d. Municipality does not have marketing and promotional material

2.

Considerable efforts to actively attract investments are made
a. Municipality has adapted an investors’ incentive decision
AND
b. Municipality has extensive marketing and promotional material
AND
c. Municipality has developed an investment promotion plan that I
includes activities on investment attraction and has entered a marketing
and promotion item in its budget

Including attractive and clear presentations of investment opportunities, investors’ guides in English or other languages,
etc.
668
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2.1.4. Business Services

2.2.

0.

No business services provided
a. Extensive assistance with business registration not provided669
AND
b. Information about funding opportunities not offered systematically
AND
c. SME support not provided670

1.

Limited business services provided
a. Some assistance with business registration provided
AND
b. Information about funding opportunities not offered systematically
AND
c. Some SME support provided

2.

Extensive provision of business services
a. Extensive assistance with business registration provided
AND
b. Information about funding opportunities offered systematically
AND
c. Extensive SME support provided

Social Development Promotion

2.2.1. Strategic Planning for Social Development (SD)
0.

No strategic design and implementation capacity
a. No strategy

1.

Low strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Basic strategy adopted but not implemented
OR
a. Comprehensive strategy adopted but not implemented

This refers to the provision of detailed info, relevant forms (online availability included), assistance with relevant
institutions at the canton and entity level, legal advice and detailed cost of doing business in the municipality, and the
minimization of steps required for business registration
670 For instance, SME trainings, business networking, peer to peer programs, participation in trade fairs, etc.
669
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2.
3.

Medium strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Basic strategies adopted and implemented
High strategic design and implementation capacity
a. Comprehensive strategy adopted and implemented

2.2.2. Education
0.

No efforts to improve educational provision are made
a. Improvements in educational infrastructure (school buildings and
technical equipment) not made (through the municipal budget)
AND
b.
The municipality does not have a vocational/adult training
school
AND
c.
The municipality has not updated school syllabi to match local
and regional employers’ needs
AND
d.
The municipality does not have an extensive student stipend
program

1.

Some efforts to improve educational provision are made
a.
Some improvement in educational infrastructure (school
buildings and technical equipment) made (through the municipal
budget)
AND
b.
The municipality does not have a vocational/adult training
school but offers vocational training programs
AND
c.
The municipality has not updated school syllabi to match local
and regional employers’ needs
AND
d.
The municipality has an extensive student stipend program

2.

Extensive efforts to improve educational provision are made
a.
Major improvement in educational infrastructure (school
buildings and technical equipment) made (through the municipal
budget)
AND
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b.
AND
c.
AND
d.
2.2.3.

671
672

The municipality has a vocational/adult training school
The municipality has updated school syllabi to match local and
regional employers’ needs
The municipality has an extensive student stipend program

Employment
0.

No efforts to decrease massive unemployment are made
a.
The municipality does not offer skill-building programs to the
unemployed671
AND
b.
The municipality offers no support for youth
entrepreneurship672
AND
c.
The municipality does not cooperate closely with the central and
local employment offices and has not initiated many activities to
reduce unemployment

1.

Some efforts to decrease massive unemployment are made
a.
The municipality offers some skill-building programs to the
unemployed
AND
b.
The municipality offers some support for youth
entrepreneurship
AND
c.
The municipality cooperates quite closely with the central and
local employment offices and has initiated some activities to
reduce unemployment

2.

Considerable efforts to decrease massive unemployment are made
a.
The municipality offers several skill-building programs to the
unemployed
AND

E.g. Vocational trainings, CV and cover letter writing workshops, job interview simulations, etc.
E.g. Internship programs, start-up support, etc.
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b.
AND
c.

The municipality
entrepreneurship

RESPONSIVENESS

3.1

Data Management Capacity

1.
2.

3.

3.2.

extensive

support

for

youth

The municipality cooperates closely with the central and local
employment offices and has initiated many activities to reduce
unemployment

3.

0.

offers

No data management capacity
a.
Limited data available, not readily accessible
Low data management capacity
a.
Extensive data available, readily accessible
Medium data management capacity
a.
Extensive data available, readily accessible
AND
b.
Own data collection and processing capacities
High data management capacity
a.
Extensive data available, readily accessible
AND
b.
Own data collection and processing capacities
AND
b.
Special unit in charge of data management and publication
production

Participatory Mechanisms
0.
1.

Municipality has a Socio-Economic Forum
Municipality does not have a Socio-Economic Forum
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Appendix B
Interviews

Name/Capacity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Muhamed Rebihić, Head of Economic Development and
Entrepreneurship Department, Municipality of Vitez
SME Owner, VEA Member
Youth Council President
Local Journalist
VEA Member
Local Journalist
Pero Gudlj, VEA Member, HDZ Councilor
Youth officer, Municipality of Vitez
Director, Inter-96 Agency
SME Owner, VEA Member
SME Owner, VEA Member, HDZ Councilor
Local Journalist
Head of Social Services, Municipality of Vitez
Advan Akeljić (SDA), Mayor of Vitez (2012-2016)
SME OwneR
Former President of Lasva Business Club
Vlado Alilović (HDZ), Former Mayor of Vitez (2004-2012)
Franjo Rajković, Former president of VEA and Mayor of
Vitez, HDZ Councilor
Alen Matija, Independent Candidate in 2012 Local Elections,
SME Owner
NGO Founder
SDA Councilor
Local Journalist
Director, SOS Children’s Village, Gračanica
Director of Jadrina d.o.o., Former UPG member
Zijad Dedić, Head of the Department of Entrepreneurship and
Economic Development, Municipality of Gračanica
UPG Founding Member

Date

Place

01/08/2013 &
05/09/2013
05/08/2013 &
07/09/2013
06/08/2013
08/08/2013
04/09/2013
04/09/2013
05/09/2013
05/09/2013
10/09/2013
12/09/2013
16/09/2013
18/09/2013
19/09/2013
19/09/2013
24/09/2013
26/09/2013
26/09/2013
27/09/2013

Vitez

30/09/2013

Vitez

30/09/2013
30/09/2013
04/11/2014
04/11/2014
10/11/2014
13/11/2014

Vitez
Vitez
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica

15/11/2014

Gračanica

Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
Vitez
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Senaida Šaković, Head of the Department of Social Services
and Protection, Municipality of Gračanica
Youth & NGO Officer, Municipality of Gračanica
General Administration Officer, Municipality of Gračanica
UPG Member
Former UPG Member
UPG Member, Former President
Former ABiH Commander
UPG Member, SME Owner
Founder of Youth NGO, “ANEA”
Former UPG Member
Former Head of the Department for Entrepreneurship and
Economic Development, Municipality of Gračanica (20002004)
UPIP Agro-incubator Manager
President of the Žepče Association of Raspberry Farmers
UPIP Executive Director
UPIP Vice President
UPIP SME Developer
Former President of MOTRIX
Head of Economic Development Department – Municipality
of Žepče
Branka Janko, Director of RAZ (LED Agency Žepče)
Founder of NGO ‘UZOR’
UPIP Steering Board President
Head of the General Administration Department, Municipality
of Žepče
Youth officer, Municipality of Žepče
Head of Social Development Department, Municipality of
Žepče
GIZ Field Officer
Former EU Police Mission Employee
UPIP Member
Mato Zovko (HDZ), Mayor of Žepče (2002-2016)
Muhammad Jusufovic (SDA), President of the Municipal
Council of Žepče (2004-2016)
MZ Leader
Head of Economic Department, Municipality of Tešanj
Head of Social Development Department, Municipality of
Tešanj
Ismar Alagić, Director of Local Economic Development
agency (TRA)
President of UPT
Youth Officer, Municipality of Tešanj
Director of the Center for Social Work, Municipality of Tešanj
Local Historian

13/11/2014

Gračanica

19/11/2014
19/11/2014
25/11/2014
28/11/2014
02/12/2014
04/12/2014
08/12/2014
08/12/2014
10/12/2014
10/12/2014

Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica
Gračanica

02/04/2014
02/04/2014
07/04/2014
07/04/2014
09/04/2014
11/04/2014
18/04/2014

Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče

22/04/2014
25/04/2014
02/05/2014
06/05/2014

Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče

13/05/2014
13/05/2014

Žepče
Žepče

15/05/2014
16/05/2014
20/05/2014
22/05/2014
23/05/2014

Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče
Žepče

28/05/2014
03/06/2014
03/06/2014

Žepče
Tešanj
Tešanj

05/06/2014

Tešanj

05/06/2014
06/06/2014
09/06/2014
24/06/2014

Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
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65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

Youth NGO Representative
Founding Member of the UPT
Mann+Hummel Manager
Former UPT President
Local Journalist
UPT Member
UPT Legal Advisor
Suad Huskić, Mayor of Tešanj (2012-2016)
MZ Leader and NGO Worker
UPT Executive Director
General Administration Officer, Kakanj Municipality
Head of Social Services Department, Kakanj Municipality
Head of Economic Development Department
Director of NGO “Alternative”
Omer Jukic, Former Director of Kakanj Mines, Former
President of the Kakanj Business Association
Business Owner, Former President of the Kakanj Business
Association
Municipal Councilor (SDA)
Nermin Mandra (SDA), Mayor of Kakanj (2012-2016)
Slaven Katičić (HDZ), President of the Kakanj Municipal
Council (2012-2016)
Small Business Owner
MZ Leader and Small Business Owner
Municipal Councilor (SDA)
Head of Economic Development Department
Local Historian and MZ Leader
Municipal Councilor (SDA)
Director of Environmental NGO
Head of the Municipal Department for Social Services
General Administration Officer
Former Member of the Lukavac Association of Entrepreneurs;
SME Owner
Former President of the Lukavac Association of
Entrepreneurs; SME Owner
Small Business Owner
Small Business Owner
Catholic Priest
President of Municipal Council (HDZ)
SME Owner
Sead Čaušević (SDA), Mayor of GVU (2012-2016)
Youth Council President and member of youth NGO
SME Owners (3)
Head of Municipal Department for Social Services and two
Department Employees
Municipal Councilor (SDA)

02/07/2014
04/07/2014
08/07/2014
14/07/2014
16/07/2014
17/07/2014
17/07/2014
22/07/2014
22/07/2014
25/07/2014
05/09/2014
05/09/2014
05/09/2014
09/09/2014
12/09/2014

Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Tešanj
Kakanj
Kakanj
Kakanj
Kakanj
Kakanj

17/09/2014

Kakanj

03/10/2014
07/10/2014
13/10/2014

Kakanj
Kakanj
Kakanj

16/10/2014
21/10/2014
22/10/2014
02/02/2015
06/02/2015
13/02/2015
15/02/2015
02/02/2015
02/02/2015
18/02/2015

Kakanj
Kakanj
Kakanj
Lukavac
Lukavac
Lukavac
Lukavac
Lukavac
Lukavac
Lukavac

18/02/2015

Lukavac

22/02/2015
25/02/2015
04/08/2014
05/08/2014
07/08/2014
11/08/2014
13/08/2014
18/08/2014
11/08/2014

Lukavac
Lukavac
GVU
GVU
GVU
GVU
GVU
GVU
GVU

11/08/2014

GVU
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105 Local Journalist and Former Combatant
106 Local Journalist (2 meetings)
107 Manager of Textile Company
108 Momčilo Cvjetinović, President of Local SDS Party and
Municipal Councilor
109 Hakija Meholjić, President of Local SDP Party and Municipal
Councilor
110 President of Local SNSD Party and President of the Srebrenica
Municipal Council
111 Head of Economic Development Department
112 Economic Development Officer
113 Owner of Local Metal Manufacturing Company
114 UNDP Officer
115 Head of Special Unit for Local Development, Municipality of
Srebrenica (2 meetings)
116 Nikola Simić, Municipal Councilor (SNS)
117 Director of NGO ‘Leptir’
118 Head of Municipal Department for Social Services
119 Director of NGO ‘EMMAUS’
120 UNICEF Officer
121 Member of ‘Mothers of Srebrenica’ Activist Group
122 Small Business Owner, President of the Srebrenica Business
Association
123 Ćamil Duraković, Mayor of Srebrenica (2012-2016)
124 Abdurahman Malkic (SDA), Former Mayor of Srebrenica
125 Small Business Owner, Member of the Srebrenica Business
Association
126 Researcher, Think Tank ‘Analitika’
127 Member of EU Delegation in BiH
128 GIZ Officer
129 GIZ Project Manager
130 SIDA Project Manager
131 SIDA Officer
132 Researcher, Research Center ‘MOZAIK’
133 Sasa Leskovac, Professor, University of Sarajevo
134 USAID Project Manager
135 OXFAM Employee
136 UNHCR Officer
137 UNDP Project Manager
138 Former USAID Employee, Government Accountability
Project
139 Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH (MoFT) Employee

18/08/2014
03/06/2013 &
18/06/2013
05/06/2013
07/06/2013

GVU
Srebrenica

13/06/2013

Srebrenica

13/06/2013

Srebrenica

17/06/2013
17/06/2013
21/06/2013
24/06/2013
24/06/2013 &
06/07/2013
28/06/2013
28/06/2013
02/07/2013
03/07/2013
18/07/2013
20/07/2013
22/07/2013

Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica

24/07/2013
29/07/2013
29/07/2013

Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica

02/05/2013
02/05/2013
06/05/2013
06/05/2013
08/05/2013
08/05/2013
14/05/2013
16/05/2013
20/05/2013
20/05/2013
23/05/2013
23/05/2013
27/05/2013

Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo
Sarajevo

27/05/2013

Sarajevo

Srebrenica
Srebrenica

Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
Srebrenica
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